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PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION

A great interest is shown in recent E-nglish and American
fit,ira?uie on epistemology and the phil-osopby -ot sciense

iii fi"-iri.utu* oi trr" divelopment-of knowledge, of the
;;"il-"fitdJ-"o'aitions for icientific cognitio-n' an$ lhe
i...iUiti ,na t*itt lness of the socalled realistic inter-
[i._;i"tii"""t-r"ientiiic knowledge. I believe that the reader
;&;;a-il ""i-Awavt 

fully aware that -the view of know-
f"a-e" l" s"""rJ anh scieritific knowledge in particular as

hisiorically developing, the orientation at studytng.cognt-
tion in a iocio-cultural context, and-perceptlon or KIPFI-

"ase 
as reproduction of objective lealiw zlre not sometnmg

;ffi&-;;;-to Marxist philosophers. These approaches
e*nres! the most significant traits of the Marxist study or
i,"'"*i"ail-r"a 

"oefiltion. 
tt is important to note that the

iiii"ibi"i""tio"- "i 
-fr,ei" problems in -Marxist 

philosophv is
li.""iiAiv different frdm those of other philosophical
t enai. 

-ff,tte I have made an attempt at a Marxist presen-

Aiffi' "i- 
tt 

"te 

- 
problems at the present level of their

a"uefop*e"t. In dll cases, of course, I offer my own.inter-
nretation and solution of the problems considered' At the
;;; tilti 

"t 
d"auorr to take into account the results ob-

ffi;;d-bt ottrei Soviet scholar:s (9.g.,in the philo-sophical
i*"ipi"tirti." of psychological data in terms of the so-

called theory of activitY).-*iGii&;irtui irt" critica analvsis from the Marxist posi-

tions of the conceptions of some influential modern En-

AiJ[ ;.i americin-Pllloso.phers, *et!9d9lo4sts, and
fi-istorians of science (P: W. Bridgmah, Th.Kuhn, W. Quine,
K. Popper. and others) will be of some interest to the
readei bt ttre English edition.--T;.ula 

like [o point out a growing interest of the So-

"i"i ;;;ur"t eit irabv in the stidv of-problems of knowl-
;aE *ith due refereirce to the data of the special s"i9l91t
ab6ut cosnition and at the same time in a broad world-
;i;-r;;ffi.rtt*4. and historical context, in terms -of the
aide'ctics of subject and object, of the gbject-related prac-

tical and cognitive activity. I assume that the nearest Iu-
iiir" *itt s"e" furth"t publications on the s9bj99t'. In.any
i"r", ii"1""d to contiiiue the studies begun in this book'

Moscow
Nooember 1982

V. LektorskY



INTRODUCT!ON

We are all aware that man is not only a practically acting
being but also a cognizing one.
_ Recording this fact is no problem. Problems do arise,
however, as soon as we attempt to understand what cogni-
tion and the cognitive relation are and what are the proper-
ties of the specific product of human activity that we call
knowledge.

These questions necessarily emerge with the very first
attempts of theoretical interpretation of reality and man's
place in it. Formulation and discussion of worldview prob-
lems at the theoretical level assume a conscious attitude
to the abstractions used, and an understanding of what is
genuine knowledge as opposed to false wisdom, that is,
mere claim to knowledge.

The terms "to know" and "knowledge" are used in se-
veral distinct senses in everyday language. For instance,
one may speak of "knowledge" as ability to do something
("I know how to use this instrument", "I know how to
build a house").

We also speak of "knowledge" in the sense of ability to
recognise an object or person ("I know Moscow well", "I
have known this person for twenty years").

Finally, "knowledge" is taken to mean a product of
human activity which characterises (and characterises cor-
rectly) a certain state of affairs in reality: the presen'ce of
certain properties in definite objects, the existence of some
relations, the realisation of certain events or processes, etc.
("I know that such and such things occur").

It should be noted that analysis of the last type of
knowledge has been given preferential treatment ever since
men started musing on what knowledge is - and that hap-
pened almost at the same time as philosophy appeared.
And that is quite understandable, for it is this type that in-
cludes theoretical knowledge (though certainly not only
theoretical knowledge) which was both the result of philo-
sophers' activity and the subject of their cogitation. But
can the specificity of the last type of knowledge be under-
stood in isolation from the other two?

ln particular, what is the relation between knowledge as
understanding the content, structure, properties, and iela-
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tions of the given object, and knowledge in the sense o-f

ability to repioduce this object in human activity, includ-
ing practical activity?"fhis question, along with others, kept arising-through-
out the^ history of philosophical thought, qnd various
trends and sch6ols irt- philosophy endeavoured to answer
them.

Contemplation of the structure of the cognitive relation
leads to th-e conclusion that it is specified by a certain type
of connection between the cognising man (the subject of
cognition) and the object cognised (the object of cognitive
activity). If I asserb that I know something about some-
thing el'se, that implies my simultaneous realisation of the
folldwing! first, th-at my knowledge relates to some object
that doei not coincide with that knowledge, that is exter-
nal with regard to it; second, that this knowle{ge belongs
to me, thaf it is I who implement the process of cognition;
third,'that I claim to express an actual, or real, state of
thing3 in knowledge and can support that claim by some
proc-edure for substantiating knowledge.

Stating these points immediately gives rise to a number
of questi-ons. Foi instance, what is the object.of knowledge
andwhat is its nature? Can the cognising subject be the ob-
ject of cognition himself, and if qo, in what sense? How is
it possible to know the object that is extemal relative to
thri subject and at the same time to be conscious of the
subject himself as the "focus" of cognitive activity? And in
gen-eral, what is "I"? Is it man's body or something else?
Wfrat ire the modes of substantiating knowledge, the
norms and standards which permit to distinguish between
that which corresponds to reality and illusion or empty
"opinion"? Do such norms and standards exist? If,they
do, in what way are they substantiated, in their turn? Can
unconscious knowledge exist, i.e., the kind of knowledge
where I do not realiselhat I know something? Does knowl-
edge of something coincide with its understanding? Final^-
lv.- what are the mechanisms of the cognitive process?
What is the actual interaction between the two terms of
the cognitive relation, subject and object (if this interac-
tion does exist at all, of course)?

It should be stated that for a long time all these ques-
tions, which have been discussed in all their_ aspects since
antiquity, were analysed in philosophy (in- its sp-ecial
branih tirrmed "epistemology") largely on the basis of
studying the featurres of such systems of knowledge which
were eribodied; on the one hand, in everyday knowledge-
("common sens'e";, and on the other, in philosophy.itself
is the first form of theoretical reasoning (some philoso-



phers also included mythology among the systems of
knowledge under analysis). True,- science also existed in
antiquity, first of all as one of the branches of mathe-
matics, geometry. Contemplation of the specificity of the
cognitive process in mathematics had from the outset a
substantive impact on the modes of formulation and
discussion of many epistemological problems. But science
became an independent kind of theoretical activity distinct
from philosophy only in the 17th century, that is, with the
emergence of experimentally based. natural science. From
that moment, scientific knowledge, its structure, content
and potential, as well as the modes of its substantiation
and correlation with everyday knowledge, became, along
with other questions, the subject of careful consideration
by philosophers. It is thus impossible to understand the
specific traits of the epistemological conceptions of
Descartes and Kant, which had a significant effect on the
development of philosophy, unless one takes into account
their relation to contemporary science, of which classical
mechanics was a model or paradigm.

At the same time, the epistemological cogitations of
the scientists specialising in the particular areas of knowl-
edge were not typical then; they sometimes appeared ir-
relevant to what they did as professionals. Science is, of
qourse, an area of human activity specialising in obtaining
or producing knowledge. However, questions as to what
science is, what the ways of substantiating it, the standards
of cognitive activity, etc. are, at one time seemed to many
natural scientists and specialists in the particular fields of
knowledge to be abstruse and even probably scholastic,
and in any case not at all obligatory for success in scien-
tific work.

Undoubtedly, every scientist knew that the knowledge
he obtained pertained to real objects existing outside this
knowledge and independent of it (that is to say, he shared
the attitudes of socalled spontaneous materialism). The
existence of the objective domain of knowledge was not
problematic. As for the standards to be met for the result
of the scientist's activity to be included in the system of
scientific (experimental or theoretical) knowledge, they
were more or less spontaneously assimilated in mastering
the content and the research methods of the accepted the-
ories (in the first place of the model theories that served as
research paradigms), in learning to handle apparatus and
measuring instruments, to process experimental data, inter-
pret device readings, etc. The question of substantiation of
the standards themselves did not, as a rule, arise.

The situation changed radically at the tum of this cen-
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tury, when the problematic nature of the foundations of
classical natural science (including mathematics) became
apparent. As is well known, an all-sided Marxist airalysis of
the revolution in natural science was given by Lenin in his
famous book Materialism and Emplrio-Criiicism. Latei.
Marxist philosophers made a considerable contribution to
the study of this phenomenon. We shall not dwell in detail
on the essence of the revolution in patural science, refer-
ring the reader to available literature.l

Let us note merely that changes in the modes of theore-
tical reasoning and methods of iomparing different scien-
tific theories in the wake of the scientificlevolution at the
beginning -of the p-resent century, substantively changed
the attitude of workers in the spe-cial sciences toepisterio-
logical problems. There is literally not a single cieator of
any major scientific theory in the 20th centuftr who would
not endeavour to provide an epistemological substantiation
of his special scientific constiuctions, dften raising in the
process general questions about the hature of coEnition.
criteria of knowledgg, etc.It is even said that the eplstemol
logical-problem of the correlation between subjecf and ob-ject, which was for a l9r-rg time mosily of intereit for philo-
sophers, becomes at this time one olthe cardinal problems
of specialised scientific knowledge as well.

This circumstance is largely due to the actually increased
complexity of the relation of scientific knowledge to
the c.orresponding system of objects. The point is thii any
cognitive process assumes the use of certain mediators be-
tween the.cognising subject and the cognised object. In
p_re-screntrtlc cognitive practice, this rols was performed.
first oJ.all, by^the labour implements, by ill objectd
created by man for man and embodyine'cer{ain socio-cul-
tural values (that is, actually the 

-wliole of man-made
"second .nature", the artificial environment), and finally
various sign-symbolic systems (in the first plaib the naturil
language) and various concepiual formations expressed in
these systems and terms of these systems. In science_
added to this are, on the one hand, a system of devices and
measuring instruments, and on the other, the totality of
theories standing in certain relations to on6 another, wlricfr
are expressed in artificial, specialty constructed lariguages
along with the natural language. hn these days the jysi6*
of such mediators in science -has become so complicated
and their relations to one another and to the objbct cog-
nised so far from elementary that in some cases i speciil
study is required to single out the objective domairi of a
1 See Notes at the end of the book.



theory and to ascertain its objective . 
meaning' In. the

pr""""rr, it b""o*"t apparent tha;t the choice of one type
of mediators over anoit "i 

(that is, the choice of a definite
tip" .i-"pparatus, ;;a;;'oi description of the research
results- frames ot reie-r-ence,-etc.) is irot indifferent for the

"UiiJii"J-*"*inf 
ot the tinowie-dge obtained but essen-

IIii" " ir"dir-tt "' ti"eii"c out of iertain aspec.tf . of the

"fiilltii. 
-i"iriiv- 

tt "f i. 
"cognised' Because of this, man

fririrself. as a b6ing constructing apparatus and systems.or
it 

"or"ti"A 
knowl5dge, comes to the-attention ot' specral-

ii,fi-i"-lh;* sciencels-hrrictr aeal with nature rather than
man."'1i'*u. especially noticed, aryory other things' that the
."""ifrc 

-pnv'.icA. psycfrical,'and other traits of man as the

&;ffi;'6"i"g'u?f""t the'nature of the research instru'
*-""rtr-.ri"a. Iishould be pointed out in this connection
that obiective interpietuiiS" of scientific knowledge and

establisflment of its objective meaning- is not merely tne
;;;"i;;t;f idte philosoitricat curiositfbut a necessarv ele-

ili;;;f "*i*ititI" *oii., a condition of successful imple-
mentation of a given research.programme'*-ft 

"- "riuuriihlment 
of signiiicint. and essential elements

ot iii" ""iilii-i* 
i"ration uia tn" discoverY of31.illi*:t:

connectio"n between epistemological contemplatlon, ano

it"""t. in the special sciences have in some cases enf,aueo

;;;fi lril;;f phittt"pt i"a.nature. The reasons for that
are numerous. one of tf,^e- being that some major Westem
3;i;i'ilH';ffi ii""krl' ;;;;;"t i'hito io p tric a p roblem s ( and

ihe interrelation between subject and- obJect m Jne,rc9ry]'
iir" bro"est is one of them) do not alwavs Dossess tne ne'

U;i# phil;;;'#"I l.rai;i"s .*9 i ,kirowtedge or the
scientific nhilosoprril 

"-f 
aia"zti"al materialism. 

-The need

ili.ilT"irii"irJ-in""prr"r oi the subject in the production
;"f hr;;Gage "is so-m"lirnes idealislicatlv - 

jntTPI"Pg^ :t
elimination 6t ttre distinction between subJect anct ooJecf,'

;T#" il'pottiuilitv 
-"-i 

"i"cLiui"g 
of objective realitv

outside its realisation, etc.
In any "u.", -ury lmportant and.interest-ing gPi1l"3":

t.rsicai deliberitions-of modern Western scienttsts need a
^#Z;&;i,' irh;i;t-pfiil 

" 
to pt i" al an a]v sis f or sep ar ating th eir

;;ti;"J meaning trom idealistic irrelevancies'---i;i 
"r 

;ow dite il;t; few instances of the discussion of
tt "-iiirt"-"r"ii""r 

pr"uem of the subject-object relation-
ship 6y specialists in the sciences.*'Trr,is, -i" J"avi"g the-objecE.of classical physics one

"oua- "itt "r-ig.orJihe 
effeci of the research instruments

;; ;h;-;;-ta1"-tt is effect into account inprocessing the

irrtoi*ution about ihe events under study. But in the me-
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thodology. .of ..qqantum mechanics, physical objects are
consrcrered in their interaction with the measurins devices^
which^significantly affect the behavio.,, of tt"-JUG"* Li
study.z The mode of describing an individual qr"rr[u-
phenomenon is essentially depen?ent on tfr" 

"t"i--7i""",structure) of the measuring devices used fortocaisirigitrii
phenomenon in space-time. 

. 
Accordingly,,,the-u;;;%i-g;

ous account, of proper quantum phenom6na must, in prin_
crpte, include a description of all relevant featur6s oi theexperimental arrangement',.3 The well_known Soviet phy_
srcrst V. A. ['ok writes, that .,the result of interactiori t6-
tween an atomic object and a classically described aeri"e;,
is "the basic elemenl,'constituting ,,th-e s"Uje"t_-atiL, otphysical tlreory".4 A number of drominent inodern West_
ern.physicists (including even such scientists uiW"*i, ff"i_
senberg) inferred from this circumstance that in quantum
mechanics the distinction between the cogniaing il6j;;;
and the cognised object is obliterated.
,. Fr{h."{Tore, the problems of substantiating mathema_
ucs, wnlch became very acute in connection with the dis_
coye_ry of set-theoretical paradoxes early in this centurv-
called to life one of the tr6nds in the ptriiosoptrv;f ;;;h;:
matics - intuitionism, which offereci a mocie oaffiaii;;the question of the fermissibte oU;ecis-of--;thfi;li;fi
discourse.

'lL [classic_al mathematics], the infinite is treated as cc_tual.or completed or extend6d or existenttai. in i"iinii"
set.is regarded as existing .as a completed totality, prioiJo
or independently of any human piocess .f E"""e,iitli" .iconstruction and as though it couid be spread"ouf ""-"f"_!el^y for.our inspection. In [intuitionist ina[tiemaii".l. ii,;rnlrnrte is t_reated only as potential or becoming oi'con-
s t ruc t iu e ." .5 In tuitioniits cieated 

',e* n;aah ;- 
"iit'r, 

i""iii-ing..the tfreory of the continuum and set tteoiy. tfris
mathematics does not use actual infinity 

", * oti:'""t-oi
discourse. At the same time it containJconcepts and rules
that are absent in classical mathematics.

Intuitionists base their conception of the nature andmeaning of mathematical discouise on certain pfiio*piii:
cal assumptions that intricatery interweave attainmenti o1mathematicat thought and th6ir idealistic in6;p;tati;"s'l'hus, ln the view of Heyting, there is for mathematics ,,no
other source than an intuitjirn, which pla"u, it. 

"li"""ptald inferences before our eyes as immeaiat;it 
"6;;5.8'This intuition,_ existing as i[ were before maifrematlca

language and discursive l-ogical re4soning, coincides at thesame time with a specific activity of "donsciousrrerr. 
esBrouwer remarks in passing, ,.mithematics is moi.i 
""
11



activity (Tttn\ than a t-hgoryl],7 Activity, in its^ turn'
[i""ii".)ln iiis view, *itt' ittti'itive consciousness of time'
;;1ffi-th;-objects 6r matrrematics exist onlv in human

consciousness.""riiiirv,-r6i'us cite the socalled con-ception of ontologi-

cal relativity proport i"i ?"it" i""""tlv 'bv WiIIard Quine'
a major American ti"id-iti--in ivmtiolic togic and the
pniil,JJinv-ot ros,. 

-ind- 
mathemalicg' Quine started,out

direeflv from Droblemi in tt e foundations of mathematics'

;ffi;J'#;'ir,"ri"i"ii'ii.ui ir," *t""t" of the objects- or a
;;;;' -^1--rt"-rtical--thSory assumes translation of this

fh".j;^ffi;"il?1ffi fi;si;st;ith a,dirrerent svstem or

"6i""[.. 
u"d drawing 

-itr6 
c6nctusion that it is this trans-

i"iiil"ih;i- aitir*i""".- its 
-ontotogy. He formulates . 

the

iir"p otiii"" th at o ne 
-c 

an 
- 
de scrib e tf " Olt"?:fl'r.?,lth$'ilil

Ir,"iw-iit rt-ii, 
-characterise 

-its objects) :

l"ri-i"iiti"i,lv; i.e., ;;itti;tv- to inother theorv.which is

;#';;'d"*i'.i"dr,i, gir""-one. 
-Quine 

ascribes to this plgpg-

r:lglrfi #:rlst,ms,,tJixl,'J;"',"t""*fi $l'X?"1111*;
ffi#iid^.?ti,"tt"ti"al kn6wledge in general'E
""t-ti- aeu"toprn"ti-oT spegial s-cienti-fic knowledge now

y,ltr*'im,tii:t'::""':*;l,li'1""ljf i'iii:iEi+g';;#; tii;-r"pia ;;;*tli of spe.ciil sciences studving.cer-
^t i" f*;; dd *"Ei,""itt*-oT t4e cognitive process--(these

;h;;;;";;"times ieimea "the sclences of man")'
""'i;; ;[;i;sy l"Eo"utedlv, belongs am ong t-hem'

i';i,;il;i;EidJ-i[i"xi"e ides. bacL qllite a few centuries'

and psychology as 
"n 

i"E"Fe"aent scGnce based on experi-

ment is at least u nri"ii"a-vl"ts old' The concepts of "sub-

iii'i#'#+i"tL;tl"liiti'"u:*:,"':;,r;qgg;',,fi:
'*l"a"r*m':,?ili,*lT""xiu,#?t"t'1T;il;;zup1tct
;A;;i;;T;"d'J ii',! ""t"t" 

of thd cosritive process from
various philosophical conceptions'
' -^o; 

5i- [[" 
-,iitti;til;]4ft 

"s 
of modern psvchologv is

"" 
-"tt"*pi at exterisive experimental investigation .of th"

;;ililffir6""r. uv-lt " mithodr of the special sciences.

s;Z h ;;;"""i,"i "i .itii' 
- 

ic i enc e a s the o'Y"ff# 
flo #t#i":rE:

*lS,',:mf"lf tfl 1",%?*"#'"-.'*:H;';';;*;i"oi,ii-
ii;ilt"t ;r"gv 

""--m*ces 
to develoP' which endeavo-t1J1

to take a new approach to the study.of cognitive processes

firi.ii,tt -tl"avi"ri lleii integration in complex structures

i"ir*?i i" ttre tralnlw6if ot"" definite-cognitive task.

The conception"ot"Ttr" 
-g""u.i. of tt"" mechanisms of

t2

cognitive activity worked out in detail by the well-known
Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget has attracted considerdble
attention. Offering a theoretical interpretation of his ex-
perimental data, Piaget claims to have solved the basic
epistemological problems. He studies various structures of
which subject and object are component elements, and
analyses the connections between intellectual and o6ject-
related practical activity.

Linguists,. ethnolinguists, cultural anthropologists, and
psych-olinguisls still debate with some animation [he Sapir-
Whorf hypothesis of linguistic relativity that gained wide
currency in the late 1940s.

The starting point of the hypothesis is that we cannot
be fully conscious of reality without the help of language.
the latter being not only a secondary means bf solutionif
some special problems of communication and thinking but
also a mode of constructing our world.

No"- ^Cbomsky, a well-known American linguist and
author of the- ggnerative transformation model iir linguis-
tics, propounded a critique of the behaviourist. empifrcist
theory of language learning. Chomsky believds that thig
theory do-es not take into account a number of important
aspects of the language, such as the creative character of
language uging; the existence of an abstraet generative
structure of-language ("the deep structure',); thd universal
character of certain elements bf language'structure. To
explain these aspects of language, Chomsky postulates the
existence of certain fundamental psychological structures
--the subject's innate ideas, consiiously r6viving certain
elements of Cartesian epistemological conception.g

-Let us finally point out the rapid development of scien-
tology as a special interdisciplinary area of study whose
gp{ is.investig_ation of science by the methods of the spe-
cial sciences. Scientology 

- studies not only the econoniic,
sociological, socio-psychological, and communication as-
p-ects of- scientific activity but also the process of produc-
tion and transformation of scientific knowledge. Tf,ere are
beginnings of a rapprochement between seientolory and
cg+qn aspects of studies in the history of science. Of spe-
cial interest in this connection is the book The Structilre
of Scient.ific Reuolutionsl0 by Thomas Kuhn, an Ameri-
can specialist in the history of science. which met with
considerable response. On the basis of theoretical analysis
of extensive historical-scientific materials, the author dis-
closes the important role for scientific 'research of the
so-called paradigms, that is, theories accepted as model
ones in.the -given- scientific community a[ a given time
along with their characteristic methods of spec'ifying and

13



solvins scientific problems and modes of comprehending
empirical facts. Kihn places special emphasis on the collec-
tiv6 nature of scientific activity, pointing out that an in-
dividuat scieritist cannot be regarded as an adequate sub
iect of scientific activity. Kuhn draws far-reaching conclu-
iions from his conceptibns, mostly of epistemological and
methodological naturb. That is pre-qisgly- the area where the
untenability of certain elements of his theory becomes par-
ticularly afparent. In Kuhn's view, -there--are---no 

logical
iransiti6ns'between the separate parddigms (he likens them
to different worlds in which researchers live). The para-
digms are incommensurable, which produces gap.s between
thE various fundamental the6retical conceptions in science.
Thus, certain aspects of Kuhn's theory warrant relativist
and subiectivist conclusions.

We trhve cited here only some examples of the discus-
sion in the modern special sciences of fundamental-episte-
molosical problems iir ttre interpretation of knowledge-and
cogniTion ina of the subject-ob-ject relation, that is, 9-f th9
nria of problems that a hundred yeanl ago were believed
by most scientists to be the exclusive domain of profes'
sional philosophers.

It alpears important and fruitful in this connection to
compai6 the imbtcations for general epistemology of the
deveiopment of inodem speciai-sciences with the traditions
of forrhulation and discussion of these questions that took
shape in the history of philosoptry as a qp99i4 discipline.
Indeed. these pro-blems that have relatively recently
becom6 of immddiate concem to specialists in the various
sciences, have a long history of discussion in- ^philosophy,
where different gen-eral types of their- specification and
analysis have beei establish-ed and tested, a whole series o-f

fundamental difficulties of epistemolo gical research reveal-
ed, and ways found (in Marxist philosophy) for fruitful
work in this area.

At the same time the development of modem special
sciences, and in the first place the sciences of -knowledge,
provided material for drawing important conclusions of a
'general epistemological nature, - posing new problems be'
fore phil6sophy or-throwing light on some new aspects of
old problemi. bne such problem, now again attracting at-
tention, is the question o1 the nature, status, and methods
of eoistemolosiCal research itself .

A number-of scientists, including Piaget, Quin-e, a1d
some structuralists, believd that epistemo!.ogy -fas l.ost its
right to exist as a'special P!ilosop-higal discipline irredu-
ci6le to the sum totai of the data of ttre special sciences of
cognition. All problems pertaining to understanding cogni-
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tion are.. solved, in this view, either in psychology orrn semrotics or in the general theory of formal structu-r-es.
.One of the propoJitions whicti we strati enEJ".i"i, iosubstantiate in the present work is as follows. Epijtemo-

lggv.does in{eed change its forms ana certain ;rAh;d,
_thqt have haditionally taken shape in ptritosop-liy.-il;;
lation of scientific epistemology tb spec'iat scieiiiiit 6;;i_
9dS,e alqo.chqpses-. The essen66 of these chang;G-L;;
aqaJysqd by the founders of Marxist-Leninisf philosoohv
which has formulated the basis of a scientific epistemorosi-
cal c.onception- adequate to the developme"f 

-"f-iiu-iir
cognition. At the same time the fundambntA pr"Utems ilepistemology _do 4ot disappear, and the nature of ttris [fre-ory as .a_special philosophical discipline irreducible [o it e
sum total of scientific- knowledge remains unchanged. 

- ----

h_oceeding from the fundariental w;fi ;ili?cLssicsof Marxism-Leninism and generalising the experiences oimodern science, Soviet philosophers liave maa'e in th;;;;twenty years a considerable contribution to the studi/ ofthe.natur.e and sp-ecificity of tte cognitiv"-i"tiil"i. fwnote senes oI studies have been devoted to the analysis of
t_"_ q11", of, c ognitiop Spong other forms 

- 

of ;fld.,;tio;j
many worlrs have studied the general nature of the links be_
|ween cognition and practical-activity; gfeat attention has
De€n grven to the forms of the activiti of the subiect in
pflecting. reality ; some works anatysea in"-pi66flr" ;i ih;mterrelationship of the individual and the iocial in cosni-uon; the relation of the gbject and the subject-matteiol
$owl-edg.e has been investigated ; manv workJffi;ft;ire,imto the intenelation-of the_ subje-cJive and the objirctivein the develop-ment of knowledge.tl-[ consideraUld;-i;:
Der or worlrs deal with the dialectics of the subject and the
gpjg"t in cognition in connection with iftildtt;r;i;il;pnrlosophrcal problems arising in the development of them_oclern natural sciences. These works f6cus on therelationship between the object and the inst*mEnts Lt ri-

lT'fl"l}",t?:Hi#fllf i:f,:ig,f,f f, f;:,*milyti
significant aspects of the cognitive retatiori h;; be;;o;:
srderecl in connection with the discussion of the philoso-
phical .problems of psychology, sucli ;s-th;ln6;;il6*of actility and consciousrresl-,'the role .f .-Uj"iifrr?i"dpractical ggtivitV in !.he genesis of perception,-tti" ;;ffi;;i[ne 1so-callect cognitive actions, and the problem of the€$O.'o
. Th.e plgsgnt work attempts, first, to sum up the studiesin this field of both the authdr himielff{ ana-.i;tft;E;:viet specialists in epistemology, and, secona, t. ;;a;;;
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number of aspects of the given problem that are of a gen-
eral and fundamental natuie and at the same time have not
been sufficiently studied in Soviet literature.

We shall try to specify and consider here the main types
of conceptioris of the cognitive relation, of tle subjegt:9b-
ject relafionstrip, i.e., the various modes of formulation
ind discussion 

-6f 
th'e basic epistemological themes. Our

obiective is a clear formulationbf those conditions of study-
ind ttris problem which ensure the fruitfulness and scien-
tific quality of the theoretical quest on the basis of the dia-
lecticil-malerialist epistemology and at the same time ac-
cord with the specificity of the cognitive situation created
by the development of modern science.- 

We begin 6ur analysis of tle cognitive relation with a
critique o--f the modes of formulation of the pro-blemcharac-
teristic of pre-Marxian and present-day non-Marfist, bour-
geois philoiophy. Our investigation in this part of the.work
fias a'doubl6 iignificance. First, it fixes those modes of
epistemological inalysis *hich necessarily lead the research
irito a cullde-sac, g-enerating gsnhadiltions between the
philosophical coriception and the real facts-.of- cognition
'and 

corisciousness ai well as internal contradictions in the
epistemological conception itself. The identification and
discarding -ot ttre methods of studying the cognitive.relS'
tion whi6h do not ensure the construCtion of a genuinely
scientific epistemology help to outline ry9re plegiselV the
specific apiroach to [he analysis of cognition which is cha-
racteristiC of Marxist-Leninist epistemology

In our critique of the pre-It{arxian and non-Marxist the-
ories of knowl-edge we have endeavoured to carefully s-ena-

rate the actual facts of cognition, with which these theo-
ries iuggle, from the false interpretation imposed on these
facti. -As ior the interpretations, we believed it necessary
to take most careful stbck of the arguments used in these
theories and to analyse them critically in detail, in order to
specifv precisely the fundamentally false moves of philoso-
ptricat- r6asonin! that are responsible for the untenability
of these epistemological studies.

An inv'estigation-of the methods of inqu-iry into the
cognitive relition characteristic of the pre-Man<ian and
no-n-Marxist theories of knowledge has another significance
as well. These epistemological approaches are often repro-
duced abroad in one form or another by specialists in the
various sciences (in psychology, in the discussion of the
philosophical problems of physics, in studying-the founda-
tions of mathematics. etc.). A critical analysis of these types
of perception of tlie c6gnitive relation of subje^ct and
obj&t, t6erefore, proves to be of great importance for cor-
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rect philosophical interpretation of many branches of mod-
ern scientific knowledge.

The first chapter of the first part critically analyses the
interpr6tation of the cognitive relation as a relation be-
tween two physical systems. This c-o-nception is characteris-
tic of metdp6vsical haterialism. The basic weaknesses of
metaphysicdl riaterialism compel its representatives to make
concessions to subjective idealism on a number of essential
points. In the past, the conception of the subject-object re-
iation as a relation 6f two phyiical systemswas on the whole
materialistic, although it did contain some elements of sub-
iectivism. while in present-day bourgeois philosophy this
Loncepti6n of cognition is formulated, as a rule, in the -fra-
mewoik of subjective idealism, only occasion4ly including
elements of meihanistic materialism (Russell). We also con-
sider in a critical light further modifications of this scheme
of the cognitive relation produced by the introduction in it
of a natriralistically interpreted subject's activity: Piaget's
genetic epistemology andBridgman's operationalism. Pro-
ininent sfecialists in-their respebtive fields (psychology^and
physics), these scientists established a number of facts
6ss-ential'for understanding the process of cognition. Their
attempts at philosophical interpretation of these -facts,
howeier, do not go beyond the first type of conceptio-n of
the cognitive relation, which predetermines serious defects
in thelr epistemological constructions.

Ttre community in the basic understanding of the sub-
ject-object relation in cognition justify bringing un{g-r o4e
heading the epistemological conceptions which differ in
other respects-(unlike Locke or Russell, Piaget and Bridg-
man are not professional philosophers; Piaget is inclined
towards mechanistic materialism with elements of subjec-
tivism, and Bridgman, tg subjective idealism with certain
elements of materialism).

The second chapter of the first part contains critical
analysis of a type of understanding of cognition that is ex-
tremely influential in bourgeois philosophy--one which
endeavours to explain the essence of cognition by analys-
ing the structure of individual consciousness. Thi! coneep-
tion of cognition was first clearly expressed by Descartes
and later developed by various schools of subjective idealis-
tic epistemology. This approach is of special interest in the
study of the cognitive relation in transcendentalist concep-
tions (Kant, Fi-hte, Husserl's phenomenology). The main
probleh of the epistemological conceptions proceeding
from the interpretation of cognition considered here is one
of substantiating knowledge. In the course of its discus-
sion, a number of important epistemological issues are
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considered: the interrelation of consciousness and knowl-
edge, know-ledge of the world and knowledge of self, the
structure of the act of reflexion, the interrelation between
t!9 ego and the other subjects in the process of cognition.
All these questions, however, are interpreted in ifunda-
mentally erroneous way: the real facts of cognition and
consciousness which subjective-idealist epistemblogists en-
counter are mystified. The present book considers ih detail
all those defects of subjectivist epistemological concep-
tions which make a scientific study of the cbgnitive reli-
tion impossible. Besides, it is shown that all tliese defects
are rooted in the fundamentally erroneous understandinq
of the cognitive relation itself as one that is determined bf
the structure of a self-contained individual consciousness.

It should be noted that in the first and second parts of
the book we do not pursue the goal of a maximaliy com-
prehensive analysis of all those-non-Marxist conceptions
that could be included under the general epistemological
viewpoints g+dgr analysis. Our choice of the-objects ofcri-
ticis-m is- guided by a desire to .specify and anilyse those
modes of expression of the epistemological positions consi-
dered which, on the one hand, reprisent their classical
form, and on the other, are widespread in modern Western
philosophy, affecting also specialists in the various sciences.
Thus, the first two chapters are by no lueans a ,,histori-
cal introduction" to the iest of the work.15

These traits of the critical analysis determine the fact
that the order in which the conceptions are criticised does
not. always coin-cide with the sequence of their emergence
in the history of philosophy.

To a considerable extent the materials critically ana-
lysed here (q.8., some aspects of Husserl,s epistem-ology,
the epistemology of Sartre) are considered from Marx-isf
positions for the first time. Besides. we endeavoured to
gpecify those aspects of the epistemological conceptions of
Descartes,. Kant, and Fichte which have not yet ittracted
the attention of Marxist philosophers.

The yc_onQ part of the monbgraph studies the specific
traits of the interpretation of the cognitive relation-in the
system-of scientifrc, that is, Marxist-Leninist, epistemolo-
gy, and-outlines the prospects which open rip in this ap-
proach for the anal_ysis of a number of fundamental proL-
lems now discussed in terms of the dialectical-mateiialist
conception_ of subject, object, and cognition in works on
the*method-ology of sc ience, scientology, and psychol ogy.

The work shows that th6 dialecticd-niateriitiit inteffre-
tation of the cognitive relation does not only permit an an-
swer to questions that confound non-Marxist epistemolo-
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gy, or provide a scientific explanation of the real facts
which bourgeois philosophers encounter and are unable to
grasp the meaning of. Marxist-Leninist conception of cog-
nition opens up fundamentally new horizons of epistemo-
logical studies, posing before epistemolory tasks and prob-
lems that are impossible in the type of epistemology that
is traditional for bourgeois philosophy.

We undertake a detailed analysis of the basic position of
the Marxist-Leninist interpretation of the cognitive rela-
tion between subject and object, a position that involves a
fundamental recognition of the unity of reflective, object-
related practical and communicative activity and a recog-
nition of social mediation and the historical nature of cog-
nition. The dialectico-materialist epistemology provides
the basic principles for working out a number of problems
raised by the development of the modern special sci-
ences and of scientific epistemology itself. Many of these
questions have not been considered in Marxist epistemolog-
ical literature at all or else have not been studied compre-
hensively enough; then again, they were studied in aspects
different from those analysed in the present work. This ap-
plies to the role of object standards in the formation of
sensory knowledge, the interrelation of the objective and
operational components in the system of knowledge, of
different types of links between ideal and real objects, the
interrelations of "alternative" conceptual systems and cor-
responding objects, the connection between continuity and
discontinuity of cognitive experiences, the correlation of
substantiation and development of knowledge, the rela-
tionships between knowledge, self-consciousness, and re-
flexion, between explicit and implicit knowledge, the rela-
tions of individual and collective subjects of cognition, of
the status and specific traits of scientific epistemological
research, its relations to the specialised sciences of cogni-
tion, etc. Analysis of these problems is linked up with the
philosophical interpretation of the materials of a number
of special disciplines (the psychology of perception, cog-
nitive psychology, ethnolinguistics, scientology, the histo-
ry of science, formal logical analysis of scientific theories,
etc.). Side by side with elaborations of the positive views
on the problems considered, a critical analysis is undertak-
ert of some modern non-Marxist conceptions erroneously
interpreting the epistemological problems which have aris-
en from the development of modern science - " the concep-
tions of Kuhn, Sapir and Whorf, Quine, Popper, and others.
Some of them (e.g., Quine's theory of ontological relativi
ty) are analysed for the first time from Marxist positions.
The second part also contains a critical analysis of the con-
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ception of cognition which was formulated on an objective
ia6distic basis by Hegel. Hegel came closest to understand-
ing a number of impoltant features of the dialectics of sub-
jedt and object in iognition but, remaining an idealist, he
could not formulate a scientific epistemology.

The monograph substantiates a number of prop-ositions
which, in the author's view, follow from the specificity- of
the Marxist-Leninist conception of the nature of cognition
and are essential for further study of problems in scien-
tific epigtemology.

tn paiticular,lhese include the following proqositions: 
-

1) The conc6ption of the subject as a material being and
the i'ecognition bf the imporiance of the sub-ject's 4qtgrial
activity In cognition is necessary but in itself is insufficient
for a scientific treatment of the cognitive relation. A limit-
ed naturalistic interpretation of the subject's practical and
cognitive activity cannot stand up to subjectivilm. A scien-
tifi-c conception of the cognitive relation implies a consis-
tent defenie of the unity of reflection and activity. Bttt
that in its turn only becomes possible if the subject him-
self and his activity'ate understood as socio-culturally and
historically conditioned, if it is recognised that the sub-
ject's object-related and cognitive activity is mediated by
his relation to other subiects.

2) Human cognition 
-as 

the highest form of reflection of
reality assumes not only the subject's conscious attitude to
the dbject but also a conscious attitude to himself. Ele-
mentary forms of knowledge (e.g., perception) are accom-
panied 

-by 
a realisation of the place of the individual sub-

ject in the system of the spati,o-temporal relations of the-objective woild. Scientific activity is -only possible where
colnition encompasses the objects-under sludy qnd whete,
furt,hermore, theie is a realisation of the modes and norms of
cosxitive activity inherent in the collective subject.

3) A scientific epistemology is a special kind of reflex-
ion about knowledge, one that purports to find out the ne'
cessary conditions of any knowledge, to single out-univer-
sal colnitive norms. One of the important specific features
of this theory is that the characteristics of actually existing
knowledge aie reflected in it in close unity with- ascribing
definitiv6 norms of cognitive activity. The general image g!
cognition and science created-by epistemology is itself
inctiuded in the actual course of cognition, restructuring it
in certain respects.

It is up t6 the reader to judge whether the author has
coped wiitr tris task. The author will gratefully acce-pt any
critical suggestions inspired by a desire to- deepen the dis-
cussion oflhe problems studied in the book.

Part One

CONCEPTIONS OF THE COGNITIVE
RE LATION I N NON.II'IARXIST

EPISTET\4O LOG ICAL THEO RI ES

ChaPter 1

INTERPRETATION OF COGNITION AS
INTERACTION OF TWO NATURAL SYSTEMS

The epistemology of metaphysical materialism starts
from a dremise thlt is entirely correct: reality is.undef-
stood as-a system of material structures conirected in defi-
nite ways 6y certain relations and actual dependences.
This coriception emphasises that both subje-ct and object
must be coirsidered as definite interconnected material sys-
tems. It is correctly noted that the subject is not some su-
pramaterial being outside the objective real world but is
inctuaea in the dbjective reality ilself. "Subiect" and "ob'
iect" are distincti6ns within this reality. Therefore both
ihe interactions of subject and object and the processes
within the subject are objectively real.

Lr metaphyiical materialism, however, these correct ma-
terialist preniises are combinea witfr assumptions vhich
drive the study of some fundamental epistemological-ques-
tions into a cul-de-sac, and also compel one to make se-

rious concessions to subjectivism on some points, abandon-
ing the materialist theory of reflection. We refer here to
th"e interpretation of the subject as a purely natural ph-ysi-

cal body'or biological being interacting with the world of
materiai objects atcording 

-to natural law.s, lqwq given by
nature. Thii conception of the interrelation between the
cognizing subject and the cognized object is unacceptable
in i scieritific,-dialectical and materialist, epistemology.- 

-

Let us try to point out the fundamental defects of in-
terpretation 

-of 
cognition as interaction of two natural sys-

tems.

1. INTERPRETATION OF KNOWLEDGE
AS THE RESULT OF A CAUSAL EFFECT OF THE

OBJECT ON THE SUBJECT

Already in antiquity, the view is formed that the knowl-
edge of an object-resirits from a causal impact of the ob-
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ject on the subject. True, that action is interpreted in an
original way: an "image" of the object is separated or
"emanates" from it and floats in the space between the ob-
ject and the subject; getting into the subject, the image as-
sumes the quality of knowledge.

The philosophy of the New Times lends a different
shape to a basically similar conception of the mechanism
of origin of knowledge. In terms of the ideas of classical
mechanics, which had taken shape by that time, only ma-
terial physical bodies can affect one another, the only qua-
lities immediately inherent in the bodies being density, ex-
tension, and form. There can be no question of "emana-
tion" of "images". Bodies can leave only material traces of
impact in each other. The result of the physical impact on
the sense organs (whether it be direct impact, as in the case
of tactile impressions, or a mediated one, as in the case of
vision) is sense perception - the primary and basic kind of
knowledge. All other kinds or types of knowledge are, in
one way or another, derivative from perception. Therefore
to discover its mechanism would in fact mean to discover
the essence of knowledge, of the cognitive relation in
general.

Here is how one of the classical adherents of such con-
ceptions, the En$ish philosopher John Locke, reasoned:
" ... Simple ideas [that was the term Locke used for what
is now called sense perception - V. L.l are not fictions of
our fancies, but the natural and regular productions of
things without us, really operating upon us; and so carry
with them all the conformity which is intended, or which
our state requires; for they represent to us things under
those appearances which they are fitted to produce in us;
whereby we are enabled to distinguish the sorts of particu-
lar substahces; to discern the states they are in, and so to
take them for our necessities, and apply them to our uses.
And this conformity between our simple ideas a4d the
existence of things is sufficient for real knowledge."r

It is by the specific formations arising in the subject
himself, by the "ideas" or sense perceptions, that man
judges of the really existing objects. The relation'of the
system of interconnected perceptions to the real objects
reminds one of the relation of a map to the actual landscape.
The map is not the terrain itself. At the same time a man
who can read the map will clearly understand the interrela-
tions of the real objects in the area described by the map.

The argument seems clear and logical. The development
of modern neurophysiology indeed describes a great'many
dependences characterising causal chains that form in the
external objects, then pass through man's senses and fur-
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ther to the brain. These descriptions take into account the
laws of diffusion, reflection and diffraction oJ light in the
case of vision, th-e specificity of the spread of sound oscil-
lation in the 

'case of hearing, the structure of the retina,
the laws of excitation of ttre conductor nerves, etc. It is
important to emphasise that modern studies have estab-
lis6ed that the cortex plays an exceptionally important
role in the process of perception. Where a certain centre
(visual, auditory, etc.) is damaged, the corresponding
perception process is disrupted.^ Neirrophysiological stuilies undoubtedly -have - 

an im-
mense significanc-e for disclosing .t!tg material mechanisms
of perceftion, and a gxeat deal will have to be done in this
directiori-. Thti question, however, is whether these studies
by themselves ale sufficient to understand perception as a
special kind of knowledge, and whether the neurophysio-
l6eical data can be interpreted in the theory of perceqtion
wfiict we have briefly 6utlined here and which has been
termed in philosophy representationism.

Let us note that in representationist terms, not all that
exists in perception coresponds to the features of actually
existing oUjecti. Since the natural sciences, and in the first
place physics, do not use the concepts of colour, taste,
imell,-ett., the corresponding properties of per_ce_ption, the
uphoiders of this view believe, should be regardedasemerg-
irig through the object influencing the subject rather than
inherent in the actually existing objects (characterised by
the concepts. of extension, density, quantity, form, mo-
tion, etc.).-Tlius the theory of the so-called primary and se-
condary (ualities is formulated, atheory that was presented
in cleai f6rm by Locke and still has some supporters. The,
"primary" qualities of our perceptions (perception of
spatial rillations between objects, their size, etc.)-reproduce
more or less precisely the real properties of the o-bjects
themselves. As for the "secondary" qualities, they do not
reproduce the properties of objects existing outside us, al-
thbugh they have objective causes. The "secondary" qua-
tities, thoulh not fully subjective and illusory, are thus
more subjective than the "primary" ones.

Let us now consider the logic of the representationist
conception. This will enable us to see its weak points.z

(l)-Let us begin with the fact that the very divisio! into
"primary" and ?'secondary" qualities is extremely shaky.
If is true, of course, that the natural sciences do not use
such concepts as coiour, taste, smell, etc. (although these
sciences might, of course, use concepts correlative with
those of colour, taste, and smell - e.g., the concept of
electromagnetic wave length). Neither does such a science



as neurophysiology resort to the concepts of colour and
taste, explaining the mechanism of percePtion through
description of various spatial arrangements of the conduct-
or nerves and brain centres and also studying the frequen-
cy of propagation of excitation along the nerve paths. The
so-called secbndary qualities do not appear as objects of
neurophysiological analysis, for they cannot in principle be
introduced int-o the system of physical inter4ction. But the
question arises then, where do they emerge and in what
';space" do they exist? We can no longer be satisfied with
the answer that they emerge "in the process" of the object
operating on the subject, for analysis of this process in
terms ofinteraction between natural bodies does not make
use of a concept pertainingto these "qualities".

The assertion also appears unconvincing that the "prima-
ry" qualities, as distinct from the "secondary" ones, re-
produce more or less precisely the properties of real objects.
The subjective element in the perception of colour, in gus-
tatory senses and others is rather prominent. But the ele-
ment of subjectiveness is always present in the perception
of spatial forms and relations of actual objects, too. In
some cases this subjectiveness is so great that it necessarily
produces various illusions of perception that have been
studied in detail in modern psychology. In everyday life,
however, it is correctly believed that perception of spatial
forms of things is on the whole objective. Why then is sub-
jectiveness ascribed to the perception of sound, colour,
smell, etc.? It is correct that the conceptual picture of the
world drawn by the natural sciences does not include
colours, sounds, or smells. But it does not include many_ of
the spatio-temporal interrelations fixed in material bodies
which from the standpoint of pre-scientific "common
sense" are necessary attributes of the objective, real world.
If we should accept that only those characteristics of reali-
ty actually exist which are expressed in the concepts of the
modern natural-scientific theories, we arrive at the conclu-
sion that not only properties corresponding to "seconda-
ry" qualities are non-existent, but so are the objective cor-
relates of the "primary" qualities, for that which we per-
ceive as things more or less distinctly localised in space and
time is, in terms of modern physics, merely a complex ag-
glomeration of processes on the quantum mechanical level.
In this case, our ordinary notions of space, time, and loca-
lisation of objects no longer work. The ordinary percep_-
tion of extemal objects including both "secondary" and
"primary" qualities will here appear as something that
does not accbrd with their nature, as a consequence of the
specific structure of our sense organs and of the fact that
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our body size is on the macroscale.
But doesn't this assumption take us too far along the

path of subjectivism?
- 
Le_t us pgint out finally that the other assumption on

which the division of perceived qualities into .,primary,,
and "secondary" is based is open tb criticism. We-mean is-
cribing some fundamental affinity between the result of
impact of the "primary" qualities of the object on the
sense organq ald the qualities themselves. As shown by
neurophysiological research, the processes that take plac-e
in the -neryous system at the moment of perception Lave,
a,s a qtrle, no external similarity to the phenomena that arti
the objects of perception.
- (2) -It foll.ows from the "causal theory" of perception

that the subject is directly concerned wifh ttre ,-,tracei,, of
the object's impact on the pereeiving apparatus rather than
with the object itself. The subject'.transports outside,,, as
it w.ere-,. tle features or "qualities" of these ,,traces,,, ,.pro-
jecting" them -onto the r-eal object and ascribing ttieri to
the obj.ect its-elf, although not all of them are adtually in-
herent in the latter-

It-is not clear, however, just why the subject necessarily
ascribes to the object qualities that are noi characteristi-c
of it, and how it does so. The mechanism of projection is
impossible to understand in terms of action o1 oire physi-
cal system on another.

(3) Then there is this puzzle: how can the subject ,,read",
i.e., perceive the "imprints" or "traces" of tlie action of
the object on his perceiving apparatus?
. Indeed, according to the given conception, all percep-

tion is necessarily mediated by the sense organs ina tie
nervous apparatus. What are the sense organs that can
perceive the "imprints" given in the apparatus itself that
realises the process of perception? Even if we assume that
s}ch special "sense organs" do exist, that is no solution of
the problem, for in these "sense organs,, there must be
some new "imprints" which again have to be ,,read,, by
some-one, elg. And, who is that "someone,' reading th'e
imprints? The subject? But the basic premise of this
conception is that the subject is a physical body, a natural
material system, which cannot exist somewhere in its own
nervous apparatus reading imprints in its own brain.

The only way out is to recognise that the process of
perception of "imprints" in the perceiving system is funda-
mentally different from the perception o-f external objects
and that the former process is realised directly, witLout
sense organs o-r-"reading" the corresponding traces. How-
ever, that would mean rejecting the view thit the origin of



sense perception as a special kind .of .knowledge gan ry
i rlit ;r;- L-*ii"".tir"tv interpreted in terms of action of
onsphvsical system uPon another.""ia5'66"rirt6"i 

"anbr"nce 
to this conception inevitably

ent'aiis subjectivistic conclusions contradicting the materr-
Iiil'ti;;;}- of ienection. Here is one of them' The "cau-
rri;; t-ti..v o1 perception postulates that direct perception
ii"r,iiu"i6riitic- or frocesies in the -subject's 

receiving ap-

;--;il;;d-""" n" iorrelated with the real object in a ve-

i" -"ai"ted manner. The actual processes durir-tg percep-

ii.;--;t-E 
-aGtosea 

bv studving the work of analvsers
;J th;"bi"in anA nerve itructrires. If we follow the logic
.f inir 

""""eption, 
we shall have to accept that the physio--

k;i;t;ila;itid tt " work of the brain does not, in actual
i;Eil-d"rt-aiil-ctiv with that brain but onlv with his own'
r"r hnv obiect is accessible to the scientist only through
i[^. ;irirpiiritsr; in hi. o*., brain, which "symbolise".exte.r-

"A 
,i"fiiv ,uiher apfroximately, being similar to that reali-

lv 
""fV 

iir some rusieqts. Bertiand R-ussell, p aan9yry-9t
the "clusal" theory of perception, draws this 'conclusron'
insisting that it is i mistake to assume "that a man can see

iii"it6ilN"i 
"u"r, 

ttt" autest physiologist can perform this'i;;;. Hdil""pt *ii"t he looks-at a biain is an event in his

;;; ;ild, 
""d 

tt". only a cqrsal connection with the brain
that he fancies he is seeing."r-'F;ib*iG ti," pattt "of subjectivism, .Russell,.yII:
Locke and-other metaphysical materialists, includgs the
"causal theory" of perception within the trameworl( ot a

si6:" 
"tiu-" 

ia 
"1untti"'pfr 

itoiop.h ical c on cepti g"' .T \{ lli: h

wai a concession to subjectivism in metaphysrcal matena-
iir*- L"""*es the nucleui of Russell's epistemology'
-i6i i"i ,. finally point out an essential circumstance
td;is r,ria to ""ptiiri, 

if one regards perception as-simple
;;ilJ ""ti"o 

of one physical system on another' We refer
6-th" 

-taJt 
tt at p"t"ipiio., always assumes realisation of

ol."eot.-and their inch"rsion (in the process of perception
il;iff il;;; c^i"gotv of objects, which is expressed in
ii"a"itiu"aing the Snject perc-eived.Understanding m93ls
;;;it"il ""tility 

of the su^bject, manifested, among other
Ini"ni. i"-aitf"ient objective interpretations and percep-

;i;ffi-'.f';; a"a 1n" same action of the object on.the
suUiect's receptive apparatus' The objective interpretatron
li-i"aiiv tak6s plac6 in the framework of a certain system

"i iru:"iiirJ i'standards". Perception thus has definite nor-
mative features... 

G;;t rlit- sfieaking, it is those features of perception
*frtfi-t 

"u,i 
to^ao wilt its conscious and normative charac'

i"i-tt "t ut" least amenable to interpretation in terms of
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caus-al impact of one physical system upon another. The
need to view perception as a spetial struiture, a pfr"nb*e-
non of consciousness rather than a simple ,,impiint,,. has
come rrp in_.other cases, e.g., when we spoke of ttre droU_lem of localising th.e sensrl4 image, explaining a[";d[il-
lsm oI "p^rojection,', €te. Most supporters of-the ,,causal,,

IItegIy ot perception recognise, in one way or another-
that the chains of natural causation in the sibiect,s re"eol
tive apparatus result 1n t-!re emergence of a spetiiit ph6;_
menon that cannot be direcily rinderstood ina eiJfri"ia
in, the concepts of mechanic!, physics, crremisiiy-,--;a
other natural sciences - the phenomenon of sensual'imase
consciousJy realised by the iubject (that is nussetiis poii-
tion). This recognition, howevei, mebns in-fut a rei;"iil;oI the interpretation of the cognitive relation as m-erelv a
spe.cial type of connection betw*een two ptrvsicA .t;i;#. "

Let us stress that critigue of the.,.cauiall;aon;6pii6,iilf
perception does not at all mean rejecting the ideiiti;ttn;
subjec! is in some respects indeed-a corirplex naturai-svs
!gr_n, 

tha! the object does indeed act on thi sense oig;;f
11" 9,qS"tq*g sybje.ct, and that cognition is in genelal im-possrbte without this action.

^ 
Then ?Eain, it is impossible to ignore the enormous massoI material accumulated by neurophysiology. The task lies.

apparently, in a p hil osophic aI -thebr6tical iriteipretaiion iithat material.

. 
2. THE THEOBY OF COGNITIVE

"Eou I L rBR ru$ 
:EBl[::, 

suBJ Ecr

Some modern adherents of the interpretation of thecognitive relation as a special type of int6raction between
two. natural systems believe thatihe defects of epistemoto_gical conceptions criticised in the previous sectibn ar" 

"otdetermined by cognitio1 qeipg regdrded-as a purely natuiai
I)rocess but by a one-sided view of the subject_obj6ct inter_action: the action of the object on the ,irU:i,ct i, ,i"ai;dtrut the reverse action.of.the-subject on ilie"oLje;ti, 

"Jt.ln this connection it is believed-that proper a[tention tothe sub.ject's _own activity in the analysis bf ""i"ilit* i"particular to his external 
-material 

actiirity, ;""f.i ;li;; ;;overcome the fundamental shortcomingj6r ttroepiiteml--logical conception of metaphysical ma:terialism: ih" ;;;_rnative nature of cognition; tor instance, *iii It e" U" ei-
rrlained. It should be-stressed that the acti'vity tfre;;&ily,[ studying which is asserted is in thii case underst;oA-i;



the spirit of natural philosophy, .?s a pulely 
""lYI?l

i'r'L*'t,i'i'tq qf * :il"itic uo<iv 
-i the 

:XTi?11i"T,L".',:it ii ,irii,i6J"t, to the analvsis of activitv i
to the adherents ., tfiit1ii"*Ii;i;;^t,'it do6s not in princi-

;I"t; ffi;;a th; #;d'"t;ii& "q 
ihe coenitive relation

as a naturat rnteraJtiJ;";i-;i#ui tv"el Althoush its

adherents analvse .J;; Jtg"iui'e p-robi'ims with gleater

discrimination and pil"itit; than 
-Locke and the other

theoreticians who JtrJ."i,:"li'it-"--one-sided action of the

$j;;ffiilt" ."ui"""t''ii i' Jiit in PrinciPle":Tffff'H"rl:

""irslruct 
an adequate epistemological. '

framework ot u ,ili""i"'i"r""d-- riuf"iAirt model of cog-

nition. The theored;;;;;;h; i-nt91nret the subjectp c9g:

nitive activity i" , 'ii["iaitt1" 
fashi-on' either stick to the

positions of metapilvti';;I*fi;i;;;iit'n ot accept the stand-

boint of subjective"idealism, or even assimilate both of

these positions.
An illustration of this conception of the cosnitive rela'

tion is the'system "tfi#;;;;i"a genetic eoistemology of

Jean Pia get, or,",o, 
"t'hl''";;-p*ei'lent W eitern psych olo -

sists. ,,Genetic epistenio'fi#'i ;hich is extremelv influen-

iial abroad, fr". uril""""-r""r" attempt. to philosophically

interpret the extens'iv]' ;;"ltt of- 
-exp'eri 

merital and theore-

;i#"i;"ffi.g^i""r""ti'ai'it'L*i"a but hv Piaeet and his

collaboratorc o,rrr,'g"!Ji"iil !ffi ;a;t' in anatvsing- " genetic

epistemologY ", *""ri-uii *a"uuo"t. to senarate the actual

ficts discov"r"a uy"iiiag;'G; th'It retum to these facts'

characterisine i-pl'i#?""ii;&!t;t the nrocess of cogni-

tion. iq our positii'e"i"l"iif if i'g the oroblem) from his

theoretical interpriLi"Il*'t'i"t' it t"tg"ty untenable in its

ohilosoPhical asPects't"tiuJ"r""iir6t"aitiii'g'ith the applqach of the Swiss psy-

chologist. First, tre recLsnises the-subject's active role at all

levels of the cogniiive ['o""", beginning with perception
'l]ii:#id i,iir, Z.#iLIl;i;iG"t"il stru Jtures' rhis active-

ness of the subJect'i'.*J"pi"""*a'i" lt " transformation of

the object, in *re''ta"ct"iriiiTt'" t"tter can onlv affect the

subiect in the "o"#lt 
niJ-"":iitilv, which varies in charac-

i#ffhiii;;;"tli"#il;""i r"'"t'' S"cond' the cognitive re-

lation is interpretfi ilih; iiamewort of 
'the 

system-struc-

tural appro""t,t 'uilo*;.tditiJ." 
formations are viewed as

integral .tr.r"t.,,"'; '''ii tt'E tt'Uj""t-object relation itself is

resarded ,, " .p""l"i'fid;;i;vtt"* ii' which subject and

ofiect are mutually "balanced"'""'i;;;"uil-ie;-t"ff i';'i"pirationat.conceptionof intel-

rig"n"" tri-piig"l;;;; L tiis psvchological theory) are as

follows:
1. trtelligence is defined in the context of behaviour'
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that is, of specific exchange (interaction) between the ex-
ternal world and the subject.

"...Unlike physiological interactions, which are of a
material nature and involve an internal change in the bodies
which are pre''sent, the responses studied 6y psychology
are of a functional nature and are achieved at greater and
greater distances in space (perception, etc.) and in time
(memory, etc.) besides following more and more complex
paths (reversals, detours, etc.)."4 According to Piaget,
intelligence is a definite form of the cognitive aspect of-be-
haviour, whose functional purpose is the struc turing of re-
lations between enuironment and the organism.

2. Intelligence, just as all the other biological processes
and function-s, is of adaptiue nature, in Piagef,'s view. Adap-
tation is in this case understood as equilibrium between as-
similation (of the given material by the existing systems of
behaviour) and accommodation (of these schemes to a
definite situation). Adaptation may obviously vary quite
extensively in its nature. It may be material, with equi-
librium attained by "interpenetration between some part of
the livigrg body and some sector of the external environ-
ment",b or functional, which is not reducible to such
material interpenetration (or exchange). A most important
element in this understanding of the nature of intelligence
is the assertion of the specifically functional natuie of
adaptation in the intellectual sphere.
_ 3. Cognition realised by intelligence is not, according to
Piaget, a static copy of reality. To cognize an object means
to act on it, tb reproduce it dynamically, and that is why
the essence of intelligence lies in its actiue nature. Psychi-
cal and, consequently, intellectual life begins "with fun-
ctional interaction, that is to say from the point at which
assimilation no longer alters assimilated obiects in a
physico-chemical manner but simply incorporates them in
its own forms of activity (and when accommodation only
modifies this activity) ".6

4. Intellectual activity is deriuatiue from the subject's
material actions; its elements, or operations, are inteiioris-
ed actions which prove to be operations in the proper
sense of the word only if they are mutually coordinated,
forming reuersible, stable, and at the same time mobile
integral structures.

5. These integral structures may differ essentially both
in the degree of their reversibility and the nature of mobili-
ty, and in their being related to a given sphere of objects.
Moreover, other cognitive funotions (for example, percep-
tion) are also characterised by structural organisafion. Tlie
problems of genetic affinity between cognitive functions



(and behaviour as a whole) and the specificity of intel-
i#;";;;"tirr"a uv Piaget in the folo*ing manner' Intel-
ii?;;;; ?ii i.ii'"it"rision-and a perfection of all adaptive'*:"tllr';f 

s:lffilglat',1**Hlil{l';tm;ffi lil;
ilefi.ilJ;a-tr," pi"-tLiit erruitonme"t-. Elementarv cogni-

ti* t"""ti"il, ;""6 as perception,. habit and memory' ex'
;;;d-il-i; t-# aitectiot of fresen^t gPace (Perc"Pt!4-."-o:-
iact with distant objects) and of short-range reconstmc-
;I;;t';; u"[i"iputiois- onlv intellisence "' tends towards
iii Af_"mriacind equifiUriuni pV -aiming at the assimilatioa
;f ffi;;d;k;- 6f -;Aitv-a"a"ttre- ac6ommodation to it
li ii,uo". *hich it ther6by frees from its dependence o. n
;fi"-ili;di i;i;'Nrl-;n"c."f Hen"" the principle of ge.netic

deduction of the intellectual operations, the reverse srde or
Iiir i,ri"iipi"-U"i"i tt" impbssibilitv' of indi-cating the
siiict- nouidaries 5t ittteuig'ence: the latter has tq be

a;ii;"d o"rv:;u-v the direcTion towards which its deve-

fopment is tirmeci".8---ttt"J 
i"t"Uig"t "" 

is, according to Piaget, a sp"ecial ,form
of interaction between subject and object, specfrc actrvrty
which. being derivative from external object-related actlvr-
ir--i-"is!.-as the totality of interiorised operations mu-
iilttv co1rdinated and forming reversible, s!1pte, ancl at
;1,|;u,,g time mobile integral structures' Intellig.ence' says

il;s€il'ilt-L" a"ti""a "in ierms of the Pr.oge.ssrYP reversi-

;iliil'"i-the mobile stntctures" or, which is the !-ame'
IJ^l/tr,I' rtut"" i,?ldirititri"* tow"rcis which tend all. the
ii"""^tti""" "d"ptuti6"i 

of a sensori'motor and cognitive",,iil;..-;-*'"ii -""-lu-- 
assimilatory and accommoda'

ifll'irit"riltio"'s uetw"e. ft e organism and the environ-
meirt".9"'"iiug!tt psychological and epistem.ological conceplion
tr,"r-i-r"r't.i b" a-e?vative froin his in_telRretation of the
i"t"ti"iutio" between the organism and the environment'
;h;-;ffi-airtinci uiotogical orientation. we shall later see

iii.t itie"t 
-endeauourslo 

interpret the biological processes

"-i 
ursi*jtation and accommodation, in their turn, rn terrns

"i. ilivJi"a and mechanistic theory of equilibrium'."'tff'";;"f-itt" g"""sis of intelligence is, according .to
pi" glt", it 

" 

-t 
Ji"i-"ti;; 

- 

; f ^t,i" a. 1ni15nqr +ilitl I9l lhf *
is n"eitjher innate nor preformed in the human mrno' Lo-gr-

il-thfii.d; r in" piotuct of the subject's growing activity
i" rrii, t"i"li".ns witir the external world'"'i;iil;f;ilei"d ;t"t four basic stages in the devel-opme-9.t

.f j;;1;d ;"ir""i"g,- sensori-motoripre-operational nintelli-
Eence-- concrete operations, and formal operatlons'.- l. Iirtellectual acts at the stage of sensori-motor tnrck
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ligence (up to the age of two) are based on coordination of
movements and perceptions and do not involve any no-
tions. _Although sensori-motor intelligence is not yet togi-
calr_it "functionally" prepares logical ieasoning proper.

ll. Pre-operational intelligence (between two and seven
years) is characterised by well-formed speech, notions, in-
teriorisation of action in thought (action is.replaced by
some sign: word, image, or symbol).

At the stage of pre-operational intelligence, the child is
not yet-capable of applying an earlier aCquired scheme of
action with constant objects either to remote objects or to
definite sets and quantities. The child does no[ yet have
reversible operations and- the concepts of retaining appli-
cable to actions at a level highei than sensori-mbior
actions.

III.-AI the st?-ge of concrete operations (between eight
and eleven), different types of intellectual activity t[at
have appeared during the previous period finally rirach a
state of "mobile equilibrium", that is, they beco-me rever-
sible. At the same time, the basic concepts of retention are
fgrmed, the child is capable of concrete logical operations.
He can form both relations and classes out of concrete
things. But. the- logical operations have not yet become ge-
neralised. At this stage children cannot coirstruct corrdct
speech independently of real action.

IV. At the formal operations sfage (between l-1-12 and
14-15) the_ genesis of lltelligence is coinpleted. The ability
to reason_hypothetically and deductively develops at this
stage, and lle pystgm of operations of propositional logic
is formed. The subject can equally well-opirrate with boih
objects and propositions. The emergence of these systems
of operations shows, in Piaget's view, that intelligerice has
been formed.
. Although the development of logical reasoning forms an
i"tpo"tqnt aspgc! of the genesis of intelligence, i[ does not
fully exhaust this process. In the course and on'the basis of
formation of operational structures of varying degrees of
comp-lexity, the child gradually masters the 1eafty sur-
rounding him. "During the first seven years of life iwrite
Piaget and [rhelder]the child gradualli discovers the ele-
mentary principles of invariance pertaining to the obiect.
qyantity, n_u_mber, space and time, wl-righ fund his piclurd
of the world an objective structure."l1 The mostimpor-
tant comp-onerrts in the interpretation of this procesi, as
lgsgested by Piaget, are (1) dependence of the analysii of
the reality as constructed by the child on his activiiy; (2)
the child's spiritual developnient as a growing system-of in'-
variants mastered by him; (3) developmentbf logical rea-
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soning as the basis for the child's entire intellectual deve-

lopment.--Tirs"rr psvchological and logical conception was the

""""iEt" 
-mit-eriA oi which the conception of "genetic

episiernotosy" develoPed.l 2
' Fiaget b6iieves that- the numerous attempts at-construct-

ine ;'t"i""tific epistemology in the past have been fruit-
ier-.. because thev proceeded from a static standpoint.---iii"-e"rs 

"gen6tic epistemology" substantiates the exis-
tence"ol-a iidialectical conneciion" between th-e subje-ct
*a tf,"-ofiect. the indivisibility of the subject S an-d !h1'

"ui""i O. tt is. writes Piaget. fiom the interaction S + O
ihit action, thi: source of iofnition, follows. The starbing
point- of this cognition is neither S nor O but the intercon-
'"u"ti"" +, charicteristic of action. It is on the basis of this
aiAectica'interaction that the object and its properties
sr;a"altv come to light-through decentratiorl, which
ire". 

""brition 
from eiternal illusions. Starting from this

i"i"iu"ti6o +, the subject discovers and cognizes the.ob-
ject, organising actions in a consistent system constituting
ihe bpeiations of his intellect or reasoning-. r o.

Th'e development of cognition, Piaget believes, leads to
the subject's [nowledge of-the object becoming increasing-
tV -or.i invariant relaf,ive to the changing.conditions 9{ "T-
ferience and the subject's- p,osition relative to the object'
bt ttis pitl, tt" auttior of l'genetic-epistemology"arrives

at the idia of applying the theory of invariants (in particu-
lar. "f 

it e mattieimatidal theory of groups) to the study of
th6 processes of cognition. Piaget Presents in mathematical
i;i"i-th" coinitive 6ntities taking shape.at various stages in
the developinent of intelligence as different st-ructures,
namely, as'algebraic groups (and groupings), order str39-
lrr".,-uira to p"olo gical structuies. F rom Piaget's standpoint,
the iirvariant of a transformation group in an rntellectual
rt ""f"ie ls knowledge about the bbject itself, ab-out its
o*n properties, irreJpective of any- particular reference
irame'in hfrict, these broperties are discovered. The rever-
,iUiiity of operations in t6e intellectual structures is direct-
lv lin[ed wifh the presence of invariants in them." i" iiug"tt ttreofo,, invariance of knowledge.about an,ob-
iect relat-ive to some subjective "perspective" is ensured by
tt" a"t"a interaction 6f subjeCt and obiect, con-nected
with the subject's action and quite unambiguously defined
bv the prop6rties of the object itself which exists objec-
ti-vety arid actually. In Piaget's discussion of this -problem,
matririalism as th-e basic philosophical premise of his con-
ception stands out particularly clearly.- Tt e ,pp"ar"t "e of stable and reversible operational
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structures does not, of course, mean, in Piaget's view, that
situations of instability cannot henceforth arise at all in
the subject's knowledge. Knowledge is always knowledge
of an external object, whose properties are inexhaustible:
it presents to the subject ever new aspects and poses ever
new problems. When Piaget points out the growth in the
stability of knowledge of the object in intellectual devel-
opment, he has in mind, first of all, the formation of re-
versible structures of intellectual operations, that is, of /o-
Epcol instruments which permit the subject to solve those
tasks which reality poses before him. Inasmuch as Piaget
believes that the solution of tasks is based on well-formed-
ness of operational structures permitting to solve classes
of problems of the same type, the growth in the stability
of intelligence structures also indicates a growth in the sta-
bility and invariance of the subiect's knowledge as a whole.

But it is a well-known fact that, however important the
invariance criterion may be as an indicator of the objec-
tiveness of knowledge, it is not the only or the main
criterion, and that becomes quite clear at the highest stages
of the development of cognition, particularly in the
construction of scientific knowledge.

It is this variety of forms which the invariance criterion
can assume, and its derivation from other, more fundamen-
tal criteria, that are not taken into account in Piaget's
works. He singles out mostly those aspects of the forma-
tion of invariant knowledge of the obiect which may be
adequately described by the available mathematical aopa-
ratus and, in the first place, by group theory. The proposi-
tion concerning the role of reversibility of operations as a
means of attaining invariant knowledge is also derived by
Piaget from group theory. But if one takes into account
the diversity of forms which invariance of knowledge
assumes, one will have to admit that reversibility of cogni-
tive operations is not apparently the kind of universal in-
dicator of objectiveness of knowledge which Piaget believes
it to be.

Attempts to solve the problem of objectiveness of
knowledge with the help of the invariance concept are
numerous in the foreign literature on epistemology and
the methodology of science. Thus Ma:r Born, one of the
prominent modern physicists, points out in his discourse
on the nature of "physical reality" that the concept of
invariant of a group of transformations is a key to the
concept of reality not only in physics but also in any
aspect of the world.

"Invariants are the concepts of which science speaks in
the same way as ordinary language speaks of 'things', and
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which it provides with names as if they were ordinary
things."14 Most measurements in physics, Born believes,
do iot pertain to objects themselves but to thsirr.projec-
tions ori other objects. "The projection ... is defined in
relation to a systdm of reference... There are in general
many equivalent systems of reference. In every phygigal
theorv there is a rule which connects the projecti-ons of the
same object on different systems of reference."rD

However, the attempts to identify construction of ob-
jective knowledge with establishment of the object's-invari-
int characteristics run into serious philosophical difficul-
ties. The apparatus used by the physicist during experi-
ments funciion in this aspect as quite real physical bodies
interacting with other bodies according to objeclive law-s,
so that tlie results of interaction, just as, generally speak-
ing, the properties arising from the relation of one 9bje9t
to bttrer objects, the so-called projections, must eYist,ob-
jectively and really. Besides, invariance is not an absolute
tharact-eristic of a given proferty, being established only in
a definite system of relations, and that which is invariant
in one system may be non-invariant in another, to say
nothing of all possible systems. Thus, the theory o_f invql-
ants cinnot have that fundamental epistemological slgnifi-
cance which Piaget and other reseatchers abroad ascribe to
it.1 6

Piaget's "genetic epistemology" endeavours to lnk up
the tEeory of invariants with the theory of equilibrium.
Here the fundamental philosophical weakness of Piaget's
conceptions comes to light most clearly.

Piaget believes that fhe emergence of invariants in the
structure of intelligence (and, coirsequently, the aPpeq{-
ance of reversible operations) is directly connected with
mutual balancing of operations and, as a result- of this,
with the subject-bbject equilibrium. The theory of equilib-
rium must therefore provide a key to understanding in-
tellectual development. Equilibrium is interpreted by Pia-
get as the maxiinum magnitude of the subject's activity
compensating for certain external changes, rather than as
balance of forces in the state of rest.

In building the model of subject-object equilibrium on
the analogy of the equilibrium between a phvsical system
and its environment, and later on the analogy of the equi-
librium of the biological organism with the environment,
Piaget cannot deduce from this model the specific prqpe-r-
ties of the kind of "equilibrium" between subiect and ob-
ject and is therefore compelled to introduce these proper-
iies into his system from the outside, in apparent discord
with his own basic model.
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In mechanics, a closed system is believed to be in equilib-
rium if the sum of all possible types of work within the
system equals zero.

Using the term "equilibrium" in his theoretical argu-
ments, Piaget at first understood it in the sense that is
close to the above. The subject-object system (and by "ob-
ject" he means, first of all, that part of the subiect's envi-
ronment with which he directly interacts, practically and
comitively) may be regarded as being in equilibrium if the
sum of all possible interactions between the subject and
the object equals zero (that means that the sub.iect can
always perform an action reversing the first action thus
regaining the original situation). The external equilibrium
between the subject and the object is ensured by establish-
ing an equilibrium within the operational structure: the
existence in this structure of an operation that is the
reverse of the basic one gives precisely this effect that the
sum gf all possible operations within the structure equals
zero.77

It soon turned out, however, that Piaget's analoey be-
!we9n equilibrium in a mechanical system and equilibrium
in the structure of intellectual operations is extremely im-
precise. First, the mechanical principle deals with a closed
system, that is, one that is isolated from the influence of
the environment, whereas the whole purpose of the "ba-
lancing" of intellectual operations of which Piaget speaks
is the attainment of stability of the knowledge about the
object r-elative to the mutable experience. In other words,
Piaget deals with an "open" rather than "closed" system.
Second, it came to light that in physics itself system equi-
librium is only rarely expressed by the above principle. In
the more general cases of system equilibrium, considered,
e.g., in thermodynamics, there is a minimum of potential
energy in the system (which is conditioned by the attain-
ment of the most probable state by the system). Mechani-
cal equilibrium proves to be only a special case of the
m-ore general equilibrium state. In recent years, a number
of physicists and mathematicians (I. Prigozhin and others)
have generalised the concept of equilibrium to include
"dynamic equilibrium". It proved to be possible to apply
the mathematical theory of dynamic equilibrium of a sys
tem to the study of "open systems", i.e., systems exchang-
ing matter and energy with the environment. Some biolo:
gists have made attempts to apply the theory of dynamic
equililrium to the study of living organisms as "open sys-
tems".

Piaget speaks of "balancing" operations within a cogni-
tive structure, believing this "balance" attainable due



to complete reversibility o! operations-. Endeavourillg..to
get iia bi teteology in explaining the inner trend of the
iubject's actions t-owards mutual balancing, liaget aims at
conrtru"tirg his conception on the basis of the physical
it eoiy of Equilibrium. As w-e know, the tendency of .a

"t"se,I 
physic'al system towards the most probable state is

exolain'ed- bv th6 action of statistical laws, without any
refirence to tridden goals. However, equilibrium in phv'
sical systems is very often achieved by attaining.Pgge
irreversible state rather than by increasing the reverslbrhty
of processes within the sYstem.-- 

f i"aini it impossible io deduce from the physical qod.el
of equiliSrium iogtritive "equilibrium" of subiect and ob-
iect. which is of fiindamental importance for his psycho-Io--

Lri""i ""a "pistemological 
conception, Piaget was compelled

io stress more and more the specific character of psychical
equilibrium.-piasei believes it necessary to distinzuish between "in-
strumEntalty possible" and "structurally possible" opera-
tions. The ioriner operations are those whigt, the subject
himself regards at a-given moment as pos-sible,.that is, as

operations'he might perform. Although from the stand-
obinl of the subie6t hiinself "instrumentally possible" ope-
iatitrns are not ihose actually performed by him, an out-
sider (e.e.- the psvcholoeist studying the given person) may
regard t[dm ai r6al, foithe subject's contemplation of his
p6isible actions is iust as real--a psvcholoeical-process as

*lite*A ictivity. "structurally fossible" are those opera-
iio"J or it e subjtict which he himself does not regard at
the given momerit as possible (or he m-ay.even be unaware
of his ability to perform them) but which he is neverthe-
less capable bf p6rforming, for he has at his disposal an ob-
ie"tiveiv formed operatiorial structure includine these op-
'er"iiorri. The basis'of all operations of the subject is thus
"siructurally possible" opeiations, coinciding in- fact with
ttrJ operati6nil structure itself. Piaget asserts that in the
inteildctual operational structure the equilibrium of actual
ana possiUte thanges is expres-qel in a.manner quite diffe-
rent trom a physical system. While in !-h-e intellectual struc-
t r" th"r" e'xisi "instiumentally possible" operations that
are mediating links, as it were, between real and possible

"h"rg"t, 
in a phvsidal system ther-e can only be a.sharp di-

ctrot6my betri'een real and possible changes.. So the analo-
gy betw-een intellectual and 

-physicat equilibrium cannot be
taken very far,-- 

AnAysis of ttte actual "equilibrium" between the sub-

iect andthe object in the process of cognition led Piaget to
L recomition 6f such characteristics of this equilibrium
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which can in no way be deduced from the model of equi-
librium of a physical system or a biological organism. Re-
ferring to "instrumentally" and "structurally" possible
operations, Piaget is compelled to speak of consciousness,
of contemplation by the subject of his possible actions and
of other specifically psychical states as the necessary com-
ponent of the subject-object equilibrium.

Recognising the insufficiency of the phvsical theory of
equilibrium for understanding the subject-object equilibri-
um, Piaget demonstrated, in fact, the weakness of his own
epistemological stand, although he failed to work out a
conception that would adequately explain the facts which
he analysed.

Characteristically, when Piaget had to define the con-
cept of "reversibility" of an action (i.e., the concept of
operation, for an operation is a reversible action), he could
not restrict himself to pointing out the connection between
reversibility and the possibility of performing an ac-
tion in two opposite directions and had to indicate the im-
portance of realisation of the fact that the action remains
the same as it is performed in either of the directions.lS
Naturally, the concept of reversibility cannot be defined in
this way in physics.

Piaget admits that the reversibility of intellectual opera-
tions of which he speaks has nothing to do with the rever-
sibility of actual physical processes. Thus, speaking of the
formation of the concept of time, he remarks that reversi-
bility of time does not mean for the subject that actual
physical time can flow in the opposite direction (actual
time is irreversible) but merely the fact that the subject
can mentally proceed not only from the previous moment
of time to the subsequent one but also from the subse-
quent to the preceding (i.e., he can not only perform the
operation A -+ B but also the operation B -+ A), realising,
however, that the actual sequence of moments does not
change (i.e., A precedes B). "Constructingtime ... is an ex-
cellent example of joint action of the reversible processes
of the subject 4n1d the irreversible processes of the object,"
remarks Piaget. r e

Thus Piaget fails to deduce in the framework of his con-
ception the normative character of cognitive structures
without resorting to the phenomena of consciousness,
those phenomena whose study cannot be carried out by in-
terpreting the subject-object interrelations in terms of
mechanics, physics, and biology, and thus does not accord
with the fundamental approach of "genetic epistemology".
It proves impossible to explain objectiveness of knowledge
and other fundamental characteristics of cognition by the
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theory of "balancing" the subject and the object interpret-
ed as bodies given by nature.

3. THE VIEW OF COGNITION AS AN
ENSEMB LE .t#;:?ilEcrs PHYSTCAL

According to Piaget, the subject's activity serv-es-as a
means of relroducing ttre characteristics of the real object
in the systeir of knowledge; in the view of other adherents
of the naturalistic modef of cognition, who focus on the
subject's active character, it is in general impossible to
regird the existence of a real object of cognition as inde-
pendent of the subject's activity. Cognition is in this case
iro longer treated ai reflection but merely as an ensemble
of the -subject's individual external actions or operations.
Adherents of these conceptions formulate a number of
naturalistic, metaphysical-materialistic premises as their
starting point (boih the subject and the object be[g in-
cluded in the si;ructure of natural reality, and the subject's
actions or operations being interpreted as phvsilal, or
material), ending with constructing systems of subjective-
idealistic epistemologY.

Here belongs the epistemological and methodological
conception of operationalism that was rather influential
until iecentlv among Western philosophers and natural sci-
entists. Operationalism takes into account a very -lmPor-
tant charaiteristic of the cognitive process, namely the fact
that in this process man introduces certain artificially
created objecti between himself and the cognized obiect:
devices, measuring instruments, etc. Let us note that this
fact is'not duly appreciated in Piaget's theory. However,
the objects or t'mediators" used in cognition are- regarded
in opeiationalism as fundamentally the same as the rest of
the natural bodies. That these objects are produced bv
man, not nature, and that they are included in a system.of
soci6-cultural ti6s, is of no great epistemological signifi-
cance for this conception.

The main ideas of operationalism were formulated by
P. W. Bridgman, a well-known American physicist.

Bridgman drew attention to the fact that the special the'
ory of relativity not only changed essentially our views of
thi: world but also necessitated a new approach to a num-
ber of logical and epistemological problems involved in the
interpretition of the mathematical formalisms used in ph.y'
sics and in specifying the meaning of physical concepts. "It
was a great shock to discover that classical concepts, ac-
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cepted unquestionin$y, were inadequate to meet the ac-
tual situation, and the shock of this discovery has resulted
in a cfllical attitude toward our whole conceptual struc-
ture. "2 o

Lr thinkiqg about the logical meaning of the procedures
applied by Einstein.in defining the baiic concepts of the
special theory of relativity, Bridgman concluded that des-
pite the generally held view that most concepts of classical
qhysics characterise -the properties of objects, of things,
the actual meaning of physical concepts lies in an ensembi6
of experimental operations or, to bb more precise, in an
ensemble of measurement procedures. Bridgman reasons,
for instance, that we evidently know what-,,length,, is if
we can determine the length of a concrete objecl. To do
so, we have to perform certain physical operations. ,,The
concept of length is therefore fixed when the operations
by -which lgngth is measured are fixed: that is, the concept
of lelSth involves as much as and nothing more than the
set of operations by which length is deteimined. In gene-
ral, we mean by any concqpt nothing more than a set of
operations: the concept is^slnonymous with the corres-
pQnding- set of operations."2t If the concept is "mental, asof mathematical continuity, the operatibns are merital
operations". Bridgman indicates here that ,,we must
demand that the set of^ gperations equivalent to any
concept be a unique set"22 (i.e., only 6ne set of operi-
tions corresponds to each concept).

In this connection, Bridgman continues, it is easy to
show that srtch concepts of classical physics as ,.absolute
time" or "absolute simultaneity" are devoid of meaning,
for there are no physical operations that could be used to
ascribe the absolute time predicate to some event.

If we take into account that the operations to which a
physical- concept is equivalent arc actual physical opera-
tions, the conclusion is inevitable in operationalism-that
concepts can only be defined in the range of actual experi-
ment, becoming meaningless in regions as yet untouched
by experiment. Therefore, Bridgman believes, we cannot
express any assertions about these domains. And if we do
make these assertions, we must regard them us conven-
tionalised extrapolation, of the lobseness of which we
must be fully conscious, and the justification of which is
in the experiment of the future.
- Ilwr.before the emergence of the special theory of re-
lativity, it was believed that any two events A and B pos-
sessed this property with regard to the time of their reali-
sation, that A takes place either before B or after it or
simultaneously with it. This assertion seemed to be a sim-
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ple description of the behaviour of objects given in expe-
rience. gut ttre experience itself which this assertion
claimed to describe was very narro\M. When the range of
experience was broadened, and-reseqch became concerned
wiifr bodies moving at high velocities, the untenability of
the concept of simultaneity used by classical physics was
discovered.

Einstein showed, Bridgman writes, that the operations
which permitted the statement of simultaneity o.f tw9
events involved measurement by an observer, so that si-
multaneity is not an absolute property of the two events
but one involving the relation of the two events to the
observer, the subiect, his frame of referenc-e, the veloc^ity
of these-events relative to the obsewer's frame of refer-
ence.

Bridgman makes further specifications in his methodolo-
gical c6nception using a detailed operational analysis of
f,he concept of length as his proving ground.

He aski this question: by what operations do we mea-
sure the length of any concrete physical object? The^ mea-
surement oflhe objeCts of ordinary experiment is effected
by a procedure w[ich is crudely described as follows. A
r6d is^used as the measure of length; it is imposed on the
obiect in such a way that one of the ends of the rod coin-
cides with one of the ends of the object, then the position
of the second end of the rod is marked on the object, after
which the rod is moved along the line that is the continua-
tion of its previous position in such a way that the -first
end of the iod coincides with the previous position of the
second end. This procedure is repeated until the second
end of the object is reached. The number of sepqlate-appli
cations of thti rod is called the lengbh of the object in this
case.

Bridgman points out that the operation described- here,
which appears so simple, is in actual fact very complex'-It
is necesiary to satisffa whole series of conditions to really
measure tlie length of an object. Thus we must be certain
that the temper-ature of the rod is normal, o4e a! which
the length of given obiects is usually measured, othe-rwise-
we would hav-e to introduce correctives in the results of
our measurements to account for the effect of the tempe-
rature changes. If we measure the vertical length of an ob-
ject, we have to account for the influence oI lIrP gxavita-
iion forces on the length of the measuring rod. Finally, we
must be certain that the measuring rod is not a magnet
and is not affected by electric forces. All of these condi-
tions are usually taken into account by the physicist who
makes measurements with some concrete aim in view.
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However, Bridgman continues, in operational analysis
we must go even further in determining the conditions of
measurement and specify all the details relevant to the
movement of the rod in measurement: e.g., the precise
path of the rod in space, its velocity and aEieleration. In
prac-tice, when objects of ordinary experience are mea-
suretl, these conditions are neglected. And that is quite
understandable, for in ordinary experiment variations of
these conditions do not affect the end result.

But we must recognise, Bridgman asserts, that experi-
ment -is always subject to errors, and that extending the
boundaries of experiment and iricreasing the precision of
measurement may reveal that the conditirons that now
seem to leave the result of measurements unaffected ac-
tqully seriously affect it: "In principle the operations by
which length is measured should b-uniquely-specifieC. Ii
we have more than one set of operations, wehave more
than one concept, and strictly th-ere shoulil be a separate
name to correspond to each different set of operations.,,23If we want to measure the lensth of a niovine obiect-.the. operations applied will be different. At first gianc'e, iiwill appear.enough to climb on the object and rdpeat fhe
procedure that was used in measuring t[e length of the ob-ject at rest. In actual fact the situati6n is somewhat more
complicated. A full specification ofthe operations employ-
ed assumes several additional conditions. In what way'shill
we overtake the object wilh the measuring rod in our
hands? Shall we first overtake the moving o6ject and then
try to jump on it, or shall we await the mombnt when the
object approaches us? If the object moves rather fast, one
obviously cannot jump on it directly from an immovable
support,.and we shall have to use some special device, such
as a moving automobile.

Since operations applied by Einstein for defining the
concept of.length, are different from the operations'used
f.9r m.eryqring length in ordinary experierice, Einstein,s
"length" does not mean the sams as the ,.lerrgih,, of ordi-
nary experience. These arc different conceits. althoueh
theydo have some features in common: wher-e t6e velociTyof the moving body relative to the measuring systerir
reaches. zgr-o, th9 operations of measuring the mSvirig ob-ject coincide with those applied in measuiing the tengflh of
the object at rest.

Bridgman's epistemological thinking on the nature of
surrounding reality is directly connected with the essence
of operational analysis.
_ An analysis of thelo4cal meaning of this concept allows
Bridgman to conclude [hat the attri-bute of physica] reality
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is ascribed to those concepts which may be defined by dif-
ferent sets of physical operations independent of each
other.

We bear in mind that the main idea of operationalism is
that each set of operations essentially corresponds to one
concept only. If tiro (or more) sets of operations inde-pen-
dent 6f eacL other yield the same results, we may, from
the operationalist standpoint-, condit-ionally identify the
aitf"ring concepts correiponciirlg !o 4ifferent sets, regard-
ing their as one concept to wliich the status of physical
reility is ascribed. Such a concept appears as an invariant
relatiie to different sets of operations or as an expression
of io*e comelation between different sets of physical phe-
nomena. At the same time we should not forget, Bridgman
insists, that the identification of the results of different
ieis oi measurements is, to a certain degree, conditional,
being justified by the available measurements only; future^
expdiments miy reveal di-sc-repancies in the results of
mdasurements belonging to diffeient sets, and in this case a
single concept will have to be "split" into two or more,
thai may or may not have the status of phvsical realities. .

We t6us see ihat the basis of operationalism is emphasis
on the uniqueness of the experimentql procedures per-
formed by the experimenter, the need for singllne.out.all
the physical operitions in defining conceplg. Corttinuing
this iin; of reaioning. Bridgman quite logically infers that,
strictly speaking, each operation -is unique,. being imple-
mented 6y the -{iven single individual at a giv-en time and
place. Th6 operitions must not be gcneralised, as there is
iro method to guarantee the future of such generalis-ation.

But if one iccepts these theoretical Premises,-the con-
clusion is inevitable that not only non-operational but also
operational definitions of concepts are in fact impossible.
A'. C. Benjamin, an American researcher in operationaUsry,
remarks: ':Another operation, however similar to the first,
must be a different bne since it will be distinguished at
least by spatial or temporal location.- Two measurements
of the ienlstt, of a given object, even if the results are the
same, can -te distiniuished. Now if a concept is always to
be ddfined by an operation, and each operatio-n is a ngrli.
cular, the cohcept ltself takes o-1 lhe particularity of -its
modd of definition. Not only will there be a difference be-
hrveen the tapeline length of a field and the triangulation
Iength (even-if the m6asured values are the g-ame),.Qut
theie will be a difference in meaning between all individu-
al tapeline lengths of the field (again, even though the mea-
sureh values art the same)."24'But concepts defined in this
way are devoid of any cognitive value at all, for they es-
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sentially cease to be concepts, which must, as is well
known, capture something that different situations have in
common. This taking one of the basic premises of opera-
tionalism to its logical end comes into a decisive contradic-
tion with the statement of Bridgman himself that physi-
cal operations in terms of which definitions of concepts
are given must be repeatable and always realisable. Mole-
over, Bridgman writes: "Operational definitions, in spite of
their precision, are in application without significance
unless the situations to which they are applied-are suffi-
ciently developed so that at least two methbds are known
of getting to the terminus. "2 5

It might be assumed that this contradiction in the foun-
dation of the conception could be eliminated by assuming
that each concept is synonymous to a set of repeatabl6
operations rather than to one single operation. It is easy to
see, however, that introducing a iet oi operations does-not
eliminate the main logical difficulty. Any two operations
are similar- in some points and different in others. Unifying
a series of oper-ations in a singls ss1 (or a single class) sy-
nony^mous- to the meaning of some concept implie3, in
the first place the singling out of some general feitur6 or
property inherent in all these operations and not definable
by an operational mode (operational definitions thus
necessarily assume the existence of some characteristics
interpreted non-operationally). Then again, the existence
of a criterion is assumed which indicates the degree to
which the operations must be similar to form a sirigle set
(depen-ding cjn the required degree of similarity, different
sets of operations may be specified to which- different
operationally defined concepts will correspond). Inasmuch
as operationalism is in principle incapable of indicating
such a criterion, its basic methodological assertion tha:t
different concepts correspond to different sets of physical
operations pfoves to be untenable. Indeed, why can we in
one case include different operations in a single set, cor-
relating with one and only one concept, while ilther
occasions, different sets of operations (even if they are ex-
pressed in identical or similar results) are said to charac-
terise dffir_ent concepts? Then, if we sometimes refer,
for practical convenience, different sets of operations td
one concept, phy can this reference be regarded merely
as a temporal procedure, pragmatically convenient but
methodologically unjustifiable ?

. A necessary methodological correlate of Bridgman,s po-
sition is subjective idealism.
. fh9 Logic of M_odern llystcs contains, along with sub-
jectivist general philosophical assertions,'some -statements
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in the spirit of natural-scientific materialism-26 -In--Bridg-;ant hiei worts the subjective-idealist position following
lr"*-op"tationalism is realised more clearly and impfement-
ed quife consistenUy. In his book The Nature of Physical
fnibiy he defendl undisguised.solipsism: "It seems to
,n!-tfr"ut as I have stated it,'the solipsiit position, if indeed
this be the solipsist position, is a simple statement of what
4ilil observation gives me, and we have got,to adjust our
thinking so that it will not seem repugnant."z /
-_ 

In o;e of his works Bridgman argues that there is^no
ooeration [o prove ttiit tfre lrniverse-arose more than five

"i'i""tJr ago, 
^"fo"^any of our methods of proof are things

that we do nou)".2d- fi"i tiie most significant circumstance that has deter-
mined the rejectionl becoming evident no-w, of. operationa-
lism as a meih<.,dol6eT and an epistemology by -the wide

"ira"t 
oi scientists ab-r:oad is not-so much the self-contra-

ai"f"iv nature of operationalism as the-wide gap between
the oferationalist r6commendations and the actual course
oi tti6 devetopment of science, a elP.that became obvious
ana ctearty realised in the 1940s and 1950s. In the 1930s it
*"r -r"*,itimes 

stated that ope^rationalism is something
e"*t"lly ac-epted in nhysicsJ9 whereas- at present the
Eo""i"iiir* is widespread-that operationalism is very -far
i-nt,rt a"tstanding-the real problems of scientific metho-
dology.--Tfr6 fact is that scientists prefer to use the so-called
orJ, 

"oncepts 
in the actual prabtice of scientific cognition,

i.t., concepts whose slgnificance-relative to an experip"l-
tJ'situati,in is not fuiiy defined (since it is impossible to
i"tfv eit aust aII these Jituations beforehand). As for ope-
rati6nal definitions, they characterise closed concepts, t'or
t[6v ti* the meaning of concepts only for some definite
conditions.

The gist of the matter is that the so-called open .con-

""rt.. n'oilt *t ict science mostly operates, function ryit-hin
tha iramework of systems of theoretical knowledge'
Operations of measuring certain magnitudes have a mean-
i"g-i;-lhese frameworki, characterised.by definite 

^premi-seJ. ontological assumptions, and modes ot specuyrng- a

a"fi"il" asfec[ of objirctive'reality. In other -words, the
measuremeirt operatiohs, far from being c-apable of speci'
fvins the meaninq of scientific concepts, do not, as a rule,
e-xisi in isolationl As for the fundamental question ot the
standards and norrns to which production and evaluation
.f lii"-.i"ti"al knowledge (and-knowledge in general) is

subordinated, it cannof in principle be solved in an ope-
rationalist framework, as has been said above.
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Most participants at the 1954 symposium on the Present
State of 'Operationalismuo came to the conclusion that "if
the rule of operationalist caution is strictly and consistent-
,rO 

efrl,"$aphysics 
must reduce to a mere record of isolat-

The question naturally. arises, if operationalism as an
epistemology and general methodology of science must be
rejected, does that mean that the technique of operational-
ist analysis has absolutely no rational content?

We have no0ed already that, although most concepts of
science cannot be defined in terms which fix the results of
measurement (and it is in this sense that operational defini-
tions die understood in strict operationalism), these defini-
tions still have a certain significance. They are used when a
general non-operational definition indicating the specific
properties and relations of the concept defined has not yet
been worked out. "We may not be able to grve a general
answer to such questions as 'What is length?', What is cau-
sality?', 'What is simultaneity?.', etc. But,as long as we can,
in most concrete cases, determine length and simultaneity
through measuring operations, as long as we can determine
the position of the body at a time t, from its position at
t., and the momentum lent to it, we &n say that the words
'Iength', 'simultaneity', qn1c 'causality'have quite a definite
unambiguous meaning,"uZ writes D. P. Gorsky

An "operational definition" is not a definition in the
proper sense of the word but a formulation of the empiri-
cal conditions of application of a theoretical concept, one
and the same theoretical concept amenable to several em-
pirical interpretations through different "operational defi-
nitions".

Evaluating the significance of operationalism for the
methodology of science in general, we conclude that Bridg-
man's emphasis (following Einstein) on linking up theore-
tical constructs with experimental operations was not
without a foundation, although the nature of this link was
given a fundamentally erroneous interpretation in opera-
tionalism.

"Bridgman's operationalism", [remarks V. S. Shvyrev] ,
"reflected in a distorbed form the indubitable fact of the
methodology of natural science that the establishment of
the meaning of ... theoretical concepts ... implies fixing
certain empirical dependences between experimentally re-
prodlced situations and the^ g onsequence s, also empirically
fixed, of these operations. "J 3

- As we see, the significance of the technique of operation-
al analysis is not very great. This t'echnique may only
be fruitfully used if the meaning of the measurement



operations and the nature of their reference to some
scientific concept are already given, that is to say, if
there already exist certain systems of knowledge charac-
terising the state of affairs in the objective world inde-
pendent of the subject and his operations. Any elementary
measurement operation already presupposes the singling
out of the objective magnitude or parameter which is to
be measured, as well as "incorporation" of the results
obtained into the system of relations between the rna-
thematical objects (the result of measurement being
expressed in mathematical form). As for the norms of
obtaining and evaluating the systems of the very know-
ledge correlated with objects, this question is insoluble
from the positions of operationalism as an epistemological
and methodological conception. In other words, one
cannot arrive at an understanding of the nature of knowl-
edge and the character of the cognitive relation within the
framework of this conception.

We have endeavouredlo show that the naturalistic inter-
pretation of the cogrritive relation between subject and ob-
ject as a kind of interaction between two natural systems,
leaves a number of fundamental epistemological problems
unsolved, regardless of the share of activity ascribed to
each of the poles of interaction. Here belong questions of
the interpretation of the nature and character of the norlns
of acquiiing and evaluating knowledge, and those of the
place and rble in the cognitive process of such a specific
structure as consciousness.

Starting out from metaphysical materialism, the ad-
herents of the naturalist model of coguition are compelled
to make inevitable concessions to subjectivism, siding, in
some cases, entirely with subjective idealism and giving up
the materialist theory of reflection.

Let us once again note that revealing the untenability
of the epistemological conceptions formulated by the
supporters of the naturalist interpretation of cognition,
in no way signifies ignoring the real facts that are given
a false interpretation in these conceptions (some of them
were discovered by the upholders of the conceptions
criticised here).

Indeed, man as the cognizing subject has a body liable
to the action of mechanical, physical, chemical, and biolo-
gical laws. This and other factors have a definite bearing on
the mechanisms of implementing cognition. The whole
point is, however, that man's characteristic as a subject act-
ing and cognizing in a specifically human manner cannot
be understood from the natural specific features of man's
body. It proves impossible to interpret the fundamental
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and most essential traits of the cognitive relation within
the mode of presentation of the subject-object problem
discussed in this chapter.

It is all evidently a question of philosophical and scientif-
ic theoretical interpretation of the facts described and of
evaluation of their significance for epistemological re-
search.



ChaPter 2

THE INTERPRETAT!ON OF COGNITION
AS DETEBMTNED BY THE STRUCTURE

oF coNsclousNEss

i

I

1. THE PROBLEM OF SUBSTANTIATING
KN OWLEDGE AND "RADICAL"

Widespread in pre-Marxian and particularly in modem
non-Marxist philosophy are conceptions which endeavour
to solve the fundamental problems of epistemology start-
ing from the premise that-cognition is determined by th9
str:ucture of individual consciousness. The latter is treated
as a completely autonomous phenomenon, dependen! on
nothing else and determined by nothing else. Clearly these
conceplions express the positions of subjective idealism.

Thelse idealiitic conceptions exploit bhe real problems
that cannot be passed over in silence in analysing the-cgg'
nitive relation. It is a question, first and foremost, of the
norms and standards fuhctioning in cognition and permit-
ting to distinguish between knowledge and absence of
knSwledge. In other words, the referen-cg here is to the- pro-
blem of substantiating knowledge, which is a pivotal ole
for the subjectivist idealistic conceptions to be analysed in
this chapter. These concbptions do not merely- pT9qb14
the neeil for starting out from the traits of individual
consciousndss in studying cognition. They propound a
system of arguments to piove that only adopting the sub-
jectivist idealistic stand- in epistemology- c-an solve the
jrroblem of substantiating knowledge,- and that any other
lhilosophical interpretatibn of lmowledge and cognition
lails to-cope with this problem. These conceptio-ns are not
only influential in bourgeois philosophy: they also exert a
gxeit influence on specialists in the sciences (mathematic.s,
fsychology, etc.). All of this compqls uq to analy-se.il
iteiaU tfr-e 

'argunients of the principal adherents of this
interpretation of the cognitive reiation, to show the
unteiability of their reasoiing and to clearly se-parate the
real probleins of epistemology, the true facts of cognition
and consciousness-(the representatives of the c,onceptions
criticised here encountered a number of such facts) from
their idealistic, false interpretation.
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Let us, first, tackle the problem of substantiation of
knowledge itself.

If knowledge is a specific formation inherently posses-
sing the property of truth, that is, correspondence to the
objectively real state of things, there must obviously exist
some norrns or standards permitting to judge whether we
do indeed deal with knowledge, and to separate knowl-
edge from ignorance.

If we have such standards at our disposal, we shall be
able to make judgements concerning the degree of truth
of all those specific products of human activity which
claim to be knowledge; in other words, we shall evident-
ly be able to show the falseness of the claims of some of
them and at the same time to finally confirm others in
their status of knowledge. The task, consequently, consists
in singling out the normative constituents of any knowl-
edge.

Let us take into account that the very formulation of
the problem of substantiating knowledge implies a critical
attitude to various existing kinds of knowledge, beginning
with the current opinions of "common sense" and ending
with theories of the special sciences and philosophical
constructions. Not one of the various kinds of knowledge
regarded outside of special epistemological analysis can lay
claims to absolute truth merely because it is now believed
to be true--that is a necessary premise of the approach to
the problem discussed here. And that means allowing the
possibility that epistemological research will result in
recognising the insufficient substantiation not only of
certain propositions of "common sense" but also of some
propositions and probably whole branches of theoretical
knowledge. Indeed, the discussion of the problem of
substantiating knowledge in the history of philosophy was
necessarily accompanied by rejection of the justifiability
of a number of theoretical constructs that for a long time
were regarded as generally accepted (consider, e.g., Kant's
rejection of the whole range of the problems of rationalist
ontology in the 17th and 18th centuries). The study of the
foundations of certain scientific disciplines, which became
so vital in the 20th century, also necessarily involves
recognising the justifiability of some modes of specifying
problems and methods of discourse, and rejecting others
(of precisely this nature are the arguments between diffe-
rent trends in the foundations of mathematics and the
modern debate concerning the interpretation of quantum
mechanics). The theoretical activity in substantiating a
given scientific discipline, including as it does analysis of
the modes of reasoning and evaluation of knowledge in



this area, assumes, as a rule, not only solving special
questions pertaining to the given science but also, to some
extent or other, investigating some general philosophical
problems. It is therefore not accidental that the problems
of the foundations of mathematics are often referred to as
the "philosophy of mathematics", while problems in the
meaningful interpretation of modern physical theories are
included among the "philosophical questions of physics".
At the same time, the general problem of substantiation of
lcrowledge as posed in philosophy has certain features
distinguishing it from substantiation of the special
scrences.

In philosophy, it is not knowledge of a given type that
is substantiated but any knowledge in general regardless
of its eoncrete content, that is, criteria are sought which
permit to distinguish between lorowledge and ignorance in
any given case.

In this connection we would like to draw attention to
the fact that, in discussing a very real and fully justifiable
problem of substantiation of knowledge, the adherents
of the approach to the cognitive relation analysed in this
chapter proceed from two premises which appear to them
quite natural but actually predetermine the subjectivist na-
ture of their epistemological conceptions. This is, in the
first place, the metaphysical notion of the existence of
standards which permit once and for all to.separate genu-
ine knowledge from error, to draw a sharp boundary be-
tween knowledge and absence of knowledge, and to single
out "in pure form" some systems of "absolute" knowl-
edge that could be used as the foundation for the entire
system of scientific theories. The epistemological con-
ceptions considered here are also based on another assump-
tion: since the problem of substantiation of knowledge
implies a critical attitude to certain kinds of it, the prob-
lem itself was interpreted as the need to reject the reli-
ance on the results of the special sciences or the propositions
of pre-scientific "common sense" in the philosophical
analysis of the cognitive relation between subject and
object. In other words, since the degree of substanti-
atedness of scientific knowledge is to be determined
through philosophical analysis, a philosophical investiga-
tion of hrowledge cannot assume certain propositions of
the special sciences to be truths substantiated in them-
selves (it assumes them only as its subject-matter, just as
the propositions of "common sense" and philosophical
theories). That means that the field of philosophy which is
concemed with this problem, i.e., epistemology, must
be understood as a specific sphere of theoretical activity
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fundamentally different from all kinds and types of spe-
cial scientific knowledge, that is, as a field where the data
of the special sciences cannot be used. (Thus the approach
to the study of cognition analysed here differs in its atti-
tude to the special sciences from the approach considered
in the first chapter: the latter, as we temember, presup-
posed wide use of the data of mechanics, physics, biology,
physiology, and other sciences.)

We must ag:ree that the task of cognition consists in
overcoming errors and obtaining true knowledge. Episte-
mological reflexion about knowledge indeed plays an im-
portant role in the solution of this problem. It is also true
that positing the problem of substantiation of lmowl-
edge implies a critical attitude to certain areas of existing
knowledge. At the same time, the view that "pure" or "ab-
solute" lcrowledge can be established is false, and so is the
assertion that in substantiating knowledge we must ig-
nore all the facts of the special sciences. In the second part
of the present work we shall characterise an approach to
the substantiation of hrowledge which does not accept
these false premises, namely, Marxist-Leninist epistemol-
ogy.

The question of substantiation of knowledge was first
formulated, in classical form, by Descartes. The positing
of this problem and its acuteness were largely due to the
specific traits of the sociocultural and scientific situation
in which Descartes' theoretical activity took place, a sit-
uation which was characterised, on the one hand, by the
emergence of the bourgeois mode of production (and thus
by a gtowing acuteness of individual self-consciousness)
and, on the other hand, by the emergence of the science of
the New Times which set itself in sharp opposition to the
scholastic tradition. On the whole, however, Descartes'
theoretical arguments transcend the concrete historical
situation, for the mode of analysis which he accepted
proved to be archetypal and was many times reproduced
with various modifications in western bourgeois philosophy.

The starting point of Descartes' reasoning is his dis-
trust for the cultural tradition: "I learned not to believe
too firmly anything o! which I was only persuaded by an
example or custom."34 "As soon as my age permitted
me to be free of the supervision of my tutors, I abandoned
the study of letters entirely... resolving not to seek any
other science but that which Lcould find in myself or in
the great book of the world..."3 5

For philosophy "had been cultivated by the most ex-
cellent minds that ever lived for many centuries, and yet
there was not a single thing in it which could not be dis-
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puted -axd consequently which would not be doubt-
ful..."'3ei that was Descartes' formulation of the propo-
sition which was later repeated by numerous philosophers
who tackled the problem of knowledge. And further:

As for the other sciences, since they borrowed their prin-
iples from philosophv. I iudeed that it was imoossible tociples from philosophy, I judged that it was impossible to

f:::1#fl-1",yJhing that would be solid on such infirm
foundations.'i3

Thus the question here is one of a radical attempt to sub-
stantiate the entire system of theoretical knowledge.

Where could one look for the solution of this problem?
Descartes starts out from the premise that only that

should be taken as true which is cognized as such quite
obviously, that is to say, it appears to the mind so clear-ly and distincUy that there is no reason to call it in
question.

But can we trust our sense perceptions? They often de-
ceive us. Thus towers which seem round from a distance
prove to be rectangular at close quarters, while giant
statues at the top of these towers seem small if looked at
from below. Errors rnay result not only from the evidence
of our external senses but also from that of the internal
ones. "...For is there anything more intimate and interior
than pain? And still, I have heard on several occasions
from persons who had their arms or legs cut off that it
sometimes seemed to them that they felt pain in the parts
that had been cut off, which gave me reason to believe
that I could not be certain tha!^any of my limbs is ailing
though I should feel pain in it."3u

True, one can believe that there are things with regard
to which our senses can hardly deceive us. For instanc-e, it
can hardly be doubted that I am sitting here behind this
table, informally dressed, holding this paper in my hands,
etc. "And how could I negate that these hands and this
body are mine? Perhaps, o^n^ly then when I compare my-
self to these insensates..."Je It may very well turn out,
however, that all this is merely my dream. "stopping td
consider this idea, I see so clearly that there are no contlu-
sive features or sufficiently unquestionable marks by
which it would be possible to distinguish neatly between
being awake and sleeping, that I am [uite astounded; and
my astonishment .ip such that it can nearly persuade me
that I otr asleep."4o

At the same time, our mind faces such clear and dis-
tinct propositions concerning the elementary and universal
things studied in arithmetic and geometry (these proposi-
tions pertain to the extension of corporeal things, their
configuration, magnitude, number, time, etc.), that they
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cannot be doubted. Arithmetic, geometry, and similar
sciences are not concerned about the actual existence in
nature of the objects that they study. At the same time,
these sciences contain something indubitable and reliable.
"For whether I sleep or stay awake, two and three joined
together always form the number. _five, and the square will
never have more than four sides. "a 1

But can we not allow, Descartes continues, that God or
better say some evil spirit, just as cunning as he is power-
ful, used all his art to deceive me? In this case, however,
the sky, air, eatth, colours, sounds, all extemal objects
wiII be mere illusions and dreams.

"And then, s I judge sometimes that the others err,
even in things which they believe to know with the great-
est certainty it may be that he wanted that I should be
mistaken each time that I add two and three, or count the
number of the sides of a square, or judge about things that
are even easier, if one can imagine something easier than
tltat -"42

Thus, Descartes concludes, one may doubt even mathe-
matical proofs.

But is there anything certain, in general? Descartes be-
lieves that the original and basic certainty lies in the idea
of myself as something existing. "There is no doubt, how-
ever, that I exist, if he deceives me; and let him deceive
me as he will, he will never make it so that I shall not exist
as long as I think myself to be something... This proposi-
tion: f am, I exist, is necessarily tlqe each time I pro-
nounce it or conceiv'e it in my min-d."43

One can doubt anything, but I cannot doubt that I,
the doubter, exist, insists Descartes.

"So, we have so much repugnance to conceiving that
that which thinks does not exist at the same time as it
thinks, that, notwithstanding all the most extravagant
suppositions, we shall not prevent us from believing that
this conclusion: .[ thinh, therefore I exist, is true, and con-
sequently is the first and the most certain conclusion
presenting itself to him who conducts his thinking in an
orderly manner."44

Thus, the idea of my existence, self-consciousness, is
the most reliable and indubitable truth, asserts Descartes.
My essence is thinking, he believes, i.e., "everything that
takes place in us in such _a way that we perceive it
immediately by ourselves".4b (Thinking thus includesnot
only understanding but also desire and imagination, that
is, all those psychical processes that are accompanied by
self<onsciousness.) Descartes believes that I therefore
cannot deduce my existence from the facts which are



expressed in such representations as "I see", "I walk",
etc., for the content they render is not absolutely un-
problematic: "I may myself believe that I see or walk,
although I have not opened my eyes or budged from my
place; for this sometimes happens when I sleep, and might
even happen to me even if I had no body."46 It is quite
different when I have in mind only the "consciousness
that is in me, which makes me believe that I see or walk..."
In the latter case, "tlqe conclusion is so absolutely true that
I cannot doubt it".47

Man believes, Descartes continues, that he perceives
actually existing objects through his sense organs, but their
reality can well be doubted. At the same time, there can
be no doubt that it seems to me that I perceive them. "hr
any case, it is certain at least that it seery-rs to me that I
see, that I hear, and that I feel warmth."48 "For if I con-
clude that wax is oi exists, from seeing it, it is certainly
much more evident that I am, or exist myself, from the
fact that I see it. It is quite possible that what I see is not
in fact wax; it may also happen that I have no eyes even to
see anything; but it cannot so happen that when I see or
when I think that I see (wlQich I do not distinguish), I that
think am not something.i'49

It is important to stress that from Descartes' point of
view my existence and my thinking are not just two
properties equally belonging to reasonable substance
(res cogitans). That substance itself is a certain unity of
the activity of thinking and its product, the reasoning
"I", so that wten activity ceases, "I" itself ceases to exist,
too. "I am, I exist: that is certain; but how long? As
long as I think; for it may so happen that if I should ceasg
to think I would at the same time cease to be or exist."50

Thus, according to Descartes, self-consciousness, the
idea of one's own existence, is characterised not only by
clarity and distinctness, i.e., immediate obviousness, but
also by the greatest certainty.

But what. is to be done about recognising the actual
existence of the world external relative to consciousness?
Are there any convincing instruments for proving it?

At this point in his arguments Descartes is compelled
to invoke God, for his systern possesses no other instru-
ments for the solution of this question. Descartes en-
deavours to persuade the reader that present in consciou+
ness is a clear and distinct idea of an all-perfect being,
that is, God, whose existence follows from his very essence.
This being cannot be a deceiver, Descartes continues.
And that means that everything that is conceived clear-
ly and distinctly, must be true, that is, it must pertain
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to a really existing object.
Now, Descartes concludes: "I no longer think verily that

I must admit with temerity all things which the senses
seem to teach us, but I dg_not think either that I must gen-
erally doubt th6m all."51 "At least it is to be avoived
that all the things which I conceive in them clearly and dis-
tinctly, that is to say, all the things, generally speaking,
that are comprised in the sg$ect-matber of speculative
geometry, are really in them."b z

Let us single out certain fundamental points in Des-
cartes'reasoning that are important for our subsequent
analysis.

First of all, Descartes believes that the knowledge by
the subject of the states of his own consciousness in their
relation to "1" is something different from the knowledge
of extemal objects. From his standpoint that means
that the subject has direct access to the subjective sphere,
whereas the knowledge of e4temal bodies is only something
mediated. For this reason, although cognitive activity in
ordinary experience is directed, first of all, at external ma-
terial objects, and although the role of the zubjective
world and its characteristics usually remain in the back-
ground, as it were, Descartes believes that logically it is
the cognition of subjective states in connection with the
"I" that produces them that is the simplest matter. (Let us
note that it is this point of Descartes' reasoning that
served as the starting point for empiricist introspectionist
psychology.)

Let us further take into account that Descartes links
substantiation of knowledge with the degree to which
it is assimilated in reflexion. He insists that precisely that
knowledge is the genetic and logical starting point of any
other which has been most thoroughly reflected upon, that
is, contains not only an indication of its object but also a
reference to the conditions of its own obviousness and
certainty. It is this knowledge, in Descartes'view, that is
contained in the proposition "I think, therefore I exist"
which must, in his opinion, be made the foundation of the
entire system of knowledge.

An important element o.f Descartes' conception is the
thesis that the subject, the thinking"I", does not exist side
by side with his activity but is its product and at the same
time permanent condition, that is, it exists only insofar
as the activity of thinking is realised (and is in a certain
sense even implied by that activity).

Finally, let us point out Descartes' fundamental distinc-
tion between judgement about objective reality and pos-
iting the reality itself. Precisely these fundamental ele-



ments of the Cartesian conceptions were assimilated by
later idealistic philosophy in its attempt to solve the prob-
lem of substantiation of knowledge.

Let us critically analyse some of these attempts and also
Descartes' reasoning.
_ In Descartes' view, only those propositions fully satisfy

the criteria of clarity and distinctness whose content is
correlated with the act of subjective reflexion. For instance,
mathematical propositions are only clear and distinct
to the extent to which we do not ascribe an objectively
real meaning to them (that is, we consider the properties
of a triangle without going into whether triangles exist in
reality). In principle, Descartes believes, sense perception
can also be clear and distinct but only if we correlate it
solely with the states of our consciousness (i.e., include it
in the act of self-consciousness) ignoring the question of
the objectiveness of its meaning. It is easy in oidinary life
to neglect the objective meaning of mathematical prop-
ositions; mathematlcs is therefore, in Descartes' view, an
absolutely reliable science and a model of science in gener-
al. It is extremely difficult to apply this operation to sense
perceptions, therefore sciences based on the sense or-
gans' data are far from the ideals of strict science..To be
more precise, they can approach these ideals only to the
extent to which they can be mathematised. Sense per-
ceptions, Descartes believes, are often clear but they are
rarely distinct ("I call clear that which presents and mani-
fests itself to an attentive mind; ...[I call] distinct that
which is so precise and different froni everything else that
it does not contain in itself anytihing that does nbt appear
manifest to him who properly considers it... For example,
when someone feels strong pain, the consciousness thaf hd
has of that pain is clear in his view, and yet it is not always
distinct, _for ordinarily he confuses it with the false judge-
ments which he makes about the nature of that which he
believes to take place in the wounded part...";.ss

These arguments confirm the rationalist nature of Des-
cartes' epistemolo gical conception.

But can we agree that the act of cognition of the states
of one's own consciousness, that is, the act of subjective
reflexion, is a means of obtaining the most obvious and
indubitable assertions, without d'eparbing from the posi-
tions of empiricism in epistemology?

This possibility, far from being excluded logically, ac-
tually proved to be one of the principal ways of the de-
velopment of metaphysical empiricism in West European
philosophy--a path on which empiricism becomes su-bjec-
tive idealist phenomenalism.
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Attempts at cardinal solution of the philosophical prob-
lem of substantiation of knowledge through subjectivist
interpretation of the sense data took a most sophisticated
and technically elaborate form in the doctrine of the
"sense data" which was the subject-matter of lively debate
in English and American philosophical literature in the
first half of the present century.

The adherents of this doctirne (which in different var-
iants developed within the philosophical systems of neo-
realism, critical realism, and logical positivism) tled to
combine the view that obvious and direcfly grven knowl-
edge expresses, in one way or another, the subject's refle-
xion about himself, with the assumption that experi-
ence contains knowledge about really existing objects, and
not merely to combine these propositions but to deduce
the latter from the former without invoking God, unlike
Descartes. With this aim in view, certain specific objects,
"sense data", the knowledge of which is intuitive and in-
dubitable, were postulated to be the results of reflexion
about the content of perception.

Here is a typical mode of introducing "sense data" as
objects of epistemological study: "When I see a tomato
there is much that I can doubt. I can doubt whether it
is a tomato that I am seeing, and not a cleverly painted
piece of wax. I can doubt whether there is any material thing
there at all. Perhaps what I took for a tomato was really
a reflection; perhaps I am even the victim of some hallu-
cination. One thing however I cannot doubt: that there
exists a ired patch of a round and somewhat bulgy shape
standing out from a backgxound of other colour-patches,
and having a certain visual depth, and that this wh-ole field
of colour is directly present to mi consciousness."S4

It is these colour-patches, sound tones, etc. that are re-
garded as "sense data". Importantly, they are not iden-
tified with sense perceptions. The "sense data" are as-
cribed the status of objects of a special kind while sense
perteptions are the result of direct, intuitive knowledge
of these objects. The elementary process underlying any
cognition is regarded as special "sensing", direct per-
ception of the "sense data" in the act of directly gtasping
their content. At the same time, the "sense data" are not
material things either, for possession of certain "sense
data" is no guarantee yet of the actual existence of the
material object to which they will prove to pertain. Each
cognizing subject has his own private "sense data" diffe-
rent from the "sense data" of another person.

H. H. Price, one of the well-known theoreticians of this
conception, thus describes the main characteristics of "sense
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data": (1) They are individuals, not universals. (2) They
are not substances, for they are created ex nihilo and re-
turn in nihil; they depend for their existence, origin and
properties on the state of the person sensing. (3) They may
be regarded as events, but they are not phases of material
things. (4) They are not phases of the conscious subject,
for they are in some respects constituents of the surfaces
of extra-cerebral physical objects existing in this sense '(at
a long distance from the skull". (5) Hence, unlike other
events, they seem to be phases of no substance an_d_inhere
in none; they are thus neither mental nor physical.SS

This description shows the paradoxical nature of the
objects postulated. The attempt at reconciling the thesis
of immediate, intuitive, unquestionable nature of grasping
the "sense data" (a thesis which compels the theoreticians
of this conception to emphasise the private character of
these specific objects, their dependence on the cognizing
subject) with the view that in actual experience we deal
with physical, material objects rather than with the
subject's states, induced the theoreticians to ascribe in-
compatible features to the "sense data".

Indeed, what is a real material object and how does
knowledge of it arise in the opinion of the supporters of
this conception?

A material object is nothing but a definite ensemble,
class, or family of "sense data", reply these theoreticians.
This family consists both of actual "sense data" existing at
a given moment (which, as we have been told already, are
created ex nihilo and retum in nihil) and of an infinite
number of possible "sense data" which are not actually
present in the sense field at the present moment but can
become real under definite conditions. There was a debate
among the adherents of this conception as to whether
the status of real existence should be ascribed to potential
ttsense data".

Potential "sense data" are linked with actually existing
ones by definite dependences arranged in series. All "sense
data", both actual and potential, pertaining to the given
material object, are divided into two subclasses: those
which characterise the "real" or "standard" features of the
giveri object vs. those which constitute its distorted form,
its "appearance". A round object will from a certain angle
be perceived as an elliptical one, while a red-eoloured ob-ject in unusual lighting will look black, etc. On these
grounds the "sense data" pertaining to the given material
object were divided into "nuclear" and "non-standard".

Analysing the logic of such reasoning, we observe, first
of all, that recognising the dependence of the "sense data"
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on the subject and his states is apparently incompatible
with ascribing these "data" to the material objects them-
selves which exist objectively and really ("at a long dis-
tance from the skull"); we even observe here an attempt at
reducing the latter to an ensemble of "sense data". In-
deed, it is well known that the clarity and detail with
which my consciousness perceives the various sense quali-
ties of an object depend on the concentration of my at-
tention, on my absorption in the procedure of consid-
ering the aspects of the given object. Moreover, a close
scrutiny of the object may reveal some properties which
have previously been unnoticed. But that means that the
act of generation of "sense data", which are regarded as
existing "at a long distance from the skull", is deter-
mined by the subject's awareness!

[t also proves untenable that "sense data" as objects
sui generis are discovered by reflexion about experiences,
about sense perception. Sense perception is always direct-
ed, in one way or another, at actually existing material
objects. These objects include, among others, mirror
images, artificial presentation of some object, etc. It is
a different matter that the subject may err in the process
of perception, taking one object for another, e.9., d mirror
image of the given object or its cleverly made lookalike
for the object itself. The subject may erroneously assess
the conditions of perception of an object, so that
numerous illusions arise, which are analysed in detail in
the modern psychology of perception. (Hallucinations are
different from perception, including illusory perceptions,
not only in that there is no real object corresponding to it
but also in its own subjective mode.) Errors of perception
are thus quite possible and occur not infrequently. It is im-
portant to stress, however, that, first, perception is always
aimed at real material objects rather than at "sense data",
and second, that ordinary prabtice always has quiie defi
nite methods permitting to separate erroneous perceptions
and illusions from those to which real perceptions corre-
spond. Of course, in practical experience tasks have to be
solved which involve qualities and sensual aspects of
objects (colours, spatial forms, sounds, etc.) regarded as
special objects by the theoreticians of modem empiricism.
But the point is that a knowledge of these aspects is deriva-
tive from the knowledge of real objects as a whole. Ir
other words, in real experience the dependence is the re-
verse of that assumed in the conception analysed here.
"Sense data" as objects sui generis, neither material nor
psychical, and the conesonding elementary cognitive pro-
cess of "sensing" are by no means introduced into the epis-



temological conception as a result of analysing the struc-
ture of genuine sense experience (as claimed by the
authors of the doctrine) but postulated as a mode of solv-
ing the problem of substantiating knowledge on the basis
of accepting the thesis about the existence of immediate
and unquestionable knowledge containing a reference to
the cognizing subject.

The very task of identifying and reidentifying those as-
pects of objects which were hypostatised as "sense data"
(i.e., the task of defining whether we deal with one and the
same single colour shade, the given individual note, etc.,
rather than simply with two similar individual represen-
tatives of one and the same colour or sound as a sense
universal), can only be solved if the sense properties re-
ferred to are correlated with material objects instead of
being regarded as independent essences. Only by solving
the task of identification and reidentification of material
objects (and'that task has a definite mode of solution in
experience) can we identify and reidentify the separate
sense aspects and qualities of the objects. Thus we can
assert that we contemplate precisely the given colour
spectrum rather than a similar copy of the same sensual
"kind" only if we correlate it with that material object in
which it inheres, e.g., the given picture, distinguishing this
object from all the others (we distinguish the original from
its copy or reproduction or clever imitation). We can as-
sert with certainty that we hear the same performance of a
symphony (this question may arise if we are compelled to
stop listeriing for a while) only if we can reidentify the
material source of sound and the real objective situation,
that is, if we discover that we are hearing the same musi-
cians, see the same conductor, sit in the same concert hall,
etc. Thus, if "sense data" existed as independent objects,
they could be neither identified nor reidentified. In this
case, however, they could not form the foundation of
experience.

Let us now analyse the question of whether proposi-
tions about material objectscan be deduced from the prop-
ositions about actual and potential "sense data". This
doctrine in its linguistic version, developed by logical pos-
itivists, asserts that an utterance about a material object is
equivalent to a set of utterances about "sense data"
(actual and potential).

Let us take into account, howevet, that this set is infi
nite, for it must include indications of all possible condi-
tions (the point of view, the position, the conditions of
lighting, etc.) under which the given object will be ob-
served. Each condition will characterise "sense data" that
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are somewlrat different from all the others. But elements
of an infinite set cannot be enumerated in finite time,
while the procedure of identification and reidentification
of material objects is, in actual experience, caried out rath,
er quickly and, as a rule, without mistakes.

kt us further co4sider that utterances about material
oblects are characterised by a specific indeterminateness
and openness with regard to the possible sets of "sense
data" which are assumed to be relevant to them. Thus, the
statement "There is a car in the garage" does not specify
anything about the car's colour, size, shape, style, make
and so on. Hence if we start to draw up a "sense-datum"
analysis of the content of this utterance we shall quickly
come to the conclusion that there are a gteat many va-
riants of this analysis, and whatever variant we should
choose, we have no guarantee that the choice was made
correctly (e.g., we may include "red sense dalal'in our set,
and the car may prove to be blue, and so on).bo

The most essential objection to the analysis of the mean-
ing of utterances in "sense-datum" terms is that this anal-
ysis cannot in fact be implemented in pure form even if
we accept the task as meaningful. Explicating the content
of an utterance about a material object in "sense-datum"
terms necessarily includes a reference to both an observ-
er and the conditions of observation. Both assume the
concept of material objects (the subject is not, of course,
a material object only, but it is this quality that is essen-
tial in this case, that is, the fact that he can change his po-
sition relative to other objects, move among them, etc.).
Thus, from the standpoint ofthe conception here analysed
the utterance "There is a car in the gatage" means: "If
the observer enters the garage and performs certain actions
(e.g., turns his head in a given direction, moves his hands in
a given manner, etc.), he will have the following set of
'sense data'." It is important to note that this analysis
implies-;r normal functioning of the observer's sense
organs.o'

Naturally, the concepts of the observer, his sense or-
gans, action, the place of obserrration, direction of observ-
ation, etc., characterise definite material objects, their
relations, states, processes in which they participate, etc.
Thus an attempt to give an analysis of the meaning of utter-
ance only in terms of "sense data" is unsuccessful, for it is
impossible to avoid using terms pertaining to material ob-
jects in the analytic sentence. All attempts by the
adherents of the "sense-datum" conception to evade this
fundamental difficulty have been fruitless.

Let us point out another paradox to which this doctrine
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leads. Supposing I know that you have a magnet hidden
in your pocket- If I stand at your side, compass in hand,
the needle of the compass that should point north will de-
viate affected by the hidden magnet. This fact is easily
explainable in terms of material objects and their causal
connections. However, if I adhere to the "sense-datum"
conception, I must make the strange conclusion that
actual events (the actual "data" perbaining to the behav-
iour of the compass) are conditioned by merely potential
ones (the "sense data" pertaining to the hidden com-
pass).58

It thus proved impossible to substantiate the real sen-
sual experiences to which, in the empiricists'view, all cog-
nition is ultimately reducible, by the doctrine of the "sense-
data", essences of a special kind having a private naturq
and dependent on the subject. The concept of material
object independent of the individual observer is a necessa-
ry characteristic of experience directed at the external
world, the kind of characteristic that can in no way be re-
duced to some ensemble of "sense data".

2. TRANSCENDENTAL SUBJECT,
EMP]BICAL SUBJECT. THE CONCEPTION

OF SELF.CERTAINTY OF TRANSCENDENTAL
CONSCIOUSNESS AS GUARANTEE OF THE

OBJECTIVENESS O F KN(x'I'LEDGE

Does recognising the independence of the material
object from individual consciousness signify a rejection of
the attempt itself of substantiating knowledge through
assertion of the self-certainty of knowledge or some sub-
jective structures connected with it? The experiences of
philosophy throughout its history show that it is not ob-
Iigatory. There are epistemological conceptions in bour-
geois philosophy which try not to make the mistakes
characteristic of subjectivist empiricism, of the "sense-
datum" doctrine, and at the same time to substantiate
knowledge through fundamental recognition of the speci-
fic and autonomous nature of subjectiveness. It is stressed
in this case that any cognitive experiences have such
constitutive links (stipulating the presence in experience of
physicai objects with a definite correlation and subordina-
tion of the various aspects of these objects, of causal
chains, of spatio-temporal arrangement of objects and
events, etc.) which cannot be reduced to "sense data", to
some chance empirical filling of experience or mere
phvsical impact of an external object on the cognizant
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subject's sense organs. The structure of experience is
objective in nature, assert the adherents of this approac,h,
anil it does not depend on the individual observer, indi-
vidual zubject, his states and "sense data".

At the same time a fundamentally important step is
taken in the interpretation of the subject himself: the sub-
ject is split, as it were, into two distinct constitutive strata,
the individual and transcendental subjects. As regards the
first, the objective structure of experience is believed to be
independent of it. At the same time, this structure, the
norms and criteria applied in the cognitive process, are root-
ed in the propertids of the transcendental subject. This
approach, which came to be termed transcendentalism, is
thus a kind of reformulation of Descartes' programme of
analysing cognition. Various types of transcendentalism
differ from each other in their treatment of the possibili-
ty itsplf of discovering the transcendental structure of
experience and, consequently, the possibility of solving
the problem of substantiation of knowledge.

One of the most influential conceptions of this type
in modern bourgeois philosophy is Edmund Husserl's
transcendental phenomdnology. It should be noted that of
all the transcendentalist doctrines, phenomenology is the
closest to Descartes in the formulation of tasks and in the
search for the methods of epistemological research. Husserl
endeavours to analyse transcendental consciousness by ap-
plying a specific procedure which he calls a phenomeno-
Iogical description of what is given to consciousness with
the greatest obviousness and self+ertainty.

Hisserl believes that any cognition of reality is founded
on direct, intuitive knowledge identified in phenomenolo-
gy with perception. The latter, however, is not understood
at att in the spirit of philosophical empiricism. Sense per-
ception and direct perception are not synonymous in Hus-
seil's philosophy. First, Husserl singles out various types of
direct perception and the corresponding experiences of
obviousness, pertaining not only to physical objects but
also to states of consciousness, not only to individual ob-
jects but also to their essences, "eidoses", or universals
(the so-catled immediate insight into essence). Second,
Husserl asserts that perception of physical objects, or
"external perception", is by no means reducible to a given
ensemble of sensual components, the "sense data", but al-
ways includes certain non-sensual elements or layers char-
acterising the schema of the given kind of objectiveness.

Substantiation of knowledge in transcendental
phenomenology is reduced to singling out the acts of
cognition whose objects are experienced quite obviously,



that is, are actually and immediately given to conscious-
ness. The other aspect of the solution offered is separation
of the actually given from that which is not actually given.
The point is, Husserl argues, that in ordinary cognition as
it factualiy occurs, the actually given, i.e., immediately
glasped, is mixed with what is not actually given, what is
added in thinking, assumed or supposed ("imagined", in
Husserl's terminology). Certainly that which is not given
actually but merely assumed is linked in a definite way
with what is given quite obviously. However, this link is
not of the sort to warrant certain expectation that future
experience will ensure the "implementation" of experien-
tial components that are purely "imaginary" at the given
stage (i.e., it wi[ provide corresponding data experienced
with certainty).be

For instance, if I perceive a house, I obviously perceive
at the given moment only the givenness to me of the side
of the house that directly faces me. At the same time, the
very act of my perception includes the assumption of the
existence of the house's other sides and the possibility
for me to see these sides provided I move in a certain man-
ner round the house. (That is exactly what the represen-
tatives of the empirical conception analysed above called
the "possible sense data".) Without assuming the possi-
bility of obtaining corresponding obvious entities, the act
of perception itself would be impossible. It may so
happen, however, that in moving round the house I shall
discover that its back wall is destroyed by some catastro-
phe, that consequently it is no longer a house in the proper
sense of the word, and that the dwellers have left it. In this
case my original perception of the given object as a normal
house will prove to be erroneous, and expectations of cor-
responding obvious entities connected with the given
object, unrealised.

Thus, the assumption in the act of perception itself of
some individual object being a thing of a given kind, in
this case "a house" (its perception "against the horizon"
of a definite kind of objectiveness, as Husserl puts it),
proved to be unsatisfied by the corresponding individual
certainties. The individual object, "this house", was not
given to consciousness with complete certainty. It is,
however, important to emphasise, Husserl continues, that
the very act of assumption, the act of "opinion" about the
given individual object, is given to consciousness with
certainty. The perception of the individual object as a
house proved to be unrealised, but the very act of such and
such orientation of consciousness, in this case orientation
at perception of the given object as a house, is fully
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obvious to the consciousness.
From Husserl's standpoint, a "material thing always re-

mains incompletely and one-sidedly open. This involves
the possibility of disappointment, that is, the possibility
that in new 'perspectives' the thing will not prove to be
identical to itself. A material thing always reveals itself
relatively, so that doubt about its actual being is not ex-
cluded, and its being thereby manifests itself as accidental.
The being of a material thing is never considered other
than along with the consideration of the possibility of its
non-being. We shall never be able to assert with full cer-
taintiy, that is, apodictically, that this table actually
exists becau-sq I actually and directly see this colour and
this figure."6o

The fact, however, is given to consciousness with firll
apodictical obviousness that it performs at a given moment
the acts of such and such orientation, assuming, "opining"
something. One can doubt the being of the external
world but one cannot doubt the being of consciousness
itself, the being of self, Husserl repeats Descartes' train of
thought.

As we orientate our consciousness at direct perception,
at experiencing its acts with apodictical certainty, ignoring
the question whether actual objects correspond to these
acts (i.e., performing in Husserl's terms the epoche proce-
dure, that is, refraining from asserting the actual existence
of the conesponding objects), we are dealing, from the
standpoint of transcendental phenomenology, with a
special kind of object-"pure consciousness , and with a
special act of direct comprehension, intuitive grasping of
this object-transcendental reflexion.

Husserl underlines the fact that ordinary experience,
with which everyday practice has to do, and the special
sciences, proceed from the actual existence of the world of
material objects. That is the so-called natural attitude of
consciousness. Transcendental reflexion, whose task is find-
ing out apodictical certainties (and that is the only way
to 'solving the problem of substantiation of knowledge,
Husserl believes), is forced to abandon the "natural" atti-
tude of ordinary consciousness, that is, it has to perform
the epoche procedure.

But "transcendental reduction" and epoche are not
enough for substantiating knowledge, Husserl believes. To
achieve that goal, "eidetic reduction" is also needed.

Knowledge of certain objective givenness always a+
sumes direct grrasping not only of individual givenness but
also of the substantive, necessary connections, of object
structures. Individual certainty itself is given only in the
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framework of "horizon" of essential ("eidetic") depen-
dences. Substantiation of knowledge is therefore, first of
all, establishment of these dependences which determine
the possibilrty of any concrete experience pertaining to the
comprehension of individual real objects. In other words,
the answer to the question "How is knowledge possible?"
assumes, first of aI[ the establishment of the essences, the
"eidoses" of all the various types of "thingness" with
which experience has to deal.

"Eidoses" in transcendental phenomenology are not
the same as concepts, although they appear very close at
first glance, fot concepts, too, characterise the essence of
objects. "Eidoses" are not cognitive, logical constructions
but rather meanings and essential structures of various
types of thingness, which are given, in Husserl's view,
diiectly, intuitively, within a specific attitude of conscious"
ness. They exist prelingually, although they may be express-
ed in language, too. However, language is incapable of fully
expressing all their shadings, for first, it is the instrument of
reasoning rather than of direct contemplation, and sec_ond,
it is inseparable from the 'tratural", ordinary attitude of
consciousness. The task of phenomenological description
is exceptionally difficult, both because of the difficulty
of performing the act itself of intuitively grasping @9 "el
doses", an aCt assuming a rejection o-f lhe 'hatural" atti-
tude oi consciousness, and because of the impossibility of
describing precisely in language the results of transcen-
dental reflexion; it therefore proves necessary to resort to
metaphors, hints, allegories, and other modes of oblique
rendering of meaning, including the invention of new ver-
bal constructions.

The types and kinds of "eidoses" are assumed to be var-
ied and irreducible to one another in transcendental phe-
nomenology. They include the "eidoses" of sepatate kinrls
of physical objects (a "table", a "chair", a "house", etc.);
such "eidoses" as "physical object", "number", "figure",
"perception", t'reasoning", atc.i such "eidoses" which phe-
nomenalist empiricists would referto as "sense universals":
ttredness", ttblueness ", ttcolouredness", ttloudness", etc.

Thus for Husserl, genuine knowledge essentially coin-
cides with experience, with direct perception of the cor-
responding objective givenness (it is another matter that
perception itself, as we have said, is interpreted very broad-
ly, with various types of perception singled out, etc.).

In Husserl's view, thinking taken by itself does not
give true knowledge but only knowledge in a tentative
sense of the term, i'figurative" or "symbolic" knowledge,
one that is derived from and dependent on genuine,
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experiential knowledge. Although thinking is necessarily
woven into the flow of experience and scientific activi-
ty is impossible without it, overestimating the significance
of thinking at the expense of underestimating the fun-
damental role of the intuitions lying eit its 6asis leads
cognition into a cul-de-soc, insists Husserl.

Let us pay special attention to this point in transcen-
dental phenomenology, for the view of knowledge as
being very close, if not identical, with a certain mo-de of
immediately grasping the object essentially characterises
all the varieties of substantiation of knowledge undertak-
en in the bourgeois philosophy of the New Times. The
trend of lhinking leading to this understanding of the
problem of substantiation is very simple. Indeed, if purely
cognitive knowledge is derivative in nature, its premises
are obviously different, for they would othenvise be them-
selves conditioned and substantiated. They cannot there-
fore fail to be, to some extent or other, given immedi-
ately and intuitively.

What are the modes of discovering the "eidoses,,- that
is, the possibilities of experiential linowledge? Thriy in-
clude transcendental eidetic reflexion, the eiperienCe of
consciousness of a special type, inner perception realised
without the mediation of the sense organs and directed at
"pure consciousness" itself. Husserl believes that ..eidoses,,
are usually not given in consciousness in pure form, being
merged, as it were, with certain individual certiinties.
Transcendental consciousness takes up the .,eidetic, at-
titude, which permits it to separate an "eidos,, from its
concrete, individual exemplification and gfasp it direcily
as such ("intuitive insight into the essence,,). It is in prin-
ciple enough to have one copy, one individual embodiment
of some "eidos" to grasp the "eidos" itself; e.g., trans-
cendental eidetic reflexion about the act of perception of
the given house is enough to discover th-e ,,eidos,, of
hoqses in general. In practice, however, this procedure is
difficult to realise, if not at all impossible, Husserl has to
concede. He therefore suggests a special technique for
"eidetic description" which he worked out. Pioceed-
lng frory an actual instance of assuming the given ob-ject t_o be-associate-d with th'e given meaning (e.g., the
meaning of_ "house"), we start freely fantasisinj, vaiying
llrg _ "l_"ry_plifications 

of the given meaning, fhe given
"eidos". We discover something invariant in tliese exempli-
fications-, something that cannbt be etiminated as long as
we continue to "imagine" objects associated with the giv-
en meaning. That invariant will be the ',eidos,, of the
objective givenness. "Eidetic analysis',, in Husserl,s view,
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permits to single out the strirctures of experience, and in
the first place, the necessary a priori connections iq4epen-
dent of ahy c6ncrete accumulation of experience. This, in
its turn, eirables one to construct apriori "1e-gronal ontol-
ogies" dorresponding to various types of objective glven-
n6ss and spetifying-the "horizons" of cognitive 1gtivi-ty
both in th6 sphere of pre-scientific knowledge and in the
diverse scientific disciplines.

Fundamentally important for Husserl is the circum-
stance established in transcendental reflexion that con-
sciousness is always aimed or intentionally directed, as
Husserl puts it, at 

'some 
thing, at Some obiect. This object

need nol necessarily be a material individua] thing, it may
also be an ideal t'essence", "eidos", a universal, or acts of
consciousness itself. The object may exist really, and then
it may not be real but meiely "imagined" in the acts of
consciousness. If transcendental reflexion reveals "eidoses"
that are not related to a certain "material ontology" but
characterise the nature of consciousness itself; if, for
instance. the object is the "eidos" of "perception in gen-
eral", the act of perception in this case may not actually
exist'as a subject-of reflexion but be merely "imagined"
in the free variation in fantasy ofvarious copies of percep-
tion associated with the meaning of perception in general.
In this case the act of perception, being an object of in-
tentional analysis, is irreal, while the act of transcendental
reflexion direited at this object, pertains to the reality of
consciousness, continues Husserl. Thus, the possibility of
real or irreal'existence obtains not only for such objects
as material bodies but also for such potential objects of
transcendental reflexion as acts of consciousness. As for
the "eidoses" that are either included among the mate-
rial bodies, or else are formal (logical and mathematical)
"eidoses", 

-or 
the "eidoses" of consciousness,itself, lhey

have a special ideal existence in transcendental conscious-
ness, for, as distinct from the real events which "happen",
"eidoses" cannot "happen": their existence is insepara-
ble from the existence of transcendental consciousness
itself. It is important, according to Husserl, that conscious-
ness is in any case objective, it is objectively oriented.
Each act of ionsciousness assumes the existence of two
poles, the intentional obiect of some kind and th9 qyPie:t
himstitt implementing the act of consciousness, of "I", the
ego. The object lies outside consciousness, f_or it is trans-
cendental reiative to the intentional act, and.at the same
time it isin another respect immanent to consciousness' ror
it is assumed or "imagined" by consciousness, while the
question of the existence of reality corresponding to the
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given intentionil object always remains open, Husserl
believes.

- Thus, the specificity of organisation of consciousness.
frorn the- standpoint of transcendental phenomenology,ii
expressed in its subjeet-objecf structure. Ttre sub3ec[-ob-ject relation, is only inherent in consciousness ind ex-
presses the links between its different poles. It would be
absurd and meaningless to try to mod-el this relation in
1"t-! of some physical-bodies or systems, Husserl believes,
for the components of this relation (the intentional act.
the intentional object, the subject implementinS thes6
acts) charaeterise only "pure consciousness,, and would be
inconceivaHE without it.

The so-called natural attitude proceeds from the exist-
ence of both the "I" and the world of real objects ex-
ternal with regard to me. The "I" in this case refers to a
concrete corporeal individual endowed with the psyche.
with consciousness. However, since the act of transiendenl
tal reduction assumes temporary removal from considera-
tion of the real existence of the world of material objects,
Husserl reminds us, the question of the existence oi my
bbdy also remains open. Transcendental reflexion has t6
do only with "pure consciousness". The latter is formed of
intentional acts with conesponding intentional objects. If I
perform, however, not only tianscendental but also
"eidetic-" reduction, setting myself the goal of discovering
the "eidoses" of certain material and formal objects as wel'i
as the "eidoses" of consciousness itself, Hussbrl insists, I
reveal and directly grasp the essence of .,prue conscioris-
n-ess" itself, namely the Transcendental Ego as. underlying
all these "eidoses" and intentional acts,- as constitutin[
the meanings gf 4! ttre objective givennesses. The object
corelative to the Transcendental Ego is the .,eidos of-the
world" as the horizon of all possiEle types and kinds of
objects-. It is the Transcendental Ego thai implements the
acts of transcendental reflexion, Husserl believes. There-
fore,- w.hen the latter is directed at the Transcendental Ego
itselt, -it coincides, as it were, with itself, having itself for
qn gbjggt of its own reflexion. In this case, ,,absolute re-
flexion" is realised, "absolute knowledg6,' is attained
which underlies all knowledge and is the supreme instance
of substantiating cognition in general. The iarhole of trans-
cendental phenomenology can therefore be regarded as
'lego!ogy", a doctrine of the Transcendental Ego. It is
!h" knowle4ge of subjective being that underiies any
knowledge, Husserl belieyes, stressing the need for ,,looli-
ing towards" the subjec1.61

Thus from Husserl's viewpoint, reflexion and self-cogni-



tion underlie knowledge and experience. That knowl-
ease is the most adequat6 which coincides with absolute re-

fl;1i;.;ffiiuie set^t-cognition, that is, the kind of knowl-

"an"-#tri"fi 
mo*s that- it knows, being fully cognizant

ofloth its o*n object and its own being and th-ose prg.ce-

dures by which it is attained. Irt uf plY special attentron
6 thiJ i*poitant point of transcendental plrglory.enology'-- i;t uJ iu*her iingle out certain traits of the Transcen'
aenlii ni" ut rtntterl-understands it. It must not be viewed
uJ u 

-ti"E 
of supraindividuat essence -q{fying various con-

crete consciousnesses and, still less, different corp-oreal in-
diid"rfit-ti" way geget'presents'the Absolute Subject)'
Oi 

- 
".*.e at ihe ievei of transcendental reflexion

air""i"a 
-ut'the 

Transcendental Ego, Husserl believes,, there
i. 

-""- q"uttion of difference between concrete individual
l,o"r"io'"in&t"s (and in this sense no glesfgn of diffe-
renee between 'ime" and "thou"), for in this case it is

" *"ttei of tinaing the "eidos" of consciousness itself'
Sutile m.in thing,"from the standpoint of transcendental

"t "rr"-"nolow. 
ii that the Ttanscendental Ego is gasped

i* u i"."it -oF-i 
detinite type of my reflexion directed

x iy own consciousness. Tlie Transcendental Ego proves

t, 66 the deep formative basis of ryV consciousness and,
consequently, 

-the 
basis of myself. The--ordinary language,

*tiiiiiir in-the power of the "natural" attitude, Husserl
belier"s. is capable in this case, too, to lead into error,
ioi f 

"urt 
speili of "myself" a6 of a concrete corp^oreal

i"airia"A. '*itt, a cfiaracteristic figure, gait, facial
expression, as of the unique -individual life of conscious-
rr"is witt its unique "biog-r:aphy", a specific attitude to its
paii ana future, ana nnai'ty isltri: supreme instance of all
6"mitir" activity and of ali intentions, that instance which

""iJr 
-U"t iJ anv individual psycholo!1cal bi-ograp.Fy (and

i"-ttis sense before any individual "I") and at-the same
time underlies it. It is this supreme instance that is the
Transcendental Ego which, as is clear from the above, is
ar" i-*v."lf iesid'ing in mi-', not somewhere else. There is
;;;&; t. trre ta"nscendental Ego other than through a

special type of analysis -of my own consciousness.' Let uT now go 
-back to the assertrtn of the subj.eg!-

object siructure" of consciousness--a thesis characteristic
oi"pt Ln"menology. The intentional object in Husserl's in-
[eriretation is n]6t something -ephemeral -and .purely in-
aiuiauA (as we have indicated already, -that .is. tlq IuY.
phenomeiralist empiricists int9rPret qrch. i'special objects"
bf consciousness is "sense data"), for it is always given
;o" fit" -t oiizon" of some "eidos" or other, within the
framework of certain essential, neeessary object structures
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(and in the case of transcendental eidetic reflexion the
object may also be a pure "eidos"). In this connection
Husserl criticises empirical introspectionism which prevailed
in tVept European psychology for two centuries. Fbllowing
a definite interpretation of Descartes' philosophy anil
co,mbining this interpretation with empiricist propositions,
adherents of introspectionism believed the task ol psychol-
ogy to be, above all, the discovery of empirical depehdences
between the data of consciousness which are interpret-
ed, first, as purely individual "events" in the conscious-
ness field, and second, as purely subjective data, whose re-
lation to the objects must be completely eliminated for
thg sake of purity of inqrriry. Husserl shows (and he is quite
right on this score) that analysis of the subjective-, of
consciousness, is impossible outside its relation to the
object (its intentional orientation at the object, as Husserl
puts it). Husserl also insists that the data of consciousness
are not purely individual events but facts included in cer-
tain stable and necessary structures. Meanwhile, if one
regards the task of psychology to be the description of
individual facts in the field of consciousness and establish-
ment of their empirical dependences, it will have to be re-
cognised that the act of selfconsciousness, of empirical in-
trospection, interferes in the flow of psychical life, distort-
ing the purity of the object studieil (for self-c6nscioug-
ness is also included in the life of consciousness) and there-
pY-preventing the realisation of that vdry goal that is set
before it. This criticism was traditionally levelled at intro-
spectionist emqiricist psychology. Husserl believes, howev-
er,, that psychology must not set itself goals characteristicof introspectionism. The task of psycholory indubita-
bly consists in studying subjective reality, consciousness.
and in this connection psychology is close to transcen-
dental phenomenology, although in the former the study
of conseiousness must be carried out from a somewhat
different angle than in the latter (the question of the re-
lation of phenomenological psychology and transcendental
phenomenology is a special theme which we shall not
touch upon here). The study of subjective reality is
certainly inconceivable outside of acts of self-conscious-
ness, Husserl believes. But the procedure of self-conscious.
ness, he continues, must be carried out as phenomeno-
logigal -reflexion aimed first of all at discovering the ,'eido-
ses" of consciousness rather than as empirical introspec-
tion. Tladitional introspectionist psycholory has not at-
tained aqy considerable results, he thinks, precisely be-
cause it followed from the very first a wrong path deter-
mined by a false understanding of the subjecl-matter and
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methods of research. It was not due to but in spite of its
seneral approach that it did obtain certain results.
"- HG;i-ueiieres that the discovery of the subjecLob-
ject structure of consciousness also helps to o-vercome
"Oesca"tes; dualism with its characteristic orientation at
oiuLiiJt i"g 'lurely subjective" structures outside their
obiective c orrelation.--'fi;; 

be se"n from the above, Husserl's phenomenolo-
ev touches on a number of real problems in the analysis or
ELs"itio" and consciousness. Let us point to some of them
onitiffif"t as they are important lor the present study'
ar *" have pointed out already, he stresses-quite correct-
iv tt " impoisibilitv of studying the subjective, conscious
riess- withbut takiriS into account its objective correlation
(its "'intentional oiientation"). Husserl correctly shows
i6-e tu"a"mental weaknesses of introspectionist empiri-

"isi 
pr-1ctotogy, of the epistemological.conc9p-bio{t of sub-

ie"tiiiist empilidism. He ilso states quite rightly that con-
icioustess ii an object of a special kind, and that its cog-
nition must differ-in some respects from cognition.of a

material object external with regard to consciousness (tbr.I
liur" 

--"" i"fe*al a""ess", as it iere, to my consciousnesg)'
It is also true that a definite connection exists between the

""snition 
of an external object and the fact of correlating

kt6;i;d;t tJ ttre coenizing subjeet, that is, the fact of
self-acco[nting, self-consciousness, self--reflexion. It should

"iso 
ft point6d out that within the framework of trans-

cendentil phenomenology and- phenomeno[ogpal psy;
ct otogv both Husserl an-ii- his disciples described a gleat
numb6i of facts pertaining to the work of consciousness'
fertai"tf tfrese fdcts require critical- evaluation,.for their
description by phenomehologists gx!-sts. within the frame-
;ork of a false conception (we shall dwell on this point
somewtrat taler), but at ttre sbme time thgy T?y be taken
into account ariil re-interpreted in those disciplines wttich
in on" way or another deal with the analysis of conscious-
n"si t psyc[rol ogy, psychiatry, 

-esthetics, 
epistem olo gy, etc'

Howdver, wit-Iir-eterence to Husserl's general- e-pistemolog-
icJ-Lonception, to his solution of the.problem of sub-
stantiation of irnowledge, the untenability of trqnsc-en;
aJ"tA pftu"omenology riust be sta!-ed quite definitely. Let
us discuss this point in greater detail.--W"-r""tt iei,At that"Husserl proceeds from the funda-
ment"f aiuision into what is and- what is not actually given

to consciousness. Only the former, he believes,-is-a9-
;;*tani.d by the experience o-f self-cerb1nty,.which is
proc]laimed ii transcehdental phenomenology to be "lindication of genuine, actual existence of the correspond-
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ing objective givenness. We all lmow, however, that
ex-perieircing some fact or event as evident is by qo means
a frrarantee-of its actual existence. All illusions of percep-
tidn show, for instance, that we can perceive something
that actualiy does not exist as evident and indubitable.

Husserl fully realises this fact. He therefore indicates
that phenomenological self-cerbainty is not identical to
subjedtive psychological confidence. the former.is, as he
sayi, attained through a special attitude of_colsciousness,
through special procedures of transcendental reflefon.

The lat-ter, in Husserl's view, can also exist when con-
sciousness assumes intentional objects to which no reali-
ty corresponds; it is here that perception illusions arise.- 

Let us ask this question: does transcendental phenome-
nology offer a method for distinctly separating subjective
confidence from the experience of cerbainty? Husserl sees
such a method in transcendental reflexion (assuming
epoche, "ttanscendental" and, in some cases, tteidetic"
reducti6n, etc.). But how are we to find out that we have
performed all the operations required by transcendentgl
ieflexion? This can only be ensured by attaining the result
of this reflexion, Husserl answers, that is, by th9 elr-rer-
gence of a specific experience of self+erbainty. We thus
find ourselves in a vicious circle.

Husserl himself has to admit that in the process of phe-
nomenological description it is in practice very {ifficult to
separate rpure" transcendental experience of evidence
fr6m subjective psychological phenomena that look like
it. The ddveloprnent of hG conception was therefore con-
tinually accompanied not only by specification of descrip-
tions already carried out but also, in some cases, by essen-
tiat modifications. As for Husserl's followers, they often
"saw" quite different things as "self-evident". Let us also
add to ttris the assertion, characteristic of phenomenolo-
gy, that ordinary language cannot render precisely the da-
[i-experienced, so that even where the doctrine's require-
ments are satisfied, there is no guarantee of adequate
expression of the results of analysis. All of this makes it
practicAty impossible to indicate any clearcut criteria
wtrictr will peimit to state that the necessary purily of
phenomenolbgical research has been attained. But if that
is the case, there is much room for arbitrariness and sub-
jectivism. Husserl therefore has to concede that a pure
description of the data of transcendental consciousness is
not so much an actual result of existing phenomenologi-
cal studies but rather a kind of ideal goal towards which
they must strive. That goal, Husserl believes, is conditioned
by the very formulation of the problem of substantia-
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tion, assuming the existence of such lcrowledge in which
the corresponding object is given immediately, intuitively
and self-evidently.

Thus the assertion of experiencing self-certainty as true
indication of objective reality is based not so much on fac-
tual analysis of cognition and consciousness as on definite
assumptions about the nature of the problem of sub
stantiation of knowledge and the possible ways of its so-
lution, those very same assumptions of non-Marxist episte-
mological conceptions of which we spoke at the beginning
of this chapter. But why should we take the assumptions
themselves to be jusbified?

The method, suggested by Husserl, of free variation in
imagination of different expressions for the given meaning
for determining their invariant, or "eidos", is an attempt
at overcoming subjectivism in phenomenological descrip-
tion. This method was intended to ensure some kind of
generally valid technique for analysis of consciousness. It
is easy to see, however, that this method is fundamental-
ly the same zui ordinary empirical generalisation through
comparing individual objects. Why must the results of such
generalisation be viewed as apriori entities of conscious"
ness rather than as what they actually are-€xpressions of
finite empirical experience?

Generally speaking, the procedure itself to which
Husserl refers as transcendental reflexion appears doubt-
ful on several significant counts. First of dll that applies
to epoche, that is, refraining from judgement about the
existence of the objects of the material world. Of course,
situations sometimes arise in our experience when we
cannot say with certainty whether we actually deal with
the object which appears to us as really existing or wheth-
er that is no more than appearance, an error of percep-
tion. trt is essential, however, that, first, situations of this
kind are not very frequent; second, that there are always
means of ascertaining the nature of perception, that is,
of establishing whether it is illusory or genuine; and third,
that the experiential distinction between illusion and real-
ity is based on a well-founded conviction of the actual
existence of at least the overwhelming majority of the
objects given us in perception. Thus the "natural" attitude
of consciousness taking the existence of the material
world for granted is not at all naive; on the contrary, the
belief in the universality of the situation of uncertainty
about the reality of the object of perception is unfounded.
The assertion of phenomenolory that the existence of the
objects of the material world (of all the material objects in
general, rather than of particular objects of this world)
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is never given with complete certainty, is the result of a
false preconception and not of analysis of actual experi-
ence. This attitude is closely linked with the desire for
establishing the conditions of "absolute knowledge". The
latter is said to be attained when knowledge of the object
coincides with reflexion about knowledge itself, which,
in Husserl's view, occurs in transcendental reflexion.

But can "absolute lorowleilge" alone be viewed as
genuine? What grounds have we for disclaiming the status
of real knowledge (and that is what Husserl insists on) for
the results of cognitive activity both in the sphere of ev-
eryday experience and in the domain of various scientific
disciplines studying empirical facts? Would it not be more
correct to correlate, on the contrary, our ideal model of
knowledge with actual samples of knowledge obtained in
the actual cognitive process? Let us state in this connec-
tion that those examples of apriori "absolute knowl-
edge" which Husserl cites (the truths of logic and mathe-
matics, the socalled regional ontologies, that is, phenomen-
ological descriptions of "eidoses" that are said to un-
derlie the scientific disciplines) have failed the test of the
development of science in the 20th century, as far as their
apriori and absolute quality is concerned. That is the point
where the fundamental defect is revealed not only of
Husserl's phenomenology but also of all kinds of trans-
cendentalism as a mode for substantiating knowledge.
We shall have occasion to return to this question.

Finally, let us consider the assertion of the Transcen-
dental Ego's existence, the supreme substantiating propo-
sition of phenomenology. This assertion is obtained, as
we have seen, as a result of transcendental reflexion. But
the procedure of transcendental reflexion, involving epo-
che and the singling out of a special object, "pure cons-
ciousness", is very doubtful, as we have said. Therefore the
attempts to separate the ego as a unity of consciousness
and material corporeality from the ego as "pure" individ-
ual consciousness, and the latter, from the Transcendental
Ego, appear to be unconvincing.'As for the statement that
all referential meanings, just as all individual zubjects
(i.e., I myself and other sentient beings) are constituted by
myself as the Transcendental Ego, it cannot but lead to the
most odious form of subjective idealism, so completely
compromised-to solipsism, hard as Husserl might try to
dissociate himself from it. Although Husserl insists on the
impossibility of analysing the subjective, of analysing con-
sciousness, outside its objective correlation, that is not
enough to overcome Cartesian subjectivism, for the inten-
tional object is viewed as existing in the framework of
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transcendental consciousness and as constituted by the lat-
ter, while the existence of real objective glQnneqs corres-
poirding to the intentional object-is assumed to be inele-
vant to transcendental phenomenology.

But can the basic 
- premises of transcendentalism in

substantiating knowledge be retaine4 while such obvious
weaknesses o-f phenomenology are discarded as its app.eal
to the subjective experiences of self<ertainty unsupported
by any other procedures that would be mgre convincing
ldgica[y? In ofher words, are there such variants of solving
th"e pr6Utem of the pos.sibitity of lcrowledge which en-
deav-our to take a more logical path remaining at the same
time in the fundamental framework of transcendentalism?

Let us consider the epistemological conceptio;q of
Fichte as an attempt to provide this kind of solution.oz

Fichte starts from propositions which appeax to be sim-
ilar to those of phenbmenology. He sets himself the task
of transf orming t-r'anscendental-philosophy, th e do ctrine- ^ofthe possibility- of cognition in general and of sc-ientific
;&r'-iti; hi |a*iculai ittto an "e"vident science",63- Point
in{ out that-the theoretical doctrine of science (Wissen'
schaf*tehre) "presupposes the possibility of freedom of in-
ner 'conteniplition;'.6n The -foundation of knowle^dge,
Fichte insisti, must be found as something absolutely first,
something that cannot be either prove{ or defined.

Starbin! from the facts of empirical consciousnqqs, anq
then mentally discarding everything that is accidental,
and leaving' only that which can no longer be- separated
from consc-iousness (that is, performing a procedure whi-ch
somehow reminds one of Husserl's transcendental refle-
xion), Fichte' arrives at Descartes' proposition "I am" as
the iirpreme fact underlying all others. This proposition
"must-probably be assumedwithout any proof,^Slthough
the whole doctrine of science is busy proving it".6b

Fichte's train of thought then reveals fundamentally
new elements. He asserts that the self-consciousness of the
TYanscendental Ego, expressed in the proposition "I arn-",
is not simply the product of direct inner perception of a
certain evidence (as Husserl would 'have 

-said) but the re-
sult of lhe actiuity of determining the indeterminate. Self-
consciousness must be understood not simply as intuitive
grasping of the object given, as it were, to the intentio-
ilal ictirom the oritside-, bui as mental positing of the o-b-
ject itself and at the sime time as reflexion about the
product of this positing, the reflexion (which lPPears
is only one of the moments of a complei pr-ocedure of
self+ohsciousness) is by no means reduced to mbre
contemplation of givenness, constituting the strenuous
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activity of analytically breaking down the posited given-
ness. Thus. the Transcendental Ego is not simply a given
object, as it appears to Husserl, but a kind of unity of ac-
tivity and its product, or "act-action". The Pure Ego does
not exist outside of the activity of self-consciousness di-
rected at it (let us recall a similar point in Descartes'reas-
oning): "The ego posits itself , and it is only thanks to this
self-positing; and vice versa: the ego is, and it posits its
being, only due to its own being.- It is simultaneously the
agent and the product of action; the source of activity and
that which emerges as the result of activity; act and ac.
tion are one and the same; and that is why 'I &n'is the
expression of an act action..."66

Fichte insists that the ego outside the activity of self-
positing and self-reflexion is nothing, it simply does not
exist. But it is precisely the active nature of the Abso-
lute Ego, which compels it to strive towards an ever greater
degree of self-determinateness (resulting from action upon
itself), that further leads to the necessity of opposing to it
the non-ego, which, on the one hand, delimits the ego, and
on the other, exists in the framework of the Absolute Ego,
being posited by the latter. The ego becomes an object in
its own right for itself only with the opposition of ego
and non-ego, states Fichte, that is, with the appearance of
an object external with regard to the ego. It is only
through the non-ego that the ego becomes something, i.e.,
that of which something may be said. That ego which
exists in the framework of the opposition to non-ego is
no longer an Absolute Subject but an empirical one, for
it is restricted by an object external to it. While the pure
activity (act-action) of the Absolute Ego does not assume
any object, "turning back on itself", the definition of the
ego as an empirical subject ("descending" from the Ab-
solute Subject to the empirical one) reveals the mutual
mediation of ego and non-ego as the law of conscio_usness:
"no subject, nb obiect; no-object, no subject".67 Thus,
while the original proposition "I am" appears as something
immediately glven and certain, the activity of self-
consciousness necessarily leads to its self-mediation, to the
generation of a whole series of positings and contra-
positings which, in Fichte's view,logically follow one from
another. To this mediating activity of self-consciousness
corresponds the reflective activity of the theoretical
doctrine of science, in which the proposition is formulated
that the activity of the ego can only be mediated, and
"there can be no unmediated" activity at all.68 The
abstract moments of these positings and contraposit-
ings of the Pure Ego following from each other are logical



categories (reality, negation, causality, interaction, etc.)
expressing ihe necessary cormections and dependen_ces of
experienc-e and making knowledge possible. The reflexion
of the theoretical doctrine of science singles out the cate-
gorial dependences of knowledge.- Atteniion should be paid to the following traits of the
epistemological conception analysed here, which will be
of importance in our further inqutry.

According to Fichte, self-consciousness and self-cognition
are not just passive immediate grasping of some given
object fut always an excursion beyond the boundaries of
the immediate, an attempt to define, to interpret the latter
(any elementary consciousness already contains in it an
element of thinking, Fichte believes).

The ego, the pure consciousness, is not a ready-6469
object frbm the outset, it becomes such, being obiectified
as it becomes the object of its own self-cognizing activity.

Hence the ego as my own object is in a certain sense a
result of creation, of constructing (positing).

To the extent to which the ego becomes the object of
its own activity and reflexion, contrapositing itself to the
non-ego, it becomes different from what it originally was,
dialectieally changing and developing itself. In other
words, the object of self-cognition is the product of its
own activity, not in the sense, however, that it is a certain
fabrication of consciousness, an arbitrary fiction, but
in the sense that the ego as an object appears as the result
of the necessary unfolding and dialectical mediation of
what originally emerged as the purely immediate indenti-
ty I=1. S-elf-cognition and reflexion assiume the exteriori-
sation and objCctification of what was at first purely inter-
nal and subjective, directly merging with itself as a "fact
of consciousness": "I am".

Generally speaking, the definition and unfolding of the
essence of what appears to be directly given and evident,
reveals a cbmplex system of the activity of consciousness
hidden behind it, Fichte affirms.

In these arguments, Fichte gxasps in a speculative idea-
listic form some moments of cognitive activity to which
we shall recur in our positive discussion of the problem.
It is easy to show, however, that the Fichtean conception
does not solve the problem of substantiation of knowl-
edge either.

Fichte ccrrectly states that the necessary conditiqn of
cognition is determining the indeterminate, mental media-
tion of what originally appeared as purely immediate;
he also notes correctly that these conditions are relevant
not only to the cognition of objects external to the sub
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ject but also to the cognition of the subject himself. He
cannot prove, however, with any degree of convincingness,
that the required determination of the indeterminate, equiv;
alent to thb construction of experience, must be realised
precisely in those categorial forms of which his lTissen-
schaftslehre treats. In other words, he cannot deduce
apriori the essential dependence of any knowledge on
the acts of positing and contrapositing of the Pure Ego, as
he claims. In fact, Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre assumes a
number of categorial links characterising the available em-
pirical experience, as well as the traditionally accepted
laws of formal logic (the laws of identity, contradiction,
etc.). Thus the assertion that the self-positing of the Pure
Ego ("I am") underlies all knowledge and its substan-
tive apriori dependences; an assertion central to his con-
ception, remains an assurance without proof or support.

Furthermore, we do not touch here on the fact that
acceptance of Fichte's Absolute Ego as the centre consti-
tuting knowledge and objective reality leads to the cul-de-
socs of idealistic subjectivism, just as Husserl's Transcen-
dental Ego.

3, THE FACT OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE
TRANSCENDENTAL INTE RPRETATION O F

THE CONDITIONS OF ITS POSSIBILITY

However, can one remain in the framework of transcen-
dentalism without claiming to deduce the substantive de-
pendences of knowledge from the fact of self-conscious-
ness "I am I"? In this case the philosopher is forced to set
himself the task of establishing the conditions of the pos-
sibility of lmowledge by logical analysis, by breaking
down and making a preparation of knowledge that actually
exists and is recorded both in the truths of everyday con-
sciousness and in the propositions of the special sciences.
Clearly, in this approach to knowledge, the relation be-
trryeen knowledge and self-consciousness has to be under-
stood'in a way different from that of Husserl and Fichte.

This possibility was realised in Immanuel Kant's "criti-
cal" transcendental epistemology. 69

Kant does not at aII discuss the question "Is knowledge
possible?", and in this his philosophy differs significantly
from, let us say, that of Descartes. One of the fundamental
premises of Kantian epistemology is that knowledge is not
only possible but also real, it actually exbts. In other
words, Kant faces the fact of knowledge, as neo-Kantians
later put it. He believes this knowledge to be expressed



at any rate in the special scientific disciplines relating to
pure mathematics and pure (i.e., theoretical) natural sci-
ence. The main preoccupation of his epistemology is
finding out how mathematics and pure natural srcience ate
possible, that is, how knowledge'is possible in general.
Kant proceeds from the existence of indubitable and
recognised product of cognitive activity, of scientific
larowledge, endeavouring to reconstruct the logical con-
ditions of its production through analytically breaking it
down; that is to say, he proceeds from the study of the'
result to revealing the possibilities of its generation.

From the Kantian standpoint, this approach iq justified
by the fact that, while the existence of pure mathematics
and pure natural science is beyond doubt, the assertion
of the reality of metaphysics as true knowledge is extreme-
ly problematic. Finding out the universal conditions of the
possibility of knowledge could not only provide an answer
to the question of whether or not metaphysics is possible:
should ihe answer prove to be affirmative, the methods of
working in this- are-a most fruitfully migtit be discovered,
Kant b6lieves.To

Moving towards the realisation of this task, Kant arl
rives at the conclusion that experience as knowledge of
objectively existing things independent of the given empir-
ical individual and the states of his consciousness implies
at the same time continual references to the subject. These
references are of twofold nature. First, it is the sin$ing
out of the objectiveness of experience and the distinguish-
ing of the processes fixed in it from subjective associa-
tions, from the accidental flow of representations, etc.
that signify constant (actual and potential) correlation of
the world of objects and the processes of consciousness.
Second, the unity of experience itself implies the unity of
consciousness. The latter circumstance is especially impor-
tant, Kant believes. The unity of objective experience
would be impossible, in his view, if the flow of objective
experience could not be continually accompanied by a cer-
taih act of self-consciousness in the form of recognising the
identity of the ego to which experience belongs (this act
is, according to Kant, expressed in the assertion "I think").

The objectiveness of experience is inseparable from the
existence in it of various dependences, including necessary
ones. The object is an embodiment, as it were, of a certain
rule for linking up various sense impressions. The flow of
objective experience presents an internally coherent pic-
ture of necessary interaction of all its components; there is
a certain continuity about this flow, that is, the subse-
quent state necessarily follows from the previous one. If
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there were "gaps" in experience, that is, if subsequent
events did not follow from the previous ones according to
obligatory rules, we would have no gtounds to believe
experier-rce to be objective, Kant affirms; instead we would
be forced to describe it as a subjective connection between
associations, that is, as pertaining to individual consciouc'
ness rather than the world of material objects. At the same
time any experience is my experience, that is, it belongs to
me as the person experiencing it; there is no experience
that would be nobody's. Let us now assume, Kant argues,
that the ego as the subject of experience retains no iden-
tity, that is, that it can entirely disappear as one ego -and
be rebom as another having nothing in common and no
links with the former.

In this case, experience itself must change, for its rele-
vance to the ego is a necessary characteristic of experience,
as we have just recognised, and if the ego becomes dif-
ferent, so does experience. But if there is no connection
bitween the first and the second egos, there is no connec-
tion between the first and second experience either. That
means that there are "gaps" in the flow of experience. In
this case, experience itself is therefore subjective and not
objective. It follows, Kant concludes, that a necessary
condition of the objectiveness of experience is the self-
consciousness of the ego as identical to itself in the asser-
tion "I think", which potentially accompanies the flow of
experience (in Kant's view, the act of self-consciousness
"I think" does not have to accompany experience in ac-
tuality; the objectiveness of the latter mergly implies con-
stant possibility of this self-consciousness). / r

brdividual empirical self-consciousness, enabling us to
distinguish between the subjective connection of asso-
ciations and the objective dependences between the things
external with regard to this self-consciousness, Kant calls
subjective unity of consciousness. As for the unity of con-
sciousness which makes possible, in his view, the objec-
tivenest of experience itself, it is termed in Kantian philos
ophy objective unity of self-consciousness or transcenden-

l{_:ftl -"j_Tp,1*#tion, 
and is distinguished from the

Iormer rn pnnclple. '
The subjective unity of self+onsciousness has to do with

the flow of individual representations, characterising the
"intemal sense". The manifold given in the intemal sense
is also ordered in a certain manner (the rules of this or-
dering are determined by the apriori form of time),
although this ordering is not objective, that is, it is diffe-
rent from types of order in the world of external ob-
jects existing in the forms of space and time and given
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to the subject through the "extemal sense-". The -qubje.c-
tive unity 

-of 
self-consciousness is extremely .specific. As

distinct fiom the unity pertaining to objective ("external")
experience, the former does not characterise any constant
su6stance iemaining identical to itself under the various
changes of its states-. Kant therefore believes that it is im-
possiLle to reveal, through tle internal sense, the. neces-
iary dependences and rules of succession of senseimpres-
sioirs which would permit the construction of an object of
cognition in its own right. The objects of external sense
sivin not onlv in the forms of time but also in those of
ipace (the ht[er thus appearing in Kant's.epistemology as
the necessary condition- of objectiveness) assurye apriori
categorial schemes as their substantive basis,-schemes on
whiih to develop theoretical ("pure") natural science. As
for the objects df inner sense, they are not objects in the
strict sensd of the term. for states of consciousness are un-
stable. indefinite. and ephemeral. Of course' they are llso
orderdd in a cdrtain manner-in temporal forms. This
ordering, however, cannot crea,te the possibility- of .a theo-
retical (:'pure") science about the phenomena of individual
consciouiness.'Psychology, in Kant's view, is only possi-
ble as an empirical descriptive science stating accidental
Iinks in the subjective flow of representations and, in prin-
ciple, incapabls of using the methods of mathematics (in
Kintis vie-w, true scieice must speak'the language of
mathematics).

More thari that, inner experience is not only devoid- of
some essential features of extemal experience, those that
permit the latter to be the basis of theoretical science-it
is also impossible without external contemplation. Determi-
nation of time, which is a form of ordering internal expe-
rience, exists only through implementation of the flow of
time iii certain spatial processes, that is, in processes involv-
ing given material objects. "...It is possible to perceive
a determination of time only by means of a change in ex-
ternal relations (motion) to the permanent in space; (for
example, we become aware of the sun's motion, by obsenr-
ing the changes of its relation to the objects of- this earth).
But this is nbt all. We find that we possess nothing perma-
nent that can corespond and be subrnitted to the concep-
tion of a substance as intuition, except matter...It follows,
that this I has not any predicate of intuition, which, in its
character of permanence, could serve as correlate to the
determination of time in the intemal sense-in the same
way as impenetrabl[tJ is the correlate of matter as an
embirica iniuition. "T sA trigtrty important consequence follows from this,
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namely, "internal experience is itself Uqssible only medi-
ately and through external experience".T

Kant regards this consequence as a direct refutation of
'the problematical idealism of Des Cartes, who admits the
undoubted certainty _of only one empirical assertion (osser-
tio), to wit, I arn".t b Idealism "assumed [writes Kant]
that the only immediate experience is intemal, and that
from this we can only inferthe existence of external things.
But, as always happens, when we reason from given effects
to determined causes, idealism has reasoned with too much
haste and uncertainty, for it is quite possible that the cause
of our representations may lie in ourselves, and that we
ascribe it falsely to external things. But our proof shows
that external experience is properly immediate, that only
by virtue of it-not, indeed, the consciousness of our own
existence, but certainly the determination of our qxis-
tence in time, that is, internal experience--is possible."76

From Kant's viewpoint, that means that where it is a
question of concrete individual consciousness, of the sub,
jective, we cannot regard it in the spirit of Husserl as "pure
co-nsciousness" but must necessarily correlate it with
those processes which are implemented by material objects
or bodies. Tlue, Husserl also speaks of the need for corre-
lating any subjective act with the object at which this act
is directed. But Husserl speaks only of the intentional
object, that is, the object which exists in the framework
of transcendental consciousness and does not have to be
real. In principle, therefore, Husserl does not go beyond
the boundaries of the Cartesian position at this point.
Kant's approach to the problem is fundamentally different:
the consciousness of self, the "intemal sense", must be
mediated by the consciousness of external objects, of real
material things. Kant certainly realises that not always
does representation of ektemal things sigrrify their actual
existence, as the facts of illusions, hallucinations etc. show,
that is, precisely those facts which form the starting point
of the assertions of Husserl and Descartes on the "cer-
tainty" of the givenness of consciousness to itself and the
"uncertainty" of the givenness of external objects to con-
sciousness. But Kant writes that the illusions, hallucina-
tions, etc. "are themselves created by the reproduction of
previous external perceptions, which ... are possible only
through the reality of external objects... Whether this or
that supposed experience be purely imaginary, must be
discovered from its parbicular determinations, and by
comparing these with the criteria of all real experienge. "T 7

Now, what has Kant succeeded in showing? First, that
empirical self-consciousness (the "inner sense") necessarily



assumes perception of external objects independent- of the
given individual consciousness. SeCond-, that the unity and
Eoherence of objective experience also signify thg ,"i'
W and coherenc6 of the Cognizing subject (this fa-c! is
t6rmed the "objective unity oJ self+onsciousness" in Kan-
tian epistemology). Third, that the-cognitive relation to
the external object is also necessarily accompani-e-d- by ?
relation to the- cognizing subject, that is, by different
forms of self-consciousness.

However, Kant makes a further step in propounding a
thesis which does not follow from the above assertions but
is presented as their logical consequence. He formulates
the proposition that objective -unity of self<onsciousness,
or the franscendental uhity of apperception, is the bosds

of the objective unity of experience. The p-roposition "I
think" is declared to be the supreme foundation of any
lmowledge.TS and Kant thereby actually reverts to Des-
cartes, ald ttrat atter criticising him for "problematic
idealism".

True, on this point, too, Kant's position is essentially
differerit not only trohr that of Descartes, but also from
the position of Husserl and Fichte. For Kant the -proposi-
tion-"I think" (just as the proposition "Iexist"), being-an
expression of a special kind of consciousness, or-rathe-r
seliconsciousness,- does not, however' express knowl-
edee. A necessari, condition-of knowledge, according to
Kalt, is the givenhess of the conesponding object in expe-
rienc6; that -is to say, knowledge and expe-rienc-e- coin-
cide. 'ilue, experienee itself is not understood by Kant as

something'puiely immediate at all: his positio-n here-is
opposed aotfr tb empiricism and phenomenology. Ne-
v6r-theless, synthesising immediate sense components.is a
condition'of experience. Where this does not occur, there
is no experience and, consequently, no knowledge.

For fhis reason, to take an example, the aqriori -ca!e-
gories of intellect l5y themselves do not contain knowledge
iand no "substantive insight" into their content in the
bnse of Husserl is possible). They can be thought of, that
is. their content may be analytically broken down, but
tliat will not be knowledge, that will not be cognition-.

Thus Kant separates thinking from cognition--and con-
sciousness from- knowledge. The proposition "I think"
expresses an act of self-consciousness. But that is noJ
knbwledge, for the object corresponding to-it, th.e.think;
ing ego,-id not given in any experience. The subject of
trinsderidental apperception cannot become the ob-ject o-f
itself. It can only be thought of or somehow symbolical-
ly hinted at: "...this unity-is nothing more than the unity
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in thought, by which no object is given; to which there-
fore the e.ategory of substance-which always presup-
poses a given intuition-annot be applied. Cortsequently,
the subject cannot be cognized. The subject of the catego-
ries cannot, therefore, for the very reason tha! i.t cogitates
ttrese, frame_ _any conception of itself as an object of the
categorieg."T 9

It- is important to' note that the Transcendental Ego
which, in Kant's view, underlies the whole experience,
cannot be directly gfasped in the framework of his system.
Kant merellr suggests that we logically deduce it as a kind
of otherwo,rldly entity of a "thing-in-itself".

Even if empirical reflexion (the subjective unity of self-
consciousness) is not, from Kant's standpoint, knowledge
in its own right, since its objects, given in the internal
qense, are devoid of a number of traits of real objects with
which external experience deals, transcendental reflexion
(the transcendental unity of self-consciousness) ls not
regarded as knowledge at all. (Let us recall that for Husserl
it is precisely transcendental reflexion that is an expression
of "absolute knowledge".) According to Kant, the Trans-
cendental Ego is absolutely outside experience. As for
empirical self+onsciousness, that is merely the Transcen-
dental Ego appearing to the empirical subject as a
"thing-in-itself".8o

This means in fact that Kant fails to substantiate knowl-
edge through transcendental self-consciousness. He is
himself compelled to admit that there ane no instnrments
for passing on from the latter to the former within the
framework of finite, actually existing experience. Husserl's
method for implem'enting this transition through "direct
insight" into some "certainties" is unacceptable to Kant:
the Kiinigsberg philosopher believes that "certainty" in no
way gUar. anteei the actual existence of the conesponding
obj-ec[.8 r

"Deduction" of apriori forms of any knowledge from
the activity of the Tlanscendental Ego (Fichte's method)
is also impossible for him, for in Kant's view the ego as
the basis of lorowledge cannot be the object of experi-
ence and of knowledge, being a fundamentally extra-expe-
riential "thing-in-itself". There can be even less possibil-
ity of substantiating lmowledge through empirical (sub-
jective) self-consciousness. The latter, as we know, implies
the existence of the world of material objects, and a knowl-
edge of them is itself substantiated thereby, far from
being the basis of knowledge. Besides, the empirical ego, as
Kant emphasises, cannot be a guarantee of the universal-
ity and necessity of the characteristics of any knowl-
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edge precisely due to the empirical and accidental nature
of the processes inherent in it.

That is why Kant's only way out is to assure his reader
that the transition from the transcendental unity of apper-
ception (regarded as the supreme basis of any knowledge)
to'constituling experience (that is, on the one hand, the
world of obj-ects appearing to finite consciousness as

"empirically ieal", and on :the other, the correspon{i1tg
kindt of knowled'ge) is realised in certain otherworldly
spheres, "behind the back" of empirical c-onsciousngps, .6i[ were. This transition, called transcendental-synthesis,
expresses the self-activity of the Transcendenlal Ego.

The transcendental unity of apperception therefore
appea$ in two forms, according to Kant.- ILs -profound
eiience is expressed in its self-activity, that r1, in th9
work of transcendental synthesis. It is the synthetic uni'
ty of transcendenlal apperception that is the supr-elne
foundation of cognition. As for the consciousness of the
identity of the cbgitating subject, given to each empir-
ical individual as the self-realisation "I think", it appears
only as a reflection of the spontaneous activity-of the
Tlahscendental Ego, characterising not so much that ac-
tivity as its resdtahe identity of the ego w-rtlr itself-(I=I).
Kant suggests that the latter should be called lhe analytical
unity of transcendental apperception.

But, insofar as the finite empirical individual has no di-
rect access to the Ttanscendental Ego but merely to a
chink through which bits of its activity can be_grasped in
the self-real-isation "I think", the Transcendental Ego
itself is given extremely contradictory characteristics in
Kantian fhilosophy. On the one hand, it is considered as
a kind of deep force in myself, and here Kant's views have
something in-common with Husserl's and Fichte's. But
the TtanJcendental Subject is also declared to be a thing-
in-itself, a kind of otherworldly entity. Here it appears as
something that is not only in me but also outside me, as

"consciotlsness in general", as an objective structure under-
lying all individuat consciousnesses. The Tlanscendental
Subj=ect should in this aspect be referred to as "\ile"
rath-er than "I" (and Kant often does so). In other words,
Kant's subjective idealism is not at this point without
some traits of objective idealism.

Thus, in substantiating knowledge Kant tried, first of
all, to proceed from analysis of the characteristics of the
final product of cognitive activity-knowledge-to recon-
structing the logicaltonditions of its generation. Not only
certain proposiiions of "common sense" but above all,
the results bf mathematics, of contemporary mathemati-
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cal natural science (classical mechanics), and the results of
formalJogical studies, were chosen as the samples of knowl-
edge that served as the reference points. Theoretically
separating and analytically investigating these valious
kinds and types of lorowledge, Kant singles out certain
structures and invariants in knowledge that was actually
available to him, and which characterised a definite period
in the development of consciousness. In this way he ob-
tains some results that are not merely of historical interest.
But substantiation of the universality and necessity of
these results was only possible, from Kant's standpoint,
through correlating them with the activity of the TYanscen-
dental Subject, with the transcendental unity of selfcon-
sciousness. It is this task that Kant fails to solve, for his
system has no logical instruments for expressing the spon-
taneous activity of the Tlanscendental Ego. Therefore
Kant's epistemological conception, being indubitably sub-
jective-idealistic, cannot nonetheless be regarded as "egolo--gy", unlike the transcehdentalist systerns of Fichte and
Husserl. Kant established a number of important moments
in the study of cognition and consciousness. But the prob-
lem of substantiation of larowledge is not solved in his
conception either; nor can it be solved here, for his con-
ception remains idealistic.

Thus we see that the attempts to substantiate knowl-
edge and fathom the nature of cognition relying on the
postulate about the existence of a special kind of knowl-
edge, indubitable, certain and directly pertaining to "pure
consciousness" prove unavailing. The so+alled radical
reflexion about "pure" consciousness ("turning to look at
the subject", as Husserl puts it) carurot substantiate the ob-
jectiveness of experience and, moreover, cannot even guar-
antee in its framework the actual reality of other cog-
nizing individuals ("other egos"). Neither is the question
of the nature of the ego and of the modes of comprehend-
ing it solved. The transcendentalist version of the sub-
jective-reflective procedure for substantiating knowledge,
postulating the a priori nature of definite structures and
norms of everyday and special scientific knowledge, con-
tradicts the development of modern scientific knowledge.

4. THE CONCEPTION OF THE "LIFE
WORLD" AND THE UNIOUENESS OF THE

PLACE OF THE EMPIRICAL SUBJECT
IN THE STRUCTURE OF EXPEBIENCE

There are other influential variants of the idealistic solu-
tion of the problem of substantiating knowledge in mod-



em bourgeois philosophy. The empirical subject, that.is,
a speciali<ina bf uniti of consciousness and corporeality,
is regarded as the substantiating instance, rather.than the
Tranlcendental Subject interpreted in its isolation from
the world of real mdterial objects, from the empirical cor-
poreal individual and the eommunity of o-t!e-r such egos.
bn this path, an attempt is made to establish the neces'
sary dependences of knowledge and experience.

'ifres^e approaches to understanding cggnition.are a de-
parture fr6ir transcendentalism. They -do not, however,
ionstitute a rejection of the interpretation of cognition as

determined ny the structure of individual consciousness.
Consciousnesi is merely understood not as the "purg"
consciousness of a "pure" individual ego but in its organi-c
links with corporeality and its inclusibn in the network
of interactioni with other subjects. The rejection of the
all-too manifest subjectivism of the philosophical. co.ncgp-
tions based on "pure" consciousness does not yet srgnrry
breaking away from idealism. This last circumstance p-re'
determiies the untenability of those attempts to solve
the problem of substantiatioh of knowledge which we shall
here consider.

The interpretation of the subjetouUined here is char-
acteristic oi the late works o1 Husserl. Opposing the
everyday, pre-scientific and extra-scientific "life world"
(Lebeni-irl6tt) to the objectified world of mathematicised
icience. Husierl endeav6urs to prove that the scientific-
theoretical attitude to life is derivative in its essential
dimensions from the immediate, "life-oriented" attitude to
the world which is characteristic of the Lebens'Welt.

At the same time, the philosopher believes, science has
a tendency (and it is infienably inherent in the scientif-
ic-theoretiial 'form of cognition itself) to separate it-
self from the "life" sources, to forget about them, as

it were, and to undertake constructions that are rooted in
the "life world" and not in the pre-theoretical meaning-
ful givennesses. This path, that is, !h9 path of formalis
tic o-bjectivism, inevitably leads cognition into cul-de-sacs,
to paiadoxes.-to a crisis in its foundations, and this, in
Hudserl's view, is characteristic of the whole of contemqo-
rary Europea:ir science (these statements date from the
1950s). Tfre only way tbwards substantiation of science
(and the crisis of its foundations is at the same time
ihe crisis of the whole of European culture), and towards
substantiation of comition in general, is through finding
the real sources of science and lecovering the thread that
binds the latter to scientific-theoretical cognition. The con-
ditional, restricted, and dependent nature of the scientific
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spirit of "pure objectiveness" will thus be demonstrated,
a'""ri"i"e dbiectiviim and scientism closely associated with
it bf th; sta-tus of a universal worldview orientation' 'l'he

iinmeiiatJ ;;iife world" underlying all human modes of
i6i"tio"-- t. reality, including scientitic-ttreoretic.al cqqli-
iil;it in Husseri-'s view, mar-ked by a specific unity of the
Jui"tiiir" 

""d 
the subieitive, the sourcie of unitv lving !n

itid-r"U:LO ihe unity itself 
'being "centred" on the indi-

vidual empirical ego.- 
Indeed. contin[es Husserl's atgument, what is glven !o

the empiitcal subject in the first place is the subJect it-
;Ii ;-ih;- individual ego with ihe consciousness and
unique body inherent in it.----dti 

ttie necessary relations of experience are determined

"r""ir"tv 
tliroush lhe properties of the individual subject.

it ir-*"U-lmow"n, for-instance, that objective experience-
implies the existeirce of a generally significant network of
.pitlA rLlations which detdrmines the mulual arrangement
of material objects (let us recall that for Kant the forms or
ilrtiJ dependences. as distinct from temporal ones, are
riostly m6des of expression of the objective. nature of
exoerience). But in what way is the spatial structure of
exberience'formed?---asks Husserl.-'Tti; principal spatial meanings are "here" and "there"'
"'Hai;"is the plaie where I wllh my lgdy am., or, to be
more precise, it is my body. What is 'there'? 'There'de-
fines iiself t(rough 'h-ere'. Ii there is no 'here', there is no
;iii"iJ. 'tt ere' is-'not-here'that can become 'here'. 'There'
ii understood as a potential'here', it is understood interms
of 'here'. 'There' defines itself reiative to 'here',-that is to
mv bodv. 'There' defines itself depending on the extent
und tt e- manner in which it is transformed into 'here"
tfrer"' is 'remote'if it is hard to transform it into 'here';.it

is iclosei when it is easily transformed into 'here'.'. Wllqt is,
in concrete terms, th6 transformation of trot-here'into
'fr"r"f tt rt is. thq attainment of 'there'? 'There' is the
piace wtreie n6t-my body is, or rather, it is 4ot-my -body'
ttreretore the traniformitioir of 'there'into 'here', that is,
the 

-attainment of 'there', signifies the transformation of

"&-mv 
U"av into mine, iirto a coltinuation of my b.ody",

irre iia"stoimation of riot'my body into a continuation of
-" U"av therefore means its transformation into my in-
;truftni. But the condition of transforming some body in-
IJ mv instrument is its transformation into a continua-
ii"" tt mv body, that is, its attain-ment in the sense of
my body'isimpl-e'contact with it. 'Contact' is here meant
in-the bioadest sense of the word. See^i4g with an eye con-
rtit,rt"s a special kind of this contact. "E 2
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If we ignore this relation of ',here', and ,,there,, to the
individual zubject, any distinction between them will
lose its meaning, states Husserl.

The relations between "in front" and "behind,,, ,,on

thg riglrt" and "on the left", "higher', and ,.lowerr,, t"
defined in a similar way, that is, on the basis of the possi-
bility of transformation of "there" into "here,,, he be-
lieves.

"In front" is that which is before my face, ..behind,,
that which is at my back and to which f must turn in or-
der to attain it; "higher" is that which is above my head.
"lower", that which is under my feet, etc. If we ignore thi
relation of these differences to different parts of my body
and th,e possibilities of attaining them, the diff6rences
themselves will disappear. If there weie no differences
between the parts of my body, there woud be no differ-
ences between 'tn front" and "behind,', ,.on the right,,
and "on the left". etc.

Further Husseil analyses the stages in the .,objectifica-
tion" of spatial relations, that is, the stages of abitracting
them from those initial dependences of origin which con--
nect them with the individual subject and the subject's body.
One of these stages consists ii transferrine. as it werl.
the point of reference, that is, "here',, from'my body tci
some other (which originally emerged as existinf .,theri,,1,
and..in .definilg t]:e sp4tif relalions of otlier ttrings,
starting from the latter (which does not coincide witti
my own) e.g., we say that the river is not far from the
f1o.use, that one objec! is to the right of another, etc. Lr
this case we define the spatial relations betweei things
regardless of our body, as it were, ignoring it. However, it
is imqortant to bear in mind, Husserl points out, thai it
only _became possible because we tentatively id'entified
ourselves, our body, with that body which we 

-chose 
as the

stqting point of defining spatial relations, putting our-
gelyes in imagination in plaCe of that body, since fbr the
bodies taken as sueh, that is, outside their relation to the
subject with its body, there are no relations like ,,on the
right" o_1 "on- ttte left", "close" or ,'far',, etc. But that
r_neans, Husserl believes, that "objective,' spatial relations
petyeerl thilss are ultimately d-etermined through my
bo4y, through me as the subject.
- Further steps in the "objectification,, of space involve

the use of certain universal standards for measuring length,
that is, of some special objects which are manufactu-red
specifically for expressing the spatial relations between
objects. In -this case, we can know, through communica-
tion, even distances that we cannot observe direcfly. Using
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universal standards can consolidate the illusion of indepen-
dence of the spatial relations of objects from the srrbject
and its body. However, Husserl continues, the standard of
measuremerit is not only chosen as such by the subject but
is constituted in its spatial properties only through its re-
lation to the subject's body, that is, through the "here/the-
re" relation.

The "objectiveness" of space, he explains, "does not
lie in the iridependence of spatial meanings from the sub-
ject but in their equal repetitiveness. I ca4, in- principle,
ieoeat the position which I once assumed relative to a
aetinite thiig, and then the spatial meaning of the latter
will be repeated. I can, in principle, repeat the position
occupied 6y another subject relative to some thing, and
then-again ihe spatial meaning of the latterwill be-repeat-
ed. Ob-jectiveness lies precisely in this repetition of mean-
ings; it-should be remembered, however, that repetitio-n.of
meanings-depends on the repetition of the positions of the
subjectr.-"8 3 -

As we see, from Husserl's viewpoint, "objectiveness" of
space assumes the existence of other empirical subjects and
my definite relation to these subjects. [r general, the ob-
jectiveness of experience, Husserl indicates, ,implies -itsintersubjectivity, that is, its universal significance for
all the other subjects.

But what does "another subject" mean?
Another subject, Husserl believes, is constituted in the

same way as the spatial dependences of experience are con-
stituted by their relation to me. Among the bodies sur-
rounding me there are those that are similar to mine in
the mode of their functioning. If I were at the place where
such a body is, it might serve me and my conscious
intentions. (Thus the subject is for Husserl not just a body
of a special kind but a unity of consciousness and corPo-
reality.) In this way, on the analogy with myself, the
meaning of "another subject" is formed which, as distinct
from myself, is not given me directly but is only consti-
tuted by myself.

The body of another subject, on the one hand, belongs
to my world, for it is constituted by myself, while on the
other hand it belongs to the world of that other subject.
Therefore my world must coincide with his world. This
world, common to ourselves and all the other subjects arld
having a meaning common to all, is the "objective".world.
In other words, the objectiveness of the world consists, ac-
cording to Husserl, in its universal significance, that is,
in the universal meaning it has for any subject, rather than
in its independence from the subject.



According to Husserl, scientific-theoretical co-gnition,
concerned wittr tindinq and analysing invariants of various
measurements, and lafer of invariants of these invariants,
abstracts from the determination of the measurements by
the nature of the standards chosen which, in their turn, are
constituted by their relation to the individual subject with
its body. Id6ntifying the invariants established by sci-
ence wiih the obj6ctive world, this mathematicised science
interprets objectiveness as com-plete ind-eperrdence from
any iubject rirhatever. The fundamental fact is.forgotten,
Hdsserl 

-believes, that the meaning of the objectiveness
of the world is 6onstituted by the iubject and is determi-
ned relative to it and to its body. (The universal signili-
cance of the world, its intersubjectivity itsg$, ultimately
depends on myself is the individual subject, Husserl states,
tof ttre other iubject is also consbituted by myself, in-my
experience.) Cari-ed away by the ideal of falsely concejved
obiectivitv.'mathernaticiied science suecumbs to the sin of
sci'entism, inevitably ending in a crisis of its own founda-
tions. Tlie only wLy out bf this crisis is establishment
of the meaninj of the individual subject as the centre of
the universe--tf,us ends Husserl his discussion of this theme.

Let us try to analyse these arguments and see if they
are well grounded. Husserl startslrom tlre-fag! (which. he
regards ai primary givenness) that the individual subject
is 

"siven to itself witfi its confoiousness and body. The pri-
miry spatial meaning of "here" is determined,-in his view,
by its 

-connection witn tfris subject. As for the meanilgi
oi ';there", whith belongs to something that lies outside
the subject- and its body, it is, in Husserl's opinion, consti-
tuted dr defined depeirding on the meaning of "here",
namely as something ttrat can become-."here", .thqt c'1p
be attiined by the srlbject coming into direct contact with
its body. It ii easy to ihow, how-ever, that this analysis is
inadeqtiate even 6y the criteria of phenomenological de.s-

criptidn. The pointis that "here" already subsumes "there",
th6se meanirigs being mutually dependent. It is true
that "there" cln be transformed into "here", can become
tthere". It is also true that t'here" is "not-there". In other
words, the meaning of "here" implies the meaning..of
"there". It is just aJtrue that "heret'is "there" from the
standpoint of another subject or, generally speaking, 

-fr.om
another reference point. If there is no dependence- 9-f thiq
second kind for the subject, there is no meaning of "here"
for it either. The "here/there" relation implies equal
role of both of its poles.

Of course, the elementary "here/there" spatial r-elation
includes a feference to ttre individual subject, folthe
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"here" meaning has sense only for that subject. At the same
time, the meahing of "here" includes from the begin-
ning the'fact that it is "there" from another viewpoint,
from another position, while "there" is that which exists
outside the subject and its body. Therefore the reference
to the individual subject in the "here/there" relation
does not mean constituting that relation as depending on
the subject and it3 body but a realisation (with varying
degrees of clarity) of the incorporation of the empirical
subject in a certain network of objective spatial relations
appearing for it at the given point as the meaning of
tthere".

Husserl shows the dependence of the relations
"above/below", "in front/behind", "on the left/on the
right", etc. on my body and differences between its parts.
It can be conceded that these meanings have a certain
anthropomorphic colouring, implying as they do a re-
ference to the subject and the various parts of the subject's
body. However, the subject's body itself exists as a special
type of object for it only if it appears as included in an
objective network of relations, including spatial relations,
with other bodies, both material things and the bodies of
other subjects. For me to realise the various parts of my
body (including those which I do not see under ordinary
conditions: face, head, back, etc.) as forming a certain
unity, belonging to one and the same object, I must
possess the faculty of perceiving my body from the ouL
side, as it were, from the standpoint of another subject, that
is to say, as spatially localised and existing in certain
relations with other bodies. [r other words, constituting
the "in front/behind" and other meanings already assumes
the existence for the subject of a definite network of
elementary objective spatial relations and is merely super-
imposed on this network, so to speak, far from determin-
ing the latter, as Husserl insists.

In other words, the subject may conceive of itself as
being in the place of some other object and take this other
object, as a reference point for determining distance, e.g.,
for determining the "close/far" relations, only if it is sim-
ultaneously capable of conceiving of its body as replace-
able by any other body as the determinant of spatial de-
pendences.

Husserl points to the connection between the objectiv-
ity of space and the possibility of repeating the position
taken up by the subject relative to a certain thing. But the
conception of the possibility of repeating the subject's
spatial position already assumes the existence for the sub-
ject of an objective network of spatial relations that lends



sense to the taking up of a certain position, just as it
implies the objective meaning of the subject's body and
spatial localisation.- It is of course true that the introduction of universal
standards or scales for measuring spatial relations and, Iat-
er. the establishment of invariants of these reLrations at
th'e stage of scientific-theoretical cognition, mark the dis-
covery -of increasingly more general dependences of the
objective world, acCompanied by abstraction from those
connections which include in these dependences a cer-
tain empirical subject or group of such subjects (a socio-
cultural community). A transition is necessary, howevet,
to the study of more general types of dependences and not
stages of "objectification" of the -o-riginal, purely "sub-
jective", meanings, as Husserl would have it. $'ny -expe-
rignce, however direct and "life-Iike" it mlght be, always
includ'es a distinction between my subjective stream of
consciousness and the objective system ofdependences be-
tween material objects, if it lays a claim to cogrritive sig-
nificance. Therefore, however great the differences be-
tween scientific-theoietical cognition and those forms of
pre-theoretical relation to the world which Husserl calls-the "life world" (and these differences undoubtedly do
exist and are of fundamental significance in certain
aspects), all kinds of the cognitive relation are inevitably
aiired a[ ttre world of objecti existing independently from
consciousness, that is, they are inevitably guilty of th-e "sin
of objectivism", as Husserl puts it, which in-the philosop-
her's view pred'etermined the crisis of the foundation of
modern European science.

The attempt to place the subject in the "centre" of the
cosmos and tb deduce the objectiveness of the world from
the characteristics of the individual.subject was not a suc-
cess, for the subject proves to be included in a certain sys-
tem of objective dependences from the very outset.

Let us consider yet another element of Husserl's anqlYs-
is. We may recall that the objectiveness of the world is,
for Husserl, identical with its intersubjectivity, that is, uni
versal significance of its meanings for any subject. The lat-
ter implles the existence of another subject, apart f19m
myself. But this other subject is originally constituted by
myself, that is, it exists as a definite product of- my cogni-
tive eiperienc6, it exists in my experience and is under-
stood 'zon the analogy" of myself. That means that when
Husserl takes up the standpoint of the other and starts
cogitating about the body of this other subject, along with
myself and my body, also existing in the experience of
thit other, it should be remembered that, in the frame-
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work of his philosophy, the other subject cannot in prin-
ciple be equipollent with myself, being ultimately con-
stituted by myself, whereas I with my body am given to
myself directly and am the true starting point of constituL
ing all the dependences of experience. And that means
that the thesis of Husserl's philosophy of the intersubjectiv-
ity and universal significance of the world actually proves
to be fictitious, and that in the final analysis Husserl
cannot escape from the circle of solipsism which he him-
self drew.

5. THE INTERPRETATION OF COGNITION
AS CONDITIONED BY THE IND!VIDUAL
CONSCIOUSNESS AND, AT THE SAi,IE

.TIME, MYSTIFYING THE
ESSENCE OF THE LATTER. THE EGO,

"THE OTHERS", TNDTTHE WORLD

Any attempt to understand the specific features of
knowledge is bound to take into account the fundamental
factsthat the empirical subject is necessarily included or
incorporated in the world of material objects existing in-
dependently of it and of its consciousness, and that the
other subjects are not less real than myself, and cannot
be regarded as products of my experience only.

There is a conception in modern Western philosophy
which endeavours to take these fundamental facts into
account within the scope of an originally interpreted phe-
nomenology and at the same time to link up the funda-
mental traits of knowledge and of the cognitive relation
with the specific characteristics of the individual empir-
ical subject. This attempt is undertaken by Jean-Paul
Sartre, a prominent modern French phenomenologist
and existentialist, in his main philosophical work Being
and Nothingness.34

Let us point out from the beginning that epistemolog-
ical problems, the question of substantiation of knowl-
edge, are not the focal points of Sarbre's analysis, although
he offers his solution of these questions. The relation be-
trryeen subject and object is considered in his works within
the framework of a definite congeption of consciousness
and man. But Sartre's interpretation of the relation be-
tween consciousness and knowledge is of interest for our
discussion.

The starting point of his cogitations is recognition of
the existence of two realities: of the objective material



being which he refers to as Being lo-Itself, and c.onscious-
ness." or Being For-Itself. The former exists by itself and
doeJ not need the latter. The latter is, howwer, impossib-
le without the former, for it has no content at all, is ab-
sotuteti empty, transfarent, gpen both to the external
world ind t<i iis'elf, is, in a w6rd, a "nothingne-ss", a "hole"
in Being In-Itself,'a hole which has no density-at-all and
continuilly needs to be filIed. However, precisely. because
consciousriess is a kind of "gap" in material being, it is
excluded, as it were, from tlie action-of all the substan-
tive conriections and dependences, and is absolutely free.
Consciousness is thus not just emptiness filled with con-
ient- given from the outsid6 but a being of a speeial kind,
a centre of free activitY.

The content provid-ed by Being r!-Itself does not deter-
mine the activity of consciousness but merely- serves as a
Xina of pretext ior it, a bridgehead for its-unfolding. How-
ever. since this activity is not determined by content giv-
en fiom the outside and is at the same time devoid of its
own inner content, it is essentially a negation -of any sort
of dependence. IL is in negatig-n tha! the freedom of
conscibusness is expressed, according to Sartre'

At the same time Sartie states that consciousness does
not exist outside the material world, outside Being In-
Itself. br his view, consciousness cannot be similar to
Kant's or Husserl's'Ttanscendental Subject, first, because
it is included, as it were, i1L the world of material objects,
thoueh not being an object itself (Sartre criticises in this
conn6ction Hussdrl's docirine of transcendental reduction,
of. epoche),'and second, because it factually, empilically
exists in aefinite concreie situations and is corurected with
the body of a given empirical subject. 

-- 
More6ver, ii, u certiin sense ionsciousness-, Being For-

Itself, coincides with the body -of the- empirical subject and
is indistinguishable from it. The reference here is to that
aspect whlich, in Sartre's view, specifiga{y char^acterises
th-e basic, orifrnal perception by the individual of his own
body and wh--ich is fun<l-amentalty different from the way
I ani my body are perceived by another subje-ct.-In the prim-
arv. orieinal- exp-erience, Sartre argues, I do not per-
ceire miself as in object. The eye does not see itself. I
do not see my face. , I cannot conceive of myself as. an
object among 

-other 
objects. Objects are something tlqt

exists outsidd myself and belongs to the material world,
to Being In-Itself. Howevet, I must receive certain sense
percepti-ons from the movements of my own body. 4t g,y
iate. tfrat is what psychology says. The assertions of scien-
tific'psychology, Sartre says, proceed from the existence
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of my body as a material object among other objects, con-
necting my definite experien-ces with processes in my body
underslood in. this way. But the essence of -th9 matter is,
according to Sartre, that the individual's body.is not given
him in t-he basic pi{mary experience as an object, and he
therefore cannot 

-in principle connect any processes in
his consciousness witli his body understood as an object
(he cannot in prineiple localise any sense perceptions,
d.g., the sensati6n of 

-pain; he cannot associatehis exper-
ieiies with his own physical state, etc.). At the outset,
the individual is given- ohly the world of external material
obiects and himself as different from these objects, as con-
scibusness, as Being For-Itself. To the extent in which ex-
periences 6ave a cerbain "density", they pertain to external
bbiects. For instance. if I sense resistance in acting upon an
exiernal object, the'resistance itself is not perceived as
connected witn tne action of my hand characterising my
subiective experience. one that is "in me", but as per-
tair{ine to the objective properties of the external objects
and eipressing thbir traits, in ttris case the measure of their
resistarice. pain is not sdmething localised in me either,
but that which expresses the properties of some objects
under definite cirlumstances. As for my body, in its
primary and basic sense it, first, determines the faclualilV
bf my- consciousness, that is, the concrete objective.sit-
uation in which I find myself (in particular, it determines
"where" exactly I am), and second, it functions as the
possibility and the mode of the activity of my consciou+
iress, 9[ Being For-Itself, essentially coinciding with the
latter.u c

Thus Sartre has an original conception of consciousness
which does not coincide with the widely accepted one.
Consciousness or Being For-Itself, writes Sartre, is not the
same as the psyche oi the subjective world characterised
by certain processes, connections, dependen-ces, complica'
ted mechanisms, special types of relations between cons'
cious and unconscious phenomena etc., a world that is the
subject-matter of special studies in scientific- psychology.
Coriscisusness, Being For-Itself, is in principle apsyc-h-olo-
gical. The emergen6e of a special sgbjgqtive^.world is,
Iccording to Sartre, a consequence of objectificatiop -of
consciouiness and expresses a distorted conception of the
basic and primary characteristics of Being For-Itself and at
the same time the ontological fact of the degradation of
consciousness itself.

As we see, far from relying on the assertions-of scientif-
ic psycholody, Sartre endeavours to- prove th-e dub-te.-tV
of -soine of-iti basic abstractions and assumptions. Like
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Husserl, he insists that phenomenological description does
not imply any scientific results, and that it is science that
has to reckon with the results of phenomenological anal-
ysis rather than vice versa. (Among other things, Sartre's
understanding of the world of material Being In-Itself does
not coincide with the natural-scientific doctrine of matter,
as we have had occasion to see above.)

Let us now consider the following important point of
Sartre's reasoning. That relation between Being In-Itself
and Being For-Itself of which we spoke above is, for him,
not only the basic and primary point but also an expres-
sion of the true essence of their relations, the essence
which is under usual circumstances fenced off, put away,
hidden, distorted by various circumstances. For this
reason, for instance, when the subject is capable of localis-
ing the feeling of pain in some part of his body, when he
scrutinises the world of his experiences and conelates
them with the past and present events of his life, when
he follows the development of his own thought and con-
trols this process, in all these cases, says Sartre, the gen-
uine characteristics of consciousness, of Being For-Itself,
are distorted.

Consciousness as "nothingness" does not coincide with
the psychical life of the empirical ego but underlies the lat-
ter, being hidden in its depth. (It is important to note that
from Sartre's standpoint the situation where consciousness
proves to be something lying deeply in the foundation of
the individual ego, of his psyctrical tife, reveals the ontolog-
ical fact of distorted expression of the tme nature of con-
sciousness. It is a question of the situation as it is, rather
than of our distorted understanding, for consciousness
has neither depth nor essence of any kind.) On the one
hand, consciousness determines the entire course of the
psychical life of the ego, the whole of the individual
subjective biography, while on the other hand, it is not
only different from that biography but is also distorted
by it. At the same time consciousness, according to Sartre,
is not the Transcendental Ego in the sense of Husserl,eith-
er: first, because it is factual and not transcendental,
coinciding as it does with the subject's body understood in
a certain manner; second, any ego, including the Transcen-
dental Ego,, has a certain inner definiteness, density, cer-
tain content. Consciousness is entirely devoid of such
content, it is absolutely empty. Therefore it is not the ego,
concludes Sartre.

Ordinary zubjective life necessarily assumes reflexion.
Reflexion is only possible on condition that its object
exists and catches the subject's in?rer eye. True conscious-
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ness, Being For-Itself, Sartre believes, is absolutely trans-
parent, it is a complete vacuum which the inner eye pierces
without stopping anywhere or being reflected by anything.
Therefore self-consciousness, the relation of the subjeet to
itself which is characteristic of consciousness (and this
relation is continually realised, Sartre believes, for con-
sciousness clearly distinguishes itself from the outset from
the world of. things-in-themselves) is not reflexion. Con-
sciousness is in principle pre-reflexive, in Sartre's view.

Reflexion emerges together with its object, the ego, and
in a certain sense produces the object itself. Sartre points
out the important fact which also played a fundamental
role in the philosophical system of Fichte and which we
shall later analyse on the positive plane. The fact isJhat in-
dividual reflexion aimed at consciousness does not simply
find before itself a ready-made object in the shape of the
ego and its states but, being an activity of a certain kind,
acts on its object, changes it, reconstructs and in a cer-
tain sense creates it.

For Fichte, this positing of oneself as the Absolute Sub-
ject in the form of one's own object was the kind of de-
termination of the indeterminate which was not only
involved in the shaping of the ego and the contrapositing
of ego to non-ego but which also revealed the inner essence
of the Absolute Subject. For Sartre, the positing of the ego
as the object of reflexion and the coming of the latter on
the scene does not in any way reveal the nature of conscious-
ness. Moreover, Sartre believes that at the stage of refle-
xion the purity of consciousness is distorted and conscious"
ness itself degraded. At the same time, according to Sartre
(and here there is another difference between him and
Fichte), there is no Transcendental or Absolute Ego, the
ego can only be empirical, expressing as it does the unique
traits of the given individual person distinguishing him
from all the other egos. Let us note that consciousness,
Being For-Itself, is, according to Sartre, also individual in
a sense, so that different empirical subjects have different
consciousnesses. However; if the ego expresses a certain
density, a unity of an individual biography, and the sub-
ject's personal traits, consciousness or Being For-Itself is
in itself empty and impersonal. Therefore different
consciousnesses differ from each other merely as different
centres of free activity, as structureless points of activity
included in different factual situations. Of course, in our
experience we distinguish between consciousnesses on the
basis of their connections with different individual egos.
But this differentiation does not characterise the metaphys-
ical distinctions between consciousnesses, so to speak.
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Thus. accordine to Sartre, the ego as an expression of
the unity of the zubject's psychical life does not express
itie esseri"e of consci6usness and even distorts it, to- a cer-
tain extent. The ego may be said to be "invented" by the
suUiect-with the -esseniial reservation that this "inven-
tioti;i 1s realised in constant contacts and communica-
iio" *ittt other subjects. The positing of the-ego-is an.at-
temot to introduce determinateness into the fundamental-
iv iideterminate life of consciousness, to lend conscious'
,i"sr a""titv and substantionality, making it its own ob-
ject." At tt e same time, according to Sartre, consciousness is
continually inclined towards substantivisation, precisely
Uecause it is void and needs to be filled. However, it en-

de"routs to fill itself, to acquire content, in such a way2
as not to lose its priinary faculty, that of the activity- of
[r"J 

"Lg"ti"", 
the ictivity of desubstantivisation. In other

*.iai, ?.nscious.tess endeavours to turn itself into a kind
of syrithesis between Being Dr-Itself and Being- For-Itself,
;hi"iti is impossible because-of the mutu4ty exclusive char-
,"iliirii"i .it irr" two. Therefore the reification of self by
eons"ioust ess, acquiring features of a certain ego, is 19-

"o*p""i"a 
Uy continult attempts to sublate that reifi-

cati6n. tthis sirblation, however, is not expressed in revert-
ing to the purity and "contentlessness" ot true t'erng
F6r-Itself Urit in tonstant positing of ever new definitenes-
ses-of 

"ons"iousness 
as a iuccesslion of the characteristics

oi ttr" ego inherent in it. Ma1's personality is so-mething
subiect t-o changes. The ego is not equal-to itself,-argues
Sartre aqainst the formula of Descartes, Kant, and ['rch--

te.86 trismuch as consciousness cannot acquire any tinal
oniective imaqe in the shape of a certain ego, one cannot
say what it is] Consciousness is that which it is not, and it
is not that which it is, asserts Sartre.-- 

Srtt . therefore s6parates in principle the cognitive Te-
fation-wtrich implies tllhe existende of [he -object, from the
act of self-consciousness pertaining to being that is- in
principle unobjectifiable, Being For-Itself. We remember
[trat i<ant also ieparates 

'cognition, the relation of the sub-
i"J t" tt e oUle"f. from self-consciousness, the relation of
ihe Transcend-entil Subject to itself, insisting that th-e lat-
ter is not given in expdrience and therefore cannot be an
object of i<nowledge. However, for Kant the Transcen-
aeirtA Subject exiits as an otherworldly, .transcendental
entity, as a thing-in-itself, which, although it-is notan ob-
iecf 6i knowledEe. can still be conceived of. For Sartre,
Lt.."iort.r"tt, Eeing For-Itself, does not know 

- 
itself,

can""t be thd objecf of its own i:ognition precisely for the
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reason that it has no essence and is devoid of any depth.
For the preqent, we shall put off the analysis of Sartre's

understanding of the external world, concentrating now
on Sartre's interpretation of the process of self-cognition,
of reflexion. Reflexion.is, in Sartre's view, to some ex-
tent fictitious, for it is incapable of grasping the true
nature of consciousness. This fictitiousness does not mean,
howevet, that it has no'object of its own or that it does
not express its specific features. Such an object is always
present: that is the individual ego, and reflexion is ade-
quate to that o$ect (Sarbre criticises in this connection t!r3r
doctrine of th)- unconscious in its Freudian version).8?
The point, however, is that the object (the ego and its
states) emerges together with reflexion, is its result, and
does not express the true nature of consciousness. (Sartre
critically' assesses both introspective psychology and Hus-
serlian phenomenological psychology.)

How does reflexion emerge? It appears as a result of a
relation to another subject. The given individual conscious-
ness by itself, outside a relation to other consciousnesses,
is incapable of generating reflexion, insists Sartre in oppo-
sition to the philosophical tradition represented by Des-
cartes, Kant, Fichte, and Husserl, and one has to admit
that he is much closer to the truth at this point than the
tradition.

The other subject, Sartre believes, is just as real as
myself, and cannot be regarded as simply the result of my
constitutive activity, contrary to what Husserl thought. At
the same time, according to Sartre, my conviction in the
existence of another consciousness is by no means based
on cognition (no cognitive procedures will ever convincing-
ly prove the existence of somebody else's consciousness,
Sartre affirms), but is a kind of primary ontological giv-
enness, of the same type as the givenness of the external
objective world to our consciousness. However, what is
directly given to me is the existence of somebody else's
consciousness itself but not the possibihf of penetrating
that consciousness. Different consciousnesses are in prin-
ciple separated and cannot merge with one another. Be-
sides, the other consciousness is given in my experience as
connected with the body of another subject. This body
appears as a material object localised in space and adja-
cent to and interacting with other material objects.
Though cognition of extemal actions, the reactions of this
other subject's body conditioned by external stimuli, as
well as of the nervous processes taking place in this body,
does have some meaning, it does not at all characterise,
Sartre believes, the free consciousness of the other subject
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which actually underlies all its actions' (Sartre .adds a
critique of psychological behaviourism to the critique of
introspective psYchologY. )

Thris the bbdy of anbtfrer subject appears in my exper-
ience as an obj6ct of a special kind, as it does not qPpeT
i"-ifr" "ttt", 

su"bject itsef, just as my-body is not original-
iy an object for ine, beingmerged with 1nV own conscious-
,iess. tt is preciselli the-fact that another consciousness
.opears in inv exierience as inseparably linked with an
o'Uiect ot a sp-ecial'kind, the body bf another suliect, that
coinpels me'to treat lhe other subject generally as,an
obieit of a special kind, unique in its physical and psycho-
todicA charai:teristics, and to 'lnsert" the conscious pr.o-

;6;; 'iini' that body, that is, to constitute a special-
i*orta of tt e subjectiirti life of ionsciousness", a world.of
psychical processei existing in definite relations with the
iiritl"ia cbrporeal processds. At the same time the rela-
ti"" to tt " 

btt ei ferson compels me to recognise myself
as "another" for t6at other subject (that recognition is at-
tained in the process of communication with the.Iatter)
u"a to- ascrib6 myself all the characteristics which the
iatter has in my 6xperience. And that means that con-
r"i""r""s begini to treat itself in the same way as another
treats it. that-is, as a subject possessing a body in the-shape
of a material object localised in space and endowed wrth
piv"tti"rt eiperi.inces placed "witliin" that body. The sub
ieJi comes 

^to distin-suish these experiences and their
torrrc" fiom the courie of the objective processes of the
exteinal world, positing the unity 

-of 
its. psychical life as a

special object, 
-the ego. The objectification,. thg reifi-

cition of ielf 
'as a person, as the ego, thus implies- the

oitier person's view. i view-of self from the outside, from
the stindpoint of the possible "another". It is in this con-
nection tfrat reflexion-emerges, being, according to Sartre,
the product of communication with other subjects. 

^ .

The process of objectification of con-sciousness, of trans-
formin! it into the 69o as the objeg! of another conscious'
ness. aild later of the subject itielf, goes through several-

stas6s. At one of them consciousness merely feels itself
ihdobject of another subject but doe-s'not-fully kno-w.it-
self in-this capacity. ThiJ happens when the given Being
For-itsetf feets'itseif the object of scrutiny on the part of
another (the problem of "scrutin-y." hry q. important
ontologicil m6aning in Sartre's philosophy). Only as a

result 6f cornmunication with another can consciousness,
through language, objectify itself to the end and.generate
ieflexIon. ffie inaiviriual subject, therefore, which,sees it-
self in the mirror and is at the same time deprived of the
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'possibility of communication, cannot in principle recog-
nise itself in the mirror image (this image merely appeais
to it as a strange play of extemal objects), for it does not
exist for itself as an object outside of 'communication

with others.
For Sartre, objectification of consciousness through a

relation to another is an indication of the ontological- de-
gradation of Being For-Itself.

My ego does not express my true nature, Sartre believes.
Although consciousness intemally gravitates towards ob-
jectification, although it performs this objectification it-
self and is responsible for it, it appears as something im-
pose-d by the external relation to other consciousnesses,
by the process of communication. The relation to anothei
does not follow logically from the nature of Being For-It-
self. That other consciousnesses apart from my oivn exist
is a real and fundamental fact, but it is metaphysically
accidental. A situation is conc6ivable in which niv 

"ori-sciousness would exist in solitude, Sartre Uetieves.S8 I
do not know myself, for my reflexidn pertains only to the
exteraal integument of 1nV consciousness, an integument
existing as the ego. At the same time I have, in principle,
an access to my consciousness and a capacity for directly
$aspir-rg i!-in the form of a non-objectifying pre-reflective
act of self-consciousness. As for the other. accordins to
Sartre, I do not know his true depth, for I deal only iittr
his external visage, but moreover, unlike in my orvn case,I have no possibility at all to penetrate his consciousnesi
from_ the inside, for, to perform that feat, I must be in
his place, whereas different consciousnesses are individual,
they are metaphysically distinct. The other is given in my
experience as an expression of a certain individual con-
sciousness which is just as real as my own. At the same
time I can grlsp or comprehend the other only as a body,
as .a material object endowed with the psyche, Sartre
insists; the conditions of the problem predeterminb in this
case th_e impossibility of solving it. Meanwhile, the tenden-
cy of Bqrlg For-Itself towards substantivisation, towards
meaningful filling is also necessarily connected with the de-
sire for merging or fusing with another eonsciousness. The
impossibility of the latter predetermines the tragedy of
individual existence.
_ Noq, ryha!-alout the cognition of the extemal world, of
Being In-Itself; how does Sartre solve the problem of sub-
stantiation of lmowledge?

The world of objective material things pertaining to
Peing In.Itself is $ven to consciousness-diiectly, ht be-
lieves. In terms of content, the cognitive or subjeit-object
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relation is entirely determined by the external object, for
consciousness by itself is empty. Only 'hothingness"
separates it frorn-the world of eitemal objectiveness. How-
ev'er, this distinction between c-ognition and the external
world is at the same time fundamental for it means that
consciousness, being a "nothingness", carf ne-ver -simply
merge with the woild of objecis or merely absorb their
conf,ent. The cognitive relation of consciousness to mater-
ial being necessiily includes the element of negation that
is inher6nt in consciousness. This negative activity of con'
sciousness coincides, according to Sartre, with the primary,
basic characteristics-of time. The objective spatial relations
of material objects inherent in Being In-Itself necessarily
appear in the bognitive process in the fqryf of- time,.so
tfrit time itself,-which- originally coincided with Being
ForJtself. is "siacified" acduiring the characteristics of
objectiveriess. The interaction of the spatial -and tempor-
al "features of experience produces various forms of the
necessary structuid organisation of knowledge (-types o.f
causal dependence, constancy of the. opjqctg- of knowl-
edge relative to thb flow of time, -etc.). It is these funda-
me-ntat features of the cognitive relation that underli" rr-ty
knowiedge, including scientific knowledge. To find out the
invarianf characteristics o f experience, scien ce c onstmcts a
certain system of abstract oi ideal objects. But these ob-
iects are. accordinqto Sartre. essentially fictitious, being in
ihemselves devoid- of cont6nt and performing a purely
pragmatic function. The meaning of scientific-theoretical
i<n<iwteage is determined by th pri4ary-cognitive. relatio. n
of consc'iotrsness to Being In'Itself, although science 

- 
it-

self forgets about it, cliiming to'discover the hidden
essence 6t ttrings tha!^is not immediately given in primary
co srritive exp erilnce. 8 9

"As we se6, Sartre endeavours, in the fin-al -analysis, to
deduce the fundamental properties of knowledge from,the
specific characteristics of inilividual consciousness and its
relation to the world of objects.

In Sartre's view, however, scientific-theoretic4 c-og+f
tion does not knori, the true properties of Being In-Itself,
dealing merely with abstract invariant relations between
objects.

The primordial, pre-scientific and qre-theoretical rela-
tion of'consciousieis to Being lr-Itself grasps the charac-
teristics of the objects themselves, but no cognttive-ac-t
may be directed at-consciousness and its relatioas,-ilclud-
ing-cognitive ones, since consciousness is-in principlg *n-
ob'jectiTiable. Thai means, according- to Sartre, that the
pr6blem of substantiation of knowledge cannot be the ob-
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ject of theoretical inquiry, that is to say, epistemology in
the traditional sense of the term is impossible. The primary
specific properties of lorowledge are not found through
cognitive research of a special kind of objects but compre-
hended through phenomenological non-objectifying
insights into consciousness and its relations with Being [r-
Itself.

Speaking more precisely, however, the establishment of
the dependence of the fundamental characteristics of cog-
nition and lmowledge on the features of consciousness
does not, according to Sartre, solve the problem of sub-
stantiation even if this solution is to be sought for on the
path of phenomenological insight and not of cognitive
research. Indeed, in his view consciousness is devoid
of essence or depth. It therefore has no foundation and
cannot serve as a foundation for anything whatever. In
general, the problem of substantiation of anything (know-
ledge, values, norms of activity, etc.), Sartre insists, only
emerges at the level of "human reality", expressing the
vain tendency of Being For-Itself to "take root" in some-
thing, to acquire density, substantiality, self-confidence.
Thits problem is insoluble, Sartre believes, because of the
fundamental properties of Being For-Itself. For this
reason, the fundamental structural characteristics of know-
ledge do not express substantiation of knowledge by some-
thing but rather "absence of its substantiation", that is,
the important fact that, being conditioned in its content
by the world of extemal objects, knowledge is at the same
time a relation of consciousness, that is, it is "suspend-ed from nothingness", as it were, hanging in a vacuum.
The necessary connections of cognitive experience always
express, in one way or another, the temporal flow of
events, while time directly characterises consciousness and
its intrinsic negativeness.

The fact that Sartre rejects the problem of substantia-
tion of knowledge and, in general, epistemological inquiry
in its traditional form, does not mean that he regards theo-
retical analysis of cognition as impossible. On the con-
trary, his conception does not exclude such an analysis (di-
rected, e.g., at establishing the logical structure of know-
ledge, the mechanisms of its origin, various methods of
theoretical investigation, the modes of verification of
knowledge, etc.). Sartre merely insists on the impossibili-
ty of theoretical, cognitive investigation of the very es-
sence of the cognitive relation, of the fundamentalmeaning-
ful characteristics of knowledge, of the problem of sub-
stantiation of knowledge, that is, of those problems which
have always been the concem of epistemology as a
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philosophical discipline. Those problems of cognition and-knowleilge which are not philosophical. in nature can.be'
accordin! to Sartre, the su6ject-matter of specialised scien-
tific investigation.

Let us n6w consider more closely Sartre's conception of
the interrelations between subject and object.

Sartre proceeds from the immediate give-nness of^ con-
sciousnesi to itself in the act of non-objectifying self-con-
sciousness. Even before it reifies itself as the ego, before it
is included in relations with other consciousnesses, before
the act of elementary reflexion emerges, consciousness al-
ready distinguishes 

-itself from the world of external
oUie6ts. etenientary cognitive experience being expressed
in ihe intentional orieniation at the latter. As this starting
point of Sartre's analysis lacks sub-stantiatign, his concep-
hon as a whole proves to be basically defective.

We have no 
-grounds for distinguishing self-conscious'

ness pertaining [o "pure", non-objectified consciousness,
from 

-ordinary-reflex-ion aimed at the individual ego as an
object. kr any case, the experien-ce o{ the consciousness
of 

- an adult 
-gives 'no grounds for this differentiation.

(The facts of Ihe develdpment-of the child's psyche will
Le discussed somewhat later.) Moreover, the very emQlg-
ence of consciousness as a unified centre of psychic life,
as a certain individuality distinguishing it from other con-
sciousnesses, implies that its states are related to the ac-
tivity of a certaiir object that is my !o-{V (thgu.gh not iden-
tifiea with this activity). The very differentiation between
consciousnesses, the possibility of their -individuation,
zrssumes their c6rrelation with the bodies of different sub-
iects included in obiective relations with other things." Sartre agrees thai distinguishing myself as the-ego frorn
the others-implies a relation to myself as qn gb-ject of a
special kind donnected with other material- object-s and
olher egos appearing before me as other objects-. In his
view. howevei. the true individuality of my consciousness
is not expressed in the ego but in the very-fac-t of- the exist-
ence of a pure structureless point-Being For-Itself.

But pure consciousness as something absolutely gmpty
and coritentless indeed proves to be "nothingnessl', thoSgh
not in the sense of Sartre, who not only ascribes abso-
lute emptiness to consciousness but interprets i! qt th-e

same tinie as a special kind of being, as a metaplrysical r-eal-
ity, as a centre of activity: it proves to be "nothingness" in
tlie sense of absolute fiction. Structureless and contentless
consciousness devoid of any properties or qualities cannot
in principle be individualised. Consciousnesses-interpret.-
ed'as "riothingness" must merge, they must be "glued
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together". But in this case Sartre's fundamental philo-
sophical premise falls-the assumption of uniqueness of
separate consciousnesses, of the impossibility of one con-
sciousness penetrating another.

Let us consider in this connection the development of
child psychology, which provides additional arguments for
a critical evaluation of Sartre's conception.

As we have seen, consciousness distjnguishing itself from
the external world is, according to Sartre, the starting
point of experience which does not assume a relation of
consciousness to other persons and their consciousnesses.
But there are grounds to believe (and psychological data
confirm this opinion) that the individual who does not
treat himself as an object of a special kind included, on
the one hand, in the world of material objects and, on the
other, in the world of interpersonal relations, does not pos-
sess consciousness and self-consciousness, that is, simply
does not distinguish himself from the rest of reality. But
that means also that cognitive experience itself is not in
this case fully endowed with the features of unity and con-
tinuity which Kant believed, with every justification, to
be indications of its objectiveness.

.Indeed, objectiveness of experience implies that the
subject is at least capable of distinguishing those of its
features which are produced by the action of the external
objects themselves from those which are caused by the
subject, that is, those which are conditioned, on the one
hand, by changes of its position relative to certain objects
(its movement, changes in viewpoint, the perspective of
perception, etc.), and on the other hand, by changes in
the states of consciousness. But the existence of this fac-
ulty in the subject means that he can conceive of him-
self as a special object possessing consciousness, that is, he
can perform an act of elementary self-cognition. It also
means that to the extent in which self-consciousness and
self-cognition are absent in the subject (and there are no
grounds for distinguishing between them, as we have
endeavoured to show), cognitive experience cannot retain
its unity and continuity, that is, it cannot be viewed as
fully objective.

Jean Piaget, whose works on the psychology of intellec-
tual development and genetic epistemology were discussed
in the first chapter, singles out different stages in the
development of the child's cognitive structure on the basis
of the results of experimental studies. At the beginning,
at the stage of the so<alled sensori-motor intellect, the
child is absolutely unconscious of itself as an object and,
consequently, as a subject. For this reason the objects sur-
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rounding him do not retain in his experience their constant
relation- to one another and their own constant
characteristics independent of the flow of experience it-
self (such as size, volume, weight, etc.).

Tie object diSappearirig from-the perception field (e.g.,
when the- child lo-oks away or when one object obstructs
the view of another) does not exist for the child, it "dis-
appears absolutely", as it were. Cognitive -experiencg.-lq
thus discontinuous.'Grown-ups are perceived by the child
as merely particUlarly actlve objects, sources of pleasure
and punishment.eu

This stage in the development of cognitive structures
recorded in Piaget's studies has, as we see, ce-rtain similar-
ities with the initial experience of which Sartre writes.
The latter also stresses that initially consciousness does not
realise itself as an object, neither is it aware of its body
as an object and cannbt therefore constitute a-special sub-
jective viorld of consciousness distinct from the.objective
tonnections between objects given in experience: it cannot,
for instance, localise the sensations coming from- the various
parts of its bwn body but merges asit-were with the latter.
ilowever, there is a fundamental difference between the
views of 

'Piaget and Sartre in the interpretation of that
experience. ls opposed to Sartre, Piaget insists that at the
firit stages of inlellectual development the subject is in-
capable bf perceiving himself retlexively-, so that. his. con-
sciousness dbes not exist either objectively or subjectively.
That means that not only the difference between the
subject's consciousness and his body is non-existent for the
subjeet (that fact is also recognised by Sartre),-but neithe-r
is iis aifierence from the world of external objects (which
Sartre does not recognise). At the first stages of intellec-
tual development, the subject merges, as it were, ryit-h the
world of externai objects in his own experience. It is for
this reason that the objects of experience do not appe-ar
here as things yet, that is, as something different from the
subject (whereas ior Sartre Being- In-It-self is immediately
givtin to consciousness as the world of objects).- Another important circumstance should be noted. For
Sartre, the initlat cognitive experience,underlies the entire
subseciuent development of cognition d-etermining the con-
tent aird meaning bt all the types, kinds, and structures of
knowledge including scientific-theoretical knowledge.. But
Piaget s6ows that ihe development of cognition in indi
vidual psychical evolution implies complet-e restructuring
of the-intellectual mechanisms which took shape at the
first stages; thus it absolutely cannot be understood from
the latter alone.
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At the same time it would be quite wrong to inter-
pret_the characteristics of the initial stages of intellectual
developmen-t established by Piaget as a kind of "experi-
mental confirmation" of the proposition of philosophical
subjecgivism tlrqt what is givenlo the subject ihitialty-is the
subject himself and the states of his cbnsciousneils, and
not the world of objective things. The subject is frorir the
yery bggnning of the developmeht of the psyche objective-
ly_ included in definite relations with extemal obje6ts and
gthgr-_ men. Although zubjectively these ttrings- do not
initially appear-befoie him-as obj-ects, and othtr penrons
aq subject_s, only a knowledge of the development mecha-
nisms of these objective relations, in which rdan is included
immediately after birth, enables one to explain the deve-
lopment of consciousness. As for the forni in which the
subject perceives the objective relations indicated here, its
knowledge cannot by itself explain ttre nature of the suci:es-
llve clanges of the cognitive structures. On the contrarrz.
the subjective form itself can and must be explained froiri
lfe sygtep of -objective relations. Finatly let us point out
that at the initial stages of intellectual- develophent the
subject 

-rs. no!-el_ven either the world of obje-cts or the
subject himself, the states of his consciousnesi. Therefore
that picture_ .of !h9 initial cognitive relation which philo-
sophical subjectivism outlines is completely at vaiiance
with the aetual data of cosrritive experi6nce.

Piaget shows that ttre developm6nt of cognitive structu-
res fr_om non:reversible to reversible intellec[ual operations
(see Chapter 1) includes a change in the child,s psychologi-
cal relations with adults. At the initial stage th-es6 struciu-
rgs..are ."centtred", that is, they offer no possibility for
distinguishing between thd imniediately givbn standioint
3n{ th9. objective relations of things. ..eeritring,, neceisari-
ly implies also that imitation of tlie adult, whb appears as
an absolute authority, is the main mechanism of t6ri child's
involvement in socio-cultural experience. The stages of
cognitive_.development characterise the phases oi con-
secutive "de-centring" of the intellectual itructures. that
is, achlrving. thg view of oneself from the outside, as it
were. But simultaneously that means a change toi,vards
complete reversibility of relations with adulti. In other
words, the child begins to treat the adult as in principle his
equal,. as another subject. The adult,s authoritirian pres.
sure grvgg {ay tg inteliectual exchange and cognitive co'ope-
ration. It therefore becomes possibl-e for theihild to trbat
himself fully as an ego, that is-, a being like any other.
. Thus what Piagefcills coniplete relversibility of intellec-
tual operations necessarily inCludes the subje6t,s reflexive
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relation to himself.- 
iti;-fundamental features of the emergence of individ-

ual reflexion were formulated on the philosophical plane
bv Marx: "In a sort of way, it is with man as with commo-
aities. Since he comes iir'to tfre world neither with a

iootins slass in his hand. nor as a Fichtean philosopher, to
whom"'I" am I' is suffici'ent. man first sees and recognises
liimself in other men. Peter only establishes his own
identitv as a man by first comparing himself with Paul as

beint 5t tit<e kind. hnd therebv Pa[I, just as he stands in
his Faulne personality, becomes to Pe-ter the type of the
genus homo.'"91" Thus the subject's relation to himself as tfe ego is neces-
sarily mediated by his relation to another. Reflexion
is n6t born as a rdsult of the inner needs of "pure", iso-
lated consciousness, as Descartes, Fichte, and Husserl
believed, but in interpersonal relations, s -8 complex
product'pf the develolment of a system of communi-
bations. At the same time it would be wrong to interpret
the words of Marx quoted above in the sense that the
individual first recognises the other as a subiect, another
ego, and only after tLat begins to treat hi*q"l-f as a subject,
oir ifre analdgy of that otlier. In actual fact there is media'
tion of dud Eind: the individual not only perceives himself
on the analogy with the other-he pqlceiv-es, -at the same
time, the oilier on the analogy with himself. In other
words, the ego and another ego-emergelimul-tane-ously and
necessarily fresuppose one -another. This fact is, by the
way, clearly-recorded in Piaget's studies.

Li,t us 
-emphasise that -we use in this context only

experimental fbcts obtained by Piaget, aqd certain concrete
psirchological generalisations. As 

-for the general eqiste-
inotogical and psychological conception of 

- 
that -author,

accoriing to wliich the d-evelopment of intellectual opera-
tional sductures is determineh Uy inner, "spontaneous"
maturing of the subject's schemes of activity, its substari-
tive critique was given in the first chapter.

Let us-also noti that the theory of-gradual "de-centring"
of the cognitive structures developed in- Piaget's latest
works muit not be confused with his early propositions
concerning the overcoming of the child's initial intellectu-
al "egoceitrism" in the course of develop-ment. We know
that Ihe thesis about "egocentrism" was shalply criticised
by the Soviet psychologfst L. S. Vygotsky.ez Hecorrectly
rdproached Pidgdt for Choosing wrong_ly the- starting point
of the investigalion: the individuat only gradually beco-mes
involved in the system of social relations, essentially-modi{V-
ing his cognitiire instruments in the proeess. Vygotsky
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insisted that no such independence of the individual in his
original state from society and his subsequent socialisation
existed at all.

Piaget now re^cpgnises the correctness of much of VygoL
sky's criticism.Yu All three stages in intellectual develop-
ment, Piaget insists, are stages in the process of socialisa-
tion: "..Human intelligence is affected by the action of
social life on all levels of development, from the first day
of life to the last".94 The whold point, however, is, Piagel
believes, that the influence of society varies at different
stages of intellectual development. The stages in the process
of "de-cenhing" characterise only the phases in the gaaua
sublation of the primacy of the direct viewpoint inCapable
of changing the given cognitive perspective. The early
stages in intellectual development are better referred to as
"centrism" rather than "egocentrism", Piaget points out.
This change in Piaget's position on a number of questions,
although it makes his conception more sophisticated,
permitting a more precise description of some facts,
particularly those which interest us most of all in this
section, does not of course signify any radical reorientation
of his philosophical and psychological theory as a whole.

Mutual assimilation apparently begins with identifica-
tion of the subjects' actions. In insisting that the attitude to
self as an object is alien to the very nature of conscious-
ness, Sarhe, as we remember, pointed out that in the ini-
tial cognitive experience man does not perceive even his
own body as an object: the eye does not see itself, man
cannot look at his own face, etc. But Sartre fails to see
that there are parts of the body which are simultaneously
perceived both "from within" as something belonging to
the given being, and "from without" as objects incorpolat-
ed in the world of material objects. These are the organs
with which I perform actions with things and whicti en-
able me to move in the object world-my hands and my
legs. Outwardly, they look just as the coriesponding parts
of another man's body. In the course of joint activity of
one person with others (in the first place, of an adult and
child), the actions of different individuals are apparently
identified and then individuals as wholes are mutually
likened, that is, the ego and another ego take shape sim-
ultaneously.

What we have said here about the mutual mediation of
my attitude to myself and to the other does not entail my
self-consciousness and my cogrition of another person
being in principle identical. Indeed, individual reflexion
implies the view of oneself from the standpoint of another,
as it were. At the same time I always lorow something
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about myself which is not directly accessible to the other:
I have perceptions, experiences, memories that are only 6tl-

ven to ifre ait of riry ieflexion'and can be concealed from

"r"".rbodv 
else (I can. for instance. even conceal pain)'

thui I hive direit 'tnner access" to the states of my con-
s"iousn"si. This important real fact was recorded and Pt-ti:
ioiophically interpieted by the adherents of subjectivist
and iransc6ndentalist philosophical conceptions. I! deed., I
can only judge of the-subjective states of another in an in-
direct way{ittrer by observing hiq-actions or receiving
his own informatiori about himself. In either case the
oossibilitv of error or deceit is not ruled out. It is impor-
fan[ io n"te, however, that the very nature of self-conscious-
ness. of individual reflexion, is such that its emerg-ence
necdssarily implies a fundameirtal likeness between what I
perceive i-n mfself "from within" and that whlgh-iq or may
'be perceived 6y another-subject witli4 himself. Of course,
thai other may conceal from me certain states of his cons
ciousness, jusi as I can do with -my -consciousness' That
does not- irowever. exclude the fundamental identity of
the mec6anisms oi our psychical life, while the actual
process of communicatioh assumes as a premise of its
iuccess the attainment of mutual understanding in most
cases. My subjective states are directly given me in the act
of self-cbnsci6usness, in a way in which they cannot be
given to another, but I realise them in forms which are not
iry personal proberty but are inter-individual in nature. In
ot-her words,^th6 aci of subjective reflexion presupposes,
on the one liand, an object which is directly accessible to
me only (my stiUiective states), and- on -the -other, such
instrumLnis of cdgnitive fixation of this opject ryttigt
subsume "any oth-er" person (i.e., that which would be
realised by that other ifhe had a direct access to the states
of my consciousness).

Ttius Sartre's prolosition that there is no access to the
consciousness of-another subject is at variance with the ac-
tual data of interpersonal communication, expressing, in
fact, the thesis of 

-"pluralistic individualism": accor44g to
Sartie. a multitude bf consciousnesses exists, each of them
closed' in itself and incapable in principle of penetrating
the others.

Thus cognitive experience which has the characteristics
of objectiv6ness, thal is, experience assuming the subject's
conscious relati6n to the world of objects, necessarily in-
cludes the subject's reflective relation to himself and dis-
tinguishing hii own body from all the other objec-ts, as

well as differentiation between changes in the state of con-
sciousness and the objective changes in the world of things.
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The subjective experience expressed in the act of self-con-
sciousneis and selfcognition is different from the o-bjec-
tive experience pertaining to the worl{ of external objects.
But these are not simply two series of experience existing
independently from each other and following p-a14llel
pathi, as it were. 'As we have tried to show, both of these
ieries' presuppose and mediate one anotber. -Subjective
experience only becomes possible as a result of a relation
to-oneself as an object included in the network of objec-
tive relations with things and other persons. In their turn,
the external things emerge before the subject as a world of
objects independent of him and of his consciousness on-
ly-when tha first elementary act of self-consciousness
appears.- 

The subject realises not only his inclusion in an objgq-
tive netwoik of relations but also the uniqueness of his
own position in the world. The latter manifests itself, first,
in his body occupying a place in the system of spatio-tem-
poral connections whictr- is not taken up _by -any .other
subject, and second, in the fact that only !e has "inner
acc6ss"'to his own dubjective states. The objective fact of
the uniqueness of this position, just as the subjective
realisation of this fact, is assumed by the very structure of
experiential knowledge (any attempt tg, apply theoretical
hbwledge to the description of the data of experience
also assulmes this fact). As we have seen, however, this
circumstance has nothing to do with "centring" the world
around the individual zubject, a thesis which Husserl
endeavoured to substantiate in his later works.

Let us note in this connection that some epistemological
conceptions of the empiricist varigty gurrent in modern
bourg6ois philosophy, criticising the Cartesian the-sis- ("I
exist; as the suprbmd substantiation of any knowledge),
often deny any serious cognitive significance to the act of
individual- self-consciousness. Thus A. J. Ayer insists that
the proposition "I exist" does not in !ac! saV anylhing
about nie, being devoid of any content, it does not identi-
fy me with ani object (Ayer stresses in this res-pect that
this assertion is different from the statement that there
exists a person of such and such a sort). The utterance "I
exist", the English empiricist believes, may-b3 likened to
simply pointing to an- individual object without words.
This bointing, fo we lorow, does not carty any- ilforma-
tion. Besidesl-he believes. that there can b-e-knowledge that
ir ri6t-ul""*pu"i"a uv t"tf-c onsciousness. 9 5

But self-consciousness, as we have endeavoured to show,
is impossible without reference to oneself as a definite
object possessing specific unique characteristics and in-
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cluded in a network of objective relations. The act of in-
dividual self-consciousness itself can only emerge due to
the edstence of certain meaningful dependences of expe-
rience (subjectively one may not, of course, be immedi-
ately aware of all these dependences, but implicitly they
are always present). The relation to oneself as the ego thus
includes a whole system of connections of knowledge. Des-
cartes, Fichte and Husserl were therefore right in asserting
that the act of self-consciousness and reflexion implicit-
ly assumes the fundamental characteristics of knowledge.
Their error lay elsewhere: in the attempt to interpret the
specificity of knowledge and of the cognitive process by
analysing the act of reflexion, a "pure" self-conscious ego.
The real dependence is directly the reverse: the emer-
gence of the ego and of its selfconsciousness and reflexion
must be understood as a rezuIt I of the formation of cog-
nitive experience, as a consequence of the development of
definite objective relations of the given subject to the
world of material objects and other persons.

The fundamental error of transcendentalism and subjec-
tivism lies in their assumption that hrowledge of one's
own existence is more indubitable than knowledge of the
existence of the external world. In reality, the most ele-
mentary act of self-consciousness always implies recogni-
tion of the world of external objects independent of con-
ssiousness and connected by stable relations.

Thus the attempts to substantiate lmowledge under-
taken within the framework of philosophical subjectivism,
and to interpret cognition as determined by the structure
of individual consciousness, could not in principle be suc-
cessful.

That does not mean that the adherents of the concep-
tions considered in this chapter have not established any
real facts about the cognitive relations of subject and
object. In our critical analysis we have pointed to the most
important of these facts. Summing up what has been said
in this chapter, we can say that philosophical subjectivists
exploit for their purposes, first, the specificity of the na-
ture and'functioning of the subject's consciousness (the
existence of direct "inner access" to the states of one's
consciousness, self-consciousness as the necessary fea-
ture of the objectiveness of experience, etc.) and, second,
the normative characteristics existing in any knowledge.

Idealistic juggling with these facts of cognition and with
the real problems arising in epistemological research makes
an adequate interpretation of the cognitive relation impos-
sible. Philosophical subjectivists inevitably find themselves
in blind alleys because of the very mode of specifying the
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initial cognitive relation between subject and object.
Understanding the fundamental properties of knowl-
edge and cognition assumes an essentially different inter-
pretation of the subject-object connections.

We have not analysed here the conceptions of cognition
developed in the framework of objective-idealistic systems.
As is well lmown, the most thorough investigation of the
problem of cognition in the spirit of objective idealism is
to be found in the philosophy of Hegel, who succeeded in
establishing a number of important aspects of the cognitive
relation and in revealing many elements of the dialectics of
the cognizing subject and the cognized object. At the same
time Hegel, being an idealist, thoroughly mystified the es-
sence of the matter. Hegelian philosophy does not view
cognition as determined by the features of individual con-
sciousness but as an expression of the specific mode of
existence of the Absolute Spirit embodied, in particular, in
the objective forms of human culture. Because of the na-
ture of the real problems exploited by the Hegelian con-
ception of cognition, we shall criticise the latter in the sec-
ond parb of the monograph, in direct connection with a
positive analysis of the problem.

In our critical analysis of Sartre's conception of con-
sciousness and hnowledge we came to recognise the im-
portant role played in the cognition of an external object
by the relation of the individual subject to other persons
and to culture created by them and embodied in ob-
jects. A solution to the problems with which we are con-
cerned should be sought for in the framework of an in-
terpretation of thesubjectandobjects which can take these
fundamental facts into account. Such a solution of this
problem is possible in the framework of the Marxist-Len-
inist approach to cognition as the socially mediated and
historically developing activity of reflexion.



Part Two

THE MARXIST APPROAGH: COGNITION
AS SOCIALLY-MED!ATED H ISTOR ICALLY

DEVELOPING ACTIVlTY
OF REFLECTION

Marxist analysis of the problem of the cognitive relation
starts with a recognition of the basic fact that cognition is
reflection of the objective reality existing independently of
consciousness, that the cognizing and cognizant subject
himself is a natural being included in the objective reality,
and that cogEition is a function of the brain as a specific
highly organised material systerrl, and presupposes the
action of the external objects on man's sense organs.

These propositions are shared by all materialist concep-
tions, and Marxist-Leninist philosophy as the highest
form of materialism includes them in its theory.

But we have seen (in Chapter 1 of Part One) that
acceptance of these propositions is not by itself sufficient
for a comprehenqive and adequate understanding of the
specificity of human cognition and knowledge. Human
cognition is a reflection of a special type, and explanation
of its properties requires substantive additions to the
epistemological conception propounded by pre-Marxian
materialism, the additions being of a kind to radically
transform this conception without taking it beyond the
framework of materialism but, on the contrary, making
it more flexible and at the same time more consistent, that
is, dialectical.

The task that we shall here attempt to solve will be to
demonstrate the fruitfulness of the mode of interpreting
cognition, the cognitive relation between the subject and
the object, which is suggested by Marxist-Leninist philos-
ophy. Our goal is to outline, from the positions of dialec-
tical materialism, the principal directions in the solution,
on the one hand, of those problems that emerged in the
history of philosophical thought, and on the other, of
questions actively discussed in connection with the devel-
opment of modem science, the latest data of psychology,
scientology, and logical and methodological studies.
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Marxist-Leninist philosophy assumes cognition to Ee a
socially mediated, historically developing activity -of reflgc-
tion. Cognitive refl ection, object-related historical rytiyfty
and qommunication are regarded in their dialectical unity.
"Idea, image, and consequdnfly, consciousnessand thought
in general,t' lnrites S. L.-Rubinstein, "cannot be accepted
as an inaependent term of the €pistemological relation.
Behind the relation of an idea or image to a thing, of
consciousness or cognition to being, there is another
relation, the relation-of man,in whose cognitive ac.tility
the imale or idea arise, to being which he cognizes.'lr The
epistemology of dialectical materialism contains a- key to
the real facts of cognition and consciousness which'meta-
physical-materialistic and idealistic conceptions have been
unaUte to explain scientifically. Moreover, Marxist-Leninist
philosophy opens up fundamentally new horizons of
'epistembt6gicit inquiry, posing prol5lems that have not
treen discussed in previous epistemological conceptions.
It radically changes the nature of epistemology, its meth-
ods and relation to the special sciences.



Chapter 1

REFLECTION. OBJECT.RELATED
PRACTICAL ACTIVITY
AND COMMUNICATION

1. SENSORY INFORMATION AND
OBJECT.RELATED KNOWLEDGE

To begin with let us state that the results ("traces") of
the action of an object on human sense organs, though
constituting a reflection of an external object, in no way
represent knowledge: they are not directly included in the
cognitive relation and, being merely its necessary premise,
cannot be characterised as cognitiue images (they are
physical images). "It is a mistake to consider psychical
formations as completely identical to the nen/ous physi-
ological mechanisms. The subjective image is r4doubtedly
specific and irreducible to the nervous model. "2

Indeed, these "traces" carrS/ obviously redundant infor-
mation, which cannot, because of its redundancy, be a
reference point for the subject in an objective situation.
For instance, if we should allow that the visual system
does not in some way transform or organise retinal images
(i. e., the "traces" of the action of light rays on the retina)
but merely transfers them from one place to another re-
cording them in some storage mechanism, this system will
conduct about a million counts of brightness in 0.1 sec.
In a few minutes the number of such counts wotrld reach
a magnitude of the order of several thousand million, ex-
ceedirig the number of neurons in the cortex.s

Therefore a sensory system which has no methods for
transforming the information received, for transforming
the result of the action of an external object on it, remains
blind, having no criteria for.discerning useful signals against
the background of noise.4 The cognitive image carrying
lmowledge about an object contains precisely that infor-
mation, and only that information, which is vitally neces-
sary to the subject as a concrete individual and a represen-
tative of society.

But the relation between objective knowledge specific
for cognition and, in particular, sense perception, on the
one hand, and sensory information, on the other, is not
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reduced merely to discarding a certain part of the latter
with the aid of a system of filters. Objective knowledge
is by no means poorer on the content plane than -senso-ry
impiessions, and in some respects is essentially -richer, for
we perceive objects in terms of properties the- knowledge
of which is not directly contained in the sense data.

As Marx pointed out, a most important feature of per-
ception is tliat it does not carry information about excita-
tio-n in the nervous apparatus as a result of the action of
the object on the sense brgans but about the really existing
obiect- itself, the object that is outside the perceiving
subject. For 6xample,1'the light from an object is perceived
by us not as the subjective excitation of our optic-nenre,
birt as -the objective form of something outside the eye
itself."bt'To perceive a chair," says Pierre Janet, "meansto see

an object in which.one may sit, and to perceive a house,
as vori Weizsdcker put it even more forcefully, does not
mean to see an image that the eye caught but, on the cont-
raryr to recognise- an object that can be entered! "o
V. S. Tyukhtin indicates that on the one hand, the image
is connected with the material substratum, and on the oth-
er, what is given in the image is the content of -the object
and not oflhe neryous sub=stratum. "The paradox of the
unity of these two aspects is insoluble nlerely on the basis
of tlre principles of fhysical causality, but it can be ex'
plained-if the featur6s bf objectness and anligipation are
viewed as a special functional property of highly organised
living systems.... That means that the content of the
signi is-separated from its form (the material-substlatgm-)
functionally rather than in an anatomical, physiological,
physieal or'chemical way."1- ttre mutual relations of the subject and the object per-
ceived by him change almost continually, both as a result
of changes in the position of the object and of man's
movements. Naturally, this cannot fail to lead to constant
changes in the character and configuration of the "traces"
of thi object's action on the sensory system. If the image
of the object were entirely determined by tlqese "traces",
we simpljr would be unable to single out that object as
an independent reality. In ordinary conditions, however,
the object is perceived as independent from the concrete
conditions of perception and frbm the act itself (the phe-
nomenon of 'tonstancy of perception" known in psychol-
ogy). Human speech is also perceived in this way. T.!-e
follirwing observation was made in the attempts at artifi-
cial reproduetion of speech. When speech is transformed
into liiht impulses in a special apparatus, it turns out that
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speech sounds appearing as identical under ordinary
conditions, prove to be different in their physical character-
istics, whereas others, whlch we perceive as different,
leave identical visible traces.E

Thus cognition is object-oriented and determined from
the very outset, in its most .elementary manifestations.
The attempts of representatives of classical empiricism as
well as modern "sense data"-oriented theoreticians, to
present certain elementary subjective experiences uncorre-
lated with material objects as the initial elements and at
the same time units of knowledge, lead to insoluble para-
doxes in epistemolory and, moreover, directly contradict
the available results of scientific psychology.

Of course, knowledge of objects does ncit emerge at
once in the course of ontogenetic and phylogenetic devel-
opment. It is important, however, in this connection to
bear in mind the following two circumstances. First, where
there is no objective knowledge, sense perception does not
exist either, and consequently, neither does knowledge
in the proper sense of the word: in this case, sensory in-
formation, among other things, serves as the basis for be-
haviour orientation. Second, the emergence of perception,
that is, of objective knowledge, cannot be understood only
on the basis of sensory information or of any other kinds
of reflection which do not reproduce the objective char-
acteristics of reality.

James Gibson, a prorninent American psychologist,
distinguishes two kinds of vision, only one of which is
perception, that is, knowledge in the proper sense. "If
you look out of the window," he writes, "there beyond
is an extended environment of ground and buildings or,
if you are lucky, 'scenery'. This is what we call the uisual
world. It is the familiar, ordinary scene of daily life, in
which solid objects look solid, square objects look square,
horizontal surfaces look horizontal, and the book across
the room looks as big as the book lying in front of you...
Next look at the room not as a room but, insofar as you
can, as if it consisted of areas or patches of coloured sur-
face, divided up by contours... If you persist, the scene
comes to approximate the appearance of a picture. You
may obsewe that it has characteristics somewhat different
from the former scene. This is what will here be called the
uisual field. It is less familiar than the visual world and it
cannot -be observed except with some kind of special
effort."9

In analysing the differences between the visual field
and the visual world, Gibson observes that the visual
field is limited (approximately 1500 to 1800) and is
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oval-shaped, whereas the visual world has no boundaries
and stretches behind one's head as well as before the eyes.

Thd visual field is clear and distinct in the centre, its
indeterminateness growing towards the boundaries. The
visual field shifts as ttre eyes pass on from one point of
fixation to another, whereas the visual world is stable.

The visual world is always oriented along the gravita-
tional vertical, whereas the visual field is oriented in
relation to its boundaries. Changing the position of the
observer, e. g., his inclination by 90o, changes nothing
in the orientation of his visual world, while in the visual
field the horizontals will now become verticals. The visual
world is constant. In the visual field, projection relations
obtain. In the visual world, the three-dimensional depth
forms of objects are perceived, while in the visual field,
projection forms. At the same time, qlthough the visual
lielil is projectional, in the words of Gibson "it is never
flat, like a surface on which a picture is painted or project-
ed; that is, it is never wholly depthless. Nor is it lac.king
in the character of being outside of us, in externality."ru

According to Gibson, the visual field does not underlie
the visual wbrld at all. The two kinds of vision are alterna-
tive, emerging as a result of two different attitudes of con-
sciousness. Wittr ttre ordinary consciousness attitude in per-
ception, the subject confronts the visual objective world.
Tlie other attitude is artificial in nature, expressing the
civilised man's chronic habit of regarding the world as a
picture.- A group of Soviet psychologists, who studied under
A. N. Leontyev the formation of perception under unusual
conditions, gave a somewhat different interpretation of
these facts.11

In a series of experiments, retinal images were distorted
by means of special optical devices (using the pseudoscope,
inverting the retinal projections). As a result, the objective
image of perception and its sensuous texture were brougtrt
com-pletely apart. These experiments showed that under
definite conditions the sensuous texture of the image
without an objective interpretation may be directly pre-
sented to the subject (true, under these conditions the
subject, strictly speaking, does not have a knowledge of
the- world, he is almost incapable of orientation in it);
moreover, they have showed that the formation of the
perceptual image necessarily presupposes a certain activi-
ty with the sensuous texture. But there are certain grounds
to believe that the sensuous texture is close to what
Gibson called the visual field.

Gibson's rejection of the connection between the sen-
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sory field, sensation and perception is entirely unjustified.
At the same time his opinion about a qualitative difference
between perception and the sensory field is quite correct.

Under ordinary conditions the sensuous texture of the
perceptual image (corresponding to the visual field) is
not realised by the subject. At the stage of ontogenesis
when an adequate objective vision of the external world
has not yet been formed, the visual world is not yet pre-
sent in the subject's experience and, more than that, the
visual field does not exist for his consciousness either.
The qualities pertaining to the visual field (colours and
their shades, the mutual arangement of various contouts,
etc.) are realised only to the extent in which they are in-
cluded in the visual world, that is, the world of real objects.

John Ruskin, the outstanding art critic and theoreti-
cian, anticipated the findings of the impressionists as he
wrote: "The whole technical power of painting depends
on our recovery of what may be called th.e innocence of
the eye; that is to say, of a sort of childish perception of
these flat stains of colour, merely as such, without con-
sciousness of what they signify,-ffi I blind man would
see them if suddenly 

-gittea ivittr sigfrt."12 But under
ordinary conditions the stains of colour cannot be realised
as such, outside their objective interpretation and correla-
tion. A blind person suddenly recovering sight after a
successful operation (and cases like that are well authenti-
cated in modern science) cannot see anything at first, for
he can only see in a conscious, objective manner, and that
has to be learnt.

A grown-up percon to whom the sensuous texture of
the visual image becomes accessible (as a result of a special
kind of reflective attitude of consciousness or through
application of special technical devices distorting the usual
retinal projection of an object) always realises the unnat-
uralness of such a situation and cannot get rid of the
feeling of imeality of the picture given to his consciousness.

The experiments of Soviet psychologists permit yet
another conclusion of great importance for understanding
the cognitive specificity of perception. The perceptual
image of an object is not only constant in relation to the
continually changing conditions of perception and to a
certain extent independent of the sensuous texture: it car-
ries in its content structure the conception of the world
as existing amodally, that is, objectiuely, independently
of our sensory modalities--rrisual, tactile, etc. As became
particularly clear in the studies of perceptive activity
through inversion of the visual image, the formation of
the perception image assumes existence in consciousness,
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as an element of the latter, of an amodal, objective world
scheme, which may exist in the texture of any modality
or in the form of certain mnemonic schemes. The perceived
world is a form of the existence of the world scheme
in a certain modality. It is essential that the world scheme
also includes the body scheme as its component, and the
perceptual image is formed qnly through the correlation
of the perceived world with the amodal world scheme
throughlhe body scheme.l 3

Perception as a kind of cognition thus assumes compre-
hension, understanding, interpretation of what is seen.
This interpretation is a certain kind of activity. Indeed,
identical sensory data may corespond to extremely di-
verse real objects.

The process of perception always presupposes choosing
(the choice being in a sense debatable) of an interpretation
of sensory data which appears most probable in a world
of real objects. Perception builds somelhing like obiect-
hypotheses. I act in accordance with fny perception of
the properties of the physical object, a table, rather than
with the sensation of a brown spot that is in my eye when
I look at the surface of the table.

The object is perceived as a result of a complex process
of comparing sensory information with those standards
of objects that a1e recorded in memory. This process
may irivolve errors.l4

The process of perception is continual solution of tasks
of a special kind, a special kind of thinking, "visual think-
ing", as sp-e_cialists in the psychology of perception now
describe it.rb

Let us formulate the epistemological significance of
what has been said above in clearer terms.

We should take into aceount, first of all, that from the
standpoint of Mancist epistemology, the difference be-
tween perception and thinking does not at all consist in
that the former is purely direct while the latter, a mediat-
ed kind of larowledg€, ffi was traditionally accepted in
philosophical empiricism. Cognition is oriented from the
outset towards objects, and the singling out in the external
world of objects, of real things assumes cognitive activity,
adopting certain assumptions and hypotheses which are
later verified in sensory and real activity. The development
of modern psychology gives concreteness to these funda-
mental philosophical assumptions.

Sense perc^eption or, as Lenin referred to it, "living
perception"r6, differs, of course, from abstract reasoning.
Under ordinary conditions, what is consciously realised by
the subject is merely the result of perceptual activity, the
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object image, while the activity of construction of this
image is not given, it is reduced and concealed from con-
sciousness. But thinking, which deals in abstractions, im-
plies detailing of the activity of constructing the objeqt
image and a conscious control of its realisation (although
by no means everything is realised in abstract thinking,
but that is a separate problem). To the subject himself,
perception therefore appears as direct givenness of the
object and is distinguished from thinking precisely by
that criterion. Another importantdistinction is that knowl-
edge provided by perception ffsumes existence of objec-
tive meaning in a given sensuous texture or sensory modali-
ty. Both the number of sensory modalities anfl their char-
acteristics, just as, to a considerable degree, the properties
of the sensuous texture, are determined by the concrete
historical circumstances of the emergence and develop-
ment of the biological species Homo sapiens. This de-
tprmination is not, of course, accidental: the receptive
organs, both in number and capacity, have always coped
with providing ihe Homo sapiens with the information
which was initially required for orientation in the environ-
ment, in the world of relatively stable macrobodies, in a
definite narrow circle of activity. But man's specificity
consists precisely in going beyond the biologically deter-
mined kinds of activity.

This entails the emergence of cognition in the precise
sense of the word jusb as the appearance of the need for
cognizing such real objects, their properties and relations,
which cannot in general affect rnan's receptive syqtem.
Cognition of this liind became possible owing to the devel-
opment of thinking which uses a system of special artifi-
cially constructed objects: symbols, signs, diagrams,
schemes, models, etc., for establishing the properties of
those objects which exist independently of the subject.
(Let us note that thinking need not necessarily be expres-
sed in the form of verbal signs: it may also be realised
through a special kind of operation upon objects.)

As we have seen, the referential meaning of the percep-
tual image does not stand in a one-to-one relation to sen-
sory information, it is in some respects poorer than that
information, ild in othert, considerably richer. This
circumstance is explained by the fact that the objective
meaning of the image and, consequently, the specifically
human cognition, as distinct from sensory information,
does not emerge in biological evolution but in socio-histor-
ical development through practical activity. The subject
can perceive thosd aspects of objects which do not act on
his sense organs. At the same time there are object mean-
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ings which cannot in principle be incorporated in a sen-
suo'us texture and cannot therefore be sensually perceived.
These r'eferential meanings ate reconstructed by a special
type of thinking, one that consciously operates with ab.
stractions.

The limitations of.perception arising from its distinctive
properties (the subjective immediacy, the unconscious
nature of interpretation) are the source of possible contra-
dictions between perception and understanding of the
object (it would be more precise to say, between two
different levels of understanding--in terms of perception
and of abstract thinking). Thw the moon is perceived as
a disc some 30 cm in diameter at a distance of about a
kilometre and a half. All humans apparently perceive the
size of and distance to the moon in an approximately the
same way, erring by a factor of one million. Such examples
are numerous.

In this context, however, it is more important to stress
the similarities rather than the differences between percep-
tion and thinking, those similarities which permit to refer
to the former as a kind of "visual thinking", an activity
of solving tasks in object recognition.

The Marxist epistemological position is opposed to both
metaphysical materialism and gnoseological empiricism,
which in its fully developed form inevitably becomes
subjectivist and idealistic. It is at the same time interesting
to compare this position with the transcendentalist inter-
pretation of cognition.

We recall that, according to Kant and Husserl, cognition
never deals with subjective perceptions but with objects
(it is a different question how the objects themselves are
understood, what ontological status is ascribed to them by
these philosophers). Let us note, though, that for Husserl,
the intentional object, which may in certain cases coincide
with the real one, is given immediately, with apodictic
certainty, and knowledge of that object cannot in princi-
ple be a result of the subject's constructive activity (the act
of intentional orientation at the object is, according to
Husserl, the act of grasping some certainty). The theoreti-
cal objects with which science deals are not, in fact, genu-
ine from the standpoint of phenomenology, they do not
characterise adequate knowledge but merely play the role
of auxiliary conceptual constructions. Kant's position on
this point appears at first glance essentially different. Kant
insists that the object given in experience, and knowledge
of that object, are in fact a result of the creative activity
of the Tlanscendental Subject, a product or synthesis of
perceptions. Let us obsenre, howevet, that for Kant, too,
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a referential meaning can exist in the form of knowledge
only insofar as it is incorporated or included in some
sensuous texture. The subject possesses knowledge, Kant
points out, only insofar as the object of knowledge is given
in sensory experience (for this reason, experience and
knowledge essentially coincide, in Kant's view). Knowl-
edge and thinking are therefore sharply contrasted: Kant
believes that attempts to acquire knowledge through think-
ing, that is, knowledge of those objects that cannot be
given in experience, inevitably lead to insoluble antino-
mies. That does not mean that one cannot cogitate of the
given objects. However, one cannot know anything defi-
nite of them, Kant believes, for any knowledge is a synthe-
sis of a manifold, and that synthesis is in his view only
possible in experience.

In reality, the relation between the referential meaning
and the sensuous texture is not at all reducible to a mere
"synthesis" of varied sensations by means of objective
content: many sensations are discarded, contradictions
may arise between objective content and certain sensory
impressions, and in this case the latter are not noticed,
they are not realised. The main point is, however, that a
referential meaning can be included in the system of
lmowledge also in such cases when it is not directly incor-
porated in sensory experience. tn other words, pure knowl-
edge is also possible of such objects which cannot be
directly given in human experience. Modern microphysics,
on the one hand, and cosmology, on the other, deal with
such objects (which, according to Kant, cannot in prin-
ciple be the subject-matter of knowledge).

In classical epistemology, substantiation of knowledge
involve4 postulating such kinds of knowledge which
themselves do not require substantiation, those-in which
the object is grasped more or less directly. This is true not
only of the various systems of empiricism, which found
such lcrowledge in metaphysically interpreted sensations
or "sensory data", but also of transcendentalist philosophy.
Therefore the search for the "immediately given" and its
differentiation from deduced and constructed knowledge
have always been one of the most important tasks of prb-
Marxian and non-Marxist theories of knowledge.

Dialectical materialism emphasises that it is not any
lorowledge that can be objective, or objecLrelated, assert-
ing at the same time that different levels of knowledge
deal with real objects, although at different levels different
types of objects and their aspects are reflected (the de-
velopment of modem psychology and theoretical natural
science confirms and specifies this thesis). "Cognition is
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the eternal endless approximation of thought to the
object," V. I. Lenin writes. "The reflection of nature in
man's'thought must be understood not 'lifelessly,' not
'abstractly,'-not devoid of move-me-nt, not
withoui contradictions, but in the eternal
process of movelqent, the arising of contradictions'"na their solution."ll 6t course, -not all theoretical
objects with which scientific thinking d-eals, _can be-correla-
ted with actually existing objects directly and unam-
biguously. Real objects exist, however, which can only
be reflei:ted through abstraet reasoning and cannot be
directly given to the subject in sensory efperience.

But-tliat means that the classical problem of pre-Marx-
ian epistemology, ttre problem of substantiation of
hrowledge, must riot only be solved in a new manner but
it must ds6 Ue formulated in a new way. That means that
the most important task of scientific epistemology is not
the singling out of immediately given e-ntilies, the c-ertain-
ties of -lmowledge, but the discovery of universal referenti-
al meanings andnorms of the objectiveness of knowledge,
the study-of the modes of formation, derrelopm-ent,-apd
change of these norms and, solutio_n on t_hi9 na!!, q{ tt-re
problem of interrelation of knowledge and the objectively
existing reality.

Z TLLUSIONS AND REALITY

The view that the true properties of reality are grasped
as a result of direct impact of the object on the subject, or
in the form of some liind of "fusion" of the subject and
the object, and that the distortions, errors, and illusions
are wholly- explained by the fact that the subject is not
passive enough in following the "objective givenness",
introducing sbmething of himself in the cognitive process
(either of his physical and physiolqglc4 nature or of the
ictiveness of consciousness), was deeply rooted in pre-
Marxian epistemology. It was of course a long established
fact that perception may be deceptive, that it can lead to
error in understanding the meaning of certain objective
situations, yet it was never doubted that from the practical
viewpoint it in most cases yielded correct larowleGe. At
the iame time attaining buth through abstract thinking
was in one way or another linked up in classical philo-
sophy with the act of direct, passive gpasping (Plato's "in-
te[ligent vision" of ideas, intellectual intuition of the
rationalist philosophers of the 17th and 18th centuries;
Husserl's diiect "insight into the essences", etc.), that is, it



was understood on the analory of passively interpreted
perception. Thus the question of the subject's activeness
ina passir"ness in the iognitive-Process was closely linkgd
*ith'o.," of the focal pliilosophical problems widely de-
bated since antiquity--the problem of the relation [etween
reality and appearance or illusion.

Th-e moderir psychology of perception-,provides a wealth
of material to support the philosophically important-pro'
position that the-iesults ('traces") of the impac-t of the
ixiernal object on the seirse organs are not- at all enough
to distinzuiih between reality and illusion, for, as we have
said alreidy, different configurations of these traces may
correspond io most diverse real objects. The singling out
of reil objects from the sensory information through
imposins cdrtain obiect-hypotheses on the latter is ensured
not onli by the subject's-cognitive activity but also by th.e
obiect-hvp6theses themselve6 having been tested in practi-
ca activify (collective or individual) and indicating those
aspects of the real objects which are essential precisely
foi that activity. When lhe subject encounters some objects
previously un[mown to him in his practical activity, or
?amiliar 6bjects in unusual situations, objecls viewed from
unusual anlles, an illusion arises: one pe-rceives something
that does nbt lctually exist. (We ignore here those pelclP-
tion distortions which result from sensory receptors being
tired or from their adaptation to prolonged or intense
stimulation.) Although ih this- case sensory info-rmation
coming frorir the object may be completely undistorted
and cai be fully takeh into account, it may prove entirely
insufficient for eliminating the illusion and establishing the
real object. In other words, illusion is in this case by no
means ihe result of the stibject's activity but merely a
consequence of the activity being inadequate to the
objective situation.

Adalbert Ames, an American psychologist, -has per-
formed the folloriring experiment. Three peepholes are
made in a screen throueh *hictr one can look with one eye
at each of the three objects displayed in the distance. Each
of them is perceived uirder the given conditions as a chair.
But when 

-we look at the thiee objects from another
anqle. we discover that only one of the objects is indeed
a dhair. The other two are eitremely strange objects which
can nevertheless pioduce from a certain angle the-same
proiection on the-retina as a real chair. (One of the objects
is nbt even one coherent object but a variety of wires ex-
tended in front of a backdiop on which is painted what
we took to be the seat of the chair.) Thus only one of the
chairs which we see in this experiment is a real chair, while
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the other two are illusions.lS
The illusion arises because of all the interpretations

possible {of all the object-hypotheses) corresponding to
the glven retinal patterns, the subject unconsciously
chooses ihe one which accords best of all with his practi-
cal experience. Man continually handles chairs and does
not as a rule encounter those strange objecLs which Ames
demonstrated. All kinds of illusions axe as a rule quickly
dispersed in common practice: as distinct from the artifici-
al conditions of laboratory experiment, in real life the
subject does not just look at a given object from one po-
sition, and with one eye at that, but continually shifts
his position, moving and acting vigorously, practically
osing various objects and creating new ones. All of this
ensures quite sufficient conditions for correlating knowl-
edge with real objects, singling out a fleeting perceptual
image as an illusion and separating it from impressions
corresponding to real objects. A stick immersed in water
seems broken. The illusion in this case is not due to distor-
tion of sensory information: the objective circumstances
are such that the physical image of the stick on the retina
cannot be different here; we know that the light refraction
angles are different in the air and in water. The impression
of the unusual arises here because in ordinary practice we
do not deal with objects in two mediums simultaneously,
in water and in air, so that our object-hypothesis cannot
correct the distortion of the projection of the stick on the
retina, as it is done by the subject perceiving the size
and form of objects seen from different angles ("constan-
cy of perception"). But once one starts handling that same
stick (and that usually happens when it is not half in the
air and half under water), one perceives it as straight,
i. e., as it actually is.

Thus the objective properties of objects perceived are
singled out in practical activity in accordance with the
tasks of that activity. E. H.Gombrich, the well-known
art critic and specialist in the psycholory of the perception
of painting, remarks in his account of the Ames experi-
ments with chairs that a hypothetical man from Mars who
is used to fumiture of the same kind as the strange objects
demonstrated by Ames rather than our ordinary chairs,
would perceive the latter as the familiar artangements of
wires (in any case, that would be his original perception,
until h.e^ found out that chairs are real objects of our
world).19 But it is exactly this circumstancel that is, the
intimate links between pereeption and the immediate prac-
tical needs, that conditions not only the strong but also
the weak points of perception. Practice does not simply
5 -763 
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compel us to perceive the real characteristics of objects.
fnJ'"ut o* liiritations of practice may be the source of
rtuff" t"utt illusions that cairnot be eliminated, s-uch as the
impression of the immobility of the Earth and the motion

"t'tte--S"n. 
The conscious reflective cognition operating

with abstractions ignores the urgent needs- of practice
anii 

""aeavours 
to-discover the essential characteristics

of objects irrespective of their-appqarance in a concrete
situatl"on.-fhat ioes not mean that theoretical thinking in
edeirl GotaG itself from the tasks of practice, opposiltg
itself to the latter: it only means that thinking r.s ?n m:-r1*r"J"t-tor 

iinding out ihe necessarS/ characteristics of

"-tid"tmna 
at tte ilme time the essehtid dimensions-of

piiaaiceiGf. rrris ensunes the possibilitv of action under
tonaiUorrs which appear unusual and unfamiliar in terms
oi araitaUte experie^nce. When scientific astror-romy dis.p.el-

led liie iliusioi of the Sun's movement and immobility
of ttre Earth (this illusion nevertheless persists in the per-

""p[io" 
of a person as lolg as -tha! 

persbn remains on the-
E;-rtt-. tor it'tuttv accordJ with the ordinary practice of
taEnd the Earth ior a frame of reference-), the possibility-
was fhereby established, in the most abstract form,- of
future unuiual and nov6l practice--that of space flighls'
wt ich provides a fresh view of the mutual motions of the
Sun and the Earth.--AlTfiil;h -in -principle 

theoretical thiriking is capable
of establi"shing lhe object's proper, real characteristics,
it ,"af under" certain conditions persist in rep:oducing
itaUte-ittusions. Theoretical thinking (mostly in the socia!
sciences) may be closely linked with -a 

narrow' restrieted
practice'of i definite kind persistently thrustin-g on the
iuUjects the perception of apparent aspg-c-ts of reality only'
bf tfris natuie is,-for instance, the well-know-n- phenome-

"o"-of "commodity fetishism" discovered by Mqg, which
is a mass objective itlusion inevitably share-d by tfe propo-
nents of tde capitalist system of social relations and
reproduced by the vulgar bourgeois political economy..

'M"tx was 
-able 

to tvercome this illusion theoretically
oniy- because he accepted the positioq of the proletariat's
rev6lutionary practic-e, which- went beyond- the .actiyitV
in the fram6w6rk of ihe bourgeois mode of production,
assumins as it did a radical transformation of the latter.
--Oi spEcial interest are the perception illusions in which
the percepiive image to some eitent or other direeyly
iintiadicts sensory data, partially rejecting them. This
happens when thd image of an object corresp-onding to
seriribry data is too extrlordinary ar-rd deviates from com'
mon dractice. A suitable example here is the perception
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of the image of a head tumed inside out, e. g., of the inner
surface of a casting mould or of a plaster mask. Such an
illusion expresses not only the weakness but also the
strength of perception. The perception hypothesis in
principle behaves in the same way with regard to sensory
"facts" as theory with regard to the facts of science.

However, the replacement of one perception hypothesis
by another, is, as a rule, a more difficult matter, than the
replacement of scientific theories or even paradigms, for
perception object-hypottreses are too intimately connect-
ed with ordinary human practice. In this connection, the
problem of perception of unusual objects arises, which is
particularly acute today when man has created a world
of supercomplex technical apparatus often behavlng
differently from the ordinary bodies of everyday expe-
rience. Let us emphasise once again one of the most
important features of the cognitive relation. On the one
hand, what is given to the subject in the act of cognition is
the really existing object and not his own subjective sen-
sations. The objective image is not realised as a specific
thing requiring special activity of objectification or project-
ing for its conelation with the extemal object. On the
other hand, cognition necessarily assumes a realisation of
the difference between the subject and the object cognized
and, consequently, a realisation of the difference between
the objective image belonging to the subject and the actual
object itself. Tlue, under ordinary conditions, when cog-
nition is directed at the extemal object rather than the
subjective world, the realisation of the subjective relevan-
ce of the objective image belonging to the subject is, as it
were, at the periphery of consciousness, while the centre
of the consciousness field is occupied by the real world of
external objects. In this case, the objective image is "trans-
parent", as it were, to the object presented in it. However,
even when consciousness is oriented at the world of ope's
own inner experiences (and that orientation is secondary,
derivative from the orientation at the external world), the
object (in this case the state of consciousness) and the
subject of cognition do not merge, being separate from one
another.

The subject may be involved in cognizing objects of
at least three kinds: objects external not only with regard
to his consciousness but also to his body; his own body
(reference here is to my body only, and not to the body
of another subject); and finally, his consciousness. Cognt-
tion which deals with the objects of the firgt kind is pri-
rnary, basic, and determining all the other types of knowl-
edge. This cognition necessarily presupposes the presence
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in consciousness of an objective world scheme incorporat-
ing also the scheme of the subject's body as occupying-q
aehnite objective spatial-temporal position in the world
among other objecti, (lf tlre 

-qubieCt does not realise the
obiecf,ive positidn of ihis body in the world, he cannot
ori-ent hiriself in the objective medium.) Cognition of
one's own body, on the one hand, alisumes that some of
its stat€s are gii'en to the subject "ir9m within-" (tbrqrlglt
pioprioceptivd reception), and oq tlre other hand, it- is'basea on ihe realisation iri ttre body being incorporated in
the obiective network of the world's connections in which
the suSject's body itself acts as one of the objects.

Thus the objective knowledge that I can -pass on. or com-
municate to dther persons piesupposes the existence of
obiects external witti resard to my body and independent
of it. and incorporation of my body in an objective network.
As for the hr6wledge of the states of my consciousness,
it only proves possiSle because I can view myself as if .I
were iorire othei person, which implies no! gnly t-he e.xlsf
ence of that oth-er perion outside myself but also joint
activity with him. (That does not -exclude the existence
of suc-h shades in the realisation of my inner experiences
which are rather hard to express externally and tg commu'
nicate to someone else.) .lhd ttrat means that the realisa-
tion of the subjective states of consciousness presupPg*s
objective hrowledge as the necessary basis and would be
impossible without it.

i-et us ima$ne that all objects of cognition -are created,
as it were, bJ tfre act of consciousness and do not exist
outside cdgnition. It may appeqr that this hypothetical-
oicture coiesponds to ttie world of inner experiences of
i child at the earlv stages of the development of the
psyche, when objective perception of realitY has -not 

yet
'be-en fbrmed and differi:ntiation between the subjectiv-e
and the obiective is non-existent. But this view is unfound'
ea. first, tlie early stages of the developrnent o{ the ps.Vchp
contain ihe poseibiliti and the necessity of th-e.subj99t's
subseouent donscious differentiation between his subjec-
tive states and the world of objects; second, the hypotheti'
cal picture of creation qf objeg.ts hy tne very act 9f theil
cosiition presuDpoees the realisation and recognition of
th6 primac'y of ltre subject and the derivative nature of
obiects. whLreas in fact the baby does not originally realise
ev6n himself as a subject, far from realising the existenc€
of objects.

It is not hard to show the impossibility of the situation
assumed here, for even the subjective states of consciouc
ness cannot tie tuUy determined by the cogpitive activity
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aimed at .them, although the relation between gubjgct
and object in the proceis of reflexion is charactqrised by
certain-difficulties,-which we shall later discuss. The states
of consciousness dnd the subject's body certainly do not
exist independently of the subject himself. But their cog-
nition, as we have stressed above, is only made -possibleby th-e subject realising himself as incorporated in the
objective world, that is, a world filled with real objects
and other sribjbcts existing outside and independently
from him. Most of the objects and other subjects are in'
dependent of the given subject both in their origin and
their existence. (Some of them are independent of him
in their existence but dependent on him in their origin:
these include, first, the objects created by mar1, and sgc-
ond, his chiidren.) If the objects were "tied" to the
subj'ect and "followed" his movements and actions, the
cognitive relation would simply be impossible.

Tfris fundamental characteristic of cognition should
be borne in mind, in particular, in discussing the philo-
sophical implications of the modern theories of quantum
mechanics. Both in the physical and the philosophical liler-
ature one can come across statements to the effect that
the distinction or boundary between subject and object
is obliterated in cognizingt}:re objects of the microworld,
and that man in this case deals with the cognition of his
own action on the object of knowledge. These arguments
are sometimes [nked up with the dialectical materialist
doctrine of the unity of the subject and the object, with
the Marxist thesis of the active, practical nature of cog-
nition. In reality, the philosophical significance of the
cognitive situation in quantum physics tieq in the discovery
of-a fundamentally new type of real objects possessing
properties sharply distinguishing them from the -grdinary-objects of the macroworld, and in the need for taking into
aciount the conditions of observation in describing expe-
rimental results. At the same time quantum mechanics
provides no grounds for the assertion tha! the boundgry
between subjeet and object is eliminated. The point is tlat
the conditions of obsenration referred to here are quite
objective. The macro-devices and micro-objects exist
outside the subject. The subject conducting the experi-
ment and recoriling the apparatus measurements may in
principle be replaced by an automaton.- Of course, man also cognizes the products of his own
creativity. But that is only possible insofar as these prod-
ucts (e.-g., the world of technology, cultural artlfqcts,
scientifiC theories, works of art, etc., in the form of signs
and symbols) function in the extemally objective mode,
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that is, outside the subject's b-ody. In a1v-caq,.the process
of cogirition, of conscious re-flection of the-obje.ct, cannot
coincide with the process of creating it. (co-gn-ilion itself
is always creative ii nature, but we lrqve in mind here only-
itre reliroauction of the c6gnized object in the system of
lorowledge and not its creation.)

3. COGNITION AND OBJECT.RELATED
PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

We have already pointed out the role of referential
meanings. comitiv6 norms, and objecLhypotheses in the
process-of co-gnition, stressing the fact that these norlns
ho not simply-emergir in the course of the object affecting
the sense 6rEans btit control the choice and transforma-
tion of sensoiry information in shaping the object's-im?S9.
The question naturally arises as to the nature -a4d grigtn
of th6se norms. Arentt the transcendentalists right in as-

serting that cognitive standards and norms are inherent
in th6 subject's- consciousness and should be understood
as a result of analysis of the latter?

the philosophy of dialectical materialism posits- that
cognitioir in aiiti forms, beginning with perception-, based
on"definite standards and objective norms, is formed in the
subject's practical activity involving p{eriql objects. It
is iot pas-sive reception but practical transformation of
the objective envirbnment that is the starting point of
man's attitude to the world.l'The chief defect of all previous materialism (that of
Feuerbach included)," wrot-e Matx, "is that things [Ge-
genstandT, reality, sensuousness are conceiv-ed only in the
form of 

'the obibit, or of contemplation, but lot a-s sen'
suous human dctiuity, p'ractice, nbt subjectively. Hence,
in contrhdistinction to materialism, the actiue side was set
forth abstractly by idealism-which,^9f course, does not
lmow real, sensuous activity as such."zu

"... Bui men do not at all begin with 'standing in this
theoretical relation to the things of the outer world'. As
any animal, they begin with eatinq, drin.king, etc. thus
noi wittr 'sianding' in some relation but with actiue behau'
iour. with masteiring certain things of the outer-world
[[ri"Leh i.u"" 

""a 
tfi"t"uv iatisfviig their needs' "21

Lenin stressed repeatedly that Marxism made practice
the basis of its epistemology. "... The world does not
satisfy man and man decidEs to clange it by- h$ ?ctip-
hy.,,22 .,... A full 'definition' of ar! object must include the
vitrole of human experience, both as a criterion of truth
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and a practical indicator of its connection with human
wants.'23

The connection between perception formation and the
subject's activity involving objects is now widely recog'
nised in psychology.

Thus,-Piaget's -itudies show the incorporation -of per-
ception'in riore general schemes of object directed activi-
tyaensori-motor-schemes, in the case of a baby.- The frrst stage in the development of sensori-motor
schemes of behaiiour ( of sensori-motor intellect) is marke d,
according to Piaget, by the use of innate sensori-motor
mechanislms whicL are adapted to the properties of o-bjects
(their form. size. etc.). At-this stage, only a finer differen-
tiation of Stimuti may take place but not perception of
objects.

The second stage (beginning with the second month of
the child's life), -or'the stage of primary reactions, is
marked Uy reii:tition of accidental actions yielding a
positive result.-At this stage of developmen!, the.gbject

"ppears 
to the child as a direct continuation of an action.

^ At the third stage (the stage of secondary circular
reactions, which hsls Between -the third and the ninth
months),'the primary reactions come^to [e a4rplied to new
obiects."A number of new types of behaviour emerge:
visiral adaptation to slow movements (the child, following
a moving-object, continues to follow the.trajecto{ aftel
the disalpearani:e of the object), rep-eated grypillg. al
one and'tlhe same place, recolnition of thg wh-ole qUj-."t
from its visible p-art, bvercoming obstacles inte-rfe$n-g
with perception (ihe child pulls away a piece of cloth
throwir ov'er his'face) and- applying varied actions to
one and the same object.

However, although the child returns to- the g-riglnfl
action direbted at an object in a definite place, there is
no searching yet for an-object that disap-peared except
for continui-ng an action once begun along the^same-trajec-
tory. Althougl children pull away -a 

piece of cloth from
their face, they never ittempt taking it oif --an obj.ec!
that was i:overed in their presence. Piaget believes that
it is at this stage that the objeetness of perception
emerges.

TtE fourth stage (between nine month,s an4 a Ygar) js
the stage of cooidiriating the schemes of action already
acquiref, and their application to new situations. $vstg,
matic investigation of new objects begins, connected as it
were with diicovery of their prupose (scrutinising, swing-
ins. shaking. pressiirg. stickini into the mouth, throwing,
et6.). ttre Cliild activety searches for the object which dis-
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appea$ before his eyes but does not take into account
the object's movements going on right before his eyes.
The object is a reality for the child, but a reality a! a de-
finite place in the presence of a definite action.

At the fifth stage (between the end of the first and the
middle of the second year) the child discovers new pat-
terns of action through active experimenting. Actions
are performed involving the use of auxiliary implements,
ttre simplest instrumental actions. br searching for a con-
cealed object, the child begins to take into account the
consecutive movements of the visible object, looking for
it in the place where it was hidden last.

Finally, the sixth stage (begmning with the middle of
the second year) signifies the transition from sensori-mo-
tor experience to imagining the results of the child's own
actions, on the one hand, and to imagrning objects and
their movements, on the other. At this stage, the child
leams to take into account several consecutive movements
of the object in searching for it even though the object
is invisible during these movements (after be^ing shown
to the child, it is rioved in a closed fist br box1.2a-

"Implicitiy, perception models, in a way, reality both
present and future, an_d_also the future states of the object
irasnformed b! man,"25 points out A. M. Korshunov. 

-

The works of Soviet researrhers have shown that ini
tially perception processes are formed and develop as in-
tegral components of practical activity, and the overall
effect of this activity as a whole consists in establishing
the features of the obsened situation. The practical
object-oriented activity develops the operations of singl-
ing out and analysing the features of a thing. As the child's
activity becomes more complex, and he faces more diffi-
cult cognitive tasks, the limitations of a purely practical
study of the object and the need for special perceptive
actions come to light. However, perceptive actions too are
at the first stages externally similar to actions with things.
This similarity is obsenred even in the case of distant re-
ceptors which do not come in direct contact with
things.z o

At the same time the realisation that cognitive norms
and operations are formed in the subject's practical activi-
W with material objects is not enough to understand the
nature and modes of functioning of the norms of cogni-
tion. Mar:rist philosophy posits that practical activity it-
self must be understood in its specifically human charac-
teristics, namely, as joint or collective activity in which
each individual enters into certain relations with other per-
sons; as mediated activity in which man places between
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himself and an exte-rnal, naturally emerging object other
man-made ob-lgcts funct-ioning as instrimdnts 

-or 
imple_

melts of activity; and finally, as historically developine
activity carrying in itself its own history.zz-The socialli
functioning .man--made objects mediatin{ various kinds oi
his activity (b^eginnin-g with implements bf labour, includ_
]{rB objects of everyday- use, and ending with sign-symbo-
lic. systems, models,- diagrams, schem6s, etc.)-play not
only an instrumenial but also a most importarit ioerri-
tive role. In the objects gognized, man singles out th-oGproperties that prove to be essential for deieloping social
practice., and t!a! becomes possible precisely wittr itre aiaof mediating objects carryiirg in the:mselvej reified ,o"io-
hrstqncal experiences 

- 
qf n-ractical and eognitive activi-ty.zo Mastering a socially functionins manlmade obiect-

the child begins to single out in exfemal obiects- first:
those features and characteristics which are eisential foithe activity with the aid of the given instrument. the
given man-made object, and secondl those traits in #fricti
they are similar to the objects accum'ulated through human
a9!Mty. In other words, the instrumental rian-made
objects function as objective_forms of expresiiot;f";di-
tive norms, standards, ffid objecLhyfotheses exist-ins
oulside the given individual. The 

-masteiirrg 
by the individl

gal of these norms, social in their genesii, lermits their
functioning as structure-formin g 

""-}o"e"ts ;f ;grriti;:It is in the course of_ thls mastering bf norms in p"ractical
activity with extemal .objects that the objectnesi of pei
9ep!i9n is formed. This fundamental fact was discourited
by Piaget,- who made a gfeat contribution to thg stuay oi
the links between the process of perception and tne aL_
velopmerft of forms of bbject-orieritea aitivity but viewed
the ,development of c-ognitive structures as eniirely d;pe;
dent on n,loqreqgiyg changes in the relations of eqtiiUUfium
between the individual an-d the external environm'ent.
. 11 stqdlgs by Soviet psychologists relying on the basic
tenets. of Mamist philosophy a!,out ttre niturl and wayJ ot
formation of cognitive nolms, the hypothesis was advaircea
and later experimentally corifirmed-that the instrumentjtor performing perceptive actions are systems of the
obJects' sensuous qualities singled out and recorded in
social expgrience, w-hic\ mastered by the child, function
as^ standards,- or-"units of measuremenl", in the p6rception
"f !!rg varied phenomena of reality. Sy'stems of seniuous
q,ualities are singled out in various kinds of human activity(the colours of the spectrum, geometrical forms. etc.')
which "qyantify" in a definite'mlnner the corresp6nainfi
aspects of reality.ze That means, for instance, that a cleai
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perceptual distinction between a circle -and an- oval (p.d
; ;idli"s 

""t-"t-it"te-forms 
in the objects of nature) is

A;ilildE f-; th;i, aifferent functioning in objeet-orient-
Ja--""tiritv. Retinal images of a circle and an oval may

"it-iiii"i:"eri, 
inuctr, an"a their perceptuat differentiation

ilG;;;t"ltv ""o"aiiibned bv the piactice of operating
;itiffi-;il;aa" oujects used as stindards in perceptive

activity.--;; *" know. from the standpoint of Gestalt psychology

ttre-singting oui of the circle in the objects perceived.by
the subiect is one o] tt e striking exam-ples o-f the aglion
;i iile; structural (in fact, innate) laws of-all cognrtron'
Gestatt psychologist-s believe that th9 main law deterrnrn-
i", ier"6orti"n of toim i. ttt" law of Priignanz4he tenden-
;.iJiidil;s6-"f ilt""ption to assume- "good form"-
simmetrical, closed,-and simple Jthe circte is an exampte

;fiild-;;rimmetrital 
-and 

simpl-b Io*), Underlving the
tarir. o1 pramanz is, in the view of th-ese theoreticlans, the
ir""d'-t.*'"rai 

-"sth6tir-[i"g an equrfibrium between. the
;h;;i"J p*""tt"i i" tt e iuu5"ct dnd those in the objects
5i6;"1 -wittt reeara to the iubject' Aware that- systems

iiiit i*r"i"ii""*'ot bot""tial en6rgy ar.e the best balanced
ofivsicA svstems, bestalt psych6logists endeavour to
It d*-tt "i"tt"--*btt 

characteristic fgqtures of these sys-

i;;; il-ti*plicitv- ana ivmm"try'lo .Howevet, if tl:
case "i the singling ogt of the. -circle by th-e percervtng
-i[i""t" ftder"-pJt?hology provides grounds for the asser-

;ffi 
-;d;t 

ir,is 
-pioi,ett 

is ?n,idiate-a bv. assimilation of so-

a"ii"-fo*"a ri"t""pt.ral standard. hidegd, the subject is
mor6 inclined to single out such simple forms as tne clrcle
ffiil;i-#;-in trte otsJ""it perceived'-Bgt lhis is explained'
fiiit ;i--"ii. -bv 

the s'pecial role of such forms in human
i,'ii!"i-frftit",i ilitiriiv, wtricrr is in its turn conditioned
bv certain obiective properties of these forms'"'i;'ff;;-i,;fi6d' otit, "th" eve has become a human

"""- 
l"ti "t iis obieit t as uecome a social, human -obiect-

air 65ject made by man for man. The senses have thererore
6';";;;afi;tly i:n ttreir practi ce theoreticians "' !h9 forrn-^
;rg;-f-th" iiuit""t-"t is-a labogl of the entire history of
thl world down to the Present."d I-'hii"i-tt 

"-impiementiation 
of the act of. cognition as a

soecificallv human reflection or reproductlon or lne
?il]Iiit';**6ir"riiiul- 

"t 
uru"i"tiitic t pre suf p o se s not o nlv 

. 
the

su'6iect's handling the object but al,es man's creatlon (tne
ifri;i ;d;;th# than a-iratural individual,. that .is m ap in

"""perati"n 
with other individuals) of a definite system

;I -qtfr ii;irt' ;' ouj""it mediating - 
th'e proc€ss of refl ection

i"a I-"i"yi"l co-ditiv" norms ari'd standards in themselves.
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These mediating objects, acting as instruments of cos-
nition, have a certain specificity. On the one hand. their
purpose is to enablq the subject to reflect in cogirition
the characteristics of objects existing independenili from
them. On the other hand, the med-iators'themselires are
objects with specific featuies of their own. possessins in-
ternal 

. 
connec-tions, 

. assuming -definite modej of operiting
with them and existing originally in an external reified forni
(they are only later assimilated by the individual. becom-
ing his inner attributes). But that-means that impiementa-
ti.o.1. of the cognitive act assumes not only thd subject,s
ability to conelate mediating objects n'itfr tne obiect
cognized. The zubject must also 

-master 
the modej of

handling. the sp-ecif,ic reality constituted by the socially
tunctioning artificial objects.

Let us consider in this connection some essential mo-
ments in the general problem of interrelation between
activity and cognition. A short historical-philosophical
excursus is in order here. The conception that there is an
intimate connection between cognition and activity is of
a relatively r-ecent origin. The thinkers of antiquity dharac-
teristically drew a sharp distinction betweeri kriowledee
in- t!r9 proper_ sens€, thtt is, understanding of the essenEe
of things, and- technical ability to producie or artificially
create a certain object. Art can only imitate nature to
some extent, but it cannot equal it: such was the view of
ancient philosophers. Man cannot produce what is created
by nature. That does not mean, in ancient philosophers,
view, _that man cannot cognize the reality oi natur6. But
lmowledge- is not i4entical with ability foi technical repro-
duction of what is cogniz,gd. The thinkers of antiqirity
(we ignore here the essential differences between vafious
schools in philosophy at that time) insisted that. as distinctfrgry sliricial reproduction, lanowledge fresupposesneither a change in the given object nor-con-strucfr6n of
L n9!.v objec-t but passive reception-of the content of reality
that is cognized as it is.

A different conception of the interrelation of knowl-
9$Se ald activity is developed in the philosophy of the
New Times, a conception directly linkert ryithih-e forma-
tion of new experimental science. First of all, the activity of
artisans and technicians is re-assessed. The view giins
curre-ncy lhat techrlical ability to make some thiig is
plso knowledge-, and not just one kind of knowledge, "but
larowledge of fundamentally the same sort as thedr<itical
and, -moreover, one that expresses the essence of anv
lmowledge. Inasmuch as hrowledge of the essence df
the object implies cognition of its proximate cause, man
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can really lmow only that which he made himsel!, that
i*-tt.Tfri"gs whose proximate cause he himself is' Knowl-
edge is thus identified with creation or constructlon'"o
Sirice 

-contemporary 
technolory- nlgstlv involved mecha-

;i;; p-rdsse; 
-of 

assemutv ffd dismintling, lorowledge

"'i"rtl*"-*". reduced to discovery of partic,lar construc-
tions suitablv assembied and dismintled, and nature itself
#It rii,iltJ;'t;gi;"t ciockwork. The tliesis of the know-
;briiii-;iihe wdrtd appe?rs in-this context as substantia-
ti""-""t the conception' that all natural processes can be

fechnicallv reproduced. that human technical art can rn
iri""ipt" ittaih ttre same degree of perfection as nature.
'F;;;-;hir -stanapoint, 

scienf,ific ttrgqrv is nothing.bqt ?
i.i"d--oi- *"ur""tation'of the potential modes of technical

^"ti"iw. 
-ioi it e"rv mentalti dismantles and assembles

i[.t #tii"tt 
"un 

t"t*it be disniantled and assembled mate-
rially.-- fi i. in this context that statements should be under-
stooa-to lfreettect that hrowledge is po-wer' that-man is
not onlv a senrant but also the master of nature (Laconr'
b"r"""ltr did not draw a fundamental distinction between
mectianisms created by craftsmen and bodies made by
nature.-*Th; 

the thesis, widely discusfd-in the nJril.9s9'nhy.qf
the New Times, that man can really know only that whrch
[" t it"ibt 

""""iea 
is closely bound up wilh the prevailing

*u"ttat itm in new experiniental science that replaced the
;ffip;Ai" meaieva'pnvqi-"1. .Fo1 ys,..hoY.ev?Ir, qo!|.eJ
boirit is more important. This thesis is directly linl(ecl wltn
;;--;;otil;i ia"i that began to interest manv thinkers
ir"at"fu "f 

t[rat-time, the"idea that the subject's ]t{toYl-
6dse is 

-onlv 
adequate insofar as it is connected wrth the

."B:t"i rririt"ii, his state,-an$ rytigns* that,is, the idea
which was expr6ssed most distinctly b-y Descartes'

ftris last iircumstance is particularly important, for
the thesis discussed here outlived mechanism exactly
6;;";;-;f it. 

-mae"a, if we do not-link-up qgg.closelv
anv activitv with material and technical actlvrty, stur

G"r *itii i-ti" woit of mechanical assembly.and dismantl-
ing; if we zuisume that the essence of actiJttY rs purery
.irTrit"a. the assertion may be retained that co-gnition
iI itlrrtitri- with-creation oi the object cognized,.lending
tfrii ttresis distinct subjectivist meaning an{ 1t the same

time discarding the obsolete ideas of philosophical m,ecqan;

ism. That waJexactly what was done in German classlcal

;ht";iW; i; 1ti; ii"*t place in the svstems of Kant and
Fichte.- i"t us also note that if cognition is identical with crea-
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tion oJ the object cognized, all things that cannot be
created Fy tne. gubject and exist by thimselves, turn out
to be unlmowable.

The establishment of fundamental links between knowl-
edge and_activity, theory and praetice, and ther emphasis

tdubitably
epistemol-

on the subject's active r6le in cbmitiori. were indu
an essential contribution to the develooinent of eoiran essential contribution to the d-evelopinent of epistemoi-
ogy. Marxist philosophy creatively assi'milated thise ideas.
slarting out from their treatment by the German classicai
philosophers: S}ill, the- ideq that c6gnition of ttre oUjiE
is in principle identical to its creation or constructio-n is

,ty, urd that_ these modes themselveJ express the real
structure of the objegt aqd are in this sen-se objectivety
conditioned. But in this formulation, too, the anatiseit
thesis is hardly acceptable, for its mairi ara#Uack is relain-
ed.:. direct equating of knowledge and modes of practical
activity.

The idea that man's knowledge is most adequate whereit concems. objects- which he himself has created is quite
untenab-le, 

-t9o. It is well lorown that one may be an- ex-
cellent handicraftsman or technician and at th6 same time
faye a. vagug notion of the processes which objectively
determine the success of ce*ain technical op6rationi.
Today, the laws of physico-chemical processes aie lmown
much better than the laws of such a-man-made phenom-
elon-. as language. Man is also far from perfect under-
standing of the way in which scientific ttrirories are con-
structed and change. And then there is all the work to be
done towards cognizing the phenomena of consciousness.
On the other hand, great masses of quite reliable knowl-
edge exist -which cannot so far be used practically. Knowl-
g.dge- of this type does not provide mod-es of pra6tical arti-ficial reconstruction of tlie objecls to which it reie*
(although it may of course be used in the future, com-
bined with other types of lmowledge. for workins out new
technologies- an$ qew molgs of praitical activiti). Never_
theless this kind of lorowledge is-quite correcfly-described
as lorowledge.

Undoubtedly,- cognition_ grows out of practical activity.
servlcm g. materi^al practice throughout its development. Thisproposition is fundamental in dialectical materialism. It ii
also true that cognition, being reflection, always appea"J asa xlno or actlvrty anct consequenily as construction and
creation, for activity is always ieified in certain objects.
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Cognitive activity is directed at reflection, reproduction
of th6 properties of real objects -with the aid of a special
tvttl-'& ^urtiti"iAly createci mediator objects. Of 

- 
course,

cbgnition may also involve action on an external obJect
(ttiat happeni. e. q.. in experimenting), but that acSol
does not brini aUout changes (or, still less, constructi,on)
of coenized cf,aracteristics of the object but only Produc-
U"n o? U"tt"r conditions for their disiovery. (The reference
here is to those properties that appear in the grv.en sr-

l""tio" as it" oUSec[ of cognition,-for it.gqgs without
*rvir,s thit in any material action some objective p1ope1-
ti6s aie always changed and some.are even created') lt rs

iiri""ett t=tie ictivitv-of using mediator objects. that crea-

tion, -or construction, of objects enters cognitron' Man
cbnstructs new apparitus and measurement instruments,

"r""ti"g 
*a deviloping scientific theories,.constructing

models, operating with signs and symbols rn a derlnrte
;r"ili. eic. gui this creative, constructive activity per-

l"i"r p*"iieirto the woild of'mediator objects.an9 aogf
not iirply cr-eation of the object cognized. With the aid
.f ,rtiii"irUy constructed mridiator - objects the subject
cosnitivelv r6produces other objects (often getting a better
t"r'"*i"ag6 of ttre latter than of tfre former). It. does not
follow fiom the above that mediator objects themselves
cannot be objects of knowledge.-But in this case they cease

6 b" mediajtors and assume the construction of a new
Jvrt"*__"f 

-mediator 
objects, embodying the. lcrcwledge

i-bout them. Importantli, the goal of ttteory-is reproduc-
ti;;f ttie esseirce of iri object regardless of a concrete,

i-rrti""t"i tituation of practi6d emlloymen! of it, "! 9.";
tinct from perception- which includes only referentigtl
;;a"i"gt dir'ectly'linked with existing-social nractice' It
il thi; i?atrrre of theory that forms the basis for the devel-
Jom-Jnt and perfectioi of practical activity, for finding
ways of prachcd utilisation of new apngc-ts of objects
thai have'been cogpized theoretically but have not yet
become objects of technical activity---tli* coeniiion, an activity that is geneticSllv apd fqc-
tionally ddpendeirt on objective practice, f. ngt 11 .!h9
same time identical with the latter. In practical activrty,
obiects ate constructed that have immediate value tor
r"6i"tv ana inaiviaual subjects. At the same time practice

"rr-ir*".,t 
itte use of implements-rcbjects in which the mate-

"iit-""ii"iiv 
oi mantiirA is reified. The properties of.real

"Uie"*- 
miv be reproduced in the process of cognition

o"iv tifu""Ett creati6n of a whole qorld of special mediator
obi6cts suSiect to specific social laws of functionin-g.and
crirving- i.iciA cog:nitive experiences. Mediator objects
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used in the process of cognition do not have a value as
such but r4erely as calriers of knowledge about other
objects. Creativity and cognition are thus linked in a most
intimate manner and assume each other. But in its very
essence the act of cognition cannot coincide with the act
of creating the object cognized, otherwise we would have
no grounds at all for any discussion of cognition and
lorowledge.

The idea of the identity of lmowledge and creation of
the object cognized, developed in the philosophy of the
New fimes, appears to be diametrically opposed to the
ancient view of hnowl'edge as passive reception. Let us
note, howeveq that both of these ideas have one point in
common, the conception of knowledge as direct gfasping-
of the external object in the first case and of the activity
of the subject himself, in the second. In both cases there
is a failure to understand that the characteristics of a real
object may be reproduced in the process of cognition only
through construction of another system of objects, a spe-
cial world of mediator objects constituting social reality
of a particular kind. In other words, the mediated nature
of all knowledge is not understood.

Let us consider Gaston Bachelard's conception as an
example of consistent development of the idea about the
identity of lmowledge and constructing the cognized
object in modern Westem philosophy. Pointing to the
artificial nature of most of the realities which constitute
the practical world of modern man and owe their origin to
technical creativity, the French philosopher concludes that
science more and more cealies to be knowledge of natural
phenomena, becoming a process of constructing phenome-
na, a kind of factory for their production. Bachelard
believes that the phenomena which a physicist or chem-
ist studies are to a considerable extent his own creations.
It is not nature that provides the chemist with "pure"
substances: he preparei them in his laboratory starting
from a theoretical construction. In the end Bachelard
comes to the conclusion that the essence of science does
not in general lie in eomprehending natural reality but in
constructing artificial objects; that it consists in techno-
logy and not. in hrowledge (thus he believes that the
electron, the positron, the proton, the neutrqr4 pertain to
the technieal aspects of electric phenomena).3c As we see,
constructive activity of creating the world of artificial
mediator objeets is here confused with creation of the
object itself that is to be cognized.
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4. REIFICATION OF KNOWLEDGE,
COMMUNICATION, AND THE SOCIAL

NATURE OF COGNITION

So far we have concentrated on cognitive activity being
most intimately linked'with the existence and function-
ing of a special socio-cultural world of rnediator -objects.
A-question, however, may naturally att" here: does not
thii approach ignore the indubitable fact that cognition
is not bnly realised by separate individuals but as often
as not takes place "within" consciousness, without any
immediate external manifestation? One is not obliged to
inform anyone about the results of one's perception of
some object, not to mention the fact that this perception.
may contain shadings of emotion that are hard to expre-s{i
obj-ectively. Althougrh the process of thinkilg is app-arently
im-possible without some instruments of objectification
(signs of the natural language- pronounced or recorded on
paper, mathematical symbbls, etc.), we mostly think
without speaking.

Interesting ideas usually emerge from the depths of con-
sciousness, and their verbal formulation often requires
hard worli. Generally speaking, the existence of the subjec-
tive world of one's own consciousness is obvious to
anyone: it is an inalienable attribute of the subject and
differs not only from the world of real objects but also
from the extemal object-directed and objectively ex-
pressed actions of the subject.' These indubitable fac[s cannot of course be negated.
We have already pointed out that the impleFentation- of
the act of cognilion illsumes the subject distinguishing
himself from the object cognized, which implies, amgng
other things, distinguishing real objects frq,m t-!t9^ subjec-
tive states bi consciousness. But to make this differentia'
tion possible, the subjective world must be ptesent, i!-mgst
exist. The fact is, however, that the subjective world, the
world of consciousness, is by no means given from the
very outset. At the early stages of individual development
of ihe psyche the subject ii not yet given the world of
objectiv6 ttrings distinCt from himself and ]e.ading.a li{q
of 

- their own. And for this reason the subject himself
and the world of his consciousness do not exist for the
subject. There is no subjective world at this stage of
dev-elopment. The outstanding Soviet psychologist
L. S. Vygotsky, who relied on the fundamental grpngsi-
tions dfl Ma*ist philosophy, expressed an ideaB4 that
later became the basis of numerous theoretical and practi-
cal developments and was, in particular, realised in the
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studies of A. N. Leontyev.3s A. R. Luriya.36 P. Ya.
Galperin,ST A. Y.- zaporoihets,S8 v. V. Davydov,Sg
V. P. Zinchenko, 40 ant othersi the idea that intemal
psychical proeesses are a result of "interiorisation", that-
fu, "growing in" or transposition onto the inner plane of
those actions of the subject which are originally performed
externally and directed at external objects. ImplemenL
ed in extemal forms, activity assumes cooperation with
other individuals and utilisation of socio-historically shaped
instruments and modes embodied in a system of mediator
objects. In the process of interiorisation external actions
are subjected to a specific transformation - they are
generalised, verbalised, reduced, and at the same time
become capable of further development going beyond
the possibilities of external activity.ar "In other words,
the higher specifically human psychological processes can
only emerge in the interaction between men," writes
A. N. Leontyev "that is, they can only be intrapsycholog-
ical, and only later are they performed by the individual
independently, some of them losing their initial external
form, becoming interpsychological processes... Conscious
ness is not given initially and neither is it generated by na-
ture: .c_onsciousness is generated by society, it is produ-
ced."42

That means that extemal activity in the form of operat-
ing with certain objects, signs, schemes, etc., is not just
one of the means of objectifying the "true" activity of
thinking performed in one's brain but its real basis and
the starting point of formation.

Therefore, all ideas appear in some objectified form,
although the latter need not be verbal: an idea may appear
in the shape of conception about activity involving some
object, or even simply as a visual image of some situation;
in the latter case the activity itself is given to the subject
in hidden form and is included in the conception. The
translation of a verbally unformed idea (that is, unformed
even in terms of inner speech) is not simply the activity
of expressing some ready-made content in a different
material but development of the content itself. In gener-
d, any form of reification or objectification of some
cognitive content signifies a certain change in the latter.

That means that the process of perception is not purely
subjective, being mediated by mastering a socially formed
world of objects which may be viewed as reified percep-
tions, just as scientific texts (although not only scientific
texts, of course) are reifications of thinking. Man looks at
the world through the eyes of society.

The subjective world of consciousness presenLs iLself to
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the individual in the first place as a stream of visual images
and notions replacing one another. Let us note, however,
that any visual image (including the image of memory) not
only eipresses a certain experience but always refers to
some real object (an ensemble of objects, a process, an
objective situation, etc.). And that presupposes differentiat-
ing between the object and the image itself, inlernr-e$ng
the object of representation (in va{ying degrees of activity)
in some network of objective relations: spatio-temporal
coordinates, certain dependences on other objects, etg.
The existence of visual images assumes, of course, the abil-
ity of the brain to retain [races of previous impressions.
Hbwever, human notions arc by no means identical with
these traces, for they are always objectively interpreted
in nature. That is why animals do not have either notions
or subjective memory: the "revived" traces of previous
impressions, first, are not included in this case in temqoral
connectiond existing only in the present (that is, there
is neither the past nor the future for the animal, subjective-
ly), and secohd, they do not characterise the objective
w6ild, connecting the information received from the out-
side directly with some situation reaction. Pierre Janet, a
well-lmown French psychologist, underlines the distinc-
tion between simple repetition and human memory. In
the repetition of something learnt eailier, the past is re-
tained- in the present (here belongs the entire area of
skills). In a socially conriitioned act of memory (in Janet's
terminology, in the act of "true memory") we \ave a
narrative, an account of what happened in the past, !!at is,
a fundanientally new action in the present, in which the
past is expressed symbolically. Because of this, an qspect
of persondlity is formed that differs from the realisation of
skills-the individual's self-consciousness.

The same facts are played up and subjectively interpret-
ed in modern existentialist psychiatry. J. Ztfttawrites that
when someone, forgetting where he put some object, a.qks,

"Where has it got to? ", and thinks it over in inac-tivi-tV,
he does sometliing that no other living being can do, for
he mentally translates a possibility into reality. The essence
of amnesias, according to existentialist psychiatry, is
above all the-impossibility of going beyond the experienced
situation and of memorising in a human manner.4d tte
visual image as an elementary "quantum" of the subjective
stream of consciousness is always objectively interpreted,
and this interpretedness emerges in the fonnation of the
processes of -consciousness themselves, that is, in tttq
iourse of interiorisation of external activity in the world
of socially created objects embodying social-histori-
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and finally, a certain attitude to pain itself. In other words,
although the elementary sensation of pain in itself, as
distinct from perception or visual representation, expresses
e:rperience rather than knowledge, it is also included in
certain meaningful structures, ineluding cognitive ones,
relating, on the one hand, to external objects, and on the
other, to the srrbjective world. These meaningful struc-
tures are assimilated by the individual only along with the
formation of his consciousness, and it therefore should
be assumed that the feeling of pain itself at the early stag-
es of development differs from whatwehave justdescribeil.
A newborn baby cannot in principle localise the feeling
of pain, for its body does not yet exist for it as an object.
It therefore merges, as it were, with its pain. Inasmuch
as the domain of external objects is not consciously given
it either, it may be said that when painfully stimulated,
the baby perceives the whole world as filled with the
sensation of pain. Supposedly, even this elementary sen-
sation (as a.consciously realised one) will vary with cultur-
al-historical conditions, in any case as far as attitude to
pain, the modes of external expression of this sensation,
etc., are concerned.

This reference to the socially and culturally conditioned
character of the processes and functions of conscious-
ness does not of course mean that we negate the fact
that the subjective world of each individual is unique and
original, that I can know something about the states of
my consciousness that is not known to anyone else.
(At the same time someone else may know some things
about myself, about my personality and even about my
psychical life of which I am not aware myself.) The way
I perceive, experience things, think, etc., characterises
myself and no one but myself. The whsle point is that the
process of interiorisation in which the subjective world
is formed occurs each time under a unique set of condi-
tions: the given human organism is unlike any others
even at the starting point of the development of the
psyche; the individual development of consciousness it-
self occurs each time under specific conditions and in
unique relations with other men; each person occupies a
unique position not only in the system of interpersonal
socio-cultural connections but even in the network of
spatio-temporal relations. When I perceive a given object,
I do it from a certain angle which at this moment is
inaccessible to anyone else-*imply because it is I who
occupy this position; moreover, the act itself of my percep-
tion includes rny individual experiences which compels
me to single out some aspects of the object over others.
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(A sreat number of psychologcal studies deal with the
i"nri"nce of personality- characteristics on the process of
perception.)--a"h -v"1'I 
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-o'"" pioceeds from-analysis of consciousness as such;
ifrat wa. precisely what philosophrgal transcendentalism
tried to achieve. Consciousness itself is by no means some-
thing ready-made and given a priori: it is formed and
aer"iopt- iir ttre procesi of interiorisation of external
pia"iic'J activity niediated by objects created by man and
io. m", and 6mbodying mankind's socio-historical ex-
periences. Man< wrot6 that -the objective.being itself. of
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It should be said that the classical German phil-osophy,
and in the first place the systems- of Fichte and -Hegel,;ffi"d consideraUie emphasii on the analysis of the sig-

hific"rrc" of the activity of external objectification or rei-
ii"-;ti; for the devel6pment of consciousness, self-con-
."iort.r"*. and cognitioir. As we remembe-r, -the n-egeslaly
condition'of the formation of the ego, of the sub3ect, -rs,
;;;rdi, io ioi"rtt", alienation and objectification b^y the
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;;1, a ieification of ceriain representations pertaining. to
the- sphere of spiritual culture but also at transformatron
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of the external natural environment, that is, Iabour activi-
ty. However, not only for Fichte but even for Hegel it is
ultimately a matter of objectification, of external objec-
tive expression of the content which is potentially inherent
in the depths of the Absolute interpreted as a primordially
spiritual entity (the Absolute Ego in Fichte, the Absolute
Spirit in Hegel). For this reason what is meant here is not,
strictly speaking, generation of subjectivity, of the world
of consciousness, but merely its spontaneous self-develop-
ment from the depth of the Absolute, its unfolding, which
is merely mediated by the activity of external objectifica-
tion. In other words, first there is movement from within,
and only then comes the reverse movement--the penetra-
tion of consciousness into itself, and formation of ade-
quate self-consciousness mediated by external reification.
The direction of reasoning in Marxist philosophy is diamet-
rically opposed to that: first there is movement from
without or interiorisation, "growing in", assimilation
by the individual subject of various socially developed
modes of activity and in this connection the formation
of individual consciousness and self-consciousness. At the
same time this assimilation is achieved in the individual
zubject's objectdirected activity in such a way that the
movement from without expresses the transition of the
subject's activity from the external plane to the internal
one, rather than elementary causal action of an external
object on the subject. Then, the subject's activity is direct-
ed originally not so much at the external objectification
of the content that is already inherent in the "inner plane"
as at the formation. of the latter. Only on this basis is later
the second process implemented (which, once it emerges,
begrns to interact with the first). -the exteriorisation, ex-
ternal objectification, reification of the inner content of
consciousness, which is a necessary component of any
creativity.

The. Marxist conception of nature, of the ways of for-.
mation and modes of functioning of consciousness is in
principle opposed also to modern psychological behav-
iourism, which, on the one hand, practically rejects the
possibility of scientific study of consciousness, and, on
the other, interprets the subject's external actions (beha-
viour) as elementary organic reactions rather than as
socio-culturally mediated.

Another important conclusion follows from this. Three
kinds of activity are linked together at the outset of the
formation of consciousness: external practical activity,
the process of cognition, and communication. In perform-
ing one and the same objective action, the subject simulta-
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with an adult (the so'called'toint-but-separatet' activity,)'
Thus the relatibn to the object of activity is here explicitly
and visually mediated by tlie relation-to anotter person.
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Later, at' ttre stage when consciousness has been formed,
tfrJ aire'ct links belween practical activity, cognition, and
communication are broken. We have already mentioned
that it is not every cognition that is direcUy c-onnected
*iitr ais"overy of ihe modes of practical transformation
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of the object, although a profound inner connection be-
tween cognition and practical activity is retained at all
levels of knowledge. It is also obvious that a well-devel-
oped process of cognition does not at all coincide with the
process of communication: the latter is singled out as a
separate sphere of activity governed by special laws.
Indeed, when I think in my mind, many obvious and
customary mental moves are omitted, "swallowed", asit were, some premises are not formulated explicitly,
some search procedures are applied in hidden form, etc.
Communication of the results of my cognitive activity
implies o<plicit formulation of many implicit elements
(although not all of them, for the possibility of commu-
nication presupposes a number of common implicit pre-
mises in different individuals), as well as taking into ac-
count the interlocutor's standpoint, the level of his knowl-
edge in the given area, etc.

At the same time it follows from the above that any
cognitive activity, whatever the form of its direct subjec-
tive givenness, is socially mediated in character as regards
the fundamental mechanisms of its implementation;
consequently, it always contains the potential for com-
munication, i. e., it is performed not only for oneself but
also for any other person included in the given system of
socially cultural norms. As we have already noted, that is
also true of the cognitive ideas which emerge in conscious-
ness without verbal mediation, for side by side with ver-
bal communication there also exist the more elementary
levels of human communication, including such a basic
kind of communication as object-oriented activity itself.
On the other hand, it is in the process of communication
that the inner norms governing the cognitive process
appear in the most explicit and developed form. Marx
wrote: "But also when I am active scientifically, etc.-
an activity which I can seldom perform in direct communi-
ty with others-then my activity is soclol, because I per-
form it as a rnan. Not only is the material of my activity
grveq tg me as a social product (as is even the language
in which the thinker is active): my own existence is social
activity, and therefore that which I make of myself, I
make of myself for society and with the consciousness
of myself as a social being."46

For this reason, as far as epistemological inquiry is
concerned, that is, the discovery of universal referential
meanings, norrns, and standards used for production of
knowledge, the most suitable material for analysis proves
to be the processes, means, and products of communica-
tive activity, in which cognition is expressed in reified,
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objectified form, rather than the phenomena of conscious-
ness taken by themselves, in which these referential mean-
ings and standards appear transformed, in hidden form, as
it were, and are not always sufficiently apparent for the
subject himself. .This idea should be explained in some
detail. Let us note first of all that in epistemological
analysis the process of communication is not studied in
all its complexity and multidimensionality: this task can
only be solved through coordination of the efforts of a
number of sciences, including information theory, se-
miotics, psychology, psycholinguistics, social psychology,
sociology, etc. In communicative activity, epistemology
singles out only that aspect which has a direct bearing on
it: reified, objectified, universal norrns and standards of
production and evaluation of knowledge. Strictly speaking,
epistemology does not therefore study the living process
of communication itself but sorne universal conditions of
its possibility relative to transmission of knowledge.
Inasmuch as these conditions are implemented in the
process of transmission itself, the latter provides empirical
data for epistemologieal analysis (that assumes, rather
than excludes, interaction between epistemology and the
specialised sciences studying both communicative pro-
cesses and the mechanisms of cognition).

Let us further note that in the light of Marxist philoso-
phy communication of knowledge presupposes objectifica-
tion of knowledge not only in the form of texts or utteran-
ces but also of man-made objects carrying socio-cultural
meaning. Epistemology therefore must analyse object-
oriented activity in the unity of its practical-trans-
formative, cognitive and communicative functions, as the
basis of the entire cognitive process. At the same time epis-
temology must consider, without fail, the givenness of
referential meanings in consciousness, if only because
object-related activity corresponding to some of the deep-
lying cognitive standards (in particular, perceptive object-
hypotheses) has so far been quite inadequately studied
in science, and we have no modes of establishing the con-
tent of these meanings other than through the data of
consciousness.

Thus Marxistleninist epistemology radically re-orien-
tates the traditional epistemological range of problems,
fundamentally changing the mode itself of specifying
and investigating them. The starting point of analysis of
cognition is understood as investigation of functioning
and development of systems of collective, inter-subjec-
tive activity, and not as the study of the relation of an
individual subject (whether organism or consciousness) to



the opposing object. The inter-subjective activity is^based
on piactical- transformation of external objects. Co-gni
tive 

- reflection and communication are realised in close
unity with transformation of objects. Transformative and
cogriitive activity assumes the creation of a whole world
of- socially functioning "artificial" mediator obj-ects in
which the social experience of transformative and cogni-
tive activity is objectified. The individual subject himself
as the subject of c-onsciousness and cognition emerges only
insofar as-he functions as the agent of that activity, i. e.

is included in a definite objective system of relations to
other subjects, mastering the social modes of - aclivi-ty
objectified'in the mediatdr objects. In this sense, both the
spricifically human cognition--and_its subject may be said
t6 be "artificial" products. That does not mean that cog-
nition deals with man's own creations only and does not
reflect the characteristics of real objects existing indepen-
dently of consciousness, or that tle subject is a chimela
of thir imagination. What is meant here is the fact, funda-
mental from the positions of Mamist-Leninist epistemolo-
gy, that the cogriitive process, the production of knowl-
eilie assumes a breaking away from the organism's natu-
ral-relation to the enviionmeht and the use of standards
that have sociocultural (and in this sense "artificial")
character.---in 

tt J-t"llowing chapters we shall coniider those elem-
ents of the cognitive ielation the study of which is of
special interest-in connection with the recent restrlts of
the science of science and the methodological analysib of
science.

Chapter 2

THEORY AND THE WORLD OF OBJECTS

1. oBsE RVAB.1:]3JX-.oBsE RVAB LE

We have already given a critical analysis of phenomenal-
ist epistemology which presents acquisition of knowledge
as combining of subjective "sensory data". Another, more
sophisticated variety of philosophical zubjectivism has
much greater currency in present-day Western works on
the philosophy of science. Until recently, the view pre-
vailed amongst West European and American specialists
in the logic and methodology of science that only cogni-
tion at the pre-scientific level (perception and knowledge
recorded in terms of everyday language) may deal with
actually existing objects. From this standpoint, scientific
theoretical knowledge is different in character: it merely
records in a special schematic form the regularly recur-
ring dependences existing between the objects of pre-
scientific experience. Of course, account is taken of the
fact that acquisition of scientific knowledge implies em-
ployment of artificially created objects, in particular, ap-
paratus, measurement instruments, etc.

The actual existence of the latter is by no means reject-
ed. Moreover, it is believed that natural and artificial ob-
jects are equally objects of cognition. To be more precise,
cognition is thought to be concerned with establishing
definite relations between various combinations of sensu-
ously perceived natural and artificial objects, for that is
exactly what the process of measurement consists in, and
scientific cognition is in this case limited to performing
various measurement operations. In terms of this concep-
tion, for instance, the object studied by the microphysicist
is not the processes in which electrons, positrons, and
other objects inaccessible to the senses are involved but
the behaviour of the corresponding devices: oscillations of
their indicatoni, appearance of light spots on displays, etc.
In other words, it is assumed that apparatus and meas-
urement devices do not at all mediate the cognitive relation
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to the objects that are not given to the subject in pre-scien-
tific experience but appear themselves as the objects of
knowledge (the adherents of this view insist that naturally
created things become objects of scientific cognition only
in their relation to the apparatus and measurement instru-
ments). Only that is regarded as real which can be directly
observable. Everything else, including objecLs that are
specified at the theoretical level only, are regarded as
certain subjective fictions which, although playing a
certain role in the cognitive process, do not by themselves
have real objects as referents. As we have seen, these are
thb characteristic arguments of the operationalist doctrine.

This trend of thinking is based on the opposition of
knowledge as a record of the directly obseruable to knowl-
edge resulting from a whole ensemble of assumptions, sup-
positions, and arguments. Indeed, to make judgements
about the behaviour of microobjects from instrument read-
ings, one must be acquainted both with the theory of the
domain of reality under study and with the theory describ-
ing the work of the device itself, enabling us to correlate
the instrument readings with the corresponding character-
istics of the phenomena studied. The adherents of this
conception believe that the objects for which concepts are
introduced in these complicated arguments and assump-
tions cannot be real in the same degree as the artificial
and natural objects of our everyday experience-*tones,
trees, tables, chairs, machines, apparatus, etc. But it is
easy to show a lack of logic in this argument.

In ordinary life we have to use all kinds of mediator
objects all the time for the simplest obsenrations--*pecta-
cles, the magnifying glass, or, say, simple window glass.
In the same. way, the surgeon uses the probe in examining
a wound. In all these cases man studies those objects the
relation to which is mediated by artificially constructed
devices rather than the mediators themselves. To be con-
sistent, one must also recognise that even in cases of ele-
mentary observation the subject's relation to the object
is mediated by the environment filling the space between
the two. The singling out of a real object implies in all
instances a reliance (usually unconscious) on a number
of assumptions conceming the behaviour of the mediator
object. But that is not all. As we have tried to show in the
previous chapter, even those man-made objects which do
not function directly as mediators in obsenration (labour
implements, the objects of everyday life, etc.), are actual-
ly instrumental in the social mediation of perception, for
it is in the objects of the "artificial environment" that the
historically accumulated experiences of object-transform-
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ing and cognitive activity, are objectified, and in particular,
the standards and norms of perception are reified. Thri
knowledge of the real object can only be singled out of
the varied sensory information wittr the help of such
norlns and standards. Any perception is, as we have en-
deavoured to show, a complex mediating activity implying
assumptions, hypotheses, schematisation, etc.

Supporters of this variety of subjectivism do not doubt
the actqel existence of the objects of ordinary pre-scientif-
ic expetience. Moreover, in their view, those infinitesimal
or extra-large objects that can only be studied with the aid
of special scientific apparatus (microscopes and telescopes),
also really exist. But in this case interpretation of the
results of obseryation requires conscious use of a number
of branches of theoretical physics covering, in particular,
the propagation of light waves in outer space, in th6
Iarth's atmosphere, a system of lenses, the eye, etc. Does
it not mean that knowledge acquired through of a number
of assumptions, suppositions, and theoretical reasoning,
can also relate to real objects? Why must we then negate
the existence of actual referents, e.g., of the objects of
qrodery microphysics? The adherents of this view reply
that obseryable and non-obsenrable objects must be dii-
tinguished. The knowledge of obsenrable objects, they
believe, relates to actual referents although it may imply
certain assumptions, hypotheses, and arguments.- As -for

non-observable objects, their existence is fictitious.
Indeed, not all objects, magnitudes, and parameters with

which a certain scientific theory is concerned, are actual-
ly obsenrable. Let us ask ourselves this question, howerrer:
does that mean that a certain object, now non-irbservable
and studied at the given moment on the theoretical level
only, will never become obsenrable at all? Apparently not.
For example, although the theory of moleCular structure
of -matter was originally merely a theoretical hypothesis
and there was no way of obsenring molecules 

-in 
direct

experience, the molecules of many substances can now be
observed through electronic microscopes.
. Thg justice of this is recognised by the scholars holding

the view here criticised. Bu1 they loint to the essentiai
difference between molecules and such subatomic objects
as the electron. The knowledge of many objects tha[ are
studied purely theoretically does not cancel- the possibil-
ity of their eventual fixation in experience by sbme in-
struments of experimental inquiry. Butthere are theoretic-
al -objects (the electron included) which cannot in prin-
ciple be obsenred. Only that is real which can be obselrved
actually or potentially. Objects that are non-observable
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in principle do not exist as real objects-that is the con-
clusion dlawn by the adherents of the system of views
considered here.

The objects with which modern microphyqics-deals are
indeed re[arded as non-observable in principle. But- what
does obse-rvability or non-obsenrability of objects and th-eir
characteristics thit are studied in scientific theory mean?

Of course, only those objects can be observable which
are in some ivay or other included in the process of acquir-
ing sensory information. However, we have endeavoured
tdshow iri ttre previous chapter that alreadyat-the level
of ordinary pre-i:ientific perc eption, the knowledge .of -the
characteris-ti6s of obsenred phenomena is not identical to
ttre information received through sensory channels, being
determined by specific referential meanings. It is these
referential melniirgs, object-hypotheses, the standards of
perception rather thln sensory information by itself,-th-at
teteririne wlwt ptecisely is obsenred or perceived. In
scientific theoretiCal thinking, theory rather than sensory
information by itself determines which of the objeck,
magnitudes, oi parameters studied in the- the.ory -caq pe
act[aly or poteitially obsenrablg, The-ory-has to take into
accourit suci circumstances. accidental relative to the ob-
iects studied. as the size of man's body and the specific
'traits of his fercephral system. The fact that men as- pFy:
sical bodies belong to the elass of macro'objects and that
man as the subject of perception can therefore usg-oqly
macro-objects is apparatus 

- proves to be essential for
microphysics.

Th6se- circumstances detennine the possibility of in-
cluding certain objects in the very process of acquiring
sensory information, i. e., in the act of experiential o-b*ry1-
tion. ilowever, odj, wiifrin the framework of. -a 

de-finite
scientific theoiy cai it be established what specific gbjects
studied by science may or may not be included in the pro-
cess of obsenration and for what reasons, what the mean-
ingfirl characteristics of objects of both kinds are,- and
wf,at precisely is observed. The properties of the subject's
perceftual syitem are also considered in terms of the giv.en
itreory. In any case, the observability or no-n-oh.servab-ility
of th-e given-objects of scientific knowledge d-epends in
principle on definite characteristics of these objec-ts, a+
iumeci or established in the theory, and does not directly
coincide with their existence or non-existence. The objects
that are not in principle observable by man can actually
exist. (That means thtt if obseryations were carried oyt p.y

an intblligent being strongly differing from man in its
natural pr-operties, e.g., if i.t were comparable in size with
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micro-objects, it might record in an experimental way
.many of the objeets that cannot in principle be obsewed
by man. On the other hand, a radical revision of a given
scientific theory and a different choice of the basic as
sumptions will inevitably affect the notions of the obsenr-
abilily or non-observability as a matter of principle.)

Grirver Maxwell, a modern American sPecialist in tle
philosophy of science, considers the following purely
hypotheticd case as an illustration of the thesis of the
possibility of actual existence of objects unobsenrable in
principle.- 

Suppose, he argues, that new types of microobjects are
discovered by science that are at present unknown and
which interact with electrons under certain circumstances
in such a way that the interaction does not disturb their
eigenstate. Suppose also that a drug is discovered which
al[ers the human perceptual apparatus-perhaps even
activates latent capacities so that a new sense modality
emerges. Finally, suppose that with our altered perceptual
system we are able to perceive (not necessarily visually) by
means of the newly discovered type of micro-objects in
a manner roughly analogous to visual perception in which,
as is well known, photons participate. Under certain ad-
ditional conditions- which we shall not characterise here,
we might be able to "obseme direcUy" the position--and
other iharacteristics of some electrons. It would follow,
of course, that quantum theory would have to be altered
in some r6spects, since the newly discovered type of micro-
objects doei not conform to all its principles. At the same
time the revision of the theory does not in this case pro-
vide any grounds for concluding that the electrons ob-
served are not the same objects that were regarded as non-
obsenrable in principle from the standpoint of old theoret-
ical notions. No one will doubt the reality of the electrons
observed. But if these are the same objects that were not
observed earlier, it is obvious that we had no right to
doubt their actual existence before that either. However
improbable the hypothetical case considered here rnight
seem, it does not involve .a;ry logical or conceptual ab-
surdity, concludes Maxwell.a /

In a conversation with Werner Heisenberg Einstein said
once: ('From the principled positions it is absolutely in-
correct to desire that a theory should be founded on ob-
servable magnitudes only. For in reality it is 4l precisely
the othdr way round. Only theory decides what one can
obsenre... Your assertion that you introduce only observ-
able magnitudes is actually an assumption abgpt a pro-
perty of the theory on which you are working."46
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Thus the experimenter does not obsenre absolutely the
same objects tliat are the objects of -perceptionat thepre-
scientifi6 level. The scientist records in experience (one
may even say "sees directly") objeck,.processes and situa-
tions which- are not ordinarily perceived at all: changes
in electric voltage, a drop in st-rength of current in the
circuit, etc. The miin point here is not, of course, I change
in the'sensitivity of the perceptual system but the emer-
gence of new referential meanings determined by the ac-
cepted scientific theory.

in this respect, obiervation aided by theory is in prin-
ciple similar io oidinary perception: in both cases the re-
feiential content of what is observed is determined by
a system of object-hypotheses and n9t by sensory infor-
malion itself. I[ wou[d be a mistake, however, to slur over
the differences between the two processes' as Kuhn is
inclined to do, for instance. The American scientist cor-
rectly stated the extremely imporbant fact that theoretical
conc-epts do not serve simply 

-for inte-rpreting -the results
of ordinary perception obtained regardless of their utilisa'
tion but dre inctrided in the act o-f scientific observation
itself determining its nature and results. Yet Kuhn is
hardly justified In going still further apd insistit'lg-that
scienfiti-c observation is -of the same subjective and direct
nature as ordinary perception, that in both cases there is
no conscious intdrpretation oi extended subjective refle-
xion.49 This notidn of Kuhn is closely Iinked with the
main idea developed in his book-the view that successive
replacement of scientific paradigms is similar to changes
in the structure of the perceptive field resulting from a
"switch in visual gestalt". But the ability to "see directly",
through the medium of apparatus readings, the objective
processes indicated by the devices assumes an extensive
education in which the behaviour of the derrices is con-
sciously correlated with the behaviour of tle object
studied. Even when this education is completed and the
scientist sees directly, as it were, those objective processes
which are for him meaningfully defined by a system ot
theoretical concepts, fixation of observed objeqts also as-
sumes the functibning of ordinary pre-scientific percep'
tion: in order to observe the strength of current in a cir-
cuit from ampermeter readings, the subject must be able
to perceive the ampermeter itself and the motion of its
needle as objects of ordinary experience. Thus the "given-
ness" of the objects of scientific research in experience-
includes obseruation of two objects simultaneously: of
the object of everyday experience and of that thing whose
refereritial meaning ii graiped by the subject in terms of
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the concepts of some theory (both of these things exist
obiectively and actually, although on different levels of
.eulitv. so to speak). When a person becomes a scientist, he
aoes ibt cease to be the subject of ordinary pre-scientific
experience and of practical activity associated with it.
For this reason, the system of referential meanings which
serve to maintain this activity, being included in the me-
chanism of ordinary perception, cannot in principle be
replaced by the referential meanings defined at the level
of scientific cognition (though Paul Feyerabend suggests
the opposite). The higher levels of cognitive activity do
not cdncel the functioning of the mechanisms of ordinary
oerception but are in a specific manner superimposed on
these-mechanisms incorporating them in more complex
svntheses. It would therefore be wrong to insist, for
ifrstance, that the referential meanings perceived in lln-
zuage stidy are generated by language, although mastering
it sienities a new stage in the interpretation of percep'
tionJ: in actual fact they are basically formed already at
the pre-linguistic level of cognition, in the course of practi'
cal bbjecLoriented activity, although language does in'
troduc6 something new in them. Observation in scientific
cognition does not exclude the functioning of the mechan-
isris of ordinary perception. The astronomer observing the
Sun as a cosmie body at a certain distance from the Earth
and subject in its movements to theoretically formulated
laws. cannot at the same time get rid of the impression,
sho*n to be illusory by science, that the Sun moves
relative to the immobile Earth.

The development of science eliminates the illusions of
pre-scientific cognition. But a scientific theoretical picture
bf reality does not at all imply a negation of the objective
reality of those objects (as well as of their aspects and rela-
tions) with which man deals at the pre-scientific level, and
neither does it negate the truth (relative truth, of course)
of m6ny assertions of the so-called common sense. This
applies not only to such objects of ordinary experience as
tibles, trees, stones, etc., but also to properties of these
objecis which are commonly referred !o in philosophy as
seCondary: colour, smell, etc. It would be inconsistent to
assert that only electromagnetic waves of definite length
and not colours and smells exist objectively and really,
and at the same time to recognise the objective reality of
the objects of ordinary pre-scientific experience, that is
exactly the view held by those who divide the perceived
qualiti-es of objects into primary and secondary. Physical
theories do not include the concepts of secondary qualities
but, more than that, they do not include the concepts of
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the objects of ordinary pre-scientific experience. If we
were to regard as real only those objects to which physical
theories directly refer, we should conclude that in actual
fact only definite combinations of atoms and molecules
rather than trees, rocks, and tables exist in reality.

In actual fact, cognition at different levels deals with
real objects and real characteristics of these objects. How-
ever, objective reality itself is multidimensional, it has
many levels, and different objects may belong to different
lerrels of reality. Ordinary macro-objeets and the secondary
qualities inherent in them exist at that level of objective
reality to which ordinary pre-scientific experiences belong.
Scientific cognition, physics in particular, penetrates into
a deeper level of objective reality, whose existence does
not cancel the reality of the objects of ordinary expe
rience.

A system of theoretical concepts reflects the character-
istics of actually existing objects, including those that
are actually or essentially non-obsenrable. The meaning of
these concepts is thus not reducible to an ensemble of
the laboratory operations of measurement, as operational-
ists believe. On the contrary, the measurement itself only
becomes possible when we know what to.measure, that is,
when the general characteristics of the objects measured
are theoretically specified. It is exactly scientific theory
that makes it possible to select from the entire diversity of
experience those facts and dependences between them the
investigation of which will permit the scientist to single
out the essential characteristics ofthe objects under study.
Measurements that are performed outside the context of
a well-developed theoretical system formulating the esfien-
tial dependences between objects, including non-obsenr-
able ones, turn out to be absolutely meaningless, as a rule.
And it is not just the fact that measurement results are
subsequently theoretically interpreted that is important
here. Well-developed theoretical conceptions are a neces-
sary premise of meaningful measurements themselves, for
only the former indicate the object and the mode of
measurement itself. The measurements performed outside
of a correlation ivith the essential dependences of a defi-
nite type of objects do not express, sbrictly speaking, an
act of cognition, just as acquisition of information from
the environment uncorrelated with objects is not yet
cognition.

"We often hear," writes Kuhn, "that they [the laws
expressing quantitative dependencesl are found by exam-
ining measurements undertaken for their own sake and
without theoretical commitment. But history offers no
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support for so excessively Baconian-a-method. Foylg'l
exb-eriments were not conceivable (and if coneeived woutd
have received another interpretation or none at all) until
air was recognized as an elastic fluid to which all the ela-
borate concdpLs of hydrostatics could be apPlied. Cou-
lomb's succe3s depended upon his constmcting gnecial
apparatus to measure the fbrce between point charges.
(those who had previously measured electrical forces
using ordinary pan balances,-etc., had found no consistent
or simple regutlarity at all.)'But.that de-sign, in turn,.de'
pended upon the lrevious recognition that-every Pgticle-of 

electrid fluid acts upon every other at a distance. It was
for the force between zuch partieles-the only force which
might safely be assumed a simple function of distance-
thit Couloiirb was looking. Joule's experiments could also
be used to illustrate how quantitative laws emerge through
paradigm articulation. In fact, so g-eneral and close is
the relation between qualitative paradigm and quantitative
law that, since Galileo, such laws have often been correctly
guessed wittr ttre aid of a paradigm years before-apparatus
6ould be designed for their experimental determina-
tion. "5 o

Using as an example the revolution in chemistry carried
out by-Dalton, Kuhir shows that one and the same opera'
tion applied to nature through different paradigms may
indicate quite different aspects of the patterns of nature.
Moreover. an old measurement operatlo-n in a new role
mav prod'uce other experimental reiults.S l

liiistein's analysis of ttre procedures for measuring time
(we may recall liere that it was this analysis that was the
itarting-point of Bridgman's formulation of the doctrine
of opeiationalism) is fir from being a mere description of a
"diri:cUy given" 6peration, implying in actual fact a num-
ber of -tf,eoretical premises. Simultaneity can only be
defined if we postulate that the velocity of light in vacuum
is the same iri all directions and invariant relative to the
motions of source and receiver. This.postulate is logically
prior in the special theory of relativity to any experimental
measurement of the velocity of light, because it is ugqt in
the very definition of the time scale at distant poinls.o'

Even the simplest prescriptions for measurement gPera'
tions used in #ience usually follow from theoretical con'
siderations. True, instructions for laboratory operations
may be formulaied in such a yay that their theoretical
foundations wilI be camouflaged, but that does not mean
at all that these foundations do not actually exist.

Thus scientific theories determining the meaning and
character of experimental procedures contain as often as



not knowledge of such objects and parameters which are
not observed and are not measured directly. Let us now
note that there are also scientific theories, the most fun-
damental ones, actually, (usually referred to as substan-
tive in the literiture onlhemethodology of science) which
are not applied directly to interprelation of observation
data at aliEut are only iorrelated with the empirical world
in combination with other theories (the latter are com-
monly referred to as "obsenrational" or "interpretative")
and on condition that a number of additional assump-
tions are made. Generally speaking, the question of experi-
mental application of a fundamental scientific theory (and,
in this connection, of its experimental verification) proves
to be far from siniple, and usually the search for methods
of experimental application of such a theo-ry requires
considerable efforts for further elaboration of the theory
itself and the construction of a number of additional theo'
ries- hvpotheses. etc..

An iiolated dheory is never directly linked up with an
experiment: an act of such association implies the use of
a whole hierarchy of theories and hypotheses including
those from othef domains of knowledge, the theory of
experimental derrices, a number of hypotheses lin\-ing un
th6 non-observable with the observable, certain idealisation
assumptions, etc. The experimental data themselves are
formulated in terms of a definite ("interpretative", or
"obsenrational") theory.

We shall not consider in detail the important problem of
the interrelation sf the empirical and theoretical compo-
nents in scientific knowledge. In the context of the prob-
lems of immediate interest to us, it is important to stress
the relative independence of knowledge recorded in thqorV
from various (pbtentially infinite) ways of empirical or
experimental application of that knowledge. Of course,
th6ory must be-experimentally tested, lhat is to_say, it
must 

-be linked up through a whole chain of mediations
with experimental results. ffre question as to how this
verification is carried out is fairly complicated and is now
intensively studied in the literature on the methodo-
logy of science. At the same time the meaning, the-con-
teii of theoretical knowledge, is not directly deter-
mined by the modes of its association with experimental
data.

In the Westem philosophy of science, thg coqception- of
logicat positivism has until recently prevailed; it regarded
a scien[ific theory as alr uninterpreted formal calculus
given meaningfuI,-empirical interpr;etation in terms of the
so-called correspondence rules connecting the terms of
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the theoretical language with those used in the sentences
of observation allegbdly recording only direct sensory data.
The rules of correspondenee must, from this standpoilt,
be necessarily included in the structure of the scientific
theory itself, for only these rules transform an uninter-
preted formil caloulus, which refers -to nothi_ng, into 

_ 
a

theory. that is, knowlbdge about a definite class of ob-
jects.65 In reaiity, howe-ver, the meaning or content of
i theory is not determined directly by its empirical ap-
plicatioi\ for meaning is specified "from above" rather
than "ffom below", tfrrougtr a model interpretatign ot
theoretical assertioni. The number of potential modes of
empirical application of the given theory is in actual fact
infinite 1an-d-all possible applications cannot be foreseen in
advance), whereas the number of "corresp_ondence-rules"
used in'the given theory is strictly limited, according .to
logical positivism. And finally, the most important point
is-this.-Assertions linking the given theory with experi-
mental results do not simply correlate theoretical and
non-theoretical, "purely obseruational" terms but them-
selves belong to an auxiliary theory (auxiliary relative. to
the given one). Thus these statements (it would be -im-
preciie to call them "correspondence rules", in any positiv-
ist sense) are not includecl in the structure of the gi-ven
theory itself, which is relatively independent from various
possible modes of its empirical application. Knowledge
iecorded in a theory reflects the essential dependences
between real objects, far from being a set of prescriptions
for carrying oul lalioratory operations; neither is it res-
tricted tb llsting the ways of ilirect practical transforma-
tion of objects.

Here we would like to draw a far-reaching analogy
between theoretical knowledge and knowledge recorded in
ordinary perception. One may recall that the referential
meanin! of ttre perceptual image is amo4ql, that is,- rela-
tively independeirt from the type of modality (visual, au-
ditory, tactile, etc.) in which perception is implemented.
This 

-G 
apparently' a general propgrty of _the -cognitiverelation-ielative indep-endence of knowledge from the

modes of its correlation with actual sensory information
(the independence is indeed relative, for knowledge-is
impossible in the absence of any mode of such correla-
tion).

Thus cognition may be a reflection of real objects
both in ordinary perception and in scientific thinking_-
at both the ehpiricaf and theoretical levels of the
latter.
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2. IDEALISED AND REAL OBJECTS

The interrelation of theory and its objects poses yet
another problem, one that we have not touched on so far.
Implementation of theoretical cognition involves the adop-
tion of a whole series of idealisations, i.e., of assumptions
or suppositions which essentially do not correspond and
even sometimes contradict what can be directly observed.

For instance, the abstraction of actual infinity that was
widely used in classical mathematics is based on the as-
sumption that we can count the entire natural number
series, although that is clearly impossible in exqerience.
In cdnstructing'his geometry, Euclid assumed that 44y
section of a stiaight 1ine, however short or long it migh!
be, may be divided into two with the aid of ruler and
dividers. In classical physics, it is assumed that we can
meariure velocity at any given point of the path, that is,
that we can measure instantaneous velocity.

The laws formulated in scientific theory also refer to
certain ideal cases. Therefore their employment for the
description of actual experience and for predicting futg1e
empirical facts is only possible if a whole series of addi-
tiond factors are takeh into account, those which are
ignored by theory revealing the law "in pure form".
Inasmuch 

-as it is impossible to consider all these factors
theoretically, there will always be a kind of gap between
the flow of empirical events predicted by the given theory
and that which-we directly obsenre in experience, although
this gap becomes smaller and smaller as science develops.
Lenin pointed out the role of idealising assumptions in
Mam's development of the scientific theory of political
economy: "'Concretely impossible' is not only realisation
as put forward by Manr, but also land rent as put forward
by him, and average profit, and the equality between
wages and the value of labour-power, and much more
besides. But the impossibility of sgmething being realised
in a pure form is not a refutation. "b 4

Idealisation means not only adoption of some assump-
tions in formulating theoretical laws but also in constnrct-
ing idealised objects. The "material point", a co-nceqt
widely used in classical mechanics, is an example of such
an idealised object. It is assumed that such an object,
which exists in time and space, has mass (as all real bodies)
and ai; the same time it has no extension, that is, coincides
in fact with the mathematical point in this respect. Anoth-
er example of an idealised object is "incompressible
liquid" studied in hydrodynamics. Clearly, idealised ob-
jects have no real referents; they are constructions of
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theoretical thinking (sometimes called "intratheoretlgal",
dlstinct from "exfratheoreticd" objects, that is, those
which exist independently of theory). The question na-
turally arises, what is the reason for such fictitiorrs objects?

Coirstructing idealised objects is a way of-formulating
idealised assuriptions and a method for establishing,.:'u]
a pure form", c-ertain dependences expressed in theoretical
lafus. For example, if a ieal body moves under the action
of a force applied' to its centre of gravity,- the motion of
that centre'does not depend on either the geometrical
form of the body or the d-istribution of mass in it but only
on the overall {uantity of mass. The centre 

- 
o.f gpyity

moves as if the 
-entire 

mass were concentrated in it, i.e.,
like the idealised object known as "material point". Estab-
lishins with the aid of the idealised object the depen-
dence"s obtaining in the motion of bodies under the impact
of a force appli6d to the centre of gravity, we get a key.to
the whole oiitre complex system of dependences existing
in the diverse cases of real mechanical motions.

What is the nature of the dependences formulated in a
theory on the basis of a numbef of idealising assumptions?
Shoufd they be regarded as mere subjective i'srqplifica-
tions" ot :'schematisations" of actual empirical situa-
tions (this interpretation of the idealisation procedure is
not at all rare)?

It appears that idealisation cannot be reduced to "sim-
plificatibn" of that which is given in experience..In ideal-
isation one not only ignores cerbain factors given in exPgrl-
ence but also formirlales in some cases assumptions which
cannot be realised in experience. Idealisation can therefore
serve to establish essential, objective and real depe4-
dences, for revealing various connections "in pute form" is
exactly the discovefu of actual substantive relations which
do noi directly coincide with dependences characterising
the phenomenon and registered in experienc-9. However,
one inay accept that a th-eory foryrulatrng definite.d"P.".-
dences in a dystem of scientific laws reflec-ts objective,
real substantiv-e relations, while believing at the same time
that all theoretical obje-cts constructed with the aid of
theory have no real referents, that is, are idealised, ficti-
tious 

-objects playing a purely qu1iliary role in formulat-
ing defiriite d-ependenceS. It wilI have to be recoglised in
this case that 6nly those objects are real that are fixed at
the pre-scientific level, that- is,-through ordinary -per.ceP:
tion^and in terms of 6verydaylanguage. Those who hold
this view argue that knowledge of any !1e-org!ic{ objA.t i9
always introlduced through a number-of idealisations. That
mearis that the object itself is always an idealisation, that
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is to say, it has no re4l_referent leading "intratheoretical"
existence, so to speak.oo

Let us note, however, that the knowledge, recorded in
ordinary perception, about objects the reality of which
does not occasion any doubts, also implies a whole series
of assumptions and hypotheses; we considered this point
in the previous section. Tme, the assumptions on which
perception is founded, as distinct from the idealisations
used in science, are implemented in the sense experience
itself and are therefore not even consciously realised, as
a rule. It is important in any case that, far from excluding
the possibility of correlating knowledge and real objects,
adopting a number of assumptions and suppositions is a
necessary condition of such correlation. Where there are
no definite assumptions, it is impossible to separate a
real object from a subjective illusion. Let us note further
that dependences formulated by science "in pure form"
(their establishment naturally assumes the adoption of
a number of idealisations) need not necessarily have only
"theoretical objects" as referents, that is, objects the
knowledge of which is only possible at the theoretical
level. They may also be objects fixed in ordinary tix-
perience, the reality of which causes no doubts. For in-
stance, Marx's Capital establishes the laws of the capitalist
mode of production "in pqre form" treating exclusively
of real objects---commodities, men, their activity, ma-
chines, etc, Of coutrse, the objects themselves are considered
from a definite standpoint carefully formulated in
theoretical assumptions, the elaboration of the theoretical
system involving consistent analysis of those factors that
had to be ignored at the initial stage (the famou5-method
of ascending from the abstract to f,he'concrete).56 Let us
note, finally, that science does not at all identify theoret-
ical objects with idealised ones. That means that at least
some of the objects the knowledge of which is introduced
at the theoretical level are accepted as existing objectively
and really; molecules, atoms, electrons, positrons, virtual
particles, events in the four-dimensional spatio-temporal
continuum, the field, quarks, etc. This point is extremely
important, for the very distinction between idealised and
non-idealised objects, that is, real ones, is only possible and
meaningful if we know which objects are real and what
their characteristics are.

This knowledge is specified not only extra-theoretically
(e.g., with the aid of ordinary perception). The scientific
theory itself introduces notions of such actually existing
objects which may not coincide with the objects fixed in
ordinary, pre-scientific experience or may even be non-
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observaQle (actually or in principle). Importanily, the
assumption conceming the existence of a number of real
objects the _knowledge of which is specified only at the
theoretical level is usually connected with formulating
the so-called nucleus of a research programme which senrei
as a foundation for subsequent development of a series of
scientific theories; it determines to a considerable degree
the heuristic possibilities of the given programme. Idealised
theoretical objects are constructed only relative to real
ones; they thus lack certain charactefistics of real ob-
jects or, .on tbg go1t1ary, possess properties impossible
! regl- objects.c /. It follows from this, among othei things,
that idealised _objects may be idealisations not only of tLe
real objects which are given at the extra-theoretical-or even
extra-scientific level (as a rule, ttre actual prototypes of
idealised objects are- interpreted in exactly thiJ 

-way),

but also of the real.obj_ects knowledge of which can ority
be acquired theoretically. It is essential at the same tim-e
that _the_ objects which are assumed at the given stage of
the development of science to be actually exilting, may be
either rejebted as completely fictitious- in the ;bni6 ;i
changes in scientific conceptions (that was the destinv.
e.g., of such a theoretical object of classical physics i6
ether) or relegated to the status of idealised obiebts (the
atoms of classical physics as compared to the actual atims
with which modern physics deals).

If the structure of theory should be considered purely
forp{ly, without regar^d for rlbs various meaningful iayeri,
and if the meaning of the theoretical system-shoutit Uti
reduced to a set of p-rescriptions for measurement opera-
tiols, the difference disappears, of course, between ideal-
ised and real theoretical objects: all objricts specified at
the theoretical level will seem mere auxiliary constructs.

However, we shall try to demonstrate that the content
aspect, the referential meaning of theoretical constructions
cannot be ignored.
- The procedure. usually referred to in logic and the me-

thodology of science as idealisation incl=udes in actual
fact a number of different procedures. Along with ideal-
isation propgr, aimed at establishing the substantive de
p.endences o-f the -proc-esses under study, and thus permit-
!i"g .tp study- a definite sygteq of conhections ,.in pure
form", procedures are usually included here which ardnot
in actual fact idealisations but might more precisely be
referred to as "simp^lifications". The latter are widely irsedfor convenience of calculations (e.g., representirig the
electron orbit as circular, applicatio'n of geo-metrical 5ptics
as a convenient simplification for purely practical -pur_
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Doses- etc.). It appears that the reduction of the entire
i""g"' of devices^rised in constructing knowledge.about
the6retical objects to idealisation only greatly impedes the
analysis of the nature and structure of scientific theory.

Thus the application of the idealisation procedure as a
necessary elerient of constructlng a-scientific theory does
not eliniinate the possibility of studying such real objects
lhe knowledge of wtrictr is obtained only at the theoretical
level.

Finally, Iet us consider yet anothel grgument used in
contemp-orary Westem liteiature on "the phil-osophy.of
science"': th6 asserbion of the impossibility of obtaining
adequate knowledge about real objects studied at the
theoretical level.

We are dealing here with representing theoretical state-
ments as an enJemble of the so-called Ramsay proposi-
iions. For this, the given theory must first be axiomat-ised,
and then a coirjunction formed of all the axioms of the
given theory aria of the- "cortespondence rules" linking
iheoretical ierms with those of obsewation. This con-
junction may tentatively be represented as - -p- - 

- --q-I 1..., whdre p and g are tlieoretical terms and dashes
signify' those fropositions of the €iiven conjunction,.of
wfiicti p and s^are terms. Thenp andg are replaced in this
conjunction Uy ttre variables connected with the existential
ourirtifier. Ai a result. the so-called Ramsay propositions
are obtained: (f, f) (gg)... (- -'- f - - - E . -. ...). 9n
the content plan'e,' th-e Ramsay method of eliminating
terms pertaining td theoretical objects ry?y p-e illustrated
as foll6ws. If, f6r instance, the thebry originally contained
the assertion'that there ei<ist atoms with such and zuch
characleristics, and that the processes - in which th.ey
participate are associated in such and such a manner with
wtrat ii observed in experience, after eliminating the terms
pertaining to the theoretical objects-by means of the Ram'
iay prop6sitions, we shall obtain the proposit^ion that,.if
ttr-ere eiist certiin non-observable objects (of indefinite
nature) connected in a definite manner with what is
oUs"*ita in experience, we shall empirically state such and
such facts. It -is 

easy 
-to 

show that after the terms per-
taining to theoretical objects are eliminatgd by the Ram'
say plopositions, the th-eory will- -yield the same obser-
vation propositions as were yielded-by the original axioma-
tised tlieory. This is taken as proof that a theory rewritten
in Ramsay propositions has the same content as the
original versiirn 6t ttre theory. But the.new variant of the
the."ory does not contain direct knowledge -of the theoreti-
cal o6jects. They appear as something unknown' as an,
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which, though recognised as existing, is not an immediate
object of knowledge. Grover Maxwell, mentioned above,
infers from this that theoretically fixed real objects, as
distinct from empirical ones, may only be cognized in an
oblique, symbolic way, that is, lrpowledge of these objects
cannot be regarded as adequate.bu

It is easy to show, though, that this conclusion is un-
tenable. Let us point out, first of 'all, the inadequacy of
presenting the very structure of the theory in this case.
We have already commented on the unjustifiability of
presenting a theory in terms of an axiomatised calculus
which is given a meaningful interpretation exclusively in
terms of "correspondence rules" linking theoretical terms
with those of observation. In actual fact, science describes
orperimental data in theoretical terms, and "purely"
observational non-theoretical terms are not employed in
the production of scientific knowledge. For this reason
"correspondence rules" in their positivist interpretation
are non-existent, strictly speaking. It is therefore im-
possible to outline the potential empirical applications of
this theory (through the mediation of other, "auxiliary"
theories, as a rule) beforehand: they are not fixed, and are
discovered gradually, along with the elaboration of the
given and other theories. It is therefore difficult to com-
pare two theories (or two versions of a given theory) in
terms of the possibilities of their application in experience.
Yet even if we accept that the presentation of the struc-
ture of a theory used in the above argument about the eli-
mination of theoretieal terms is justifiable, the very pos-
sibility of rewriting the theory in terms of the Ramsay
propositions arises only when this theory has already been
formulated. It is easy to see that if the task was, from the
outset, to construct a theory in which the terms pertain-
ing to theoretical objects were eliminated according to
Ramsay's rules, we could hardly have a single theoretical
system. The assertions regarding the connections in which
theoretical objects are included are determined by the
meaning, the content ascribed to these objects. If the
nature of the theoretical objects is unknown to us (and
rewriting a theory in terms of the Ramsay propositions
compels us to recognise precisely that), it is not clear why
these r's, the existence of which we postulate according
to the Ramsay rules, must be connected by such and such
relations. Rewriting a theory in terms of the Ramsay
propositions looks like a clever trick which does not ex-
press real connections between theoretical assertions and
which itself only becomes possible on the basis of the un-
folding of the content of the theory, assuming as it does a
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knowledge of the meaningful dependences between theoret-
ical objeEts. The possibillty of oUtaining. knowledge about
certain'reat objects only on the theoretical level does not

"t-"ti 
make thii knowleilge inadequate or defective' It-m3y

G *.iit""a--l[at the eiperimerital observability of the
obiect facilitates acquisition of knowledge about it, but
it is fact has no direit relevance to the substantive mean-
i"sfui 

"hatacteristic 
of this knowledge. The fact that a

iib'"-"UJ"*"Ue object becomes observable-(which some-
times happens, as-we pointed o-u! al99ve.) does.not,prove
that our pievidus knowledge of this object was. "symbollc"
ana tfrat-only now does i[ become gehuine. On the cont-
;;;.- thr lirstifiabilitv and adequacy of knowledge
luidi""a at drre theoretical level is here confirmed.--Oi 

course, many essentially- no-n-observable -objects
*itt, *ttict it 

"ow 
is concerndd radicatly d-iffer jn their

characteristics from ordinary observed bodies' (!'or.rn-
;A;;; th; prrti"t"t differing- in their position in space but
ii""iid"t in^ the rest of theiir properties, are regarded .as
identicat in quantuh mechanics.) !Igy^ever,. the tunda-
mental differehce between objects of different types- d-oes'ritf-}"tt.* irom their obseriability or non-observability
ii"i fro* ttreii aiterent real nature, for it is the latter that
a&ui-i*t ttie possibility or impossibility of their obser-
vation.-- 

tn conctusion, let us touch on some general poin-ts.'

in 
-pre-Maoi6n philosophy, it was usual to interpret

m"*f-eag" 
-of 

6"t'objects' (itricttv sP9*ingr 49ryt"4g9
can odf rehte to real objects, for otherwise it is not
["o*f"ag" but something e!se) is somethin8 porg 9r -fes1
immddialelv Eiven. Our analysis of some methodologrcal
;;bi;il iiv6tvea in the study of the structure and co-n-

ffit-;f- *6"iiti" knowledge lroceeded from the funda-

-l"ta p."poiiiions of Mariist philosonhv. ab,o,,1t, 1n9
dialecticilly- mediated nature-of any knowle-dgg'lile have

enaearoui6a to show that the existence of definite as-

il;pti;* does not at all exclude the possibility of *]lt'.Tq
knofoledge to an object existing in reality, indepenclently
of an ac[ of cognition; on the contr-ary,the charactenstlcs
of real objects can only be established on the basis of a

""*U"t 
- 

""t- 
pi"mi.es, issumptions, hypotheses,, , etc' 

, 
(of

course, on c6ndition ihat these assumptions and hypothe-
ses are in one way or another justified. in practice, however
complicated the justification might be).--ffi*ii-ieninist philosophv emphasises the geqgtig

u"a--iu""tio"a depiendenc^e bf cognition on practical
ictivity with objects directed at transformation of natural
u"li'i6"i"t-ieatity. It is also pointed out that cogrition
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differs essentially from practical activity on a number of
vital points. Cognition is also a definite form of the sub
ject's activity, but this activity is aimed, at any level and
in any form, at revealing the substantive content of a sys
tem of real objects. The subject's activity is only possible
in the framework of definite assumptions about the s6n-
tent of these objects and cannot therefore be viewed as
simple constructing or cteation of a certain ensemble of
artificial structures without real referents. In this case,
cognition can deal with real objects even if they are not
in principle given in experience. Cognition is an activity
of a special kind which assumes the use of definite referen-
tial meanings, object-hypotheses, norrns, etc., and aims
at reconstructing a system of substantive relations between
real objects. The operations included in cognitive activity,
both experimental ones and the operations of measure-
ment, have meaning only in the context of definite as-
sumptions about the real nature of the objects studied.



Chapter 3

,,ALTERNATIVE" WORLDS AND THE
PROBLEM OF CONTINUITY OF

EXPERIENCE

1. OBJECTTVENESS OF KNOVI'LEDGE
AND THE POSSIBILITY OF A GAP

BETWEEN PERCEPTIVE AND
CONCEPTUAL.SYSTEMS

In our analysis of the Kantian conception of the cogni.'
tive relation between subject and object (see Part One)
we have noted that the continuity of experience or, -as
Kant puts it. its unity, is an important indication of the

"Ujecfive"esi 
of knofriedge. Foi Kant, this is even the

oniy indication. And yet,-a-type of experience is imagin'
aUt6 that would be iilteinatti- cohesive, continuous and
consistent and at the same time entirely subjective. Some-
thing of this kind probably happens in the case of the il-
lusoiy worlds which some-men-tal patients create and live
in. Tire events occurring in these worlds are zubject to a
definite inner logic, but-it does not corresporrd-to the real
connections of ih6 real objective world, which becomes
clear from the patient's behaviour and his relation to real-
ity and to oth6r people. A most- important condition of
o6iectiveness of 6xp6rience. as shown in Marxist philos-
ophy, is therefore'its conriection with p{actic-ll object-
oiieiriea activity, for it is this connection that allows man
to correct expe-rience itself, to separate illusions in it from
that which cbrresponds to'the ofiective real state of af-
fairs. The latter iir its turn assum-es the inclusion of the
subject in a system of adequatg sggiql communications.
.q,s ior mental Lases, they are-evidenUy incapable of any of
these things.

Howeve-r, as far as socially accepted norms rather than
morbid deviations are concerned, the unity or continuity
of experience and its correctio1 thrggglt practice apP.ear
to be'inseparable to the subject himself. In this connection
it becomei clear that Kanl touched on a very important
problem indeed. Consider this: !f -gxperience -is discrete,
if its zubsequent stage does not follow- from the prwious
one and is 

-not 
cond-itioned by it, we have no grounds at

all for regarding it as objective. Of course, I cannot gbgerve
one and Itre saire object continuously and infinitely long.
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Different things keep intmding on the field of my per-
ception and passing beyond it. Objects may be given in
the experience of other men with whom I communicate
which-are not given in my own experience. All these
facts. however, iio not prove discreteness of experience.
Incoiporated in the very mechanism of my perception is
the realisation that the object's existence is not discon-
tinued simply because I cease looking at it. The ob-
jects of experience of one subject ma-y simultaneously-
br after some time become part of the experience of
another.

Objects which are not perceived by any subject at the
given-moment also exist ih reality. If some-object disap-
pears, if it ceases to exist, that happens only due to certain
event-s at a previous stage of experience. At the same time,
the disappe-aring object always leaves some trace, wlrich
is expreised in-the-transformation of some objects intg
others, so that there is a definite continuity of events and
procesies relating to different stages of experience: The
iealisation of the continuity of the objective processes to
which experience relates is not merely a product of inter-
pretative reflexion, a result of reasoning, bu! a direct con-
dition of the givenness of experience itself as a kind of
knowledge. In bther words, the process of perceptio-n ?s'
sumes tf,e action of an amodal objective scheme of the
world, which makes possible the realisation of the inde-
pendehce of the objects from the act of their cognition
(see Chapter 1 of Part One). This scheme also underlies
icientific'theoretical thinkirig which starts from the pre-
mise that the world of objects is independent from the
subject's cognitive activity. If there are gaps in experience,
we 

-have 
every right to doubt its objectiveness, to suspect

that we deal with hallucinations, illusions, etc.
The question arises, however, whether we_might no_t as-

sume th-e existence of experience distinctly different from
ours, that is, one that would relate to objects of an e-ssen-
tially differbnt kind, so that there would be no direct
traniition from one type of experience to another. That
would mean a gap between these two kinds of experience.
At the same time this experience of an unusual kind would
be qdite normal and obj-ective, that is, _no_b only inter^nally
coh6sive and continuous but also included in a definite
type of object-related practical activrty . t-rue, an- activity
clifferent fiom ours. Such expe$ence might be character-
istic of beings different from man (e.g., the inhabitants of
other cosmii worlds). Kant accepted this possibility, but
he believed this question to be insoluble, for any answer
to it involves going beyond the domain of human ex-
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ffir;".88", 
and this step is absolutely inadmissible, in his

Even a very preliminary contemplation o-f this problem
compels one-t6 doubt the justifiability-of p.oliqg it. In-
deed-, if there is only one obJectively real world, tt-rere can
hardiy tixist types 6f experi6nce pertaining- to this world
that ire so different that there are no transitions between
them and that are at the same time objective. Of course,
the experiences of every subject are unique.and different
from those of other subjects. At the Same time the exist-
ence of my experience includes the possi-bility of undgr-
standing the s-tatements of other ind-ividuals about the
data of their experiences, for our different exp-eriences
objectively belong to one and the same world and, mor-e-
ov6r, the! subjeciively comprise one and the same world
of objecti. I cin know less about this world than another
subje6t. or more, but the types of objects thernselves
remain'the same-for both of us. Those objects that are
comprised in the experiences of another subject can. also
be iircluded in my eiperience. In other words, our differ-
ent experiences are essentially commensurable: the overall
system of objects ensures continuity between them. It is
quite anothef matter when different types of objects are
subjectively present in experiences objectively belonging to
the"same wrirld. If that irere possible, a gap would obvi-
ously exist between these different types of e-xperience.
Inashuch as cognition is reflection or reproduction ot
reality, gaps are-impossible not only in the framework
of th-e'gIven type oi experience but-also in the relations
between experiences of iiifferent types (and consequently,
the existence of fundamentally incommensurable ex-
periences is also. impossible). It would therefore appear
ttrat it we encountered such fundamentally incommen-
surable cognitive experiences (although it is not quite
clear how that is posiible;, we would have to a4mit, first,
that all of them could not equally be referred to cogni-
tion and, second, that some of them are apparently dnly a
subjective illusion. Kant could accept (?lqgi! only as a
hyfothetical possibility) the existence of different typ.es
oi-cognitive bxperienCels only because, in his view, the
substantive structure of experience is constituted by con-
sciousness and, consequently, the existence of different
types of consciousness determines different type! _o_f o1-
p-enience. If we reject this subjectivist premise of Sant's
philosophy, we have no right to argue the possibility of
different types of experience.

This lin-e-of reasoning appears to be well substantiated.
However, scientists in different fields have now encoun-
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tered facts which they deem it necessary to explain in
terms of hypotheses of the existence of different types of
cognitive experience, different perceptive and conceptual
worlds.

-Let us be$n our exposition and analysis of these con-
ceptions with a reminder that, according to Piaget's
theory, there are different stages in the development of
perceptive structures, so that at the early stages of this
development the continuity of experience is as yet non-
existent for the child (the object that passes beyond his
field of vision disappears for him in an absolute sense)
and there are gaps of a certain kind between different
stages of perceptive and intellectual development, each
stage being characterised by its own structures and the sub-
sequent stages replacing the previous ones. At the same
time all these stages, in Piaget's view, express different
phases of the development of cognition in the intellectual
ontogenesis.

T!ue, Piaget deals with perceptive and intellectual
structures which characterise only different stages in the
genesis of the adult's cognitive activity rather than the
activity itself.

And yet Kuhn, the well-known specialist in the theory
and history of science, in his The Strucfii.re of Scientific
Reuolutions substantiates the existence in science of fun-
damentally different "paradigms" replacing one another
in the course of historical development of scientific knowl-
edge. Kuhn points out extremely important facts: the im-
possibility of presenting the structure of scientific theories
as a system of purely formal relations between language
constructions (that was the interpretation of scientific
theory by logical positivists); the immersion of theoretical
systems in certain meaningful cognitive schemes determin-
ing both the character and the paths of further develop-
ment of the theory as well as the mode of setting up and
interpreting experiments; the existence of continuous
links between the descriptive function of the paradigm
(it is the paradigm that determines the ontology of the
theory, that is, the type of real objects to which the given
theory or a whole system of theories relates) and its
normative, methodological, and heuristic functions. Kuhn
indicates that paradigms may be viewed as definite systems
of prescriptions shared by the scientific community that
accepts a given paradigm. These prescriptions are not
usually formulated as a system of clear-cut rules or formal
algorithms,(apparently, such a kind of formulation of the
prescriptions is even impossible), being incorporated, as
it were, in the content structure of the paradigm itself.
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It is the paradigm, Kuhn insists, that determines the co-
hesion of-a scientific study at all of its levels, its inclusion
in a definite semantic context. The mode of organisation
of the given integral whole is reminiscent not so much of
formal mathematical or logical structures as of the struc-
tures of perception, the perceptive "gestalts". The transi-
tion from one paradigm to another may be regarded as
a kind of switchingto a different "gestalt".

We shall not consider in detail the characteristics which
Kuhn ascribes to a paradigm, or his conception as a whole.
Let us note merely ttrat- he has drawn the attention of
specialists in the theory, methodology, al4 history of
science to a whole series of problems which have mostly
been overshadowed by others but are nevertheless quite
real and, moreover, essential for understandirg the struc'
ture and functions'of scientific knowledge, for an under-
standing of the actual historical process of the develop-
ment of science.

It is important here to sin$e out only one aspect of
Kuhn's conception, namely that which provoked acgup-
tions of suUjectivisin. It is also a point that has caused the
gleatest ambunt of argument. The transition from one
Faradigm to another (that is what a scienti.fic revolution is
about, according to Kuhn) is regarded aq passlng into_ a
differirnt conceptual and perceptual world in which the
scientist works. What the scientist observes in experience is
determined by the content of his theoretical paradigm,
states Kuhn. At ttre same time the paradigms being integral
wholes similar to perceptive gestalts are different from one
another, there arre no transitions between them. After
a scientific revolution, the scientist sees the world in a
different way: he observes those objects which previously
did not exisi for him. while that which previously seemed
self-obvious and directly given no longer forms part of
his experience. The new paradigm may use the same terms
as the-old one, and it usually includes most of the symbol'
ic generalisations present in the old paradigm (formula-
tions of scientific principles and laws) as well as the pro-
cedures of measuremeni, the rules for using apparatus,
etc. However, in the context of a new meaningful whole,
these terms, formglations, and rules are given a qualitative-
ly new meaning.60 "...During revolutions scientists see
new and different things when looking with familiar in-
struments in places where they have looked before. It is
rather as if the professional community has been suddenly
transported to another planet where familiar objects are
seen in a different light and are joined by unfamiliar ones
as well. Of course, nothing of quite that sort does occur:

1?8

there is no geographical transplantation; outside the labo-
ratory everyday affairs usually continue as before. Never-
theless, paradigm changes do cause scientists to see the
world of their research-engagement differently. In so far
as their only recourse to that world is through what they
see and do, we may want to say that after a rev-o-lution
scientists aie responding to a hifferent world."61 Dif-
ferent paradigms are mutually intranslatable and incom-
mensurable with each other, asserts Kuhn. Adequate
communication between representatives of different par-
adigms is impossible: the same words are given di$^erent
meanings. There exists a gap between the paradigms.bz

To substantiate the thesis of the possibility of different
conceptual and perceptive worlds, some theoreticians go
even farther than Kuhn in some respects, linking up these
worlds not only with cerbain theoretical systems but also
with the modes of dissecting the world which are embod-
ied in everyday language. The American linguists Edward
Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whorf, generalising the results of
ethnolinguistic studies (in particular, Whorf's studies in the
language of the Hopis, an Indian tribe) came to the conclu-
sioris formulated as the so-called hypothesis of linguistic
relativity, or the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. (Kuhn mentioned
the influence of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis on the shaping
of his own conception.) According to this hypothesis, the
world we perceive and interpret is unconsciously built on
the basis of definite language norms. We break up reality
into elements in accordance with classification mles
(embodied in lexical units) and gtammatical structures-
inherent in the given language. Inasmuch as there are no
two similar languages, different societies may be said to
exist in different worlds. "We dissect nature along lines
laid down by our native languages," writes Whorf. "The
categories and types that we isolate from the world of
phenomena we do not find there because they stare
every observer in the face; on the contrary, the world is
presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which has
to be organized by our minds--and this means largely by
the linguistic systems in our minds. We cut nature up,
organize it into concepts, and ascribe significances as we
do, largely because we are parties to an agreement to
organize it in this way... We are thus introduced to a new
principle of relativity, which holds that all obseners are
not led by the same physical evidence to the same picture
of the universe, unless their linguistic backgtounds are
similar, or can in some way be calibrated."GS According
to the hypothesis of linguistic relativity, different language
pictures of the world can implement different categorical
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structures, thereby affecting the norms of thinking and,
in a mediated way, the norms of behaviour of the given
collective. In modem European-.languages of the Indo-
European family, there is a division of words into nouns
and verbs, into zubjects and predicates. Whorf believes that
this circumstance determines the ontology shared by the
speakers of these languagesnhe division of the world into
objects and their actions, processes. In Whorf's view, in
the Hopi language there is no division into subject and
predicate, and in that of the Nootka tribe, no division
even into verbs and nouns. In this latter case, the habitual
division -of the world into objects and processes is non-
existent.64

The Hopi language does not categorise time the way
European languages do. "...It will be found that it is not
possible to define 'event, thing, object, relationship', and
so on, from nature, but that to define them always in-
volves-a circuitous retu4l to the grammatical categories of
the definer's language."oc

The most radical and at the same time logically pol-
ished formulation of the possibility of alternative concep-
tual worlds has been suggested by Willard Quine, an out'
standing modern American logician, mathematician, and
philosopher; this formulation is linked with his theory of
the so-called ontological relativity.

2. THE CONCEPTION OF ONTOLOGICAL RELATIVITY

Quine started out from the fact that there are alter-
native, ie., logically incompatible, interpretations of a
formal system.

For example, to define what kind of objects are num-
bers, we must give an interpretation of the formal system
of arithmetic that would satisfy the arithmetical opera-
tions and laws; in particular, the primitive term O must be
defined and the operation S the application of which to
any element of the given system generates the next ele-
ment Srr. Two versions of number are known. Ernst Zer-
melo chose the empty class tr as O and the singular class
txj for every r-as .Sr. fhe -qgm[qrs 0, 1, 2, 3,... become
iespectively r, t rI , [[-r1], t{{ l}}} ,6tc'.

In Neumann's version, the empty class ). is chosen as O
and the natural number is defined as the class of all pre-
ceding numbers, that is, S, -appears as r V { xl .In t[ris
case, lhe ;ru41ber 1 will be { I J , -the numlei 2- l0,Ll ,

iiffli tli!.,thenumber3- t0,L,2,J or itr,[trJ,
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Bcrth versions satisfy arithmetical laws and operations.
But they are alternative. To demonstrate that, let us ask
this question: does the number 3 belong to the number 5?
Accoiding to Zermelo, the answer must be negative, and
according to Neumann, positive. "Indeed, according to
Neumann's theory, for any two numbers * and y, the
number .r is smaller than the number y, if and only if
* belongs to y and * is a proper subset bf y. Symbolical-
ly: * ( y = ,c € y. Since the number 3 is smaller than the
number 5, the number 3 belongs to the number 5. Accord-
ing to Zermelo, this argumentation leads to an incorrect
conclusion, inasmuchr asi one number, r, belongs to
another, y, if, and only if, y is the number following the
number *. Symbolically: r € y = y = Sx. Since the number
5 is not the number following the number 3, the number
3 does not belong to the_ _number 5. Thus we come to
contradictory ass6rtions."67 This contradiction is ex-
plained by the fact that the concept of the number follow-
ing some r differs in the two theories.

In considering objects to which a theory relates, we
must give an interpretation of the corresponding formal
system, that is, we must translate the terms and proposi-
tions of the given system into the terms and propositions
of another. At the same time, we have seen that a given
formal system admits of different translations character-
ised by altemative ontologies. "We may accept that trans-
lation of a theory entails a change in ontology: e.9., one
may go on from a universe of ntrmbers to a universe of
sets. The new objects must satisfy the laws of the old
theory, and it becomes necessar5l to explain in what way
translation of the theory can yield incompatible systems
with different ontologies. It might be asserted that the
new object is an o<planation of the old in the sense that
the ontological status of the former is clearer than the
status of the latter, so that the latter is reducible to the
former. But how is one to understand that the old object
is also reducible to_ -another, new object included in an al-
ternative theory!"68

Quine attempts to explain these facts in a philosophical-
logical conception touching on a wider range of problems
than the logical foundations of mathematics only.

He asks: what is, in general, translation from one lan-
guage into another? Imagine that a researcher in anthropo-
logy has discovered a tribe absolutely unknown to science
and is trying to learn its language. To do that, the research-
er must translate the terms and other linguistic con-
structions of a foreign language into his native one. Each
language, as Quine sees it, is an ensemble of terms and
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grammatical forms that are not only connected with one
another by definite dependence relations but also "at-
tached" at some points to the objects and phenomena of
extralinguistic reality. It is exactly this latter circumstance
that pemrits us to use the language as an instrument for
the dEscription of what occurs in the world. It is important
to undeistand the manner in which the language construc-
tions are "attached" to what happens in the real world,
Quine continues. Man can know something about realtty
first of all because he qets certain information about it
through his sense organs. But sensory inf,ormation-by itself
does iot yet carry a definite division of the world into a
system of-objects of a certain type. This dissection, Qgine
frheves, is $.iven by language, by the entire totality of its
lexical 

'and 
srammatical means. Different languages can

apparently solve this task in different ways. For e4qgrple,
iri 

-order that different objects might be discovered in the
world, standing in definite spatio-temporal relations to one
anoth6r and subject to definite processes, there must be
more in the language than the division of words into nouns
and verbs. Subjects and predicates must also be differenti-
ated in the uttdrance. anC[ there must be linguistic methods
of distinguishing between and identifying objects: "this",
"that which", 'the same", expressions of the singular an4
plural number, etc. A language is possible in which all
these linguistii means are absent. For carriers of such a
language, external objects do not exist in the same manner
as those to which'speakers of European languages are
accustomed (the character of these languag$ iq doubtless
connected with a definite type of culture). Each language
is characterised by its own system of dissecting the world
and by the type of meanings which are ascribed to these
objects. (Quine- believes that meanings ore the dependences
in 

-a givbn linguistic system). For this reason, not only
meanings but also objects or referents of linguistic expres-
sions cannot be given extralinguistically.

Quine tries to assert a behaviourist, naturalist view of
the psyche and language. He believes consciousness to be
a kind-of fiction. AII psychical phenomena may and must
be described, in princlple, in terms of the physiology -of
higher nervous activity. Meanings as phenomena of the
world of consciousness or of a supra-individual ideal world
do not exist. There are only rules for "attaching" definite
language expressions to stimuli of the given sort and
me[hods for- transforming some language expressions into
others. It would be inaccurate, however, to draw the con'
clusion that Quine interprets language as a purely formal
system. Quine believes it to be fundamentally erroneous
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to divide language expressions into those which describe

""o""ier,"" 
(ireiringful or synthetic propositions) and

th6se which' record purely linguistic relations (analytical
propositions, that is-, propositions empty -of meaning).
All elements of a language system are mutuauy conn€cted'
he believes, and this system as a-w-hol-e.serves as an instm-
;;;t ;f a6reriuing eiperience. It is this "attachment" of
ifre tar,guage systeir to-experience that makes it impossible
io ri"gi" 6ui- those relations within the -.Ianguage t!1t
would-be purely formal and have no definite semantic
meaning. tri actrial fact, any relation between the elements
ot a giie" language system 1na-y be pgarde.d bo.th a9 I
relation between meanings (it is important to bear in mrncl
lfrat meaning, according Io Quine, is not an -extralinguistic

""iitv uut u"eiongs to tf,e given lahguag.e an$ expresses the
muttial relationJbetween 

-its elements) and a fixation of
u a"ii"it.-LitrAnnguistic content, that is-, knowledge of
the world. The meanings of Ianguage elements do not
eiist outsiae knowledge-of the world. In its turn, knowl-
edie of the world canbnly exist through intemal relations
ot"tfr" elements of the liirguistic system, that is, through
their meanings. Choosing the angle from which to consider
it e rei"tio"s"of languag6 expresEions to the knowle4ge -ot
ihe world which tf,eica:ry is purely conventional: the
choice is determined 5y the 

-goals 
of an4ysis. (TruS' t4ing

into account that meanings are neither extralrngurslrc
ili intralingtristic entitiee--we shall touch on this
poitt U"to*-Quine thinks it best to stop all.discu$ion of
ineanings and 

-discuss only the relations within the lan-
su"se a;d the relations of ihe language to the world of ob-
i""ti or referents). Thus any language system is at the same
fi-" u definite'system oi knowledge about the world,
a definite theory wittr an inherent onlology. In particular,
a natural language is also a kind of thegrV.-

The need-is -sometimes asserted for distinguishing be-
tween language and theory in vielv of the following- facts:
iirst,'ailtSrerit theories riay b-e formulated with the aid
oiltientical language means, and even at the pre-theo^r-etical
Ievel the carrieis oI the givbn tanguage may hold different
views on a number of questions; second, it is well k19^wn
that one and the same theory may be expressed-in ditte-r-

"ni 
tanguuges, the term "language" being agnlie.d not only

to the iatrirai languages (Eng[sh, Fr-ench, etc.) but also to
artificial ones, as the language of mathematics.

In his reply to these-argtrments Quine deems it neces-
sary to streis-the conventi6nal nattue of the division into
ianLuage and theory: every langgage is a kind of theory,
a"d an"y theory ma! be presented as a language. One must



only remember that the theories themselves (and, corre-
spondingly, the languages) may belong to different lwels,
they may possess a different degree of .generality, etc. An
everyday natural language expresses the broadest theory
possible, embodying certain general orientations of "com-
mon sense". One may agree with these general orientations
and at the same time differ in the understanding of rela-
tively more special problems. It is therefore possible to for-
mulate in terms of one and the same natural language
different systems of views, among other things, different
scientific theories. As for the translation of the given
theory from one language into another, it may be regard-
ed as practically realisable only in some cases, but theoret-
ically, that is, in the proper sense of the term, it is unat-
tainable, Quine believes, for theoretieal content unrelated
to the language means of its expression does not exist.
Any translation changes the content of a theory to some
extent or other, and in some cases the change may be
rather significant, affecting its ontology. Quine's prop.
osition concerning the impossibility of "radical transla-
tion" will be considered in detail somewhat later.

The question of the types of objects presupposed by the
given language is not a purely formal one for Quine, it is
not merely a question of conventionally adopting a certain
mode of expression, ari in Rudolf Carnap's theory. (The
lattei assumed that ontological questions, being "external "
relative to the language system, do not admit of theoretic-
al solution and are merely identical with accepting or
rejecting the given modes of expression.) Quine insists
that accepting a given theory (vtz. language) signifies
adopting not only certain modes of expression but also a
conception of the world, or an ontology. He therefore
regards ontological problems as extremely important and
belonging to the content of a theory (or language). If a
theory is logically formalised, the objects permitted by
it are the values of its variables. (For theories of this kind,
Quine formulates his famous thesis: "The ontology to
which one's use of language commits him comprises simply
the objects that he treats as falling within the subject
matter of !r!s quantifiers-within the range of values of his
variables."69 tir ttris ease "to exist" meairs "to be a value
of a bound variable".)

Let us go backto theaboveexamplewithan anthropolog-
ist. If this researcher observing the life of an unknown
tribe speaking an entirely unfamiliar language atbempts
at the very beginning'to translate into his tongue expree
sions unrelated directly with what is given in experience,
he will hardly succeed: that much is obvious. Indeed, he
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has no instruments for establishing the meaning of these
expressions. He should obviously first of all try to estab-
lish the meanings of those words and expressions which
are closest to experience, recording what is given directly.
In doing so, he will apparently assume that he observes
the same objects of the environment as the natives whom
he studies. Further, the anthropologist will bear in mind
that the neurophysiological apparatus responsible for
receiving information from the extemal world is common
to all men. He will thus conclude that stimulus meanings
of words and expressions and, consequently, those mean-
ings which directly characterise the "attachment" of the
language to the objects of the external world (the refer-
ents) and which differ from meanings as a system of in-
tralinguistic relations, can be relatively easily singled out
and must be common to different languages. (True, they
will pertain only to those expressions which are more or
less direcUy correlated with experience.)

The anthropologist will here start from the premise that
referents are extralinguistic entities, namely, the objects
of the extemal world.

Our researcher will endeavour to apply his theoretical
entation in oractice. Suooosins that he observes thatorientation in practice. Supposing that he observes thatonentatlon rn practtce. supposrng that he observes that

each time a rabbit scurries by, the native emits the sound
sequence "Gavagai". The anthropologist zurmises that
"Gavagai" denotes, in the language of that tribe, the same
thing that is denoted by the word "rabbit" (or rather the
expression "Lo, a rabbit") in his native language. Our
researcher is not fully confident that the surmise is correct.
Could it be that "Gavagai" relates not to rabbits at all but
to all rapidly moving objects? Or it may be that "Gavagai"
is a rabbit but not any kind of rabbit--only a fast-running
rabbit. To test his conjecture, the anthropologist continues
his studies. On the one hand, he extends the range of ob-
servation, and on the other, establishes contact with the
natives: pointing to a rabbit sitting still and pronouncing
the sounds "Gavaga7", the researcher observes the reaction
of the nrembers of the tribe and tries to establish whether
they regard the pronunciation of this sound combination
appropriate to the given situation. Observing for some time
the behaviour of the natives and communicating with them
through gestures, the researcher will settle on 'tabbit" (or,
to be more precise, the short phrase "Lo, a rabbit") as a
translation of "Gavagai". In this way the anthropologist,
Quine states, can translate a series of words and expres
sions of an unfamiliar language directly correlated with the
experientially perceived events.

Tlanslation of language constructions correlated with
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experience in a more mediated fashion is a more compli-
caled matter. In translating these constmctions, sa-ys

Quit", the anthropologist wil-l1a!e into account, fi,Ft, the

"'or,ne6tion 
betwe-en them and those expressions that he

can translate already, second, their inclusion in "verbal
behaviour" which sta'nds, in its turn, in definite relations
with oniective. experieniialty fixed situations, and third,
certain fundanientil features of such a specific object as

"language" with which he is familiar from his mastery
of fris own language. In this way the anthropologist will
finallv solve thle task of formulating the instruments of
transiation from the natives'language into his own.

The model for formulating a scheme of translation de-
scribed here is, of course, extremely general and idealised.
Still, Quine b6fieves it td be a sufficiently precise.expres
sion'of the main traits of ttre current practice of ethnolin'
guistic studies and, more broadly-, the practice of transla-
fion from any language to any other in general. Quine fqs
no intention- at aIl of critic[ing this practice, for in his
view it is impossible in any other form. However, he tries
to show the theoretical untenability of those precepts
which are usually associated with it and without which
this practice can and must do, in Quine's-opinion:

Inheed, Quine argues, what proves that the referents,
the objeits 

-to which liriguistic expressions refer, are ex-
tralingriistic entities? It is kue, of course, that stimulus
meanlngs are common to all men. But objects are.by no
means'identical to stimulus meanings (whereas the qn-
thropological researcher discussed above identifies the
twof. OiTterent objective dissections may correspond to
one'and the same stimulus meaning, these dissections
being determined by the properties of-.the language. When
the -anthropologist - 

establishes that the sound s-equence
i'Gavasai" ieferi to the same stimulus meaning as the word
"rabbiT"- that does not mean that both these linguistic
units hatlve identical referents. Pointing to a rabbit and
pronouncing "Gavagai", a native may mean a rabbit in a
iense different from ours, e.g., those aspects of the rabbit
which are at the given moment within his field of vision
rather than a separate integral object characterised also
by aspects that are not perceived at the given.mo.men!.
"Gavdgai" may be used in the natives' language to denote
somet[ing different from a kind of objects that are similar
to each other in their "general rabbity" characteristics,
each of them being at the same time unique; i! 1nuy ra-tltgr
denote the phenoirenon of some general "rabbitness" in
the given ar-ea of space and at the-given mom-ent (in this
case,-the language will not possess any means of expressing
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the grammatical form of nulqber or a division of nouns
into"abstract and concrete).70 Generally speaking, there
are many modes of objective interpretation of the stimulus
meaning corresponding to our word "rabbit",. aqd eng-
merating them aII is not the main thing. The main thing is,
according to Quine, that it is impossible to establish from
observatibn of the natives' behavioirr what types of objects
are the referents of a given unlorown language. (Let us
recall once again that Quine strictly distinguishes between
objects and stimulus meanings. It is not too difficult to
establistr the latter.) One and the same group of stimulus
meanings, one and the same external behaviour may be
reflected in different language systems characterised by
different dissections of the world of objects. But if that is
so, it is in general impossible to establish unambiguously
the system of objects to which the foreign languqge re-
fers. It also mearts that there is no unambiguously cor-
rect (Quine calls it "radical"), transl4tion from one lan'
guage to another. In practice the anthropologist studying
a foreign language will take into account the coincidence
of objects as referents of language expressions. As for the
transiation of those expressions which have no direct
stimulus meanings, it will be attained, first, only by taking
into account the connections between these expressions
and those that have stimulus meaning, and second, on the
analogy with grammatical and lexical constructions of the
translator's native language. Quine believes that even if one
assumes that the ontology of the translator's language is
common to both languages (thoWh this assumption can-
not be substantiated at all, in his view), different analytic-
al schemes are possible of the cortelation of separate lan-
guage expressions in the two languages, that_ is to sa_y,

aiffarent variants of translation exist. In other words,
radical translation is indeterminate. As a rule, the transla-
tor does not fully realise this fact, considering the analytic-
aI scheme of translation of his choosing the only possible
one. As for the mutual relations of 'those languages that
have a sufficiently firmly established tradition of transla-
tion (e.g., translation from German into French or from
En$ish into Russian), the existence of an analytical
sch-eme of translation may not be realised at all, for there
is no question of searching for such a scheme: it was found
a long time ago in the work of previous generations o-f
translators, anil the possibility of a fundamentally dif-
ferent scheme does not even occur to translators.

In this connection, Quine asks this question: how can
we determine the ontology of a given language or theory,
that is, the system of objects to which this language or
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theory refers? For the carriers of the given system, the lan-
guags modes of expression and the ontological content
are 

-inseparable from each other: the world is given them
through- a system of meanings, and meanings embody
knowledge of the world. To separate that which belongg
to language from that which pertains to the world itself,
we must go beyond the framework of the given language
system and compare it with the world. Quine believes,
however, that we have no way of penetrating the world
as such. for the world as an ensemble of objects is always
given to us only through some language system or other.
(Quine does not negate the objective and real existence of
the world, that is, its being independent of man and lan-
guage, but he insists that the world is given to--man only
tfrrougtr some linguistic or theoretical system.) We cannot
therefbre speak of absolute ontology of the given language
system but-only of its relative ontology. When we ask what
aie in reality the objects of the given language or theo-
retical system, the role of the "world of objects" ylth
which the sysiem under study is compared is played by
another lanfr.rage or theoretical system and not the world
as such. The ontology of such a system is not discussed
here: the system itself and the world of its objects a1e
given as something undifferentiated. In other words, in
defining the ontology of the given linguistic or theoretical
svstem. we perform in actual fact translation from one
tinguade int6 another. The language into which we trans'
Iate defines the world of objects of the language from
which we translate (that is to say, the object to which the
word "Gavagai" refers, to recut to the above example,
is a rabbit, i.e. that which is denoted by the appropriate
word of our language). We should not forget, however,
that depending on the language into which a text in the
given tanguage will be translated, the latter will be ascribed
iiifferent-ontologies, in Quine's opinion. But even if we
refer to two given languages only, here again one may ac-
cept different analytical schemes of translation (let us
recall Quine's thesis 4!out the indeterminate character
of radical translation).?l I, this case, when the question
arises about the ontology of the language into which we
translate, here again we run into the same problem: we
can say something about this ontology only in relation to
some other langgage. Quine concludes that there can be no
answer of absolute value to the question of what the ob-
jects of a given theory are. The ontology of a gi-ven theory
can only be established in relation to some other theory.
If we want to know, for instance, what kind of objects are
in fact numbers, we must translate the system of arith-
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metic into some other mathematical system, e.g., set
theory, and one of the theories (Zermelo's) will provide
one'ansyrer to this question, while Neumann's will give
another. As a matter of fact, the reverse procedure is also
possible. To answer the question about the- kind of objects
sets really are, we may try to translate the p_rop_ositions
of set theory into the language of arithmetic. On the anal-
ogy with the relativist theory of spaee and time, Quin-e be-
Iieves it possible to speak of a relativist tltgory of the
objects of {heory, or of ontological relativity.t'

An impoXant point of Quine's conception is that each
language 

-has ik own mode of dissecting the oLjective
woitd.-fnis assertion, however, does not entail, in Quine's
view, that each language has its own ontolog-Y, inlo which
we 6annot penentiate from the outside, beilg therefore
compelled to interpret it on the analogy of the ontolo-ry
of our own language. Quine believes that one cannot dis.
cuss the ontology of the given language as long as- it is
considered by itself : although a language ca:ries a definite
world picture in itself, the interrelation between language
and thb world of objects is not singled out in it. T9 fin{
out in what way language expressions are correlated with
objects, i.e., to single out the ontology of ttte given lan-
guage, we have to speak about it in some other language,
the-ontology of which is not discussed in the context of
this discourse. The problem of ontology is one of mutual
relation or mutual translatability of different languages or
theories. We therefore do not know the ontology of our
own language, says Quine.

The ontology of the latter can only be discussed in some
other language (and the ontology itself will look differenL
ly depending on the language into which the texts in our
own tongue are translated). Thle, one may attempt to
reveal the ontology iif our language while remaining within
its boundaries, and such attempts are made both i,n every-
day life and especially in logic and philosophy. In this case,
however, our language must figure twice, in differelt capac-
ities: once as an object language (that is, the language
whose ontology is elucidated), and another time as the
language in which we discuss the ontology of the object
Ianguage. Here we translate the sentences of our language
into sentences of the same language. The sentences we
translate need not be equivalent to those that result from
translation. Generally speaking, even in this case, according
to Quine, we can choose different analytical schemes of
translation. And that means that the ontologies ascribed
to our language wilI differ depending on the scheme of
translation.



When we communicate with another person speaking
the same langrage as we do, we ate convinced that we
refer to one and the same world of objects. We believe that
in this case, at any rate, our own object dissection of the
world and that of our partner must coincide.

But why are we so confident about it? Quine asks. Is it
solely because our interlocutor pronounces approximately
the same sounds as we do in similar situations? How can
we make judgements about the meaningful yo{$ picture
which our partner associates with these sounds? We ascribe
to his words.a relation to definite objective referents only
because we translate his speech into the language which we
use ourselves. From Quine's standpoint, our language as
a system of predispositions to definite verbal behaviour
app-ears to us 

-in quite a different light than any othe_r I!4' '

guage which we always treat as an objectlanguage: thatis
fme not only of the language of a foreign people but also
of that of our countrymen.

Quine believes that the conception of ontological rel-
ativity is applicable to all language systems or theories:
not only to natural, ordinary (national) languages but also
to theories in mathematics and other sciences. Tnte, we
should bear in mind the following important factor. In
matfrematics, we can do more thaniranilate the theory of
arithmetic into the language of set theory: we can also
perform retranslation. Each of these theories may ap-
pear as an object one (the theory whose ontology is es-
tablished) or the one that functions as the premise (the
theory specifying the ontology of the object theory).
The reason for this freedom of action is equal mastery
of both theories. The situation with natural languages is
different. Only one of them is our native or mother tongue.
We therefore usually judge of the ontology of other lan-
guages on the basis of translating them into our own: it is
fhelatter that specifies the object dissection of the world
in ternis of which we understand and interpret other
languages.

Ih natural scientific knowledge the problems of onto-
logy are settled, in Quine's view, in the same way,- i.e.,
thiough translation of the terms and propositions of -one
theory into the language of another. For instance, if we
ask oirrselves the question what really is the object referred
to in physical theory as the atom, we must translate
this theory into the language of another, e.g., that which
operates with the "sense datum" terms, or uses the termi-
nology of laboratory operations, or else applies terms
referiing to. non-observable objects: it wiII be shown in the
Iast case that such and such zubstantive processes of
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objbctive reality correspond to the word "atom". The
process of translation may reveal that some language
expression of the object theory does not correspond to
any real entity from the standpoint of the premise theory:
that is the position, e.g., with the term "ether" if we try to
translate the theory of classical physics into the language
of modem science. It may also happen that we shall be
unable to find any modes of translating one theory into
another. In this case, Quine thinks, we cannot make
judgments about the ontology of the given theory. Yet,
Quine believes, the attempts to reduce the content of
natural scientific knowledge to the content of "sense data"
and protocol statements (something that was intensely
practiced by logical positivists) are untenable. At the sarne
time he regards conceptual theoretical gaps, the emergence
of fundamentally new systems of knowledge, and scientific
revolutions as a rare and undesirable phenomenon in the
development of natural science. Here he differs strongly
with Kuhn, as we see. In Quine's view, natural sciences
develop through gradual changes and restructuring of
theoretical constructions, so that questions of ontology
arise here fairly rarely. (Quine believes that even meta-
mathematical studies, dealing with problems of interpre-
tation of formal systems, can in some cases do without
solution of ontological problems.)

According to Quine, the experiences of each group of
subjects that are carriers of a given language or theory are
more or less continuous, and the experiences of each in-
dividual subject are even more so. Everything that appears
in the field of his experience, including other languages
or theories, is interpreted in terms of the world picture
embodied in this experience. The question of how other
subjects that are carriers of other languages or theories see
and understand the world is meaningless, according to
Quine: one ascribes a certain ontology to other languages
proceeding from the properties of one's bwn. At the same
time; this conception starts out from the premise that
different language or theoretical systems implement dif-
ferent object dissections of reality. And that means that,
although experience is continuous within the group of
carriers of the given language, it is discrete in the rela-
tions betweeq_different groups using different languages
(or theories).73 Groups of canriers of different langua[es
or theories live in different worlds. Accepting this thesis,
Quine concurs with Sapir and Whorf as well as Kuhn. A
substantive addition Quine makes to this thesis is his
assertion that the subjects themselves that are cariers of
different languages or theories uzually do not notice that
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thev live in different worlds, as they interpret other wo-rlds
on ihe analogy of their own. They can leam another lan-

2"e" (transla-"ting it into their own) and even communicate
fr-ilfi tiie 

"a"tiers"of 
another language and yet remai+ out'

side this other world. Different worlds exist in difterent
aim"ttiiot t and do not therefore come into contact or
i'ileiact' rnJ carriers of different langgages or theories in
Quine's interpretation remind -one of.-Leibnitz's monads
;hLh lenect the whble world, yet "have no windows"
u"a-4";;i actually interact with-other monads, aryhouglt
they have the impiession that they do participate in such
interactions.----it"t-aoes 

not, of coutse, mean !!a-t a person cannot
master another lairguage so that it will become his second
;ii"t turrgous" (tfrat"is only possible.when a person il
illua"d 6- a-difierent cultural system). The subject-w.ill
in this case master the mode of object dissection of the
*tiia-*nLh is characteristic of the new language. Hory'

"uli,-toi 6"i* the main point ig-that one cannot simul-
ii"Lb"tiv -uie two languiges.- wherl the -given.gubject
il;krTlre n"w langrragJ and thinks-in it, his native lan-
gUage functions as an object one, and vice versa.'r'wo lan-
EluE"t (and correspondihgly two world piqlgres) canlot
Eorri" ittio contact in one eiperience field. The transition
iro* "il language to anothei as the basis ofconversation-"iiJifi"titrg tai i" this case be viewed in the same light
as transposif,ion into a different dimension.
- Kndi and Feyerabend, as we recall, insist that different

"*raimri and iraior sci6ntific theories carrying different
iriiions"of the world come into conflict with one another;
id;"; happens in the consciousness of an individual sub-
il"t- ; i'iesult of which one of the paradigms replaces
"ott 6ts. According to Quine, however, di,ffergr-t-t- language

"r ifr-eoieti"al co"nceptiirns iharacterised by different ob-
iect dissections of the world cannot come into this Iflncl oI
'..rini"i. tvi"g- as they do in different dimensions: when-
*er lil ihteir"tution- of two theoretical systems is eluci
dated and their ontologies are established, one of them
acts as an object theory and the other, as a premrse.theory'

Quine does not specially consider the problems or
scie]ititic revolutions.- His assertion, however, that con-

"Lptu"f- 
cnrnges in the development of science can only^

6l-iii"a"A it6ws that he does not accept the existence of
such revolutions. Reasoning in abstrocto, we can' or
cours", imagine an attempf- at -describing -successlve 

re-
placenient o1 paradigms in the language of Quine's col-
ceotion of ontological relativity. In this case, however,
*d *t"fa, first, haire to reject the assertion of the gradual
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character of conceptual changes in science and, second,
give an interpretation of the paradigms themselves and the
frocess of their successive replacement that would be es
ientially different from Kuhn's.

3. TRANSLATION AND THE PROBLEM OF UNDERSTANDING

Let us begin a critical analysis of the conceptions of
alternative worlds with Quine's theory. That is all the more
convenient since the latter sets this problem against the
broadest philosophical background.

Let uJ note fiom the start that the existence of alter-
native theories in metamathematics, which was the premise
of Quine's theory, is in itself indubitable and requir-es
serioirs philosophical study. Quine is also right-when he
says that the prbblem of substantiation of scientific -th"grycairnot be solved through ontological and epistemological
r-eduction (thus, it is impossible to reduce the theory of
arithmetic io sei theory;-the problem of substantiation of
mathematics cannot be formulated or solved within the
framework of reductionism). But we are first of all inter-
ested in the analysis of the conception of ontological rela-
tivity in its general epistemological significance.

If is easf to sho*, however, that its basic p-ropositions
can hardly-be regard6d as acceltable. Indeed, Quine notes
that sensory information (that is precisely what his- -term
"stimulus meanings" refers to) does not carry in itself any
object dissection of ttre world. He is, of course, right here.
gui tre errs on another score, namely, in asserting that the
existence of objects is not inherent in the world outside
man, and that the subject singles out- external objects-only
at ttie language level, the gtouping of "stimulus_meanings"
in the objects of a d-efinite type l:eing entirely determined
by the structure of the given languagq -system,-so that it
niust be fundamentally different in different languages.
According to Quine, the initial content information about
reality is iestricted to an ensemble of "stimulus meanings",
and human behaviour is determined by this information
rather than the objective properties of the objects them-
selves. As a matter-of fact, what we have here is a kind of
revival of the subjectivist empirical theory of "sense d?!a",
hard as Quine might try to dissociate himself from it. He is
also close to the subjectivism of logical positivism (although
he believes to have overcome the latter) at another point
of his conception-in rejecting the existence in objective
reality of objects that are referents of the given language
expressions. For Quine, just as for Camap, the subject
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cannot in a certain sense break away beyond the confines
of language to the objective world itself: the meanings
ttrrough the relations of which the world is given to the
subject are, in their view, only a system of intralinguistic
relations. Therefore the world itself as an ensemble of
objects is only the product of language.

This line of reasoning, consistently and logically imple-
mented, inevitably leads to conclusions which are in them-
selves enough to make one doubt such conceptions. (For
instance, it is exactly that interpretation which Quine
grves of subjective "stimulus meanings", taken as the
starting point of cognition, that determines the emergence
in this conception, in a new variant, of the difficulty which
subjective empiricism would never solve: the imaginary
impossibility to cognize the state of consciousness of
another person.) The main point, however, is that Quine's
conception cannot provide an adequate explanation of
a whole series of important facts which the modern sci-
ences of cognition cannot ignore.

The basic fact is that the subject is capable of singling
out the objects of the extemal world before he masters
the language, though Quine asserts the opposite. The modes
of singling out objects are directly correlated with def-
inite forms of object-related practical activity worked out
by society; assimilating these forms, man assimilates the
specifically human cognitive relation to reality, that is,
that relation which assumes the givenness of the world
of objects to consciousness and differentiation of the lat-
ter from the inner world of the subject, his consciousness.
The assimilation of language itself implies that the subject
has mastered definite "reference mechanisms", that is,
the modes of referring knowledge to reality: these mechan-
isms are included in the basic perceptive structures. The
main types of referents and systems of meaning are not
constructed by the language system but are its premises.

That is why expressions of different languages may have
common referents and, moreover, common meanings in
a narrow sense of the term, i.e., they may be synonymous.
Quine's conception compels one to reject the possibility
of synonymy, which contradicts elementary langUage in-
tuition. These fundamental facts are recognised in all more
or less serious theories inquiring into cognitive activity in
general and perception in particular.

Inasmuch as perception structures are linked with defi-
nite forms of objectrelated practical activity, one may
make judgments, from the knowledge of the given sub-
ject's mastery of these forms, about the character of these
structures and the degree in which they are formed, i.e.,
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judgements about the form in which the object dissection
of the world appears to the subject. That is thd method of
inqulry used by Piaget, among others. (We ignore here
the fact that Piaget deals with spontaneous development
of structures and actions in the child and not with
mastering socially evolved forms of objecLrelated activity.)
Piaget draws conclusions about the forms in which extern-
al objects appear to the subject from the child's behaviour,
e.g., from.its searching for an object that passed beyond
its field of vision. It is through extemal object-related
activity that knowledge which the subject has is actually
combined with the real objects. The forms of this activity
are of course determined not only by the objects but
also by ttre historical traits of social practice: thoCe aspects
are singled out in the object which became particularly
significant for the given types of object-relat-rd activity.
At the same time it is essential that, first, we are dealing
here with the real aspects of the objective things them--
selves, and seeond, that the essential structure of human
practical activity remains invariable, however diverse and
bistorically changeable types of practice may be. There-
fore, the principal types of objects with which humans
deal in ordinary life are the same regardless of the lan-
guages they speak and the stage of cultural-historical
development. (Only we must not confuse the types of
objects given in knowledge with what the subject knows
about these objects.)

If we break the real ties between systems of knowledge
and forms of practical object-oriented activity, it is, of
c-ourse, impossible to assess the extent to which the object
dissection of the world given in knowledge conesponds
to what exists independently of cognition and conscious-
ness. But that is exactly what Quine does, insisting that
judgments cannot be made from behaviour about the sy*
tem of referents to which the given language expressions
relate, and that different systems of object dissection of
the world implemented in different languages can be as-
sociated with one and the same type of behaviour, the
latter being, in Quine's view, oriented at an ensemble of
"stirrrulus meanings" and not at a system of objects.

It is obvious, however, that the most meaningful and
essential connections of reality are implemented precisely
in the object picture of the world. The knowledge of an
object assumes cognitive mastery of a whole system of
substantive connections in their complex mutual depend-
ences, the connections being not only actual but also
potential. If man's activity were directed at an ensemble
of "stimulus meanings" rather than at objects and their
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mutual relations, his behaviour would hardly differ P.Ycq
from the behavi6ur of animals. It should be assumed that
if a rabbit were perceived as a set of actual.ly given asqects
br-*-"- phenoirenon of "rabbitness" (to use.9uine's
example). 

- this would affect in one way or another the
behaviotii of the carriers of this kind of perception' I'rue,
O"i"e t imself underlines that the anthropologist trying
tt iranslate a text from one Ianguage into another must
it"at-*itii telatively short stretches of "stimulus meanings"
u"a 

"oii".pondingly 
with relatively small @gr.ne4!g. qf

""Uvest 
Ueiraviour] 

-But this restriction is hardly justified-
ii *"" be assumed that it is this restriction that makes it
hard [o define the object referents of some langgage-ex-

"i"sions 
and that. 6onsequently, its elimination does

I*rv *iit a whole series of imagiridrv difficulties to which
6"i"" refers in substantiating the thesis that radical trans-
lation is indeterminate.-- 

Further- Ouine's conception of language itself also gives

cause to c'eriain objectioris. In Quine's view-, language is.a
definite ensemble bf purely conventional (as-sociative, ln
his terminology) links between separate sound complexes,
some of whic"h 6tand in conventional (associative) relations
with "stimulus meanings". Language is definite more or
less stable connections of verbdl behaviour, or predispo-
sition to verbal behaviour of a definite kind. Alterations in
veiUat behaviour change language too, in Quine's opinion.
He believes that the relationi oidifferent sound complexes
to one another and to external stimuli in the framework of
ihe given language system are not determined !V the ob-
iect "dissectioil oI the world. Meanings are only mutual
ieiations of langirage expressions. For Quine, -it is there-
fore quite natural to infer that the existence of a common
obiect environment. of a common neurophysiological
apbaratus in carriers of different languages, and even the
su'6stantive community of different kinds of practice as-

iociated with different languages are no indications at all
oi it e existence of essentiilly common structures in dif-
ferent languages.

Howev6r, Ihe conception of- langrragg which b.ecomes
more and hore frrmly rooted in modern linguistics is

based on fundamentally different notions. The point is
ffr"t a language system ii not determined-simpl-y by-a set of
ie"iences"siriUai in certain respects and produced witlqin
a siven time interval. that is, 

-by verbal behaviour. This
set" will always be fiirite. Yet any languagg ,system con-
iains the poisibilitv of generation of an infinite set of
Jcts of vr-'^rbal beliavioui, including those that do not
reproduce any of the past acts. Generation of new sen-
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tences does not.necessarily entail changes in the essential
characteristics of the given language system (whereas,
if language is a set of conventional connections between
sentences the emergence of new sentences must change
the language itself). An essential feature of language is the
phenomaron of synonymy-that very phenomenon which
Quine treats as a pseudoproblem. Modem linguistics works
out theoretical models of generative grammar proceeding
from the fundamenta[ premise that language sewes to ex-
press a system of definite meanings and that this system
is basically common to all the different languages (having
an extralinguistic nature). Apparently, such grammatical
categories bqe universal as names of objects (nouns and
nominal phrdses), names of situations-sentences, and the
so-called transformers, that is, linguistic objects changing
linguistic objects of one class in!o. other linguistic objects
of -the sam6 or different class.?4 And that means, for
instance, that singling out objects in reality and distin-
guishing them from processes and actions, that is, from
situations, is common to all languages, being determined
by extralingUlslic circumstances which inevitably affect
all languages.'i b The existence of invariant grammatical
structures in all Ianguages is also an argument against the
universalist claims of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. The
grammatical structure of a given language assumes a def-
inite object dissection of the world specifying a definite
very general sense of each sentence generated by the given
system of grammatical rules. Therefore, if lexical seman-
tic connections in a sentence are disrupted but the sen-
tence itself is constructed grammatically, it is meaningful
in a wider sense, though properly speaking nonsensical;
at any rate, it is understandable. Noam Chomsky cites in
this conneqt_ion the sentence "Colorless green ideas sleep
furiously".T 6

But even if we deal with a completely foreign language,
the grammar of which is not known to us and may prove
to be quite different from the grammar of our native tongue,
the existence of language universals does not permit
us to interpret that language as a simple set of sounds con-
ventionally connected with stimuli from the external
environment and allowing an almost unlimited spectrum
of incompatible interpretations. Quine makes a universal
and an absolute out of a definite procedure that is justi-
fied in metamathematical studies. In the latter, the need
indeed arises to view a given theoretical system as a purely
formal structure (a set of symbols on paper) functioning
as an object language meaningfully discussed in metalan-
guage. Under ordinary circumstances, however, the atti-
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tude to natural language and even those languages which
express the content of theories in the factual sciences,
i.e., those that differ from mathematics, is different. If
I come across a language spoken by beings physically sim-
ilar to me and interacting with the extemal world in
a basically similar way (and that is expressed in their be-
haviour), I must assume at once that the semantic fields
of our different languages have essential features in com-
mon.

According to Quine's conception, only those acts of.
verbal behaviour are ultimately given to me on the seman-
tic plane whose agent I myself am. A dissected picture of
the object world is given to me by the language which
characterises nzy predisposition to definite verbal behav-
iour. As for the language of any other subjects, including
those that speak apparently the same language as myself,
this language. functions, according to Quine, merely as
an object lanfuage, i.e., a set of sounds allowing different
interpretations. However, an individual that merely receives
from the external world a set of impacts in the form of
"stimulus meanings", holding other individuals and their
actions also to be mere external stimuli, cannot be the
starting point of epistemological or even psychological
and psycholinguistic study. Such a study must have for
a starting point the subject included from the outset into
real connections of communication with other subjects
representing society and the accumulated social-historical
experiences. From the very first days of its life, the child
is involved in a meaningful interaction with an adult. At
first, the ties of semantic communication are established
directly through practical activity with external real ob-
jects (and not at all with a set of "stimulus meanings"! )
and later through the use of language, too. The latter thus
actually expresses not only a definite relation of sound
complexes to extemal objects but also the relation of the
subjects using it to one another. The types of objects to
which the expressions of the given language and the prin-
cipal lypes of relations between these objects, i.e., the
principal systems of meanings, relate are therefore com-
mon to all the cariers of the given language. The question,
discussed by Quine, of what the ontology of the language
is which my compatriot speaks cannot for this reason arise
in reality and is a typical pseudoproblem.

The difference between the object dissection of the
world given to me through the language I speak and the
ontology of this language does not have the character
ascribed to it by Quine. Of course, this differentiation has
some sense in formal analysis, when we have to discuss
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an object language in terms of a metalanguage, but it can
hardly be so essential in all the other -cases. As far as

latural languages and the languages of the theories of
factual scienees are concerned, their ontology is substan-
tively determined by the object dissection of ttre world
given in them and cannot be viewed as something deter-
mined only by the relation of the given language oitheory
to another arbitrarily chosen language or theory. Therefore
in non-formal conte-xts the ontology of a theoretical sys"
tem may be regarded as inbuilt.

That does not, of course, mean that a1l semantic shad-
ing! included in the perception of the given object by my-
self and another subject are absolutely identical. Indeeil,if two subjects look at the same object, the latter wili
present to them its different aspects if only because their
angles of vision may not coincide, as they occupy dif-
ferent positions in space. That meani that th6 backgiounds
against which the given object will be perceived-will be
different, to say nothing of the differen-ces in perception
determined by the specific traits of the personatity and the
life story of each of the subjects. The situation is essential-
ly the same with their utterances. One and the same word
necessarily calls forth different associations in them con-
d^itioned by their uniqlre life experiences. For this reason,if we accept that understanding another person assumes
complete and absolute comprehension of the entire sys-
tem of the subjective semantic shadings of behaviour ahd
speech essential for that person, we may conclude that
such an understanding is in general impossible and that,
consequently, semantic interaction or meaningful dia-
logue between two subjects are in general nonexistent.
That is the conclusion to which Quinb comes. But, as we
have tried to show, the difference in semantic shadings
characterising the eiperiences of different subjecti ii itseii
possible only against the background of essentially common
semantic structures underlying real practical, objecL
directed and language communication. Real undeistanding
and dialogue do not at all rule out certain semantic differ-
ences in the details and shadings that are inessential for
the needs of communication. Moreover, communication
presupposes these differences, for no subject can cease
being himself or transplant himself into the body and
consciousness of another.

Therefore, if we interpret understanding another person
as complete coincidence of semantic fields, as absolute
merging with the subjective states of anothirr through a
kind of direct empathy, we may deduce that any under-
standing is in actual fact non-understanding. It is-another
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matter that this.interpretation of understanding is unten-

able. To distinguish between the general structure ot se-

ili"iii ti"laJ-"Jr""ti"t for communication and the subject-
i*-.".tem of semantic connections in which this structure
i;"#;i;il""t;d i" the consciousness. of each individual
.i"uJ"Etle.-N. L"o"[vev draws a distinction between the
catesories ot "*"*ii;; ila ;p;,sonat sense"'71 It does

"li%fiJ* trom ttre-above t6at the access to another
ffi;;il;ystem 

-orpersonal 
senses is absolutely- closed to

;;: ,"d tliat I c"t .,6t to some extent assimilate his charac-

te;iJil;;al-of interpreting the svstem.of general T?n,
irrer. Everv real dialogue performs this task-, enablrng

l,irt't. l".itt" world t[roufh the eyes of another person

;d d; aio* tt " 
pottiUititv -of a starid'oint different from

ili"".-at iJ, itt"^p"r"eptiirn of !!re object from the same

i"?fl' df ,irioo a, il-pi"ients itselt to airother, it is enough

to"take up the same spatial positio{t -whrch was earller
l-""*ji"a-[v-anothei su'biect. it is a different matter that
il;;i"t" ;6tgi"i ot ttte systems of personal senses of two
."ui""it is im"po&iute, since they remain different'
"- #il;il;tfu; it "i""t, more complicated, of c-ourse, in
trvine to understand the behaviour and s-peech of the car-

ri6rs "of a foreign language absolutely unknown to us' we

irir! i.""fr"d 
- 3" it 

"'eiistence 
of_giammatical universals

;;"r;;-6-different targrr"g"t. girt 
-a great de.al i",!!q

srammatical structures of different languages. ls.lnoeeo
tiii"i"nt. and this fact, though raised to an absolute by

Siliiwir".f, and Quinir, caniot b.e.ignored' For instance'
[f,5r"' are thiee 

"uG- 
ir' Arabic, fifteln in Estonian, and

"o 
a"J""rion in some-languages at all. lvstems of lexic,al

meanings vary particularly strongly., trom languag;.e t'o

ffis#;: If w6 r6cognise the community of differe-nt types
#'tsbI8;it;t"mea Evdifferent languages,. we shall have to
consider the fact that the ways of grouping these oDJecrs

in-"tasriticatory systems (and-it_is the latter that are ex-

;il;;e-ilH""tefi""t uniis of the given langu-age) dislin-
"d;h ;;; r""soug" ivstem from another and are deter-
ilt"a;; tii"'!p"Eiri""Git. of that kind of practice *u9h
i. 

-"t 
urudt"ristii of the carriers of the given language: .,1!

it"ai"t in most diverse language-s have showT'th9.JJl9l9
soectrum is .distributed, in different ways by^ drllerent
ffiil4;;.-L"f-ut consider the designation of colours:
;*L""ni 'dark-blue', 

-'iigt 
i-utrr"', 'greyi 'brown" In Welsh,

t?r;;;';.rdt- 
"ott"Jpo"? 

to thii p=ar! of the colour spect-

ffi; q;ril d,-,-ilas,-i"a gtlrt't'Jhe hsi word denotes that
p"tt 

"'t 
it " sb6ctrirm *frictt is termed in English.'brown'

fio ';;";t-oii to be more-precise,.:q*k grey" The.word

iiol "'"i6t. 
ui" putt named'in Enllish 'light-grey', 'blue"
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and 'gteen'. The word qwyrdd also refers to that part
of the spectrum which we call 'green'... And in the lan-
guage of one of the Negro peoples living in Liberia, all
colours of the.rainbow are designated by two words only:
one refers to the colours which painters call 'warm' (red,
orange,^ yellow, etc.), and the other, 'cold' (blue, violet,
etc.).'tl E Inasmuch as language is directly connected with
thought, not only serving as a means of expressing cogni-
tive structures evolved in object-related practical activity
before language but also creating for the first time the
possibility of the emergence of new cognitive structures,
it may be assumed that the difference between the gram-
matical and lexical means indicates a difference in definite
cognitive schemes (although these differences do not
involve the principal schemes of reasoning expressed in
language universals). One may even go still further, as-
suming that the difference in language structures deter-
mines to some extent the difference in perception. It is,
for instance, possible that the Negro tribe living in Liberia
referred to above perceives colours in a different manner
from the carriers of modem European languages.

To evaluate this line of reasoning, let us consider some
facts. A difference in the grammatical structure of two
given languages does not by itself predetermine the possi-
bilities of rendering certain senses with their aid. It is well
known, for instance, that the category of determination-
indetermination is very essential for Romance and Ger-
manic languages and is expressed in them grammatically,
through definite and indefinite articles. There is no system
of articles in Russian, but the category of determination-
indetermination can be expressed in this language too-by
lexical rather than grammatical means (through the pro-
nouns etot, tot in one case and hahoy-to, nekotoriy in
the other). Generally speaking, identical senses are expres-
sed in different ways in different languages: in some the
sense is expressed grammatically, in others, lexically (the
phenomenon of lexico-grammatical synonymy). The vo-
cabulary, being continually renovated, is the most flex-
ible and dynamic part of the language system, a kind of
complement to grammar. Inasmuch as there are no essen-
tial obstacles to the development of the vocabulary, one
may keep introducing new senses and types of senses while
remaining within the framework of the given grammatical
structure, which is the most conservative part of the lan-
guage system. It would therefore be rash, to say the least,
to infer the characteristic world picture of a language and
the cognitive schemes specific for its carriers directly from
the grammatical structure, neglecting the study of lexical
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systems. The study of actually existing natural languages

riIr.Lr- pr.t1a;; dgilu"ts iri favour of recognising the
;;;;diby of tt "ii ."*rtttic fieldt in their basic essential

features.--x-io, 
the undoubtedly existing differences in vocabu-

Iarv. and consequently in certain c-lassificatory qng seman-

it'Juii"t".. lir"ii i"n,i"tt"e ott the perception of the world
;;e(";;i"i-1":i,"tlig"tion. In anv casc one must bear in
;i;a th"i the main- perceptive slructures take shape al-

;;il; [;bte tanguag" -is mistered. Therefore the absence

i;-iii" gi"""i""drge"of words for certain objgc.ts and their
urp"ltr'a"", no1 nleceSsarily mean that the latter are not
pliceived at all. lndufitaUty, language also affects the se-

'-i"iL ""fr*u"t"ririi", of p'eicepiiori structures, althou.gh

lh" ;;td and exteqt of 'this influence have been quite
insufficienUy studied.T-T;i'* ;6te, iinallv, that. the social-historical changes

*a tft" 
""toAiy iroiuiirg affinit-y between the cultures of

aitt"il"t ,"gioni iecessa"rily lead to the addition oJ wor.ds

t; t[; ';'Tutarv 
ot ttr-[iven language which allow the

"*oression 
of neiv iystemi of meanings, which tezults in

th6 affinity of the s'emantic fields of different languages

thus growing.*H.1;;;; 
as long as differergces.between cultures and

the underlving type.s of practical activity continue.to exist,

""rt"i" 
aiiiei"-"c"i betw'een the sem,antic fields of language

.".iem, continue to exist, too. All of this creates actual
iiiii""iti". U"tf, to. translation and for understan-ding.
iffi.-l]h;;; dfficulties are not at all insurmountable, being

"tlfiL;tA i" 
-ih; cb.rt." of social progress and cultural

interaction. At certain stages in history, however, they stul
exist and have to be taken into account.

Otte-to-ott" translation from one language into another
is in general impossible. Separate elementary me,1"l'gt--91
one llnguage often have no- equivalents in another' IJut
combinaliois or systems of meanings of different lan-
gr&;;;t on the"whole correspond to each other' If the
Ianzuages are very dissimilar (owing to the difference in
;ii;;t), tianslation of some ineanings at a given stage of
r."i"f. 6'utturat and language developmbnt is sometimes
ii*-Jiv impossible, but tliat does nof mean that this- p-gq-

;ii;ifiii;;;;t-;ise in the future. rhus the actual dif-
ii""tti"r 

-of 
translation are quite different from those out-

ii";d by 6ui"; i" ti.theorf-of theimpossibilitv of radical
ii"".tufioi and, which is 

-the main thing, they do not
warrant Quine's' philosophical c onclusions.

Ga us-now iriagine ihat we have to deal with a reason-
aUfe-Ueing whot" [hysical make-up, the modes of obtain-
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ing and processing information from the surrounding
environment, and the type of interaction with the world
are essentially different from the human (extraterrestrials
are favourite characters in science fiction, as we know).
Assumedly, it will be extremely difficult to understand the
language of this being. It is this case, rather than what
we usually obsewe in ethnolinguistic studies, that is closest
to Quine's view of the situation of an anthropologist
studying the language of an unknown tribe. Yet even this
case does not fully answer Quine's interpretation. Assume
that the extraterrestrial's system of perception of the
world was formed under conditions essentially different
from terrestrial ones, that his environment did not include
solid bodies, that is to say, it was something like liquid or
gas. (Of course, this assumption is highly hypothetical if
not improbable. We temporarily accept it entirely as a
kind of "mental experiment".) In this case, the extrater-
restrial will either have no means of perceiving the world
of objects with which we deal or will perceive these objects
in a specific manner different from ours. If we observe,
however, that our guest out of space fairly successfully
orients himself in our terrestrial world, we must conclude
that he perceives, in one way or another, our system of
objects. And if we consider as well that object dissection
of the world characterises definite systems of depend-
ences of reality itself, far from merely expressing the
properties of our language (and we tried to show the ne-
cessity of exactly this interpretation of the facts), we
inevitably come to the conclusion that a reasonable being
different from ourselves perceives, under terrestrial con-
ditions, essentially the same types of objects as we do. This
conclusion may serve as the basis for the search for the
modes of understanding the language of extraterrestrials.
It also allows the assumption that we shall be able to trans-
late a certain part of this language, though this apparently
does not obtain with reference to the extraterrestrials'
language as a whole, for the modes of existence of the
Earth's inhabitants and of the guests from space differ too
greatly. Success is more likely if we deal with messages
containing scientific information: it is through science that
we acquire knowledge about real objects and their depend-
ences regardless of their being included in some form
or other in direct practical activity at the given historical
stage. It is not accidental that it is hoped to establish
communication with extraterrestrial civilisations (if they
exist! ) through transmitting scientific texts.

We recall, however, that Thomas Kuhn believes that in
science itself the assertions about laws assume essentially
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different senses in different paradigms, so that adherents

"-i.""tt o"ruaie-. in science do not understand one an-

Iinlr. 
-3.i- 

it tf,e-inrraUitants of the Earth engqge$ in one
X"a ir,Eir;";"4;rdking-scientific studv of the given

.rtrenomenal domain' accepting a whole series or assertlons

il't*;;";"d;';"s-ih;-;aire ipp"t"tus, still do not fullv
understand one *oitt"i, according to Kuhn, hoY,,-'l
science to ensure understanding betwe-en ourselves ano rne

hvo othetic al"uro r"biJ in-trJuiTants of remote w orld s d if-
f6rine from ours?--du'"- *" accept Kuhn's thesis about the incommensur'
ability of different Paradigms?-"i;"d;i this a;;;ii;n, we shall have to do a certain
amount of analYtical work.*'i;t-il;t"tt 

by siating that the existence,. at different
stages of the development of science, of vartous ways or
r"fr"irtlJ oigu"i.utioi, of systems of knowledg." 1mpl;,'-n"11-
ea in diffeient paradigms appears quite llkely' rn-e u-
iJari"iUifit, 

-oI-ori" -piriaig--'tb 
another. is expressed ."o1

L"fii i" lfrit identical'formilas are given different meanings
iti'?rr"rir^-"t e*pfruiit"a bv Kuhn himself' Even if we ignore
;h"';;;tt il--.jf iema"tic interpretation of assertions ex-

"."..-'"J1" 
r-u.nioti" ior,,, and iorming scientific theories,

ii ff;ft;iriU-t"p;;iiut" to perform the oPeratio-n of
i;rili'a;auction oi ,u ptoposilions -of one theory- from
i[^"'i*tr"iiiions ot-trratirr"orv which came to replace it
;;; ;h-i"h, it *orrta appqqr, niustrully,supplant-the pre-

*rious ot e. (We have in mind here sufficiently glob-9l tne?IS:'
i[rrt-i.. clo'se to what is termed paradigms by Kuhn') tte-
au"tion of one theory to another mostly proves imp-ossrble

""i "rrf" on the cont6nt plane but also on the formal.one' 
.""M#6 liu;;;-tr,o*i itit euen thermodvTapics i1;1^oj

tutty ie duc ibl6 to cI assic al m ec h anic s, 4!q"9-gl il] : ^t:lltl^T6"tiu""tt these two theories is often cited in ph-ilosophlcal

ii.;;;fi;"';.-u tt ititg example of reduction' "I! fact' no
;il;;;il derivation- 5t tr,"'second principle 9f the.rr,no--

dfnamics is known: only the thermodynS*y^t,..9'^,tl:
ideal gas-a very special case-has so far been reduceo ro
;;G"irfu avnai"idi. At to rigid bodies,. nartiqle T-""1*1"-l
cannot account for their existenc-e, since the -'panrcles'

"""""*"a 
ar" qrant rm-mechanical 

'systems and they are

;il;aTy n.ra., whi"l, ate extraneous to- particle. me-

Eir-:"ti"J"N", 
-a"'". qur"tum mechanic-s yield classical m_e-

"hati"s 
in some limit: it retrieves only some ro.rmulas.or

orrticle mechanics. none of continuum mechanlcs' yllg.n
[1i,;' ;"iil-; ili;;;l" d m ec h anic s. F in allv, 

.s 
om e rel ativi stic

ttreories have no nonrelativistic limits while others have

more than one."8o
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Does that mean that communities of scientists adhering
to different paradigms live in different worlds and cannot
adequately communicate?

The fact itself of the existence of paradigms hardly
proves that the mode of vision of the world is entirely
iestructured in their successive replacement. Of course, the
framework of what is observed in scientific experiment is
determined by the content of the theory adopted. But the
principal structures of perception, just as interpretation of
the wbrld in terms of natural everyday language, take
shape 6t the pre-scientific level and hardly changqto any
essential degree throughout successive scientific theories.
One may rather assume that many semantic systems
characteristic of pre-scientific knowledge constitute, in
a transformed shape, part of science essentially determin-
ing its content aspects. The replacement of fundamental
scientific theories or paradigms thus takes place against
the background of definite constant strata of knowledge
implemented, at any rate, in the structures of perception
and in the propositions of the so-called common sense
expressed in ordinary language.

Let us note further that in the actual practice of scien-
tific research theory is not, as a rule, applied directly to
experience but through the mediation of another ("in-
terpretant") theory, as has been indicated above. The re-
placement of one substantive theory by another does not,
as a rule, coincide with the replacement of interpretant
theories. Besides, as we have just noted, new theories ner/er
fully oust out old ones. The actual multilevel structure of
scientific knowledge, the existence in it of a number of
systems (not a single one!) at each given stage, changing
in different ways and at different rates, and finally the
"immersion" of scientific theories in everyday pre-scientif-
ic knowledge, allow actual comparison and assessment
of different paradigms in terms of external criteria, so that
the assertion of their incommensurability has no basis
at all.

The existence of a common background for different
paradigms makes it possible to apply common measuring
rods or standards to them. That does not mean that they
are mutually fully translatable, since that would imply
the existence of common referent systems and common
meanings. But paradigms are characterised precisely by
different contents, by giving different interpretations to
identical formulas and sometimes even by different refer-
ents. Even if we assume that there is no complete semantic
break between paradigms but merely a certain difference
(we shall touch on this point somewhat later), complete



mutual translatabilitv of different paradigms is impossible.
Under criticism, Kulin gave a less iigid formulation of the
ttte.ir aUorrt thit drawl a parallel between paradigms and
"alternative worlds", asserting in the "Postscript'1969"
tnat. atnoueh different parad-igms a19 mutually translat-
uUie, tt"v ari still incomirensuiable.sl In actual-fact, the
reveise ii true, as we have tried to show:-paradigms are
commensurabl6 but not mutually translatable.

Recentlv. specialists in scieritology have been greatly
interested 

-in 
tfre so-called thematic analysis of scientific

theories, that is, the study of those content components
of theofetical c6nstructioris which are passed on from one
stage in th6 history of scientific thought to another,.link-
i"e- up different baradigms and enzuring continuity of
delreldpment of stientific cognition. For .example,. the
con"eft of force has certain cf,aracteristics invariant both
with regard to the Aristotelian and Newtonian p-aradigps.
The thime of conservation (of matter, motion, electricity,
etc.) is passed on from one pgradigm to the next. Some
therires, accompanying scientific- thought from its incep-
tion- ar'e srouped iri relations of antithetical couples: ^atom-
ism'vs c5ntiriualism. holism vs reductionism, etc.6z The
existence of such common themes would be clearly im-
possible if different paradigms indeed implemented "al-
ternative worlds".

The emergence of a new paradigm certainly changes the
semantic inferpretation of-a number of scientific con'
cepts. Howevei, this change should hardly be understood
as^complete replacement of the old meaning: If-ryg recog-
nise tfr^e existdnce of common themes in the history of
cognition, this kind of replacement- is lPParently Ppol:
siUie. gedides, the changel obviously do not involve all
concepts. In leneral, it is not any appearance oJ a given
conceilt in a-new iontext that entails-the.replacement
of on6 meaning by another or others, otherwise we would
be unable to c5mirunicate and to understand one another,
slnce language involves, among other things, generation of
utterances which cannot have been made prevrously. rn the
theory of relativity, the interpretation of mass differs in
severil important irirints from-that of classical mechanics.
It does noi foltow, however, thattwo Paradigms using one
and the same woid operate with different concepts, as
Kuhn asserts. The systems of objects to which these para-
digms refer are sometimes common for the two.

-tr'inattv. we must not forget that a new paradigm may
only be-hdopted if, apart-from everything else,- it ex-
plains why fhe paridigm that is replaced could func'
tion succ6ssfullyi until- a certain moment, in a domain
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that is common to both.
This explanation is only possible if there exists a mean-

ingfuI interpretation of the old paradigm, which is ensured
bt the fact that some sense units and separate senses of
the old paradigm are immersed or form part of the new
content structure expressing the new paradigm. Kuhn's
error stems from his failure to distinguish between para-
digm as an integral structure and the separate semantic
systems that form part of it. In his view, destruction of q
paradigm is tantamount to completely discarding all
systems of old meanings. In reality, it is the comprehensive
incorporation of the semantic systems of one paradigm
in the integral structure constituted by the new paradigm
that makes mutual understanding and real communication
between their representatives possible at an inter-paradig-
mal level. Importantly, not all the systems of meanings
which are ascribed to identical terms and formulas coin-
cide: that is excluded since different paradigms cannot be
fully translatable into each other's languages. It is suffi-
cient for inter-paradigmal understanding and communi-
cation that meanings forming part of different paradigms
should coincide in certain essential components. The exist-
.ence of a common constant background of knowledge
allows the comparison of different paradigms and a choice
between them.

Therefore a scientist studying the history of physics can
understand not only the Newtonian but also Aristotelian
paradigm. To do that, it is not at all required to forget the
theory of relativity and quantum mechanics and, through
a kind of mystic empathy, to gtasp precisely the same
meaning of all the concepts in these paradigms as was
attributed to them in times long gone. On the contrary,
it is in the light of modern scientific theories that the his-
torian-can see that content in the old paradigms of which
their carriers themselves were not aware (e.g., to establish
the fact that Newton did not distingrrish between iner-
tial and gravitational masses). The psychologist studying
the stages of the formation of perceptive structures un-
doubtedly cannot see the world in the \May a small child
sees it. The researcher does not only describe the child's
external behaviour but also surmises how the world looks
to the child. The psychologist has the right to formulate
these surmises (and they are of considerable significance
to him) because the child's perceptual structures, dif-
ferent as they are from the corresponding structures of
an adult, are not discarded in psychical development but,
after restructuring, become components of mature per-
ception structures. The psychiatrist'in an interview with
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a mental patient attempts to reconstruct -his-subjective
world froni the latter's behaviour and speech. The success
of these attempts does not at all mean that the doctor
must in some way assume a condition similar to that of
the patient. Tha{ is impossible as long as the .doctor
remains a sane person, and as soon as he ceases to be one,
he can no long-er be i doctor. The point is that the dif-
ference betwe6n a sane person and one with abnormal
mentality does not exclude the existence of common
psychicai structures and functions in the two. Here the
hoctor apparently understands the patient better than the
patient fhe doctor, and then the doctor understands him-
ielf better than the patient understands himself.

Thus, the problem of continuity - 
o! cognitive experi-

ences pioved io be more compliqated than Kant once be-
lieved.-In the course of the development of cognition con-
ceptual stmctures emerge which cannot be reduced to
each other, and that means that that process really in-
cludes seniantic gaps.

Even ordinary 
- natural languages express systems of

meaning somehow differing from one another. T!e.19for.e,
there iJ no unambiguously determined translatability in
this case either. Onlhe whole,.however, translation from
one natural language into another is fully realisable, and
it is alt the easidr.tfie closer the cultures of the carriers of
these languages. The explanation lies in the basic com-
munity oT ttie conditions of life and practical activity of
commirnities employing ordinary national languages. As
for the relationi of different theories emerging in the
development of scientific know-Iedge, the situation here
is ouite different. A new scientific theory, and, still more
so,'a fundamentally novel paradig-m emerge prec.isely
be'cause they carry 

-substantively different content inex-
pressible in ierms bt ota conceptu-al instruments. Natural-
iy there can be no complete translatability. in this case. As
we have seen, it is even absent where special attempts are
made to expiess one theory in the language of anoth^er to
attain greatier precision in- expressing the content of the
former'(e.g., iir putting the theory of arithmetic in the
language of set theory).

At ftre same time there are relations of continuity and
cohesion of definite meanings between different theories
and paradigms, a genetal background of knowledge,.so that
para-rligms -carinot be equated with absolutely different
;'alteriative worlds". Being mutually intranslatable, dif-
ferent paradigms are nevertheless commensurable.

The-probtem of continuity and alterations in the mean-
ings of concepts in the course of the development of
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science has so far been but little studied. However, the
understanding of the meaningful side of scientific theoret-
ical knowledge largely depends precisely on the solution
of this problem. It should be recognised that, although
there are certain gaps in the development of the concep-
tual systems of science, they can hardly exist in percep-
tion structures--at least in adults. True, if we should be-
lieve, as Sartre does, that a cognitive orientation does not
underlie experience, and that the latter is not marked by
the division into subject and object, we shall have to ad-
mit that there are complete gaps not only between the
experiences of any two subjects but also in the experience
of each of them. The subject continually manifests him-
self in unique situations, Sartre believes, and separate si-
tuations have nothing in common. The subject, too,
is each time unlike himself. This interpretation can only be
accepted if one agrees with Sartre's general philosophical
and epistemological conception. We showed its untenabil-
ity in the second chapter of Part One of the present work.
Abstractly speaking, certain perception structures (though
by far not all!) could, of course, change if the type of
man's object environment should radically change, or the
type of his practice, or the set of sensory modalities in-
herent in his perceptual system. In this case gaps could
appear in the structures of direct experience. We may
recall that Gregory admits the theoretical possibility of
man creating a supercomplex artificial environment that
will demand the formation of new ways of perceiving
objects. If man does not solve this task, he will be unable
to see. And if he solves it successfully, gaps will emerge
between old and new experience.

As for the results of changing the set of modalities,
they can be assessed by the results of actual successful
operations of removing cataracts owing to which men begin
to see. The perception of the world in such individuals is
originally formed on the basis of the tactile sense. At the
same time, an amodal objective scheme of the world was
built in the system of perception of the formerly blind
person. The blind man is confidently and correctly orient-
ed in the system of objects, but the appearance of a new
(visual) modality disrupts the well-formed system of
orientation: the formerly blind person cannot at first
correlate the visual information with the tactile perceptive
images he has, and the earlier developed modes of tactile
orientation cannot function as successfully as before.
Only gradually new perceptive structures are developed
which link up visual and tactile information. ApparenUy
there is a gap (though not complete here either) between



old and new experience. The amodal gbjective schem-e of
the world remiins constant, and the new expenence
structure is formed on its basis.""-iir;4";"l"pme"t oi cognition is. thus characterised by

""t""ri""-u"d 
a"epeni"g oT tft" content of knowle4ge, the

"-erserr"" 
of new temilrti" systems and the singling out

of njw types of objects. In t-his process' the charac,tens-

tics of oirjective reality itself existing indepen-oe-n'-ll-E
cosnition ind consciousness are reflected and repro.uceo
il"#;'il4;;;ili;ci." ind differentiated wavs; that is
;; ;;;;;bj;;tiveiy irue knowledge is produced' As we see'

;h" ;il;i""--ai*""ti"J interrelatioris between discrete'

""r, "".ito"tir*uity 
in the development of cognition are

o"" oi the modes 6f concrete expression of the dialectlcs
6IuU.of"t", ielative, and objective ttt!', a.classical philo-

sophical analysis of which was given by Lenln''"

4. 'OTHER WORLDS" AND THE SUCCESSIVE

REPLACEMENT OF THE FORMS

OF OBJECTIF]CATION OF KNOWLEDGE

We have noted earlier that most kinds of knowledge are'
in one wav or at oitiLt, objectified and consolidated in a
;;#; o[".p""iii" mediatoi objects-implements, .instru-
;i;"t" svmbols of oral and written language, sclentrrlc
te"[r,'scLemes. diagrams, drawings, etc' There are also

ffi[J ;f -6;ii1't"aEE ittii exist ii a subjective and,not
obiectified form. such as perception- But, 9s ry9 nqYe

triird to show, they are also genetically and runctlonauy

-Lai"i"a Uv 'the "man-made "world oi artificial objects
L-ti,dui"e Jo"iur-fritt"rical experience' Qualitative changes

in it e 6onient of systems of knowledge are not necessaruy-

;;;."d i" it e .i""".tir" replacem6nt of the means of
;fr5ir;;j;"Tiri""ti""t-"i-a rule', that is exactlv what does

not happen.'*i#;Alil-a text (if "text" is taken tomean anv ryo{9 9[
obiectificition of irnowledge, and "readin9"-?t'y to^rm or

its"interpretation by the subject) always implres.drlreren-
tiation between the semantic content embodred In rt
;d;ii.r" ;p""11i" iiaits or tne mqt91$ of imPlementation
;iri"ii a; tt6t t rve Itre function of differentiating meaning'
iii-i,*"ii" 

", 

- 

[hi. diff 
"t"ntiatio 

n is usuallv,s']bg 9T9-i911r 19
It at wt ut is directly given to the subject is the semantrc

;;;""t;i i.tto*t"ari",That is, what the-text savs aboutthe
real objects themse-Ives. Modern- linguistics draws a clear
aiiiio"i"i"" uetween-itre value of a l=anguage-'unit and the
;;6i;i; *ti"t, it is built. The material of different units
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may vary while their values expressed in interrelations are
constant-. When a person heats someone's speech (and this
case may be incluiled in reading a text in the broad sense
accepted here), only the content rendered by that speech
is given to consciousness and not the way souL4s are pro-
nounced or the separate sounds themselves. (That is, on
condition, of course, that all the existing variations -in
pronunciation do not go beyond the limits where the
ineaning will be distorted.) In reading q printed t"T!, J
do not iotice separate letters, the kind of paper on which
the text is printed, I can miss a misprint, for consciousness
is at that moment directed at reproduction of semantic
connections. If my task is searching for misprints, howe-ver,
the perception of the given text is quite different: working
as proof-ieader, I cannot grasp the meaning of the .se-
mantic phrases ieified in the text. Basically the same th-ing
happeni on decoding any semantic content objectified
in 

-sbme form or other. For example, if I perceive a work
of art, I do not see the canvas or the paint sp.ots--but the
content expressed with their help. Even "readin-g" P-ttotqt
graphs, which at times appear as go9{ as "natural replicas"
5t -ttre 

real objects, is -o:nly poisible if one ignores the
quality of paper, the fact that the picture exists in two
dimeniions, uirtite the three-dimensional real objects, and
that the objects in the picture are motionless while in the
world of real objects all kinds of changes continually take
place, etc.- 

Sirigling out the properties which have the function of
sense 

-differentiation in tfre means of objectification of
knowledge, and distinguishing them from the characteris-
tics indifferent to meaning, are not determined by any
physical properties of these objects directly given in their-Uoitity form. This singling out is entirely deternlined -by
the culture in which the given objects function. If one has
not assimilated this culture and has not mastered the
modes of communication accepted in it, one is incapable
of expressing the semantic content objectified in the me-
diatoi objeets. Speech in an unfamiliar language is per'
ceived as-a jumble of sounds, a scientific text in which
unknown terms and systems of symbols are used appears
as an agglomeration of incomprehensible signs, etc. Even
works of art and sculpture that are aimed at presenting
reality in the form in *hich it is ordinarily perceived, can
be correctly "read" only if we have mastered the langua-ge
of art, that is, in particular, if we tak-e into account the
specificity of 'the -given style, the modes of presentation
accepted in it, etc.

H-owever, the fact that the ohysical properties of the
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mediator objects do not directly determine the functional
r"iJ tft"u pliv as instruments oi objectification of knowl-

"all,-a"tirr.it 
at all mean that the-forlner are comp-letely

i"diffei"* to the latter. They are independent of each
other only within certain limits. The need for expressing
Uuiiiary i"w cognitive content may in some cases produce
itt"--i".i"itemeni for other types of mediator objects,
ihore *hose physical properties would be more adequate
i" tfr" sotutioh of ttre givrSn task. These mediators make it
porJiUt" to express in k-nowledge a new sysle4 of objective
-meunings,"f sirch aspects of tlie real world which it would
uL iirrE to grasp and express in term-s of the existing
m"""i. The disc6very of new types of mediators-qig.n5
iilr ttr" rising of cogriition to a new -content level. Of this
*[rrt" is. for"instande, the transition from gesture language
airlcUy iitL"d with 6bject-related-activity to sound,lan-
guage, or the transition from oral to written speech'o+
iWrItd"" speech creates new possibilities for reconstructing
it " 6UG"f in its entiretv. The development of science is
obviouily impossible without writing. )--eUioii,t"iy identical content cinnot be rendered in
t€rm;- of dif"ferent types of objectification of knowledge'
We have already noted that verbal formulation of the con-
i""f of p"t""piiott introduces something new in knowl-
edge. Tliis ki:nd of alteration of content happens evo:
*fr-o" there is apparently nothing but mere copying' If
an artist paints irbm [fe, he is comp-elled to take into
i""orr"i tire properties of the material in which he em-
Uohi"t his d'drk,'the specific properties of paints (*^hi9h
ut" a*"V. diffeient frdm the colour characteristics of the
i"A *oiia), and the modes of artificially creating an im-
pression whictr would recall in some imp-ortant aspects
itt"- i-pt"tsion in ordinary perception (which is an,.im'
portanf condition of realistic art). and at the same time
6ri""tirttv deepen the latter. Orciinary perception at',d ?
work of 'art r6present two different systems of content
rendering. The 

-content itself cannot therefore be abso-
i"iLiv id""ii"d. ffr" potential of painting is -not indif-
i;id'b io the specific-features of [he material which is
used in it as i means of content objectification' The
history of this art is among othe.r.tlrings-also the.history

"t ex6erimentins with the material itself for establishing
itr ieirete*atioial potential, it is q search for the modes
of rehection which-are not'direcUy prompted by mere
perception of the object painted. A person that cannot
hruw'""tnot represerit a iamiliar object on paper. The
abilitv itself is nbt attained through spontaneous develop-
;;"i" Uut through Iearning in wtriCh cultural-historical
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experience is transmitted. The latter varies in different
cultural:regions and at different stages of the artistic and
cognitive development of mankind. The possibility of
"diawing from nature" thus assumes that the subject is
included- in a specifig system of mediator objects, that is,
he can operate with them according to definite rules. It
is therefore extremely difficult to draw an object for
which no modes of representation have been worked out
in the give\cultural tradition. E. H. Gombrich convincing-
ly illus[ratq]this point citing a mass of data from the his-
tory of art.ub

ihus, the emergence of new systems of mediator _opje-cts
also marks the appearance of new cognitive possibilities,
of other worlds,- in a sense. In this case, too, howerrer,
there is no complete disruption of continuity of cognitive
experience, theie are no alternative worlds absolutely
exiluding one another and mutually impermeable: it js
rather a matter of enriching experience with qualitatively
new content expressing previously unknown aspects of
objective reality.



Chapter 4

REFLEXION ABOUT KNOWLEDGE AND
THE DEVELOPMENT OF COGNITION

1. SELF-pONSCIoUSNESS AND REFLEXTON.

EXPLICIT AND IMPLICTT KNOWLEDGE

According to Kant, the continuity and-unity of.expe-
rience are conditioned by the transcendental uruty or

""o"i""ption. 
tt at is, thd unity of the Transcendental

il"-ui6"i-t-ir"ieti. tcant believes 
-that the pro-position ."I

trri"i;-iJ tt" irrp""m" foundation of knowledge..In criti-

"Jiv """tvsing 
the German philosopher's conceptioq,.Ye

il;6 J;il64 6ut that the achral dependence is of a diffe-
ient f.ina. It is true that the knowledge of external objects
assumes self-consciousness, but the latter- in its turn assum es

ifre 
-iormer. Both knowledge and self-consciousness are

utt-irtrt"iv 
'conditioned 

bv- -the ^subiec!'g 
practical. ob-

iecirefatea activitv in the world of real objects, an activity
ittrt is social in its very nature, including as it does the
relation of the given subject to others.-- -tfrus 

Kant drroneouily interpreted the actual facts of

"os 
'tion. Still. we have- to admit that self-consciousness

i"d""a piivi iipecial role in ttre acquisition of knowledge'
This faci nierits a more careful analysis.- iet us note, first of all, that self-consciousness is always
knowledge of a sPecial kind.-- 

iru;;'kant diaws a basic distinction between knowledge
ana sJnco"sciousness, emphasising that the Transcendental
Snbi""i tan only be 6onsciously iealised but it cannot be
th;';bidt;f knbwledee. It is the attempt to think of this
Subieci as an object oI experience that leads to one of the
aniihomies of prire reason] Kant believes. Sartre al-so sepl-
i;6s;Aniouiness and kirowledge as a matter of prin.ci-
irli--o.i"ii"e out that consciousness does not necessarily
A;a -*itn in-" world of objects, whereas knowledge gpliSal
to"ity i*ptes an object to whi'ch it refers. The world that
i. 6it"*ii witrr reg-ara to consciousness, different.and in-
deoendent from it-(the world in itself) does not initillty
;pil;i ; a- worta df objects, according lo Sar.tre, and is
nbi therefore an object of knowledge. Consciousness is
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not reflective in its very nature and therefore does not ini-
tially know itself, let alone the world of external obj-ects.
However, it immediately realises itself as different from
the world in itself (therefore Sartre names consciousness
"Being For-Itself").'In this way the philosopher s.eparates
self+onsciousness and knowledge of self (reflexion).

Let us note that both Kant and Sartre believe that under
ordinary conditions there exists a relation of the subject,to
himself-which appears as knowledge of himself. It is a dif-
ferent matter that, according to these philosophers, the
individual empirical sqbject's experientially given knowl-
edge of self is not the same as grasping the true deep
naiure of this subject (the latter appears as the Transcen-
dental Subject, according to Kant, and as "pure" con-
sciousness, Being For-Itself, according to Sartre).

Inasmuch as we begin our analysis with the study of
individual empirical subjects and their mutual relations,
the statement that a certain kind of knowledge is given in
ordinary self-consciousness can hardly raise any objec-
tions. Later we shall also try to explain the facts interpret
ed by Kant and Sartre as a fundamental difference between
consciousness (self-consciousness) and knowledge. We
have noted the'very important circumstance, recorded in
modern psychology, that the objective arriodal scheme of
the world underlylng all types and kinds of perceptio! 4so
assumes the incoipolation bf a scheme of the subject's b-o-

dy in it. The knowledge of the position of one's body in the
objective network of spatio-temporal connections, the
knbwledge of the difference between the objective changes
in the real world and the succession of the subjective states
of consciousness, the knowledge of the connection be-
tween the perspectives of experience and the objective
position of the subject's body--all of these varied kinds
of knowledge are included in a compressed form in an ele-
mentary aci of consciousness, tfq act which is indeed as"
sumed by *y cognitive proceis.S 6 Without self-conscious-
ness, the subject cannot determine the objective state of
affairs in the world. In the specific and supreme form of
reflection termed cognition, the subject does not simply
know something-he also realises that he knows it, that is,
he always stands in a certain relation to knowledge and
himself. If that were not so, cognition could not exist.
As Marx stated: "The animal is immediately one with its
life activity. It does not distinguish itself from it. It is
its life actiuity. Man makes his life activity itself the ob-
ject of his will and of his consciousness. He has conscious
life activity. It is not a determination with which he direct-
ly merges. Conscious life activity distinguishes man imme-
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diately from animal life activity."81.
Si"t" all ihis is quite true, a situation emerges- which

^""eris 
ouite paraa6xical anci even impossible' Indeed, if

i'c'ognize som6 object, can I simultaneously also-cognize
my Sognizing self dnd ttre act oJ r-nv co^gnition? Does not
ac-cepting th6 thesis that knowlgdge gt an object also, as-

sum6s kiowledge of the cognizing stlbject and the act of
his cognition le-ad to an insoluble logical paradox?.Is not
ttre lafiter similar to the paradoxes which arise when an
utterance has itself for a reTerent? (These paradqxes, along
with some others, were discovered early. in this-century-in
set ttieory and sfimulated intense studies in the founda-
tions of irathematics.) Consider these facts. My eyes can
see everything that surrounds me. They -also see certain
parts of my own body. They see other subjectf looking at
bertain objects. But niy eyei cannot in.principle see them-
ietvei attd the procesiof-their vision. (It gan be objected
that the eyes se-e themselves in the mirror. But what we see

in the mir-ror is not the eyes themselves but only thei!.r+
flection. Of course, the rdflection in the mirror has a like-
ness to my eyes, arid I can imagine with the aid of the mir-
ror the wiy i myself, my face aqd- my gYes look to an ex-
ternal obseruer. However, when I lool( rn the mlmor, lr fs
not my eyes that are the 6bject of my experience but only
their ;hv;ical reflection on-the surface of a certain body.
the fict thaf this reflection resembles the picture my eyes
present to a stranger is not at all evident and notLknown
it ttte early stages 6t ttre dbvelopment of the psyc.!e.)

Keith Gundlrson. a modem American philosopher,
points out that the iognizing subject cannot be the object
;f fiil own experience]an o6ject-of his knowledge. Expe-
rience is directed at the world of external objects. I c-an

lmow the states and relations of physical objects. I also
know other individuals. both at the level of everyday
t nowteaee and througti special scientific inquiry (e.g.,
physiolofy, psychology,- sociology,. "!9.). 

In his turn,
another subject may study me, and_ln thrs case r snarl De

[t e oUlect of ttris other subject.'But I cannot kno-w myself,
the su6ject, as an object of my own ex-perience. Otherwise,
Gunderion'believes. we would get lost in an insoluble
paradox similar to the paradoxes of set.theory. tf h$ to,be
iecognised, states the American philosoph-e1, that the
subjSct hiinself, the carrier and generator of-knowledge,
arobs out of t6e domain to whiih his knowledge refers'
The:re is nothing surprising about it, he continues, since-

ttiis fact is chara-cteriitic not only of man but in general of
all systems, including artificially- constructed technical
mech-anisms, which hive to do with receiving information
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from the environment. Any such system gathers informa-
ti6n about objects different from the system itself, but it
cannot obtain'information concerning the process itself of
gathering information. Periscope lenses reflect everything

ll3lrn"rn"ns 
around, but they cannot reflect themsel-

We may agree with Gunderson that the situation where
cognition of the world of objects also implies the subject's
cognition of himself and the process of such cognition
indeed appears rather paradoxical.Ee At.the same time,
we cannot discard the real and basic fact of human cogni-
tion really involving self-consciousness. The examples
cited by the American philosopher do not contradict that
fact. The point is that artificial mechanisms gathering in-
formation do not implement the process of cognition,
they do not have self<onsciousness or consciously realise
the world of objects. The information gathered by these
mechanisms only becomes a fant of cognition when it is
assimilated by man. A zubmarine's periscope by itself does
not see anything: the man using it does. Man's perception
of the external world presupposes an elementary act of
self-consciousness, otherwise it will not see anything even
with the aid of a periscope (self-consciousness thus per-
tains to the man using the periscope rather than the peri-
scope itself).

What is the way out of this paradox? Let us describe
the solution in the briefest outline, with the intention of
Iater recuring to this problem. The point here is that al-
tlough self-consciousness is knowledge, it is knowledge
of a special kind. So far we have assumed that knowledge
presents to the subject the world of objects that are real-
ised as such. This is true both of perception, which is a
kin! of know[edgg associated with the individual subject,
afid of scientific theories, which are objectified forms of
knowledge. However, the object of self-consciousness is
not given to it (self-consciousness should not be confused
with reflexion). When I perceive a gloup of objects, I
realise at thq same time the difference between my con-
sciousness and these objects, I realise the spatio-temporal
position of my body, etc. But all these facts of conscious"
ness are in the background or on the periphery and not in
the focus of consciousness. Directly, my consciousness is
qgned at external objects that are the object of knowledge.
My body, my consciousness, my cognitive process do nbt
in this case fonu part of the objects of experience and
knowledge. Thus knowledge of self implied by any expe-
rience and expressed in the fonn of selfconsciousness is
knowledge of a special kind. It might be somewhat tenta-
It-763 
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*il:[-:,t*il;y#if, 
*-mfl 

x]:'f'""i.xh,$'J11""'eiiffi ''"r;
^soat of the cognitive iti"titt it'""q"it1iio1' tf explicit know-

iedce. Implicit r.".#il"ig"J"""ti-J;6i or m6thod of ac-

:ffi*::tE.i$;*l#*1fiil+alsi,',i""i,'3i.n:':::
ternal object *a "lTiiilv*if.o"tv_irr 

ttre background

of mv consciousnett at"i 
-t"iritJit'" 

ai:19r touching' local-

##H:nfl s[;:Jffi *'i":-i"tt"s*'1i]l#ifl #,fii
f,"1,": "$'*n *" 

'fe"ffiT,""&lt''i-itt"tii" ruito ii "o
lonsir in the ro"r, i}""*ilio'iiii"tt-u"t on its-periphery'

;id*; L*ilri""*a # 
"-Ji'"-'it-iontinuation 

of mv bodv'

In this case, the t""Stil"^ii it'" "ctio' 
of the object (we

have alreadv poi"tef, "iI tri"I it'it is not the same as the

#tl 6ry*f#i"j,,,# j;+:lt#*as roc arised at the

2. suBsrANrr 
i1ii,il."ronevs 

LdpM r Nr

Many philosophers argued that, inasmuch as a most im-

oortant 
"rra 

proo"fif'?ili"""rv'tas-k ot eoistemological
'analvsis is substantioliit;;f [n?ryrLag", it sfioutd obvious'

fritidi";;f 
";e'A'f #i.iifi;*il';r'knowledge'incrud'

inc those 
"ot 

t""rca'-*iit""if-consc.iousness' Eoistemologr-

cai research *".tlJiiiil;;h;t it implicit'-thus imple-

mentine absolute reflexion'"'iil;'H;;;""1i i[.:i?i"'"t the solutions to the problem

offered in the pr"t 
"l"Jitt"aioir'".uttertion 

that the reflex-

i#;;iltffi';f "f '"6lilt"If "o"Jit"t"t 
the supreme foun-

dation of anv x".ifi-igl' !i'" ,ptggosition 
-formulating

this refl exiv" ref"tii"'*"1-taken tb. be, absolutelv indubiL

#i-ilffi*1k#i" j;lj:**":"r' j"rir':8.1i,'H
*"'fu" 

have endeavoured !9 -sh9w t}le cul'de'sqgg' 1nd 'th"
insoluble difficultie"Jt'J *i'Ltt tt'" acceotance of this orien-

il;i;;il"p'ild;.i;"#r.;;e;:ifi *tE*Xt'ff 
;31t""TSJii[[#'in"t-""v t tto*1Lage, and inthe f

B,iIi:,lITt'"i'.-4,i'bT"ld"*aobiects'1ho*r*#rtTtti:
t[E tfi*t's self-consciousness, 9ann9'
ciple be reduced i;ttil1rbi;c'tt i"ne*ion about himself'

i$t T*r-,T,"U'ff$g:'im* tr#r* flii"",f#
2t8

any further specifications and corrections), however
reliable it may be in practice, natural doubts arise about
the need for searching for absolute principles and absolu-
tely indisputable foundations of knowledge.

These doubts are redoubled as we take into account the
experiences of modern science in substantiating certain
special kinds of scientific knowledge. We have already not-
ed, for instance, the impossibility of completely reducing
arithmetic to set theory or of one physical theory to an-
other, as well as the impossibility of reducing theoretical
knowledge to a set of protocol utterances, propositibns
about "sense data" or laboratory operations. Different
structures of knowledge are linked in ways other than
reduction. This circumstance has to be taken into account
in substantiating knowledge.

The question remains, however: to what extent is ab-
solute completeness of reflexion possible? To what de-
gree can the premises of knowledge be singled out, eluci-
dated, and dissected?

In attempting to answer this question, let us recall
Quine's arguments about the problem of radical transla-
tion. Quine points out that the language in which we speak
is given to us in a different manner than a strange language
which we study. With regard to the latter, we consider the
relation of its expressions to the real objects and actual si-
tuation, that is to say, we reflect about this language. As
for our own language, it directly presents to us the picture
of the world and not its own structure. We know our own
language in the sense that we can use it for rendering some
objective content. But that is not explicit knowledge. The
language is inseparable for us from that objective knowl-
edge which we obtain with its help, so that we do not even
notice it, as it were: it is in the background of conscious-
ness. (That does not rule out the possibility of reflexion
about our own language, but we have to split our language
into two in this case. One of them will be the object lan-
guage, the one that is studied, that is, it will play a differ-
ent role than before, functioning as an ensemble of theo-
retical hypotheses, idealisations, etc., rather than as impli-
cit knowledge naturally given to consciousness. The second
language, used as a tool for studying the first, retains the
properties of implicit knowledge.) Assume that we study
the stmcture of the theory of arithmetic trying to estab-
lish its ontology, thus performing an act of theoretical
reflexion about this concephral system. In this case, we
use set theory as an instrument of reflexion. In the con-
text of this study, set theory is not an object of reflexion
and is accepted as something familiar and clear. The re-
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verse task is also possible: translation of the propositions
Lf r"t tt l,"-wlnioit 

" 
t""guage of the fhe.orq ot;qi!|1e-t1g

Here set th6ory itself will be the object of rellexron ano

;ir; th;* of ititt *"tic will be accepled as something not
subiect td reflexion in the given context'--i';1iuaii"gih" history-of various proofs of the stereo-

*Jtri"a theo"rem conceriring the correlation of the num-
-riirtJ 

"t .ia"s. apices,and fac6s of a polyhedron, Imre Laka-
tos showed 

'that finding the wea-k points or arguments'
i[-rt-i.. increasing ttreir"rigour, always assumes the exis-

i;;;";f ;'tounaitional" knowledge. The latter senres-as

uii'iritt*r"u"t .i ""-"1vtt 
iitlr, thit is,a mode of reflexion

;i;"T;;;;i;: tat<en ai "t 
lrtuitiu"Iv ciear and unreflected

;;;;i;;;?h;il;: ;st 
";"h 'revoiution o-f risour' pro.gf-

inalysis penetrated deeper.-into the proots down to tne
i""iaiu"nal lwer of ,fimiliar backgr-ound knowledge.' ....
';fr#;;;t';l;i;i i*uiiio" --. reign6d supreme and critic-
irm was 

-bann€d."9O At the same time retlexron about f,ne
;'i6""auUonal layer", i.e., knowl-edgeassumed to be imme-
ai^t"i"-lirl"t iiripridil 

-linowledgel 
in- our terminologv)

;;t'. iri"-ptbLT6-atic charactdr'14d even falsitv of a

;h;i-"" Gi"i-;f i1;--"o*pot"nts.e1. ."The amount of
;il;"d -?r*itiaritv- 

decreises as ^criticism 
turns back-

sround knowledge into knowledge."v z

'--n"n"iio" ab"out the "foundational layer" SlsuPgs
adopting some other type of knowledge as not subJ€ct to
;i&i;i i; th" given ci,'t text of the means of analvsis' ..---itus 

even in-such a science as mathematics, where the
oroUl"m of iubstantiating knowledge figures prominentry,
ind reflexion about the existing systems ot lmowledge
plavs an enormous role, every procedure of reflective ana-

iJIi'." ilrri*-u }t"*"*ork -o? implicit "foundational"
ii""*r"ai"-i[ru[ i""ot reflected upon in the given gonle+'
Implicit -knowledge plays a much more-important role.rn
factual sciences, that is, in thq dt:"ciptines dea[ng wr[n
L*"f"*ti." of empirical facts. In these sciences, research

a"iivity is, as a rule, aimed at the world of real externaJ

;til# r*lfte, ttran'at the theory itself' The elaboration
iie".ft;il;;";t; ; theoteticai svstem and its appliga;
;i; ;;;"itili;A h-utu (tt " two ar-e qs'l+lY insepq3ltQ
are oerceivea Uv the researcher as establrshment or trne

oUlettive conneclions of reality itself.-"'ih;'th";;"tic"t- 
"ottc"ptuai 

system is not in this case

"orrria"i"a 
separately from th-e knowle-dge- Sbout..real

obiects formuiated in its terms. In suc,h discrplrnes, tneo-
riei are usually Ieft unformalised and often una:riomat*ed.
tttl *fJ. foi pt"cJsting-empidcal-data, the ,norms,and
standards of discourse, and the modes of selectrng srgnur-
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cant. -pr-oblems ar€ not formulated explicifly but are
sqe.cjfiq{ along.with the bgsil paradigmal ionterit premises
of the theory, i.e., as implicit knowlbdee. Michaef pohnvi
qnd Thoqras.Kuhp, modern specialistsln the history arid
theory of science, pointed out the importance of iniolicit
knowledge ("tacit knowledge,, in thelir terminolowi for
the development of natural science.9S That does no:Crirean
that t\oretical refle-xion plays no role in the development
of naturdl scientific knowledge (although the theorqticians
mentioned here are inclinedlo'belitfle this role iri every
way, distorting the actual state of affairs).

.The prop.erty. of reflexion indicated'here (the dialecti_
cal connection between reflected and unrefldcted knowl_
gdge)- is- fully manifested with regard to those kinds of
Iarowledge which exist in unobjecfified form. i.e.. belons
to the individual subject (perception, recall. eic.). ind atsS
with regard to individual'i:onsciousness itsrilf. Ad tt hav;
stressed, each act of individual cognition assumes self-con-
sciousaess, that is, implicit knowletge of the subject about
himself. One may try to transform t-his implicit linowledee
1n!o explicit one, that is, to translate s6lf-consciousrr6s
into reflexion. In this-case, the zubject analyses his own
y3pntal .experiences, obsenring the flow of lris psychical
life, endeavouring to find out the nature of his-.,i,,- etc.It appears that in this act of reflexion. ..I,, simDlv m'erse.
with iteelf. In actual fact that is not io. Every ict of-re-
flerion is an act of conscious realisation or u"cleiilanfi"e.
The.latter-always assumes definite means 

"t 
u"a"iii""ai"E,a kind of framework of semantic connections. Outsia?

this framework, reflexion is impossible. At ttre sime time.
the semantic framework presupposed by the act of reflexj
ion is not subject to reflexion-in ttre adt itself: .,droooins
out" of it, it is taken as an instmment of such ai'actl
ttr-at is,-as implicit knowledge. The dissection of the flow
of psychical life and meaningful definiteness of the imases
cqmlqg to the surface of coisciousness. the spatio-t-em5o-
ral reference of memories-ll of this is given fo conscioG_
ness in the act of individ!'al reflexion. H6wever, the moda;
themselves of semantic formation of this giveniress arJnol
reflgcted upon. Therefore, the question f,oes not arise in
subjective reflexion abouf ttre 6asic possibility of ott e,
semantic characteristics of psychical iite. ttraf is. of ttiepossibitjty g{ the content and structure 6f psyciiical lifeother than that which is given in self-observ-ation. ..I,' iL
$f.Arg^4tops-out.of the ict of reflexion, at leasf partial_
ly, for if it makes itself the .object of its rbflexion, it must
also perform this as the subjecl. And that means iliati;I];
as the subjeet of reflexion ii not reflected upon ai ioirg as
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we remain lyithin the framework of individual conscious-

ness.--- 
tirir circumstance senred as the basis for Kant's and Sq-

t"";, .ii"i- t[iIl[JtruJnatuie of the subject cannot be the

"U:""t-.i 
t t owteage or reflexiont bJilg siven to non-re-

fl ectins consciousne;t ;"it. 
-L;dwig 

witfigi+stein follows a

'#Xf"'eT:i*:lmr"'*t;lfi1'j#f Jl#yl*dJ#'i1';"viz;e-i;-i'ioira'tt,I should also have therein to .report
liri'ilv-l6av-il4 sav 

-wt ict members obev -mv w-tfl qn$
#t i"iia. 

"6t,-etc.-fhis 
then would be a method of isolat-

i"e the zubie6t or rafh"" of showing that in an_ important
J,iirJTrr"i" tt;;;ibFci: that is to-sey' of it alone in this
ffift ;;iiJn-iouia'nol ue made.5.63-?' The subiect does

;& *1;; to tt e ftttd but it is a limit of the world'
8.6g5:n,izri-tn- tt " 

*orta is a me-taphysical subject t-o.pe

;;6d? 
"*;" ;i thatthis cary is attcige[her like that of the

ii"-""a tt" ii6,a ot iigtt. But vou-do not really 9ee the

:i":"t",tli;'r*::***'l:,r:;'!.'{a'f f ::.1l,}ljJ*,:l'::
itri"A f iJ ir"t ttre man, not the human bo{v or the human
^soul of which psychology trgals, but. the^ mempnysrcal
r"ui""t^ the limitjnot , p"fo of thir world.rre4 The English
;iff;;bi; G-ir6lrt nvte believes that the "svstematic elu'
5il;;;*'';i-"i;;i"-[t 

" 
tourse of reflexive analvsis ind-icates

ffi" ii"iitiouJ nature o1 ttre object of reflexion itself, i.e.,
;i- "I';;-;-tpeciti. structure^ !-rreducible to the physical,

bodily charac-teristics of man.e"-fi"t ,ll-ot tfris *""" itut unreflected implicit-knowl-
edse cannot in general be regarded as an object of.rerlex-
ioi being doom-ed to remain foreve: on the penpnSJy oT

consciouiness, unamenaute t9 analysis ul.nrinciple? I91*
"ti. 

iti" instru'ment of reflexion, that is,-its semantic trame-
;;ri.:' ;* -itsirt 

uec"me- the object oi reflexive analy.-sis'

iilt %;-ii'nT"'dil it must tre int-erprepa, iq T91h,"l
sema"tic franiewbrk which will not be reflected upon m
;h;;';;";-"6it. i*pti"it knowledge should not be under-
;il.ii-;;ffi;ihing ifiiional or as in arbitrarv-a-ssumption
i;r;t"t"d t6 i"aiti. t" ""C+ 

fact, this kind of knowledge
;;;yr;fi;il, ;,iti,; detinite delree of pl991s'-91 9E::-
tive hependenies, and in -many. 

cases,practical and cognr-

iii" 
""1iriiv 

aoes'noi need spe6ial paJvsis ot at t9ryj-ryae
oi ttt" cog-nitive premises on whtlh tltpy *'." gooitT-",19-9:
it Jre are"situati6ns, however, when this kind of analysrs

"r"r"t " necessitv.-'As we hive noted,- zuch a situation
6xists, e.9., h ttie study of the foundations ot maf,nr
matics..- 

*T'us consider the following very important point'
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Where implicit knowledge becomes explicit, thus becom-
ing the object of reflexion, it undergoes certain changes.
Theoretical reflexion about a system of objectified knowl-
edge means its dissection, formulation of a number
of assumptions and idealisations and at the same time
(which is particularly essential) specification of the knowl-
edge itself, rejection of certain implicitly accepted premises
(the procedure of reflexion is prompted exactly by the
need for revising some premises of lmowledge). What
previously appeared clear, intuitively understandable and
simple, proves to be complicated enough as a result of
reflexion, and often problematic, sometimes even simply
erroneous. The rezult of reflexion is not therefore some
simple and self-obvious tmths or a set of absolutely
indisputable assertions forming an "absolute foundation"
of the system of knowledge to which different kinds of
knowledge can be reduced in one way or another. The
result of reflexion is a theoretical system which is a relatively
genuine reflexion of some real dependences in a definite
context and which at the same time implies a whole series
of assumptions, a certain implicit knowledge as a premise.

Reflexion thus takes one beyond the framework of the
gxilting system of knowledge, generating new knowledge,
both explicit and implicit. What originally seemed (e.g., in
mathematics) a purely zubstantiating procedure, b h
reality a mode of developmentof the content of knowledge
itself and one of the important ways of theoretical devel-
opment. This procedure results in increasingly more pre-
cise reflection of the objective dependences of reality and
exact reproduction of ttre structure and content of the
scientific theories themselves. A study whose immediate
goal was merely increasing the rigour of an argument
generated in fact greater theoretical content in the given
scientific field. Summing up his investigation of the his-
tory of proofs of the stereometrical theorem, Imre Lakatos
writes: "'Certainty' is never achieved (the reference here
is to metaphysical absolute certainty.- V.L.), 'founda-
tions' are never found-but the 'cunning of reason' tums
each increase in rigour ipto an increase in content, in the
scope of mathemaiics." 96

As for the factual sciences, the links between the pro-
cedure of substantiating knowledge and the development
of theoretical content are here even more explicit. We have
noted already that in these sciences the problem of sub
stantiation does not usually figure as an independent one.
To the extent in which the existing system of theoretical
notions allows the solution of scientific problems arising
in this system, permitting at the same tirne definite prac-
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tical applications. this system is regarded as sufficiently
;;ii f6ffia"a.- tir" emeigence of i substantivelv novel
ifrlor"ti"a system and adofition.of.new p-ar.?dgm.al research
premises reveal that the conviction of the ?deguaqY. oJ

lhe old paradigm's foundations was not quite- Justlrl$'
The new'paradlgm is not adopt-ed Urtglgl.u"alyslng th€
structure bt ttreoretical. knowledge within the frameworlr
;? tl-6i"ti"ur ,ine"io". about sclence but in- studyinq $e;;i;ti;"6 themselues, that is, it is accepted- as a tool for
a more adequate theoretical rep-roduction of the real de-

o"na"tc"t. At tt" same time, the adoption of a-new p-a'

;-Aid-i-'prii" " 
pi"""dure f6r correlating it with an old

paridigm. -The latter figures in this cqse as an obJect or
i"n"ii-on. Its postulates] concepk, lnd- semantic connec-
ii6iri-ii"'.*oristmcted and compared with the real o-Fi."-"tg

*d 
"etua 

Lonnections with tha aim of retaining all !ha!
tras' oUiective real content in the old paradigfn, qnd 9t
etiminaling everything that has no such co-ntent, that is'
;d;r 6-be tietitioul. Here, the new paradigm tunctions
is an instrument for presenting the real objects and depend-
ences. Thus, theoretical reflexion acts as an Impoftant

"iiro":"t 
o?'transition from one paradigm. !9 -another

fitrJuch Polanvi and Kuhn reject this), albeit it does not
i;h;n?a ttiJ- c6ntent of the tiansition. This reflexion es
sentiallv means reconstnrctiori- of and inquqy into the
ota--pat"aigm in the tlgbt.and--by m€ans of the new one'
ifr"f ttte-t"nibry'of relitivity allowed.a clarification of the
hd""t;t,ilisei of classica'l mechanics which were not
(^;A;.'utd nofuel clear to its creators themselves. Galileo,
il-hir iurn. trJa t.i subject the system of premises lnd.as'
sumptions'of Aristotelian physics to theoretical reflexron
ir"l li.ii"i' t[e ]o["a"tions bf' classical mechanics. But he
;;,fd,'l;fiff iol-ve this task successfully insofar as he went
6;;;A The 

-trame*ori. of the coirceptual system 9{
Ar-irtot"lia., physics. Theoretical reflexion is the result
LT-nl-iirs Ev6nh-ttie timits of a given conbeptual system

""d.t it e slme time the means oi such a step.- As-we see,

in anv case it proves to be closely linked with the develop-
m"nt-ot the co-ntent of theoretical knowledge.

In this connection, one should consider the untenabil-
itr of one interpretation of t[e spgcra] theory of lgfati,y;
itv. ttris intem-r'etation, which gained currency thanls
id'ilic*r", r,iauceJ thb entire sfunificance-of the special
itreorv tt reiativitv to reflective analysis of primary con-
cents-of phvsics (zuch as the concept of simultaneilY)'
ri-.ii, tt ii -itu"apbi,rt, 

Einstein created not so much- a

;iGidi-the"ry 'as a'metatheory which deals with the-pilbi;m oi tt 6 meaning of physicat concepts. The labo-
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rqtpry operations of meazurement referred to in the soe_
cial theory of relativity are viewed as an absolutetv ieria6re-Fmp g.{ science, the:foundation on which ptvJlo *ili
be built. In actual fact, the operations of ine-asuremeni
used in the special thdory of relativity. in ilieir tui;:
assume a number of.theoretical premises-that are not opei
rational in nahrre. The task of this theory is UV no meins
solution to- the problem of meaning <it scidntifi;-;o*
cepts- but _the discovery of new content dependences in
*tual pality. Reflective analysis, that is, aiscusrion oithe problems of the nature arid rireaning 6r ttre ;il;pt;
of physics, indeed played an important iole i" tt e 

"t"5":r,ation of the principles of this theory. But this analvsis
is intimately linked with comparing the old and new-pa_
lrdig-ms--c-lassical mechanics ind Einsteio,s conceptiSn.
Pesides, theoretical reflexion was not and couta-;;t-be
the o{y tool of zubstantiating the new theory.

Reflexion about knowledge thus proves io be closelv
linked with the derrelopment of its content ana witti s"ini
fyond_ the limits of _the existing conceptual- ivit"*](That does not mean, however, ttrit ttre ,'*"rr"-irriri6-
sition is a]s-o tru-e, _thlt is, that'any dwelopment bf it1
content of knowledge appears as reflexion.-For instance-
the development of a tliebretical system *ittrin th"-A;;;paradigmal- premises obviously cannot Ue taien 

-a?- 

";example of reflexion.)
- If that is how things stand, the question arises. doesthe problem of substantiation of trhowieasJ-il;t -;;

meaniqB at all? Classical philosophy and scien"ce presenTei
the solution to the task of su6stintiaii"s ffi;i;ase-;
{in-ding a set of assertions which wouta" 6-;;;;ii;"1"
rn$ispgt-ab_le aqd unshakeable, assertions to which ailother kinds and types of knofrledge couia UL ,"a,i"6a iione-way or another. Since such a task cannot be solved(and we have tried -to show that that ia 6); ,h;"td;;not recognise that the problem o,f substantidt{ng tinowt_
edge does not exist a1 all? Many Western speciaiGts in-thefoundations of mathematics, iogic, methodoioe;. ;;philosophy of science, in-the ihqgfu and history "iirht*Jscience come to this c6nclusion.97 -

. One can hardly agree with this view. What is the mean_
rng_of the task itself .of substantiating knowledge? Appar_ently, it is the establishment of the Ephere ot ippticiiiono{ .t}e. gryen s-ystery -of knowledge 'ana ,"prrifi"g iir"Iwnrcn rs true knowledge from that which only lavs anepntV claim to this title. pn the general episteinol5sical
pl1ne., it is- a question of finding feneral ciiferia i6""tG
solution of this task, which may be applied to different
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cases. to various concrete systems of knowledge' .If we

"*"*" trr"I-ihi" task has loit aU meaning, the conclusion
witl h.ue to be accepted that there are no critena rn

;;""t"t which allow to draw a boundary line between
ftnowledge and absence of it.*'i;'-;;iity,1fie-evotution of cognition is a dialectical
or6"Ls "f"&"ii-itation 

of knowi-edge from absence of
fi"*i"ag" a"a?ttre same time a process of increasingly
ilLi!'-pi""lr"-a"ma*ation of thti ob^jective- sphere of
;;;li"uiir; of the existing svstems of lm-owledgp'..suq
;i"!Tifri.o'' oi t 

"ou"age 
ifrplies, first of all, correlating it

with real objects through p!ry-tical object-oriented actrvrty'
;i--ih;;te-time, n6t u kinds of kngwtgdse can.be
ai;dllv i"ci"aea ih practical activitv. Begi$es, .practice
itself ii always limited by the given concrete historrcal level
iii-iir -a"u"ibpment. Ttierefore, eyen- th.e practical appli;

"rti"" of ttre 
^giren system of kriowledge is not tantamount

to-}"ff 
-J"frtirtiati,in of the latter. Praetice assumes the

A;r;I"-p;fit- ot tt e sysleryrg of knowledgg tt"'"*'TlYff:
It is ii the course of this joint development of mutuany
;;;""t"d practical activity involving o6jects- and cognitive
activity thit knowledge is substantiated. Substantratron
m,irt 

-i,"i 
ilius ue und'ersbood as an ensemble of qroce-

dio"t ""ufmg 
one to provide an unshakeable basis for

t ".*t"ng" 
onEe and for ill but rather as historical develop-

i"6"t of E"gition, as emergenc€ of new theoretical systems,
A;&ai"tb;e bia condeptions, establishment of new
fintrs- Ue[ween theories, re-vision of old theories, etc'
ill;rt""iirting a given'theorytica! lYstem means going
d;;ird itr-ifomeiort<, including it in a deeper context,
a"h-c""siaetini it againlt a broader background

Thus- those proiedures which were considered rn tne
trist-orv'of pfiitoioptry and science as methods for resolv-
ffi- ttG pi"btem of iubstantiation are indeed relevant to
tt'" ,iit"ii." of tt is problem but in a sense different from
iii" prE i""ilv issumea. Th9s9 procedures do not at all

"r"uIa"';aG6tui"" 
substantiation, being merely elements

in the historical process of substantiation coinciding wlth
lfie- aeueiopment of knowledg-e itself.. Substantiation aq

il-*tr"iiv- 6li;; ph"" there-forg includes elements of
lli""tiii" iesearch wtrictr classical preMa:xian and non'
ti-"riiif-p[it"toprrica and methodotogicat lite.rature did
not consider in- the context of the given problem Je'.g',
the origin of new theories). If substantiation of knowledge

".i""iati witt its develofment, and theoretical reflexion
ir ;"tt -one of the elements bf the latter,, that-1911s
it.t alt rat substantiation is not reducible to reflexion,
being much broader in scoPe-
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3. REFLEXION AS A UNTTY OF REFLECTTON
AND TBANSFORMATION OF ITS OBJECT

We have already pginted,out that reflexion brings about
not only a transcending of the existing system of knowl-
edge but also its transformation. Implici=t premises. becom-
ing- explicit ones,- are not merely 

-singled out, dissected
and reconstructed, tlloSSh even this proceduie by itself
char.rges the nature of knowledge that-is the objecl of re-
flgxlon. S-o-mg prgmisgs are specified or entireliy discard-
_ed. In itself, this is quite understandable: the neid for re-
{lexion arises only when doubts appear about the substan-
tiation of the basic premises. The-task of theoretical anal-ysis lies in revising these premises. and the attainment
gJ..ttris -tuqk. ir 1ryRo_gsible without changing, be it par-
tially, what is critically studied. But thafm6ins that'the
.very object changes as a result of theoretical reflexion.
Let us dwell on this circumstanee in somewhat greater
detail.

When theoretical knowledge reproduces the depen-
dences between tlle real objects elisting independehilyof know^ledge, 3s often as not one has td go Ueyona ih-e
fimits o{ the given conceptual system, includind t}re objects under stgdy in new ielationi, intioducing n"ew ideal_
is_ations, constructing new systems' of abstract "obiects. etc.
None of these pro-cesses, characterising the devetopmeht oi
theoretical knowledge about real obiects. chairees the
objects themselves to which knowledge ieferi. fne ietation
between reflexion and its object 6 different. Throush
pflelor,r, its object, the system of knowledge, is not oniy
included in new relations but is also completfu'and rebuilt
that is, it becomes different from whai it was before iel
|e5io,n. T.he process- of inquiry pr-oves to be intimately
linked with creatively reshaping the very objeet under
gtuqy. This peculiarrelation between cognition aird changesin lhe object arises because in this cise we do not dEat
with an object-existing independenily from cognition and
consciousness but wittr coghitive reproductioil of cogni_
tion itself and of consciousness, directilg cognition towfras
itself.
. Th" p_eculiar relation between reflexion and its object
indicated here is found. no.t.only in systems of objectiiied
knowledge but also in individuil coniciousness. fhsooini
is that reflexion about the state of consciousness, dUbuithe properties- of a c_ongrgte-personal ..t,, emi'rgei-in
the context of the task (whether realised or not) tf re_
sftncturing.the system of consciousness and pers6naHty.
When I realise myself as ,.I,, with such and sich traits,-I



do not merely objectify certain-moments of 1nY PsYchical
life that w"re previorisly fluid or scattered' as it were

ix["J"",:[.fJ,',",:ftti,{i':lln,;'trfff'"1}lAiixT':i'fr1
;';;;;-ia;;('rotii"t I accepti an id'eal which expresses-a

type of relation t" ttt;;-fg.ioii t'a thus socialiv me.di-

?:"',"fr ii"i$,1i?,'TJa*l'ffi iliff *',:"q,?ff eT'':T'tl
;;d iiokdg into the deep secret p-Iaces of my own- con'
1"i""."-"*"'I- thereby *iit to "stibstantiate" ^myself' as

il'ffi;: A ii"J, ..iia basis for t-he fpme of reference'
;tffi;;.i.litfimit ior good and taking an even firmel
ff"ra" oi' Jttillrt.--traf indiiidual "ego"-thus changes and

iiJ"a.pt i"-lti"-pro"-"ss and as a result o-f reflexion'--b"t'aJ"s it irot iouo* from the above that reflexion
ri"r;f 

"t-""t"t 
its ow" oU:ect, actually reflecting ngihing?

M;;; modern bourgeois phiiosopheis and some Western
^r'i?Jirriiii i,i'itt" tt?ttv bf scie-nce accept this view' to
some extent,o, arrolhJi]* *" r-ecall, accoiding to Quine's:.;;;i;si";i i"raiiviil,;' principte. w6 must not speak. of
th";-fi;l.gy bt u gio6" tfieorv^as lgne p we remain within
iir-tir--"",6"tt<: a frven theoretical system will have-some

ffi#;#'i;;a'dr?"ieiit o"tologies aicribed to the theorv
;;;-# riutuallv elclusive), d'epending on the languagc
'J'iinJ".v#;fiit";-[i"h ila are .goind to translate it' I.t

; AHffi-Ii,"i ttt"'-rruitra4lv gtiogen ilu"glg of view"
a"tJffii""t in the process of ieflexion its ontology -a.ng
;;ilffi.^F.ranvi aderops a conception.according to which
iii""ttt-ii;; th;;;;iii,"ri"nt"-ion about the norms and

rules of theoreticJ t-iidki"A and sta.ndards of scientific'l**'g'n::'"nl*j*'r*u:m&Hi'J'":J"i#ff 
t':"i"&

#"i;Iil;;; u. tt "t" "6t*i and rulds rye not in principle

;;;bi;'to rationJ-;"tytit. He .believes that what is
formulated ", " 

,"*il of zu"cr'_- ienexion is merely th-e prod-

;;T*"f ;;A"iio" itJef, hiving no -relevance to the real

rm,:,l,,ff;fi"J,riltHstE'in'f il"*,;"1_?'?il:,1!i,lt"tl
,"ii" 

-"ri 
i*"[ionat 

-"oi"uri"?. 
Finalty, sartre insists that

iriJ*i"ii"i,i;;I--r" is-e"tir6tv the lioduct of reflexion

i*:}:#"ilf;"li"fs*'l%f,i::-#i'i'15:lilp,:+ftT{
"I". while in actuJia"t itt" "I" had not existed before the
pi"t,JtJ^-.t";fl"*d i,eg-an. Therefore "I",. in Sartre's

ii"*. ao"t not express thJtrue nature of consciousness'
"'={; *;;;;;;" tld-;";slion whether reflexion creates its

"*ii"ii"ii"""Ji" ifs entilety,.Iet us continue our analysis.

It is not any refilxion ttidt is concemed with science'
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If reflexion is intimately connected with the development
of_a system of theoretical knowledge, only that kind of
reflexive analysis accords with the tadt it iaces which fa-
cilitates the augm_enting and enrichment of knowledge.
In other words', theoretical reflexion can restructure 

-its

object, the system of scientific knowledge, only to the
extent in which this restructuring sen/es to establish con-
ceqtuqrl structures which express more precisely objective
real plocesses reproduced in scientific 

-theory -aqA 
at ttre

sa-m-e time qgree with the objective norms of development
of_ knowledge itself. If thia condition is not satisfied,
reflexion proves to be false. This means that the image of
knowledge reconstructed in reflexion and real scientific
knowledge itself may not correspond to each other. There
are many such examples in the history of science. Thus.
the analysis of the theoretical premiJes and the logicai
structure of classical mechanics performed by Ernst Mach
in the late 19th century on the whole proved to be a false
reflexive image, and could not serve as abasis for construct-
ing a new physical theory. Sometimes the reflexive image
is inadequate in some imqortant respects, capturing at the
same time certain real dependences of knowledfe. For
example, the reflexion about the foundationsof ma[hemaL
ics in the framework of intuitionism contributed to the
development of scientific thought, being unable at the
same time to reconstruct some important propositions of
mathematical theory, which could not be sacrificed without
going beyond the limits of mathematics itself.99 All of
this shows that reflexion combines, in a specific manner,
a reflection or reconstruction of its object, a system oi
knowledge, with its critical restructuring.

Reflexion and its object may also fail to agree in the
framework of individual consciousness. The image of ,,I,,
is not always adequate to the real "I".

The starting point of classical pre-Marxian philosophy
and psychology was that the subject has a special iriner
access to himself and a better knowledge of himself and
of the states of his consciousness than anyone else. More-
over, it is this individual subjective reflexion that was re-
garded as perfect and infallible knowledge as distinct from
knowledge of extemal objects. It must-be conceded that
indeed I know something about myself that can be un-
known to others. Imqges of memories and subjective
associations which surface as I perceive some object
are my personal property, something directly given to-my
consciousness.r u u True, many of my individual experiencei
are usually_ objectified, being accompanied by-external
actions-bodily motions, facial expressions, exclamations,
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so that other individuals can make judgments about the
inner states of my consciousness. At the same time, I

""" 
zupp"en by an 

-etto* of will extemal expression of any
a;;-;ip"tierice, even of pain. In this case, I alone will
know about this exPerience.---i"t 

us recall, hoivever, that reflexion is a kind of cogni-
tion. Ana cognition is irot simply pasgrye- absorption of
iiloiriaiiorr flom without but the establishment of defi'
nite links, the singling out of semantic dependences,.an
activitv oi interpretation. There is no sense in speaktng

"i em,its where iirformation is simply passed on from one
*"rte- [o another (what occurs here are merely losses and
a1"t"*ions of infdrmation but not errors). The possi-
bilitv of errors onlv arises where cognition appears.

W-hat coufd be-more indisputable than an elementaly
staiemeni ':i feel pain"? Let us note, however, that the
realisation of one'-s pain is associated with localisation of
this experience, and the localisation may be err,oneous
h fact'everyr.,ne is familiar with who had tootlache)'
ittJ u*ut""eis that "I feel pain" includes not only knowl-
Jae" of ihe difference betiveen '(I" and "not-I" but also
a iertain semantic interpretation of the experience of-pain
itself: sineline it out among other experiences' knowledge
of its bei*ng 6onditioned by the state of r-ny bogy' gitti"-
guishing belween my pain and that of agother subiect, etc.- ttri "tite of confoiousness cannot flow uninterpreted.
If an image eomes to the surface of my.consciousness, I
try to deflne it, that is, to find out what it stands fo1' an{
io" wtrat concr6te pers6n or event of my [fe it refers. I
often err in interfreting separate imag-es; for instance, I
mav 

"rtorreouslv 
ioca[Je in space and time the object

of inemory, mislakenly correlate a glven image with some
person or other, etc.

Wtren I have some emotional experience, e.9., ioV,- When I have some emotional experience, e.9., JoV,
reflexive realisation of this experience is inseparable from
+t'o +ooti-a if.splf Tt mev so haboen that in realitv I am notthe feeling itself. It may so happen-that in rgaltly I am not
sn iowfirl -es it anoears-to me in the act of subiective re-so joyful-as it appears-to me in tl19 act of subjective. re-
neii<ir,. (I appeii joyful to myself because for certain
r"asotts whicti i ao riot realise I wish to be so.) In this- case,

a stranger may judge my emotional -state better than I
mvseii,-Atnougfr trrlt stianger may also be mistaken, of
course.- - 

itre possibility of error grows it.l tw to realise reflex-
ivelv the properties of my personality, to cogitate on-my
contrete 'i1rr'rt a whole. ilie thing isthat my person4ity,
my "I", is not open to me Jully irg the act of individual
rehexioir but m6st comprehensively manifested in 4y
iet"tiot t with other persbns and can be most precisely
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understood by the latter. Another subject obsenring me
from the outside can evaluate my "I" beiter than I mfseff.
Of course, to the extent I take into account this evaluation
of myself by others, I can assess myself more or less cor-
I9qUy,_ too.- !t I am subjeet to mental disorder, I findit hard to define the states of my consciousness. Another
persorl,. a psychiatrist, will be better suited to untangle
my subjective experiences.

It is also important to bear in mind the following cir-
cumstance. As we have indicated, reflexion as a special
kind of cognition assumes a definite semantic framework
which is not reflected upon in the given act itself. There-
fore, when I consciously interpret-even those states of
mine which are knoJnn to me alone, being given only from
within, I use a system of semantic connecfions transcend-
ing the boundaries of my individual consciousness and con-
necting me with other sgbjects. I view the subjective states
9f my colsciousness through another person,s eyes, asit were. That means that if that "othert'moved irito-my
body, had the same life story as myself, and occupied th-e
same spatio-temporal position as myself, he woulil reflex-
ively realise the same subjective states. As we have
already remarked, the framework of semantic connections
assumed by subjective reflexion emerges in the course ofjoint interpersonal activity and is assimilated by each
individual in his development, in the communication with
other individuals through the medium of man-made ob-
jects embodying the experience of social<ultural develop-
ment. That means that reflexion about the frame itseft.
and in the first place reflexion about such an importani
element of this frame as the reflecting "f", is only possible
if we leave the limits of individual conscioirsness,-consider-
ing a different, more eomprehensive and fuirdamental
systqm of relations. We refer to the system of inter-per-
sonal activity, in which praetical transformation of the
wo_rld of objects, communication and cognition exist in
a- diregt unity. It is in the process of this soeial activity
that the norrns of cognition are worked out. The interi-
orisation of the standards of this activity produces the in-
dividual "I" itself, which will thus rerirain incompletely
reflected as long as we remain within the individualis
consciousness, ald can only become the object of reflex-
ion when we study a broader system of relati6ns.
- T\.p,- the sogrce- of norms and standards of cognition

should be sought for exactly in collective formiof ac-
trqty, It so appears that those kinds of knowledge which
orist in intimate association with the subiect (percentions-
images of memories, ete.) are, as it were,-side'by side witti
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knowledse existing in objectified form as the property

"I *"iv6"e (hno#teage r6itied in implements of labour,
Iii*ir ""t 

"ri*a"v titZ, scientific appiratus,-theory, 9t1q' )'
Aiwe have att-emfted to show in the first- -chapter.or thrs
oart- it is the studv of objectified forms of knowledge qnS

ih"-a;it;;tir;6n# of activitv producing them ttrat enable
one to understand the cognitive processes performed by
the individual.

4. THE COLLECTTVE SUBJECT.
THE INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT

So far we have paid attention to the-far-re-aclring sipilar;
itv between ttre obiectified kinds of knowledgg ar-tg t-hat

kiowledge which 
-is inseparable frop the indiviclual

;tfii. i" both caies the^re exists, along with explicit
knowledge, implicit knowledge-whichjs only pa{e exptrcrt
itroueh "rehexion. As for th-e latter, both reflexion about

"ui*iifi"a-i.""*iiag" 
(let us tentatively nam-e it obiective.)

and reflexion about knowledge inseparable trom the rndr-
;i&rt -t"bject (let us cal! it subjective) reveal basically
identical rilations to their object.'- l. -""tti"g 

ienexion "objei:tive'1. w-e^merely-r.efer !o ,the
fact that it-belongs to the objectified forms of knowledgg'
i"6ti"e the exteirt to which- it adequately reproduc-es its
oUiect.-OUiective reflexion may fail to accord with the
,hiit;- beiig in this sense -iubjective in its content'
i["n"ukio"-iti"t is subjective in forni can also be both objec-
;it;-;a tuUiectiue'in content. Jhgt, the designations
*oUi""tir";- aha t'zubjective" reflexioir as applied here
refei only to form, not content.- -LLt G poit t odt that objectified- knowledge .di.f.fers in a
number of important aspects trom the lnolvloual's
ii"li*UgJ. lt an-individual iubject p-ossesses some impligit
i"i"*i"aE" (e.g., trre knowledgd of the language he speaks,

ine t 
"o#t"ag6 

bt self, etc.), he realises jt in -one qay.gr

"""tt*ir-'uttt''."eh 
t e cioes riirt have that knowledge in dis

;;1;A;"4 refl6cted form. As for objectified knowledge,
elements can coexist in it which aie not- at the giv-en

;;;;;t re"titea ui any individual qubjqc!.. Supposing, for
i*-tu""". that som6 sci6ntist established hitherto unknown
eil;a;il;i-ana wrote an article about them. The article
wa--s accepted and published in a scieatifiq jog1n{..I} Yuf
r"ua UV stveral dozlen qersons- specr3lising iT this field'.But
the ariicle failed to affect the subsequent course ot re-

search and was soon forgotten. About a century passed'

ii"iing iEit time the autfior of the article died, as well as
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the few persons (editors and,readers) -who once knew its
content. At present, no one knows what the article was
about- and. itoreover. no one even suspects its existence.
Does that inean that'knowledge objectified in the article
does not exist at all?rWe woulii hardly dare to assert this,
for the article has not disappeared: it rests in libraries
amoni files of old journals. 6eing only temporarily absent
from -the actual 

'6omitivir process. It is quite possible,
however, that a reseircher in the history of- science will
discover'it, read it, and conclude that its ideas are-very
much in tlie spirit'of these times. Thereupon -\pryJedg,g
objectified in the article will get a new lease on life: it will
be6ome the object of discussibn and argument, refer.ences
to it will be mide in scientific journals, and scientists will
ponder the ideas expressed in it.- Let us consider- another example. Suppose that at a
Eiven moment no one thinks about the content of
llewton's theory. Does that mean that at a given momen!
knowledge objdctified in this theory does not exist and
that it w-itt Ue[in to exist again only when someone thinks
about this theory? That would be hard to accept. - .

Let us furthei take into account that in any objectified
knowledge there is, as a nde, content which is not known
to anyoie who ii using this knowledge. -Thiq .cont3n-t
may rirmain unrealised Ui ttre producer of this ob-jectified
kn5wledge-reator of a scientific theory- or author. of a
work of -art. This content is manifested only in the histori'
cal development of cognition. For example, thermody-
namics and the atomic-molecular theory were originally
developed independently from each -other. But that does
not m6an that the links between the theories had not exist-
ed objectively until they were established and consciously
realisrid. Furlher, wherr Cantor formulated his set theory,
he was not yet aware of the paradoles irlherent in it,
although the-paradoxes already existed in the content of
the theory itself. In analysing Leo TolstoY! works, Lenin
showed that they were the "mirror of the Russian revolu-
tion". although-neither the great writer himself nor his
numei6us reiders had realised before Lenin's works this
exceptionally important aspect of the content of the
worlis by t6e claisic of Rudsian literature. Aq qnportant
ooint h6re is that realisation of the content inherent in
bniectitiea knowledge does not imply introducing subjec-
tivb views but only-the establishment of the links objec-
tively inherent (though previously unrealised) in the given
knowledge.

That ls also true of the so-called interpretation of
texts--cientific, philosophical, literary, etc. Of course, any
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such interpretation inevitabty carries an element of subjec-
tivity. gut it can claim to interpret the text only insofar as

it biings out the content actually inherent in this text
withoul introducing into the latter something that is not
(and cannot be) present in it.' Delimitating"fuhat the author of some syqtem of ideas
wanted to saf from the objective content of the latter is
one of the fundamental principles of Marxist-Leninist
philosophy in the study of science as well as of other
phenomena of social consciousness and culture.- Thus, certain elements of objectified knowledge-m1y
not be' realised at the given moment by any of the
individual subjects of which society consists.

Let us fuither note another important cireumstance.
Knowledge that is inseparable from the indivi{ual subject
is given to ttre latter as direcUy coinciding yi-t! it.s object
(if-it does not coincide with the latter, it is illusion, not
knowledge). In other words, knowledge of this kind-appears
as something static and complete, while the objectified
knowledge ploduced by scientific research-,is in plinciple
incomplete.- Scientific knowledge necessarily implies un-
solved-problems: the very concCpt of such knowledge-in-
cludes ihe need for further research involving formulation
and discussion of new hypotheses, their evaluation accord'
ing to certain standards, etc.That, in its -turh, is only pos"
siSle under division of rbsearch work and organisation of a
special system of scientific'communication-publications
iir iournals. debates. and other forms of contacts between
res"earchers. Knowladse. inseparable from the individual
subiect- aDDears as peis6nalv-addressed to him, while ob-
5ectitea [frowledge explicitiy includes its being intended
ior all subiects conternerC with the study of these problems.
In other 

-wotds, the modes of treatment of objectified
knowledge are c6Uective in their nature. For this reason-, !h9
study of scientific lmowledge and cognition associated
witlr- it is impossible without an analysis of communication
systems funi:tioning in collectives of a FPecial lype called
siientific communilies. The modern science of-s^cience is
more i"a more inclined towards this conclusion.l0l

But does it not follow from the above that objectified
knowledge is knowledge without a subject, i.e., that it
exists indlependently of any subject and must be understood
outside of a relation to the latter? That is the conclusion
to which Karl Popper, one of lhe major modern bour-
geois philosophers and methodologists of science, is
inclined.

Let us consider his arguments on the subject in greater
detail.
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Popper sharply distinguishes between "subjective t 
"gyl-edge'i,' i.e., triowtedge -intimately linked wittr the indivi-

au-at zuUjeit, and "objective knowledg!". The latber in-
cludes tlie cbntent of lournals, books, libraries, etc. This
content is expressea in the form of the-oretical systems,
problems and-problem situations, critical arguments, and
-also of certain "states of discussion".

Popper insists on the independence of the content
referred to here from zubjective opinions and views,
including this content in a qpecial sphere. gf -19{itV, . q

"third wtrld", the world of the objective spirit (this world
also comprisei the content of beileslettres and works of
utt). fn"'"third wotld" exists,. according to Popper, side
by'side with the "first world", the world of real phyqrcal
objects, and the "second world", the world of individual
eonsciousness.

The "third wotld" is, of course, the product of man, the
British philosopher admits. But, being produced by- man,
this woild nev-erbheless became autonomous and indepen-
dent. In any ease, it is impossible to understand the charac-
teristics ani togii: of the development of the "third world"
from an analysis of individual human consciousness.
The reverse pr6cedure is more fruitful, in Popper's view:
many important features of individual consciousness may
Ue iorreitty understood if one takes into account its
continual iirteraction with the world of the objective
spirit independent of it.- 

To shoiv more clearly the independence of the "third
world" from man and his consciousness, the philosopher
suggests the following mental experiments.

Supposing all our-machines and tools are destroyed.in
some 6atastrophe, and simultaneously all our sub-jective
learning of usihg ihem is lost, and only libraries and man's
capacit-y to learn from them survive. Iq this c?se, after
a histoiically necessary period, the world of cultwe and
technology will be reconstructed and so will the speeifi-
cally human mode of life associated with it.

Let us now imagine that not only machines and tools
are destroyed and the subjective knowledge of how to use
them is 16st, but alt librlries are destroyed too(thorr.gh
man's capacity to read books may. trave survived). This
time, the-r'e will-b^e^no re-emergence of our civilisation for
many millennia.ruz

T[e independence of the "third world" is expressed,
according t6 Popper, not only in that m?4 may not realise
some of its fragirienis. Althorigh that which pertains to the
kingdom of the objective spfit is u!{ally created-by man,
theie exists zu; a 

-matter bf principle the possibility of



generation of some elements of this world by automata
and not man, Popper believes. A series of books of lo-
garithms may be produced and printed by a computer, the
logarithms in these books being more exact than in books
written by men. The books produced by the computer
may lie about in a library for years unused by any person.
Nevertheless, these books, of which no subject knows or
has gv^e1 lolown, contain indubitably objective knowl-
edge.10 3

T!ue, Popper admits, for the signs contained on the
pages of books to be regarded as the carriers of "objective
knowledge", the books must have a special characteris-
tic-the possibility of being read and understood. He
believes, how0ver, that this possibility need not be realised.
It is not impossible that the books will be read by beings
other than man. (Suppose that mankind perishes but librar-
ies survive. Visitors from outer space may discover our
books, decode and read them.)

Popper regards the biological approach as quite fruitful
in the study of the "thfud world". A biologist studying the
behaviour of anirnals must take into account that they
produce "non-living structures" that are vital for them.
Spiders spin webs, birds build nests, wasps build nests,
beavers constmct dams, animals make paths in forests, etc.
Although the "non-living structures" are produced by
animals, they exist quite objectively and independently of
their creators, once they emerge. Popper distinguishes
between two main categories of problems arising from the
shrdy of these structures. The first category pertains to the
method used by animals when constructing these struc-
tures and the animals' relations to their products. The
second category'of problems is concemed with the charac-
teristics of the structures themselves: the chemistry of the
materials used in the structure, their geometrical and
physical properties, their dependence upon special environ-
mental conditions, etc. In analysing these problems we
cannot do without studying the structures in terms of their
biological functions. Popper believes that problems of the
second category are more fundamental, for one may draw
conclusions about the possible modes of their production
from the knowledge of the objective structures themselves.

The same principle is applicable, according to Popper, to
the study of the products of human activity: houses,
implements, works of art. This approach proves to be
particularly significant in the study of science. Popper
asserts that genuine scientific epistemology must be con-
cerned with the study of the "third world", in the first
place the content of scientific theories, problems, scientif-
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ic arguments, etc., rather than with the analysis- o{ t}.r3

subie-ct. his c6nsci6usne$i. and cognitive activity. That will
be 6pistemologv without {he cognizing subject.

P6pper is u-ndoubtedly right in noting that separate
fragnielnts of objectified linowledgg -Irlay- not be realised at
it f siven momdnt by a single individual, that the -Iaws 9f
develonment of this knowledge cannot be reduced to the
l"ws oi individual'consciousnlss, and that the latter itself
mnst be understood as conne6ted with the world of
oUlectified knowledge. We have already touched on these
imb"*a*t propertieJ of cognition. Popper's critique of'tle
lrahitio"d' approach to -epistemological problems in
bourgeois phiioiophy is also to 4 greqt ex.tent correct.'

gu1 doei it foliori' from all thfu that the world of objec-
tified knowledge must and can be understood irrespective
of the subject?

Theie dre no grounds for such a conclusion. Although
obiectified knofrledge is not the same as conscious
knbwledge, that is, [nowledge possessed 

-UV +n.individual
subject, t-trb two ki'nds of knowledge are-closely bou-nd up.

Only man, a concrete individual subject, may-be the
creatoi of objectified knowledge. And that means that-any
objectified kirowledge must, it least at the time of its
eniergence, be to soite exterit consciously realised, that is,
be th; property of a subject. This is not at all contradicted
by the boisibility of production by a-comp-qter of se-parate
tragmefts of i,U5eclitiea lmow-ledge. The results of
coriputer activity- can be regarded as knowledge only
insoiar as behind-the programme we discern man setbing-it
down and capable o? interpreting its output. For the
computer itself, there is no knowlgdge. 

-
Sdill less can'knowledge exist "in itself", regardless of its

being used in the cognitive actMty of concrete individuals'
The irtilisation may,bf course, be potential, but it is it-rrpol'
tant that the potential should exist. Its presenration is
ensured by the iact that the product in which -knowledge is
objectified, even if it is not actuall-y.a part 9f the onqoilg
coinitive drocess. remains included in social-cultural links
wtrlich mai<e it pbssible for concrete subjects to use it in
their activity at any moment. And that means that even
those fragm6nts of bbjectified knowledge which ale qot at
present r6alised retain-close links with what is realised and
irsed in actual activity. If the connection between the frag-
ments of knowledge ttrat are included in the cognitive
process and those -that are no!, is di-srupted, the latter
-ceases to be any kind of knowledge et all.

Asirm" that- a civilisation is dead and no one knows the
language once spoken by its subjects. Although the books



written in that extinct language sunrive, no one is capable
of decoding them and the connection is thus lost between
the defunct culture and the actual social+ultural process,
including the cognitive one. And that means that the
books preserved no longer contain any knowledge.
Properly speaking, they are not even books but simply
objects with strange strokes in them.

Cognition is implemented by real persons, by concrete
individual subjects. Knowledge in subjective or objectified
form exists only inasmuch as it is directly or indirectly cor-
related with that activity. At the same tirne, the cognitive
activity itself should be regarded on the social-historical
plane, as activity of interconnected subjects-past, present,
and future. For this reason, if certain fragments of objec-
tified knowledge are not consciously realised by a single
existing subjectl that does not mean that these fragments
are in general outside the subjects'consciousness, for these
fragments may be associated both with the subjects of the
past and those of the future (association with the past is
obligatory, for only man can produce knowledge).

The social-historical and collective nature of the cogni-
tive process is expressed not only in its being implemented
by an ensemble of interacting individuals. The interaction
itself assumes the existence of specific laws of the derrelop-
ment of knowledge, laws that are different from those
which characterise individual knowledge. Thus, the
individual subject is not the ca:rier of the collective cogni-
tive process, and neither is a mere agglomeration of sub-
jects. The collective subject may be regarded as such a
carrier, to be taken in the sense of a social system
irreducible to the agglomeration of individuals constituting
it. Let us note that there are many collective subjects of
cognition connected by'definite relations. For example,
the study of the functioning of a given paradigm of theoreL
ical knowledge assumes an analysis of some community;
the latter appears in this case as a collective subject of a
definite 'kind of cognitive activity. Different paradigms
apparently determine different collective subjects asso-
ciated with them. At the same time, paradigms are inclu-
ded in a general process of dwelopment of scientific
knowledge, with its characteristic common standards and
norms. And that means that the given scientific com-
munity is a sub-system of a more extensive system-
the eommunity of all specialists in the given area of knowl-
edge and the community of all individuals engaged in
scientific activity, The scientist uses in his activity some
national language or other, and that means that he is
included in the society speaking the given language. This
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community, which obviously -comprises also those
irlAilidurfi iutro are not concerned with science, is tgain a

definite collective zubject of cognition. The functioning
a"d O"u"iopment of kiowledge is determined by the. pro'

""ss"t 
i" u-bioaaer social syJtem tJ:an lhe,cgmPunity -of

,"iJ"tirTr.-ftt" social scienc6s are directly linked-with the
sociat position, interests, apd prqcti.cal- activity of detinite
ili"t 6tass"s. 'fhat meani that it is the latter that appear-as
I.U*ti* i"U:ec* of the cognition.of social processes' The
tti,;;i'*"irt" practice charicteristic of a given class 4"t*I:
,iines the horiZon of the eognitive possibilities op-en to its
*"*U"tt. As is well known,lhe Marxist theory- of s-ociety
exoressing the interests of the proletariat provides, for the
tirit timJ, a scientific basis for the study of the social

"i""er"es.' 
A petson not involved in scienqe is never-

iriJriit ir,".tted in-cognition and, consequentlyn eonnect-
ed with various collective subjeets.--At th;t"",e time if not o-nly the diversity but also the
unitv of the socio-historical development of cognition is

t"keh into account, society should-also b-e regarded.as.a

""itu"tiv" 
zubject including a -gre-at number o{ subjects

Uotfi- c"ft"itiie ana indivldual. It is the existence of
a"ii"it" connections between different collective lgbjeg$
that ensures the unity of the cogrritive P,Jpce-'ss. Ll^e du:
ference between these zubjects is responsible tor clilterent
conceptions of what should be regarded as cogrrition. -.--A 

dompt"te disruption of con-nections between collec-
tive suUiects would result in a disintegraligll o-f cognition
;; ; 

"niii"d 
process implemented by mankind. In this case,

ro"i"iv * 
" 

httot" woild cease to be the subject of cogni-
tive activity.--nu"tt- i"hiuidual subject is simultaneously included.in
different collective subjects. Different -systeqs of cognrtrve
activity, wittr their diverse standards and ngtlPs, ar""

integrdt'ea in the individual into a whole. The existence of
t*ri, iritei is the nece$ary condition ot lhe unity 9f "I".
firi - aisruption of link-s between different collective
."ti""* -oi the impossibility of integration within the-

frairework of the given individual of those -systems of
;s"itirt activitv itrictr are associated with different
;t'G;tG iuuj""is, would entail the dkintegration of the
individual subject.

ittus Marxist-Leninist philosophy asserLs that cognition
can onlv be correctly understooa if it is considered in con'
nection"wittr the forhs of life activity of concrete histori-
cal iuUiects on the basis of studying object-related practi-
cal and communicative activities of collective and indivi-
duat suUjects. "If one considers the relation of subject to



object in logic, one must take into account also the general
premisses of being of the concrete sufiect e ! i f 9 o f
m a n) in the objective surroundings"]u+ stated Lenin.

The individual zubject, his consciousness and cognition
must be understood ih terms of their incorporation in dif-
ferent systems of collective practical and cognitive activity.
But that does not mean that the individual subjeet is in
some way dissolved in the collective.'First, the collective
subject itself does not exist outside concrete persols, real
individuals interacting among themselves according to
the specific laws of collective activity. The collective sub-
ject cannot be tegarded in the same light as the individual-one. 

The former is not a personality in its own right, it has
no individuality of its own and does not perform any acts
of cognition other than those performed by -the -separqtemem&rs. Second, cognition, which is inseparable from the
individual subject, does not directly coincide with the
objectified systems of knowledge, thoggh it is closqly
lini<ed with 

- and ultimately determined by them. The
individual traits of my perception, my memories and
subjective associations cohstitdte knowledge that is im-
po*ant for me personally and is accessible to me alone.
They do not form part of the system of objectified Enq*:
ledgb that is the property of all individuals and is included
in fhe stmcture of the collective subject. And that means
that the types of knowledge intrinsically characteristic -ofthe individual and the collective subjects do not fully
coincide with or dissolve in each other but rather mutually
imply each other.

Wir may recall that Kant, Fichte, and Husserlposit, alopg
with the- individual subject, the transcendental one. The
latter expresses the inner community of the various empqi-
cal individuals; in this respect, it may appear similar to the
collective subject. Indeed, the conceptions of these Philo-
sophers include some steps towards the collective subjeg!
idea. But these are merely initial steps, and they could
only be discemed after the Marxist doctrine of the socio-
historical nature of the process of cognition was formed.
In more concrete terms, the Transcendental Subject as
conceived in philosophical transcendentalism is basicqllV
different from-the collective zubject as a concrete socio-his-
torical community. The Transcendental Subject, as trans.
cendentalists believe, is an individual of a special kind, the
supra-individual "I" At the same time, it is supra-empiri-
cal, existing outside time and space. But the collective
su6ject, though different from the individual one, is quite
emfiiriial and set in definite spatio-temporal limits. The
Ttanseendental Subject is accessible only from within,
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from the inside of individual consciousness, being in fact a
deeo liaver of the latter. As for the collective subject,
thoirgh 

-non-existent outside a system of -interacting indi'
viduds, it exisk at the same time outside- each separate
individiral subject, in a sense. The collective subjec-t
manifests itself and the laws of its functioning not so much
through the inner stmctures of the individual's conscious'
ness i through extemal practical activity involving objects
and through iollective cbgnitive activity with systems of
objectified knowledge. Fin-ally, the collective subject is not
sin"sutar. A great many zuch subjects are in a state of
chirge: somd colective subjects and-the inherent forms of
their"activity emerge while-others die out. The relations
between difierent collective subjects may be complicated
enough.loS

LeT us undertake in this connection an analysis of Pop
per's thesis conceming the importance of the "biological
ipnroach" to the study of the relation between man and
ihe "ttrira world" and ihe assumption that the analysis bf
the stnrcture of the products of scientific activity deter-
mines the study of the modes of their production.

The Englisli philosopher's principal ertor lies in his
failure to'irnderitand tlhat the man-made objects of the
"second nature", i.e., objects implementing a specifically
socio-cultural content, beginning with labour implemenk
and buildings and ending with scientific tleorie!, u9
radically different from fhose changes in the extemal
environ-ment which animals produce, since man's practical
activity involving objects is-social in its yery natur.e and
assum6s the use of labour implements and communicative
links between individual subjects. The specific features of
this activity also determine its spontaneous development
and continual reaching beyond the established confines.
Applying the "biological approach" to its study is absolute'
tv iruittess. "In creiting a wofld of obiects by his practi'
cal activity, in his work upon inorganic na!u1e' m-an.proves
himself a-ionscious species-being, i.e., a being that treats
the species as its own 

-essential being, ot that treats itself as

a spdciesbeing," wrote Marx. "Admittedly-.animals also
pro'duce. Thet'build themselves nests, dwellilgs, like the
'bees- beavers. ants. etc. But an animal only produces
wtrat it immediatelir needs for itself or its young. It pro-
duces onesidedly, 

- whilst man produces universalty.- It
produces only urider the dominioh of immediate physical
ireed. whilst 

- 
man produces even when he is free from

physical need and 6nty truty produces in freedom there'
'trom. Rn animal produces oily itself, yhilst man reprodu-
ces the whole of nature. An animal's product belongs
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immediately to its physical body, whilst man freely con-
fronts his product. An animal forms objects only in accor-
dance with the standard and the need of the species to
which it belongs, whilst man knows how to produce in
accordance with the standards of every species, and knows
how to apply everywhere the inherenf stanriard to the
object. Man therefore algg forms objects in accordance
with the laws of beauty.r'106 -

_ Of co-urse, books and other man-made objects in which
knowledge !s reified exist objectively. If they are to be
considered from the standpoint of the chemical composi-
tion of the materials, their physical structure and geometri-
cal form, they do not differ basically from natural objects,
including "non-living strucfirres" created by animals. They
exist as carriers of knowledge only as long as they ar-e
included in the human cognitive activity.-Outside the
latter, these objects have no structure-at all, if the
reference is to the stmcture of lorowledge objectified in
them and not chemical and physical stmcture. To under-
stand a book means to reproduce a definite struch.rre of
cognitive activity. To assimilate a theory reified in a book
means.to accept the-need for further activrW in this field,
an activity patterned on a definite model, for a scientifii
the.ory is not- -so mqclr ready-made knbwledge as the
activity of problem solving.If a definite kind of cognitive
activity is inadequately decoded, we cannot say tliat we
have this knowledge.
- $uppo-sing that a book is read not by men but by some

visitors from outer sptr€, non-human reasonable-beings
(that- is the example discussed by Popper). These bein[s
will be able to master the knowledge-ieified in the book
only if they decode its language, i.e., when they are able
!9 reproduce the socio-cultural communicative and cogni-
tive syst€m of connGrctions in which the book was o-nce
included. And that is only possible to the extent in which
the visitors from outer space will become reincarnated as
hg1nan beings, as it were, assimilating the real properties
of human cognitive activity.
- Cognition and,knowledge exist only as long as the specif-
ic activity of the collective subject is mlintained and
consequ_ently the activity of the individual subjects
included in it.

If elementary perception implies not only a relation to
an extemal object but also the self-consciousness of an
individual subject, the obligatory conditions of scientific
activi-ty qe no-t 94ly the movement of cognition through
the domain of objects but also the consc-ious realisatiSn
(not necessarily in the form of reflexion, i.e., explicit
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knowledge) of the modes and norms of cognitive activity
and the standards of assessing its results intrinsically
characteristic of the collective subject, for it is only
through these modes and norms that the problem field of
reseanch can be specified.

Epistemology proves to be impossible without the
cognizing subject.

The role of objectified systems of lcrowledge in the
development of cognition, just as all the other questions of
understanding the cognitive relation between subject and
object, were given a much more precise and piofound
treatment than Popper's by Hegel, the greatest representa-
tive of the German classical idealist philosophy.107 Of all
the pre-Marxian and non-Marxist philosophers Hegel came
closest to understanding many of the essential features
of the problem analysed here, though at the same time
strongly mystifying it.

Hegel asserts that individual consciousness and self-
consciousness cannot be understood from within. Although
each individual is given his "I" and the unity of self-con-
sciousness as immediate certainty, this unity is actually
mediated by the individual's relation to other individual
suhjects. The individual consciousness recognises something
different in the other self-consciousnesses and at the same
time something that is internally identical to it. The
individual zubject exists for himself as an "I" only through
a relation to others. "Everyone is the mean for the other,
through which each mediates and links up with himself.
and each [is] for himself and for the other immediately
given being existing for itself, which is at the same time
thus for itself only through this mediation. They recomise
themselves as mutually recognising one anotheT. "108 -

The "substance" of the individual, his "inorganic natu-
reli qe formq of the objective spirit, that is, essentially
collective modes of activity, reified products of human
culture. Assimilating the latter and taking up these forms
of activity (the objective spirit exists only i_n6qfar as it is an
activity), the individual bebomes a subjei;109

Reflexion implies glring beyond t!r^e limit of individual
consciousness: recognition of oneself in the other indi-
viduals constituting society and at the same time objectifi-
cation of man in the artifacts of the world of iulture
created by him.

But reflexion is not simply a relation to the individual
"I". The essenee of reflexion consists. according to Heeel-
in cognition of the objective spirit itsirlf, in the-procesiof
dialectical development of knowledge. ihis developmentis substantiation of knowledge, reflexion upon it and



deeoening in itself. A real foundation emerges at the end
,nd ar a iesult of development, not at the beginning' 'I'ne

movement ahead and development of the content ot

"tle"five knowledge is at the same time a movement
Uatl*"tas, a disco:very of the true hidden basis of the
whole process.- 

"Co;t"io"iness is, on the one hand, a realisation of the
ouieci.-ana on ite'other, consciousness of oneself: the

""i,r"ib"i 
realisation of wliat is trug-f^or it and the realisa-

iio" "f o"";s t<no*teage about i1.rr110 The object aPpears
io ttr" consciousness only in the shape in which it knows
i["[ 

"uie"i. 
The consciousness-colqPares its knowledge of

itr" oUii,"i with the object itself. "If-in thi! comparison the
iwo ao not corresponll to one another, the consciousness
se"ms to be obliged to change its knowledge, to-bring it in
accord with the-object; but in this changc of- knowledg-e
the object itself ac[ually chqnge-s for.it, for ]!9 avqil3ble
knowlddge was essentiAty ltre knowledge. of the ob.ject;
along wiih the knowledge, the opjgc! too becomes- $iffer-

""r i"r-if beloneed in ?"ti 1o lliis knowtedge."111 The
consciousness maT<es it clear that what previously appeared
as being-in-itself, i.e., inde-pendently from th-e given con-
r"i."s"?rt iJ in actual fict merdly being for the given

consciousness. At the same time, it is not only the con-
iciousness and its object that change but also the stan'
dards and criteria of verifying the agreement between
t"owteOge and its object. "The criterion of testing. is
ctranged,"when thdt of wtrictr it was to have been the crite-
rion "cloes not stand the test; and the test is-n-oJ only a test
of knowledge but also of its own criterion."l r z
-- 

Heget pdints out that the new gbject of- knowledge-

"o*"i info-being "t-hrough conuersioi (Umkehrung\ of
conseiousness itse--If".113 At the same time, individual con-
sciousness does not know how that occurs, for the- emer-
Eence of the new object "takes place behind its back, as it
iarg1g".114" -therefore, 

reflexion of knowledge- about itself at each
staee of its 'development (the lattei being incomplete) is
"uiltrue", imperfect reflexion, implying the e-xistence .of
unreflectird inovements of consciousness "behind its
U*"t;;. 

-fnowledge in some form or other is not yet that
which is cognized, Hegel insists.

Accorain? to Hege'i, cognition is a world-historical dia-
lectical pio6ess in ihich Soth sub.ject and object change.
The subiect is not some ideal object 

- 
it is not something

pri*oiaiutty equal to itself but eternal m-otion, becoming,
^tlevelopmerit, s-'ublation of all established boundaries and
positing new ones. The subject is inseparable from restless'
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ness and activeness, expressing that activeness in the purest
form. He is inconceivable outside a relation with the object
he cognizes and changes. At the same time, the object
ikelf is transformed along with the development of
consciousness,.i.e., it changes in the historical process of
cognitive activity. The conception of subject and object as
entities isolated from and metaphysically opposed to each
other is quite untenable and can only lead into philosophi
cal eql-de-sacs.

Hdwever, Hegel sees reflexion, the self-conscigusness of
the Absolute Spirit, the Absolute Subject, as the essence of
the cognitive process, and that is where idealistic mystifi-
cation of the whole problem starts.

The Absolute Subject, according to Hegel, underlies the
whole of reality in general. The substance is to be thought
of as the subject, Hegel insists. What appears to the indi-
vidual consciousness as an object independent from and
cognized by it is in actual fact the product of the Absolute
Spirit. Hegel tries to show that the development of cogni-
tion leads to a sublation of the independence of the cog-
nized object from the cognizing subject, if the latter is to
be understood as the Absolute Subject and not an indi-
vidual one. The Absolute is ultimately the Subject Object,
thinking about thinking, the cognition of self.

Hegel's attempt to interpret cognition as self-cognition
is also connected with the above thesis. Starting out from
the real facts of interaction between consciousness and
self-consciousness, cognition and reflexion, Hegel, follow-
ing Fichte, endeavours to present all knowledge as reduc-
ible, in the final analysis, to self-cognition. True, Hegel
speaks of the self-cognition of the Absolute Subject and
not of that of an individual ('I" or even of a Transcenden-
tal "I".

Hegel's analysis of the concrete historical development
of cognition went far beyond the limits of philosophical
transcendentalism, showing the collective nature of cogni-
tion, the development of its forms and norms in time, and
revealing the dialectics of reflexive and unreflected content
of knowledge. At the same time, according to Hegel,
fully adequate cognition, that is, cognition that really
desewes its name, is only attained when absolute com-
pleteness of reflexion is achieved, when the subject (the
Absolute Subject) becomes, as it were, absolutely transpar-
ent for itself and reflects on itself without going beyond
its own limits. It is in this act of coincidence of the cogniz-
ing subject with itself that the process of substantiation
of knowledge is completed.

Hegel believes that the foundation of knowledge should
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not be sought for at the source of the cognitive pro_cess.

This foundition is not given, it is moulded and takes shape
in the development o1 colnition. In this poilt, Hegel
oDDoses the m-etaphvsical view of the problem of substan-
tiiaiing larowledg^e, 

- 
widespread in Western b-oulgeois-

philosophy. At thd same time, thougtr the foundation of
Lnowle-dg6 lies, according to Hegel, at the end rather than
at the beginnirig of the cognitive process, substantiatio_n is
interpreteld in his system as coincr4ing wlth absolute reflex'
ion, ivith the self-consciousness of the Absolute S-pirit. .-

iust like Descartes. Kant and Fichte, Hegel believes that
only the self-cognitioir of the spirit, its knowledSQ of itplf,
can reach absolute adequacy. It is in the aet of absolute
reflexion that the absolute foundation of knowledge is
found. Thus Hegel esmntially reproduces the traditions of
philosophical transcendentalism at this basic point- of his
epistemblogical conception. True, Hegel spg?k! of some
supra-individual, Absolute Subject. But Hegel believes^th-at
th6 indivrdual, too, inasmuctr as he became part 9f the
motion of the-Absolute Spirit and assumed the standpoint
of "absolute knowledge", does not merely comprehend
the Absolute adequately but gxasps at the same time his
own deep essence, i.e., cognizes himself. The individual's
self-cognition coincides in this case with absolute reflex-
ion.

Hegel's philosophy ultimately explains the dwelopment
of comitiirn by the self<ogrrition- of the Absolute. The
Absol[te, whicfi exists at th6 beginning of developmgnt -It
itself only, must errentually also become being for itself.
And that ineans that all the historical vicissitudes of the
real cognitive process are predetermined in the - supra-^
humanripheres.-The real persbns, the individual subjects of
practicil- and cognitive activiff are merely disappearing
Elements in the development of the supra-individual forces.

The relations between individuals, human communica-
tion, the real practical activity, man's reification of himself
in the works 

-of culture. and the unfolding of the social
process, which Hegel 

-includes in the sphere of the
6Ujective spirit, all o1 these elements mediating the spirit's
rel-ation to-itself are ultimately zublated; the spirit returns
to itself as to the "inner". It is in the relation to itself as
the "inner", in the existence for itself rather than for
others, that the spirit appears in the most adequate
form.116

Hegel believes that extemal objecLrelated activity
cannol produce consciousness. This kind of activity
achieves merely objectification of consciousness, as a result-
of which consciousness itself is enriched. But the crux of
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the matter is that any external mediation of conscious-
ness must be sublated in the unity of the immediate and
the mediated, in a dialectical identity of consciousness
tvith itself.

Purely immediate consciousness (whether this is taken
to mean empirical lmowledge or intellectual intuition)
does not exist, Hegel insists. Immediate certainty,
inasmuch as it is merely immediate, is not knowledge. The
latter implies mediation. Only that knowledge is adequate
in which unity is attained of the immediate and the
mediated in the form of the new dialectically mediated. In
the immediqte, which exists at the beginning of the
development of cognition, the possibility and necessity of
mediation are embedded, and the nahrre of the latter is
predetermined. The result of the development of
cognition and mediation is a return to the immediate on a
new basis, Hegel believes. "Mediation is nothing but
equality to itself in motion, or else it is reflexion in itself...
The 'I' or becoming in general is, owing to its simplicity,
precisely the immediat_e-in the process of becoming and
the immediate itself."rro (In real cognition, however,
there is always, in a definite sense, a unity of the
immediate and the mediating elements in knowledge. This
unity does not in itself guarantee the truth of knowledge.)

In the final analysis, Hegel reduces the essence of any
cognition to reflexion. Insofar as the object of reflexion
changes in the course of the latter, Hegel concludes that
cognition deals with an object which is a product of the
Absolute Spirit itself. Hegel'sPheramenology of the Spirit
is .the story of the struggle of self-consciousness with the
object, as a result of which the object proves to be a
proper moment of Absolute self-consciousness. "As it
drives itself towards true existence, it will reach a point
where it will discard,the appearance of being encumbered
with the foreign which exists only for and in the capacity
of anotheq or where appearance will be equal to the
essence, its presentation coincides thereby with precisely
this point of the science of the spfuit properly speaking;
and finally, as it captures this its being itqe_lfl it will express
the nature of absolute knowledge i1."11.rrr 17

l'The main point is," wrote Marx, "that the object of
consciousness is nothing else but self-consciousnesg, ot
that the object is only objectified self-conrciausnew-
self-consciousness as object. (Positing of man= self-con-
sciousness.)

"The issue, therefore, is to surmount the object of con-
sciousne*. Objectiuity as suih is regarded as an estranged
human relationship which does n6t correspond to -the
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essence of man, to self-consciousness. The reap propriat ion
of the objectiv6 essence of man, produced within the orbit
of estrangement as something alien, therefore denotes not
only the -annulment of estrangement,-but of. obiectivity.as
weli. Man, that-iq^to say, is regarded as a non'obiectiue,
spiritual being. "r r d- As Lenin inrote: "Hegel seriously 'believed', thought,
that materialism as a philosophy was impossible, for
philosophy is a science of thinking, of the univerwl, brtt
the univeisal is a thought. Here he repeated the error of
the same subjective idealism that he always called 'bad'
i6galism.rtl 19-

Thus, although Hegelian philosophy grasps a number of
important moments of the real co-gnitive process, -o1 mapy
furidamentd issues it reveals an affinity to the epistemolo'
sical position of philosophical transcendentalism;
iemainiig within the limitations of idealism, it cannot give
an adequate picture of cognition.

5. Hout ,t 
"t#:s,:l€F 

cocNtrroN

In the light of what has been said here let us-attempt to
answer the following question: what are the proper-
ties of epistemologici reflexion? In other-words, wh-at is
the natuie and character of research which has cogpition
itself for its object?

We have alieady anatysed some conceptions, widely
spread in bourgeoG philosophy, accordingto which epft?
mology does not assume any premises, as the ve-ry popsibil-
ity oT any knowledge, incfuding scienlific knowledgg,
rnust be sribstantiated iir its framework. Substantiation is
in this case understood as finding types of knowledge that
would be absolutely reliable and directly given tn lnpir
content. The adherents of these conceptions searched for
this knowledge in individual consciousness. We may recall
that it was this course of reasoning that was characteris'
tic of epistemological transcendentalism, in particular of
Descartei, Fichtef and Husserl. In this conception, "?btp-
lute", transcendehtal reflexion about the content of the
subjebt's consciousness becomes a method of epistemolog-
icai research, and "absolute knowledge'i i!l- Ies{t.
Absolute hr6wledge can only be obtained within the
framework of epistemology. Ail other kinds of knowledge,
both everyday and scient-ific, are relative and conditional
from the standpoint of transcendentalism.

But that mleans that epistemology becomes a rather
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specific discipline basically different from the particular
scientific theories. (Some transcendentalists, such as
Husserl, believe that epistemology, being the foundation of
scientific knowledge, is not itself a theory in the precise
meaning of the.term, but a kind of pre-theoretical descrip-
tion of the immediately given obvious entities.)

The supporters of this approach to epistemological
pro-blems differ in their understanding of the very nature
and content.gf the obvious entities which are,-in their
view, directly gven to the subject's consciousness. This
general type of understanding of epistemological problems
also includes some lrends of zubjectivist empiricism, in
particular, such schools of bourgeois philosophy as
neorealism and critical realism.

The situation is somewhat more complicated in the case
o_f the epistemological conceptions of such philosophers as
Kant and particularly Hegel, who go beyond the limits of
tttis approach in some essential aspects.

-However, in the view of Kantand Hegel, too, philosophi-
c4 eqistemological reflexion is concerned wiih obtaining
"absolute" knowledge, unlike studies in the special
scientific disciplines and reflexion in these areas.

As a reaction to the breakdown of the attempts to solve
the problem of substantiating knowledge in its metaphysi-
cal (and as a rule, subjectivist) interpretation, the view now
gains currency in bourgeois philosophy that this problem
has no meaning at all, and that epistemology therefore
loses its right to exist as a special philosophical discipline.
All real problems pertaining to understanding the mechan-
isms and character of the cognitive processes are studied,
from this point of view, by the special scientific disci-
plines. Thus, according to Quine, cognition is the subject-
matter of scientific inquiry in the framework of the phy-
siology of higher nerrr/ous activity, psycholog;y, which uGs
the apparatus of information theory, and 

-a number of
other_ special scientific disciplines. A scientific epistemol-
9gy (which in Quine's view has not yet been- created)
is only conceivable as a generalisation of the results oi
these special disciplines. This future science must take a
naturalistic and biological approach to man and his cogni-
tive p_rocess (the so-called naturalised epistemology).I20
Jean Piaget believes that the genetic epistemologfL'e has
constructed is a generalisation, on the one hand, of the
gr-npirigal and theoretical data of psychology (mbstly of
Piaget's own psychological theory) and, on tf,e other hand.
of the data of the history of science.l21 In this concep-
tion, epistemology actually appearc as a special scientific
discipline of a certain kind: -first, a rather general disci-
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oline- and second. one dependent on other, more special
'rx*::,1'*gl'3?l;,tY3if, 

T,f ,3"Jft fHll:l'#J','3#[?;
"f,""*pirica 

- 
science of the facts of consciousness and as

ii"i""'"ii Jt uerraviour-in the spirit--of behaviourism') .- -ir;;; ili; tfidpoittf ot eartv wittge-nstein,. th9 tra{i;
tio-"al'if,eow- ot i""ryte-dgq ylt t-""t"lv, * i"19"!I*1"
gl"m'"*'m,f iif#Tl;Ei'Ti.#:ft ,i#*"'il#:Li'",''i:3;
Ee'r,uine philosophy must be concemed with the study or

1';c,rdr'*d--rio[" cognition: "4.1121 Psychology is no

neaiei"retated to phil-osophy, ttran -rs .?ny otller natural
science. The theory of knowledge is the phrtosopny or

"t"I""'g'rl;i'.'r rr* r*ic analv sis, which is dominant -in

t:h;tl:*% kr' r:, i,1lffiii%!f,fil$,T,1 ,{'!!
works of Witteenstein. adheres to a specia-l posrtron ln Ene

interpretation-of the' nature of epislemolgg'gl'eqarf;t
one-?t at is intermediate between th9 reduction or thrs

i6'ririli[-t. empirical genera]isat-ion of certail oujegtifig{
data and the position, an'lysed apo1e, which posrts lne^

I;k .f ;pi;{eniorosy t6 be t-he analysis'of the pr-emises of
il" t"orir"ie;. irr;lrditg scientific linowledge- The philos'
oohv of linzuisiic analysis insists, on the-one hard' on tne
obrsiUilitv ana necessity of solving tFe ph.ilo.soP$cat

broblemi of comition through studying the entrrely oDJec'

[ive ana generally accepted facts-of the usage 
",t-Y9'd*1the ordinary lanzuage. This study is only mq99. possrDle

bv oainstaking collective efforb of many sp€cl?ltsts', sngn

oi it o* spedifies and pifticularises.the emqirical results

ir*'iav'liui-"i"".i u y ap ptyilg qnec ial technical proc edures.

trr" ,i"i[ ot an inaivula -pfiilosopher reminds one, in
;;;';;;;;tr: or trr,i ritork of a iesearcher -engaged 

in
;;: ;;"i"i-'."i"""". This philosophv declares -most
oroblems of traditional epistemology, the problem or suu'tlltl*tt,[t'f]:$:".f, 

rffi--:::iln]""?",f iil'3i'3':,?iiilii
emphasises that it is the usage of everyday I.*E"q?, tlSI
det^ermines the semantic, or contentr- aspects.ot au tne
soecial scientific theories, in particular the theorles or

;t;;*i"ft;s-*trictr stuhy tlie proc-esses of .cognition'
These sciences, psychology- included, cannot . tl . P'^'-"-
ciole solve a single philosophical question Pertarrung.to. !n9
uriderstanding of -knowledge 

-an$ cognition, 
""at]1ry-qohilosophersaefieve. Epistemological problems ane solveq

il;;Jiti.;;i;"tft1it wtiicr, i" its6H is not,scientifie-for it
encomlasses issues that are involved in alt the sclences' an<r
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is- .basically a-theoretical. The results of analysis, these
philosophers insist, cannot be juxtaposed with 6xpirrience
in the same yyay as special scientific theories, for-analysis
deals with the structure of experience itseif. Everyday
language, which is the object of activity of an analyticil
philosopher, appears as a'kind of primary givenness deter-
mining the content of all the types anti modes of cogni-
tion. It is therefore not surprising that the activity of ina-
lytical philosophers manifests a cbrtain affinity wilh philo-
sop-hical 

. 
transc-e-ndentalism, in-,particular phenomenology

and Kantian philosophy, an afflnity that is often realis&by the analytical philosophers themsslygs.l2S Several
Sovigt philosophers have crificised the epistemological con-
ception of the philosophy of linguistic analysis.l24

However, is it possible to reveal the 
-tme 

nature of
k-nowiedge and cognition through simple inductive gener-
alisation and-systematisation of the conceptions of cogni-
tion formed in everyday life and in the separate sciencls?
The notions of the character of cognition, of the stan-
dards, grileril and norms of knowledfe, con3iderably vary
ngt g4.y in the-transition from pre-scieritific knowlef,ge t6
scientific and from science to science: they also lary
within the framework of a single scientific discipline in iti
h!"torical development. Indeed, one of the esseiirtial tasks
of epistemology is separating knowledge from absence of
knowledge. and_ establishing the standards of knowledge
and cognition. It proves to be impossible to solve this talk
through elementary accumulation and systematisation of
the varied facts of cognition, including those studied by
psychology. Epistemology does not simpty study the
cognitive process in its actual implementation but sets
doyl the general norms of cognitive activity.
. Poiq.tjng_out this _fundamental fact, Popf er rejects in his
book The Logic of Scientific Discoueiy the naiv6 naturalis-
tic epistemglogy (which he also calls an ,,inductive theory
of science") trying to describe the empirical behaviour o-f
scientists. In actual fact, Popper says, epistemology is a
general methodology of cognition. It-does not d-eicribe
what actually takes place in cognition but rather stipulates
what. requirements. cognition must satisfy to agr& with
certain norms and ideals. According to Polper, a specialist
in epistemology formulates the gen6ral no:iirs ,5f c6snitive.
and in the first place scientific-, activity, and forriulate6
certain proposals which are accepted purely convention-
ally. What cognition is, and what science is, is settled by
agreement and not by empirical study. The character of
the agre-ep_ent determines the boundary between state-
ments which express knowledge and thoie that do not. In
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Popper's view, the specialist in epistemolog{ (9.t T-"11"9E
Ior'v) formulates certain ..absolute,, prescriptlons In tne
reilii, ttrat their content is not prompted by empmcal
exoerience. These prescriptions, however, do not geryrlpg
anv specific supra-empirical reality, a's transcendentalut
ptritoibptrers beiieved, 

-and neither do they express any
Iri.i"t6 t*ths. They are not assertione in the strict s_ense,

iia- th;di;6 ih"y tannot be either true or false' Some

"riirt"i""i.gi"rt- 
c6nventions can be replaced by,.?,11"^lt;

P'oistemolo?v reveals connections between ditferent
i5i.tl-*tloa'i""alimet[odological)norlns,resemblinginthis
6#;T;-";ienditic theoryi stiictlv speaking, however,
ii,:i-rtoir"fosv imethodotogir) i. not a theory, according to
i;;;;;:-f;fit I&s not refTeit anv object.125- -[V'rt"i 

G-ot " to be guided by, then, in acceptiqgJ-ope
eoistemological (methodological) system or otherT rr tne
;[;i""- i; "6t 

det]ermined eit-her by 
-empirical experience.or

ihe itructure of transcendental consciousness,_eprstemolo-
si""I cotw"ntions can be absolutely arbitrary' In what way
is then one epistemological system better than another? ur
ii.i-rittt"v-alIb; i"cog-nisea 

-as 
acceptable? In this case, all

;gumend in-epistemdtogv is meaningless, "tl .",!itfT.99g-
icil problems 

-cease to be real problems, while l19I^9I;
ferenl solutions prove to be simply camouflaged proposaJs

i"i-*f"t Jf somb sort of a game wrricrr we call cognition'
ii"i"i ,"iects these subjedtivist and relativistic conclu-
.i"-"I *tti""ft follow froin his epistemological .concep-
tions.126 He believes that there are certain cntena wnlcn

"t-mrief 
the choice of one epistemological system over

another. Among these criteria Popqer includes the absence

;-;;;;raicli"is in:the svstem bi epistemologv ?"g.Ih.e

"*t""I-i"-*fri"n 
tfre giveir system ploves to be 'fruitful,

ir"ifitutins the undersTandini of cognition as it actually
;;;;.1r? ii it ""iv 

to see,-howevdr, that these criteria
;;.--oii the one hani, quite inadequate (even a most arbi-
trafu and fantastic construction may be internarly non-

"-iir"ai"lorv) 
and indefinite, and, on the other, thgy ryaV

contradict tlir! basic principles of Popp,er's.conceptlon (an

""iril*"toeical 
syster-m hal to be correlated, in one way or

,iotf,"r. wiih ac tirallv existing c o gnition).
Still.'how is the question of the nature and charact€r

ot iiiiit"*orogi""t r^esearch solved? In searching foT ult
u".*-"i:io trtis"question ihat would co-nform to the pr$ci;
;i;J ;i diuf""ti"'A materalist philosophv-, let us pgte, firgt'"t ,tt- that scientific epistemology is a theory whrch dearc

with hctual empirical -facts of cognition and attempts t,o
.tira" Ui" ,aried torms,-t inas, and'types of cognition and

t.',o*t"dg"(bothscientificandpre.scientific)intermsol
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their inherent standards and norms. In the first place,
epistemology is oriented at analysing objectified kinds of
knowledge and collective forms of cognitive activity, for
it is these kinds of knowledge and cognition that reflect
the cognitive norms ln the most pure form. That means
that scientific epistemology appears mostly as a form of
objective reflexion. At the same time, epistemology also
has to takq into account, to some extent, the facts of indi-
vidual consliousness (here the cognitive norms appear in
a "transmuted form"), inasmuch as other empirically
accessible paths of the reconstruction of cerbain cognitive
standards are often absent.

A scientific theory of knowledge must thus necessarily
he compared with the empirical data of cognition. But,
just as any scientific theory, it does not merely passively
reproduce or describe these empirical data but endeavours
to reveal the essence of the process considered. For
epistemology that means the singling out of such cognitive
standards and norms which express deep characteristics of
cognition and may not directly coincide with the way
these norms are in certain cases understood in everyday
cognition or in a concrete scientific study.

Epistemology must therefore take into account, in the
first place, the real cognitive processes, correcting its
propositions and specifying and developing them in the
light of the real facts of cognition The basic principles of
dialectical materialist epistemology (the principle of reflex-
ion, the principle of unity of practical activity and cogni-
tion, the principle of unity of dialectics, logic, and episte-
mology, etc.) do not at all express "absolute" and final
solution to all possible epistemological problems or the
creation of a closed epistemological construction incapable
of development. These principles specify the necessary
conditions of fruitful scientific study of epistemological
problems, a study that never stands still but formulates
and solves new questions and makes more precise certain
propositions through the development of real cognition
itself and the special sciences about it (psychology, the
history of science, the science of science, etc.). At the
same time, scientific epistemology, just as any scientific
discipline, constructs a kind of idealised model of the
process under study, later gradually specifying and
particularising that model, comparing it with the empirical
data of cognition. Thus epistemology is not a product of
direct grasping of certain subjective certainties, and neither
is it a simple description of the diverse facts of cognition.
Still less can epistemology coincide with some special
science of cognition, whether it be psychology or the



science of science.
Although epistemology is in some-b-asic aspects simjlar

to all the-othrir scientiflC theories, it differs in some points
from most theories. We must not forget that epistemology
is a reflective theory.

Most scientific theories deal with objects of which they
have no previous knowledge. No science can-ign-ore-the
data of dreryday experience, of course, but t}te dev-eIgp-
ment of sci-entific iinowledle means going beyond the
limits of this experience. Th-e latter says nothing of-the
nature of those bUjects with which, for instance, modern
physics deals. The knowledge of these objects, is -only
icriuired in the process of -scientific research itself. A
refiective theory, 

-however, has, as we have noted, som-e
preliminary, imi[icit knowiedge'of the object about which
it formulites explicit knowledge. Epistemology as q
reflective theory proceeds from an implicit knowledge of
what knowledg:e 

-and cognition are and what the basic
cosnitive normi are, i.e., it begins with implicit knowledge
which is contained ih individual consciousness, in everyday
language, and in the paradigmal premises of scientific
theories.

At the same time reflexion about knowledge, translation
of the latter from its implicit into explicit form, and its
theoretical formulation. involve certain changes of the very
object of reflexion, revealing the imaginary character.of
soire formations wtrictr were included in knowledge
without proper foundation before the implementati-on of
the proc'eduie itself. We have already cited examplgq.gf
refor'mulation of the object of reflexion as a result of this
procedure in the speciat sciences. Epistemology differs
irom reflexion in the special sciences in that it tries to
establish the necessar5r Conditions for any cognition and
universal cognitive norms. The links between an epistemol-
ogtcal systeir and a certain particular theory -of a qPecial
sc"ience 

- are therefore rather mediated. Nevertheless,
formulation of an epistemological conception is always an
attempt not merely-to statethe existing practice of cogni'
tion 'but also to- change this practice, to reject certain
established canons of cognitive activity as distracting cog-
nition from the attainment of its goal, and at the same
time to introduce new standards of this activity. The gener-
aI image of cognition and science created by epistemology
is itself includ'ed in the real course of cognition and in
certain respects restructures it. Therefore any serious,
influential 

^epistemological conceptions are -n9t gnly -an
interpretatioir of the eiisting practice of cognition Py! 4to-
a criiique of some aspects b-t tfris practice in the light of
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some ideals of knowledge and science.
Thus, a certain gap between the model of knowledge

constructed in epistemology and the actual cognitive prac-
tice is explained not only by the differences between_any
scientific-theory and its empirical basis. As far as these
differences are concerned, epistemology should strive
for a greater assimilation of empirical data, it must be
revised- and made more precise. At the same time, the
differences between epistemology and the corresponding
empirical practices of cognition may mark a gap between
the specified ideal of knowledge and the practice of its
realisation. In the latter case, practice, the empirical
givenness of cognition, must be restructured and brought
to the level of the ideal.

The above does not mean that all epistemological sys-
tems (and there have been quite a number of these in the
history of philosophy) could affect the actual course of
cognition. We must not assume either, that this influence
was necessarily fntitful wherever it occurred. Situations
were not infrequent in the history of philosophical and
scientific thought where a given epistemological concep-
tion specified a reference frame for the production of
special scientific theories of a definite type and at the same
time an entirely erroneous conception of the nature of
cognition, knowledge and science, which resulted in an
insoluble collision in the construction of a general episte-
mological conception, essentially limiting at the same time
the possibilities of science itself. For instance, the epis
temological empiricism of Bacon played a very progressive
role at the time of the formation of experimental science.
At the same time, it did not accord with the acttral
practice of contemporary natural science and later became
a drag on its development. We have already discussed
some zubstantive defects of Descartes' epistemological
conception. It cannot be ignored, however, that Descartes'
epistemology serves as a basis of his metaphysics, while the
latter is the nucleus of a research programme in physics
and in psychology. Some historically important results
were attained in Cartesian physics. Considerable factual
material was accumulated within the framework of
empirical psychology, though this psychology outlived its
usefulness as a scientific discipline by the beginning of the
20th century. The epistemology of Kant, a critic of which
was given above, did not merely formulate a general
research strategy in several theoretical disciplines (for
example, Kant's epistemology posits the impossibility of
rationalist ontology, a special status of psychology as a
non-mathematised science, the need for complement-
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ins bioloeical descriptions with teleological ones, etc.).'

Kint's coirception (alorrg with Husserl's phenomenology)
was used bf Brouwer and Hey-ting -in constructing the
iniuitionist frogramme for the ioundations of mathema'
tioJ.- So*e ihrp6*ant results were obtained in mathema-
ii"ut i"t"itioniim, although on thq whole this trend failed
io iotve the task it set i=tself. It is weII known, however,
that Kant's apriorisbic interpretation of the-basic principles
6f Lta-ssicA i:iettce ca:ne into a sharp collision with the

just by comparing the content of a scientific theory with
distorted. interpretations of the same subject-matter, but
through consistent refutation of basically erroneous
methodological approaches. The main defect of bourgeois
political economy, which predetermined its basically
unscientific quality and was directly linked with its social
function, was, as Marx showed, a false interpretation of
both the nature of the object cognized and of the ways
and methods of scientific cognition. Therefore a change in
methodological and epistemotrogical orientation is a
necessarj/ condition of creating a scientific political
economy.

The epistemological ideas worked out by Lenin in his
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism (the entire complex of
ideas of the Mamist-Leninist the<iry of reflecti6n, the
scientific conception of matter, of image, the dialectics of
relative and absolute tmth, the thesis of the inexhausti-
bility of matter "in depth", the thesis of reflection as a
property of all matter, etc.) were adopted by modern
science (physics, bioscience (physics, biology, physiology, psychology, cyber-
netics, etc.), and proved to be exceptionally fruitful. One
of the traits of the modem stase in the detrelooment of
;;1ii;;,"tt);"ie;;ilai'io-i,6".iiEiii5iirivt*lii"i."o*
of the traits of the modem stage in the development of
science is the consciously realised need for including gener-
al epistemological ideas (of which the scientific basis is
Marxistleninist episbemolow) into the oroduction of

development of cognition.--Thd;:il othel instances, too, of the influence of
epistlmolJgicat conceptions' on 'the 

development . of
#ioi"". Ai epistemoti,gical system mqy be- completely
inadeouate as ieflexion about scientific knowledge, offer-
i"t "" entirely false image of science and being quite
uritenaut" on the general philosophical plane. At the same
time. such a svstdm is uied for-the production of some
ioca special scientific theories which ietain a certain value
Lr"" iit"i their philosophical interpretation is rejec.ted.
ttrat ii possible b'ecause Some aspecti of the real cognitive
process 

-are 
usually grasped even in false epistemologrca-I

ionstructions. But the special scientific theories procluced
in r""ti c"tei are usualty of very -limfted.;ignjficance' At
tii" **" time, the maiir paths bf sc-ientific development
iie fieie obstnicted by falde epistemologica] constructions,
and the derrelopmentl of theoretical thorrght in this area
is on the whole 

-deflected. That was the situation, e.9., with
the epistemology of operationalism.and-the physical theo-
ries c'onstructed' according to operationalist prescriptions..

The epistemology of dtalectical materialism i-c sp.ecrrrc

in that i[ provideslior the first time, an 1{.eOuate picture
of comiti6n. knorirledge, and science. And that means that
ttt-fi"-p;a'of ttis image of cognition on the actual
devetop-ment of sciencE must :rezult i,t ext-remely
siniiic'ant results. The history of Marxist philosophy and
iii -r"iaiio"ships with the natural and social sciences
co"tiimilttis iae". Matx's Capital, which embodies the
fu-i""tin" theory of political ecbno-dry,.was created on the
6urir ii 

"o"sci6us 
aiplication of the-dialectical materialist

epistemology and method-ology of science.- nLtvi"g "6n a scientific d6nceptio! of the nature -of
td;61i4 ihint<ine and consclouslv employing - the
pt ito*pt i"ally subitantiated method of asce-nding fTgIn
[ii" aUiiitct- io tt e conctete, Marx constmcted a scientific
;;;*il iheoty, formulatirig in detail the methodglpsrg.al
pib6;; arisinl'in theoretiIal research and consistently
i"i"ing_-ittem 6n the basis of generyl- e-pistemological
princiit"s. Marx criticised bourgeols political economy not
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Marxist-Leninist epistemtilog;y) into the production of
theories in the special areas of knowledce. Modern sciencetheories in the special areas of know
has reached a stage in its d'evelopn

I areas of knowledge. Modern science
in its d'evelopment when its furtherhas reached a

advance demands the weaving of self-reflexion into the
very fabric of scientific research. That is the basis for an
ever increasing interaction between philosophical, in partic-
ular epistemological, and special scientific knowledge.



CONCLUSION

The approaches to the analysi,s of thc-cognitive.relation'
charactehitic of pre-Mamian and non-Marxis!.phil-osophy'
piov" to be inte-rnally untelable and contradict the prac-
fice of modern cogni[ion. Whether cognition is interpreted
as mete intera"tiori'of two natural syst-ems or as determined
bv the structure of individual ionsciousness, in both
cises the very mode of formulating and discussing-the
pioUt"* und6r consideration predetermines the fruitless'
iress of the researcher's thinking, leading to false results.

Witt it the framework of the first approach, correct
materialist premises (the zubject and the- object being
considered is definite'material systems with real material
fintis Uetween them) go side by side with implications
**"tr lead the study of some basic epistemological qugl
iio* i*o u blind alley, and compel metaphysical material-
ists to make serious' concessions to subjectivism on a
number of points.- 

iaeaistic conceptions which assume that cognition is
conditioned by the stnrcture of individual consciousness,
eintoit for th6ir own ends the problem of substantiating
X"bwteag" and the need for estab-lishing norms which serve
as criierii for separating knowledge lrom absence of it- In
air"uisine the prbblem 6f zubstantiation of knowledge, the

"th;ia;6 of ' this approach proceed- from two false
uis"*ptio"s which pr6d'etermin6 the-subjectivist.nature of
itriir 'epistemologicil conceptions. Th9 first is the meta-
tlyri"u1-"oiion ibout the elristence of standards permitt'
-i"g one to draw a distinct boundary between kno-wledge
an? aUsence of knowledge and to single out "absolute
knowledge" in pure form which could be used as the
iounaati6n of th-e entire system of scientific theories. The
seco"a is that the adhereirts of the idealistic conceptions^
;;id"t"d here, assuming that raislng- the p.roblem of
substantiation iinplies a critical attitude to the various
kinat ;f aiisting i<nowledge, qrrive at.the conclusion that
it 

"- "t 
itotoptri"it analvsis if the cognitive relation should

reiedt anv r-eliance onihe results of the special seiences or
the prop6sitions of the pre'scientific "common sense".__The'dialectica 

mateilalist conception of the cognitive
retaiion, apart from answering the questions which confuse
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non-Marxist epistemology, sets tasks and problems before
epistemology which do not exist for tradjtional bourgeois
philosophy.- Marxist-Leninist epistemology -makes - its
starting pbint the recognitio.n of the uqity of reflection,
of practical object-olented 

-activity 
and -commuaication,

and the conceplion of cognition as a socially mediated and
historically developing activity of refl ection.

Marxist philosobhy asserts that cognition is founded on
practical aitivity dnd that the latter must be understood in
its specifically human characteristics, tg wit, as collective
or jriint activity, in which the individual enters upon_ defi-
nit6'relations with other persons, as mediated activity in
which man places betweenhimself and an external natural-
ly emerging-object other man-made objects functioning as
t-fre imptements of activity; and finally, as a historically
developing activity carrying in itself its own history.- In
the objecis that are cognized, man singles out those fea-
tures that prove to be essential for the developing qocial
practice, and that is only possible through mediator-objects implementing socio-historical experiences.
Man-made instruments act as the forms of expressing
objective norrns, standards, and object-hypotheses existing
outside a given individual. The assimilation of these norms,
social in their origin, by the individual, makes possible
their fgnctioning as structureforming components of
cognition.

The internal processes of consciousness emerge as the
consequence of their interiorisation, that is, "growing in"
or transposition onto the inner plane of those actions of
the subject which are originally implemented in an
external-form and directed at external objects. At the start
of the formation of consciousness, three kinds of activity
emerge as linked together: external practical activity, the
process of cognition, and communication In implement-
ing one and the same object-oriented action-, the subject
sirnultaneously performs a number of functions-he
changes the form of the external object, performs the
act of cognitive orientation and assimilates the socially
moulded ways of practical and cognitive activity embod-
ied in the object whieh he uses as a mediator object. The
assimilation of adequate modes of manipulating a socially
functioning objecf is only possible if the subject is
included in the living communicative connections with
other persons, who teach him methods of using man-made
things- and thereby shaire his cultural orientations and
norrns, including the standards of cognitive activity. At
the stlge of well-formed consciousness, the direct links
between practical activity, cognition and communication



are disrupted. At the same time, any cognitive activity,
whatever'the form of its direct subjective givenness, is
socially mediated in the basic mechahisms of its realisa-
ii"". itra consequently always carries the potential of
cbmhrunicating. 'Ther6fore, as far as epistemological
research, i.e.,- the discov-ery of universal referential
meaningi. noims and standards, is concerned, the most
suitablJ inaterial for analysis is precisely the processes'
means- and products of communicative activity, in which
comition ft reified and objectified, and not the
ph-enomena of consciousness taken as such,-in.which these
ieferential meanings and standards appear in "converted"
or "folded" form, so to spea\ and are lot -{wayg
sufficiently- clear t6 ttre subject himself. In the Marxist
philosophi-cal conception, th6 process- of transmission of
'knoy'rledge implies oUieciitication of kn-owledg-e n9t only-
in tlie folm of texts or utterances but also in the form of
man-made. objects canying socio-cultural meaning.

Marxist- Leirinist epistemology radically reorientates t-he
traditional epistemological problems and fundamentally
changes the very manner of positing -an! qtudyi!8.them.
ttre Itarting point of analysis of knowledge-is-not-taken to
be the stu?i of the relation of the individual subject
(whether it be organism or consciousness) to the opposing
bUject but the stidy of the functioning and development
of-systems of collective, inter-subject activity based on
practical transformation of external obje-cts.^ The Mamist-Leninist conception of the nature of cogni-
tion entails a number of propositions important for further
study of problems in scientific ep-istemolog.y q$ a.t lhe
samri timti opening up the possibllity. of scientific inter-
pietation of nurierous qu-estions widely discussed in
hrodern works on the methirdology of science, scientology,
and the psychology of cognition.

The tisi< of efistemology does not at all consist in the
solution of a medaphysicalli interpreted problem of ilab.so-
lute" substantiation of knowledge. The real substantiation
of knowledge is attained in the process- of actual devgl.gn-
ment of co[nition itself in its union with practical activity,
The develdpment of cognition involves- a complicated
dialectical iirteraction of discreteness and continuity or
cohesion. This mutual relation is one of the aspects of the
connection between absolute and relative moments in
objective truth, which was analysed in classical form by
Le-nin. Scientific epistemology is an integral- and -qpecial
part of cognition. Neither the individual nor the collective
iubjects oT cognition are the -supr-eme 

guarantors .ot .tlt.
subitantiation.-It may be said, bf coufse, that scientific
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epistemology is objective reflexion about the collective
cognizing subject. The latter, however, is not a complete
entity equal to itself, not a world of consciousness closed
in itself, but a System of constantly developing collective
cognitive activity closely linked with practical object orient-
ed activity. Therefore, the proper field of epistemological
study.is, first of all, the development of cognitive norms,
the phXogenesis and ontogenesis of cognition in their dia-
lecti-cal unity. The development of cognition implies also
changes in the cognizing subjects, both collective and
individual, and in the range of cognized objects. At the
same time, it encompasses the development of certain cog-
nitive standards, and consequently the development of
some characteristics of cognition itself.
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acquires what amounts to a theory-transcendent status.
See D. Shapere, "Notes toward a Post-Positivistic Interpretation of
Science", The Legacy of Logical Positivism, ed. by P. Achinstein and
S. F. Barker, Baltimorc, 1969, pp. 155, 156.
Also: D. Shapere, "Scientific Theories and Their Domains" ?fte
Structure of Scientific Theories, pp. 567-569. lVe shall point outin
this connection, that the so-called abstract objects studied in mathe-
matics (numbets, sets, functions etc.) express certain rclations be-
tween real objects and not real objects edsting in space and time.
58 G. Maxweli "Theories, Perception,. and Siructiral Realism",
The Nature and Function of Scientific Theories, University of
littsburgh Press, 1970, pp. 3-34.
6e "Other forms of intuition, besides those of space and time, other
forms of understanding besides the discursive forms of thought, or
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of cognition, we can neither imagine nor mahe intelligible to our-
selves; and even if we could, they would still not belong to experiencr,
which is the only mode of cognition by which objects are presented
to us. lVhether other perceptions besides those which belong to the
total of our possible experience, and consequently whether some
other sphere of matter exists, the understanding has no power to
decide, its proper occupation being with the synthesis of that which
is $ven" (I. Kant, Critique of Purc Reason, london, G. Bell and
Sons, LTD, 1930, pp. t7l-72),
bu Th. S. Kuhn, op. cit., p. LO2.

3l [l1l;:h11]'"r"uscript-1e6e" Kuhn gives a les rigid rormula-
tion of 

-the 
thesis about the existence of a gap between different

paradigms Taking into account that the everyday world,-lan-guage,
and m-ost of the world of science are shared by members of different
scientific coummunities, Kuhn now believes it possible to translate
from ttre language of one paradigm into the language of another
using the common vocabulary of everyday life.
63 B-. L. Whorf, Inngwge, Thought, and Reality. Selected Writings,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1966, gp. 27, 2L3, 214.
6a See Vasilyev S. A., A Philosophical Analysis of the Hypothesis
of Lingptstic Relatiuity, Kiev, 1974, p. 21 (in Busian).
96 B. L. Iilhorf, op. cit., p.215.
66 See V. V. Tseiishchiti, Logical lluth and Empiicism, Novosi-
birsk,lg74, p. 13 (in Russian).

68Ibid..D. 16.
69 W. V. Quine, "Notes on Existence and Necessity". ln: The
Journal of Philosophy. Vol. XL, No. 5, March 4, 1943, p. 118.
?o W. V. Quine, Word and Obiect, New York and London, 1960,
pp.29-57.
71 See W. V. Quine, Ontological Relatiuity and Other Essays, 1969,
p.67.
zz Ibid.. p. 50.
?3 The 'cbnception of ontological relativity points to the absurdity
of arguments, curtent in modem American and British epistemologic-
al literature. concerning the possibility of the existence of a language
(and conseiuently of teason and of a world picture) in beings
whictr we orrdinarily do not regard as sentient (e.g., tulips). The
authors of these arguments substantiate their positions by-assuming
that the language to which they refer may be so different from ours
that we cannot understand its meaning, the more so that the behav-
iour of the carriers of this language has nothing in common with
human behaviour. l{e can even fail to guess that we are dealing with
a language, these authors say. Situations of this kind are possible in
their view in man's contacts with sentient extratBrrestrials: the latter
do not have to be similar to man in appearanc€, they may behave in
a manner completely strange to us and communicate in a manner
quite different from ours. In this c,ase we shall not recpgnise them as
teasonable beings. Generally speaking, we may be surounded by a
mass of sentient beings, these authors believe, whose presence we
do not even suspect and whose world is completely impervious to
us. Quine sweeps aside all these arguments pointing out that there
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are no experimental data for their refutation or confirmation: our
experience carries in itself the object scheme of world dissection
which is accepted in our language. Here Quine's position is reminis-
cent of Kant. See A. G. Genova, "Kant and Altnrnative Frameworks
and Possible Worlds", Ahten des 4. Intemationalen Kant-Kongres-
ses, Mainz, 6-10 April, 1974, Teil II. 2: Sektionen, Berlin-N.Y.,
pp. 834-841; R. Borty, "The World Well Lost". In: The Journal of
fllilosophy, Vol. LXIX, No. 19, October 26,1972, pp. 649-665.
74 S. A. Vasilyev, A Philosophical Analysis of the Hypothesis of
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the Cartesian conception of innatp ideas. In reality, the universality
of the primary semantic field, expressed through different language
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qqers of different national languages.
76 See N. Chomsky, Syntacrtc Structures,'sGravenhage, Mouton,
1957.
77 See A. N. teontyev,Actiuity. Consciousness. Percorwlity,pp.
140-158.
78 S. A. Vasilyev, A Phitosophical Analysis of the Hypothesis of
Lineuistic Rehtiuity. o. 45.
7e iihe possibilities'irnd ways of experimental research into the
effect of different language sy$ems on the nature of perception are
discussed in M. Cole, S. Scribner, Culture and Thought: Psycholog-
ical Introducfion. N.Y. 1974.
!! U. nunge, Philosophy of Physics, Dordrecht, 1973, pp. 181-182.ur See Th. S. Kuhn. op. cit.. oo.202-204.
82 G. Holton, "Od the nriti'of Themata in Scientific Thought'i
Science,2S April, 1975, Vol. 188, No. 4186, pp. 328-334. For an
analysis of continuous lines in the development of science see
Contradictions in the Deuelopment of Natural Science (ed. by
B. M. Kedrov), Moscow, 1965; V. S. Stepin, The Formation of a
Scientific Theory, Minsk, 1976; V. S. Bibler, Thinhing as Creatiuity;
.d V._Akhutin,-Tle History of the Principles of Physical Experi-
ment. Moscow.1967 (all in Russian).
88 See V. A. Lektoriky, "V.L Lehin and the Principles of Dialec-
tical Logic", Leninism os the Philosophy of the Modern Epoch,
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Modem Times, Moscow, 1978; V. A. Lektorsky, Kh. Safari, "On
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84 "The sign nahrre of verbal language has that advantage over the
language of gestures that it permits to perform any changes or trans
formations with ideal objects implemented in verbal material. Verbal
language, as compared to gesture language, is a more plastic material;
one may reproduce in it all the properties and laws of the objective
world with great precision and differentiation, and these properties
may not coincide with those forms which are reproduced in gestures.
As a crude analogy, one may consider plasti-cine (the wod) and
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rotkin, "!Y_hat Is !!ggg!rt Better Armed With{esture or Word?",
Ygploty filosofii,1977, No. 6, p. 101).
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p.276.
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ed, by Miehael Radner and Stephen Winokur, University bf Minnel
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in several debaterthose of real and complei number, limit, contin-
uum, function. _It may now be said that the imale of 'modern
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Proceeding from a philosophical generalisation
of problems in the methodology of science, psy-

chology of knowledge, psycholinguistics, and his-
tory of science, this book offers a comprehensive
analysis. of the cognitive relation between sub-
ject and object, a study of the various forms
and types of links between the object-related prac-

tical activity and the cognitive one, the relation-
ships between self-consciousness and cognition, the
components of the system of knowledge, and prob-

lems in its substantiation and development.
ln the book, a number of unresolved vital philo-

sophical and methodological problems are dealt
with. The author also critically considers the ap-
proaches to the cognitive relation characteristic of
pre-Marxian and non-Marxist philosophy.

The book is intended for readers interested in
problems of epistemology, the methodology of sci-
ence, the science of science, and the psychology of
knowledge.
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